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HE or SHE

V

icky Lee has published a book every year for 13
years with the aim to provide trans people information, opportunities, and inspiration.

She first started (at that time with friend Caroline)
‘WayOut Publishing’ researching and writing in 1992 to
create ‘The Transvestites Guide to London’.

Photo: by Rik see more of Rik’s work at www.thewayoutclub.com
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Why was it called WayOut Publishing ? because the book
offered, in pre internet days, knowledge to help lost souls
find their
“way out of the closet”
This first slim volume, with no pictures, was sold from
club to club from handbags. Over the next few years
pictures, international listings and adverts were added.
In 1995 this annual book was officially re-titled ‘The
Tranny Guide’ (The popular abbreviation of the book title
used by many at a time when “tranny” was the preferred
terminology amongst the ‘girls’ in London - the word transgendered had yet to be invented. Caroline resigned and
in 1997 Vicky founded
The WayOut Publishing Company Ltd.
It was at this same time that professional help was
recruited to help with advertising, web site, research
and dtp..
“You are the Prophet of Trannydom who came down from Stiletto Mountain
in a shower of glitter to bring us commandment engraved in eyeliner”
by Benjamina 2002

(an exaggeration maybe ... but beautifully phrased)

Running in tandem from 1987 Vicky Lee met Steffan Whitfield at the Kensington Roof Gardens in London.
They formed a symbiotic union of ideas and action working on club promotions and performing together and
went on to co-found ‘The WayOut Club’ based on Vicky’s knowledge of the needs within the fledgling transgender scene. The club has since April 1993 provided a night out every Saturday for the most diverse mixture of people to be found in one place at one time in the world - “boys, girls and inbetweenies” of every age
race sexuality and gender. Vicky has hardly missed a night at the club where she has enjoyed meeting thousands of trans people and their friends and families.
WayOut Publishing has provided promotion for The WayOut Club and the club has provided contacts and
photo opportunities, another symbiotic union. Through the club and increasingly through the internet Vicky
has met wonderful people who have become part of ‘The Tranny Guide’ contributing regularly pictures and
reports.
A constant flow of calls are made to WayOut, leading Vicky to provide contacts and help to media
researchers who are planning features and programs about the tranny scene. She is a regular advice writer
for other magazines and has appeared on many television programs.
Vicky continues to draw strength to achieve what she does from the support of a great team of talented
friends but most especially her partner Lesley, and her family whom she has been with since 1971.
In

this book Vicky shares more of her life story and experiences
than ever before - making this book ‘part one’ of
You can find also find out more about Vicky
on line at www.wayout-publishing.com/vicky.htm
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INTRODUCTION to this book and it’s editor

T

hank you for picking up this book I hope you enjoy it. I hope it
makes you feel unique special and good. Because you are and so am I
- and everyone around us.

This book HE or SHE is very different to my previous books. After finishing
the 12th edition of my annual ‘Transgender Guide’ I started to think about
the 13th edition. However, maybe for the first time I realised that what I
should be doing is promoting the 12th book. I visited the USA. I met many
people and listened carefully to their thoughts. I met other publishers and
authors. I met owners of shops (Thank you John from Glamour Boutique).
I reflected on their thoughts. How can I bring transgender to the attention
of more people? I concluded that I must create a one off SUPER book and
thereafter promote it to a wider readership.
I feel I have never had enough space in my previous books to include the
amount of thought and experience that others and myself have to offer. In
this ‘one off’ book I have finally allocated the space put down my thoughts
and advice and told my story in MUCH more detail. Alongside I have gathered many others thoughts who have been so candid and generous in their
contributions.
However the space for these pictures, stories, thoughts and advice does not
leave space in this book for the listings that have formed a ‘Travel Guide’ in
my previous books - So where are the listing now?

AND the associated reference
book and interactive web site

F

or these I have put together a new and improved service.
‘Transgender AtoZ’ is a new series of publications that concentrates
on Reports, Reviews and Listings from around the world. This book, I
hope, will fulfil the requests I received for a more comprehensive ‘travel
guide’ and a return to a listing format for the whole world instead of relying
on International Personal Reports .... But there is MORE - MUCH MORE…
In addition to the book I have created a new “interactive” web site
www.TransgenderAtoZ.com It is the ON LINE (internet) version of the
book. This web site can be totally up to date as it is maintained via the
internet. Uniquely this can be done by YOU the readers and by those that
create events and offer shops, services and places to go. It is an interactive
website for YOU to directly add your listings and reviews of events, shops
services and places to go. The site also hosts your Personal Profiles,
Business Profiles, and Personal Reports with your
pictures news and reviews.
I have invested a lot of time and money in this web
site I hope that readers make it their own and carry
on the work started by the ‘Tranny Guide’ back in
those pre internet days back in 1993.
For those without internet access I will accept and
upload your postal additions to the site.
For those that do not have internet access or who
want a book in their handbag - I plan to publish a
printed ‘snapshot’ of the entire website in a series of
future Transgender AtoZ books.
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HE or SHE

T
Photo: by Rik see more of Rik’s work at www.thewayoutclub.com
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his book is based on my concept that every human on the
planet has the opportunity, minute to minute, hour to hour,
day to day, to choose where they fit on a scale of masculinity
to femininity, the scale of which I represent with the two
iconic extremes
Rambo and Marilyn Monroe
on my He or She scale.

I am NOT talking about sexuality, after all, any
one of us has an infinite choice of who we have
sex with, and what kind of sex we have, whatever we consider our gender to be. In the context of this book
sexuality is never at question.

Let me throw some
ideas in the air

I

am talking here about GENDER. I am talking about the concept
of moving backwards and forwards along a gender scale represented by what we wear, how we groom ourselves, what job we
do, what car we drive, what drink we order.
In 2005 a woman can be serving her country on the front line in big
boots and battle fatigues mastering heavy machinery and weapons of
destruction one day and within 24 hours be flirting in a Manhattan
cocktail bar wearing Agent Provocateur, Gucci and Jimmy Choos.

In 2005 a woman can choose to go Paint Balling in the woods or clothes shopping at the mall. She can expect to mix
a wide range of skills; maybe team leader, fire fighter, paramedic, truck driver, mother, cook, domestic, lover, vamp - all
on the same day, (if she had the energy - busy girl).
Some women will live at one extreme, or the other, of my He or She scale never crossing the line. If this happens to
be at the masculine end of the scale she may be considered ‘butch’ but she is not likely to be pilloried.
Such diversity of image, ability and achievement is heralded as a woman’s right and is applauded when embraced.
Women have chained themselves to railings and burnt their bras to achieve these rights. With reference to my scale
of Rambo to Marilyn Monroe women’s choices and opportunities are now infinite, (given the patriarchal glass ceilings
and un-equal pay levels that remain).
I of course admit that some of us have physical attributes that are better suited to one end of the scale or the other.
This of course is true of both those perceived as male AND female at birth. Despite this fact many of us struggle to
over come our physical shortfalls to achieve our goals with the help of: work outs, exercise, training, diet, drugs, surgery, foundation garments, make-up and wigs. And that’s just Pamela Anderson.

C

onversely, even in such enlightened times, if you are perceived to be born male and you cross even half way
along my He or She scale, towards the feminine, you can expect derision and words like foppish, sissy and
your sexuality is instantly questioned. Yes we have our Billy Elliots and our Alexander McQueens, but they are
few and far between and they have had to fight for the right to express themselves only fractionally over the half way
mark of my He or She scale. There are thousands, no billions of men in the world, who for fear of homophobia and
loss of their perceived masculine superiority, remain emotionally strangled, inarticulate, macho dick heads. These men
deny themselves the right to a range of jobs and an immense range of experiences.
In 2005 many young men fail miserably in the school system. Hooded they terrorise our urban street corners with
posturing to impress each other with ever more Neanderthal levels of masculine behaviour. A growing number of
young girls join these gangs appearing to support and encourage the boys primitive behaviour while they themselves
slide along my gender scale towards the masculine wearing the same clothes as the boys and being as aggressive as
the boys.
Transgendered people are compelled to blow these restrictions away. Some do so completely, as I do. Some do so
for short bursts of time and maybe in secret. Some transition from the masculine to the feminine end of the scale.
Some choose (as some women choose) never to slide along to the masculine end of my He or She scale again.
In this book I embrace the concept of all human beings enjoying the experiences and opportunities that the full spectrum of my He or She sliding scale has to offer.
I want to dress to impress, drive a race car, care for children and elderly, jump out of a plane, cook, build a house,
design and make clothes, flirt with men and flirt with women, dance till I drop, vamp it up like the best of the divas,
love my partner, have my partner love me. And I don’t care whether you call me HE or SHE
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CONCEPTS the HE or SHE sliding scale

“Paint Balling ???
are you MAD
Miss Lee”

Steffan Whitfield
1965 -2005

Forever Young
Forever Beautiful
Forever Loved
Forever an Inspiration
Photos: of Steffan Whitfield by Frederike de Jonge
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HE or SHE
When it comes to words used in the context of transgender, it must be understood that the language is still
evolving. Words come into fashion and go out of fashion. I have, from time to time, been accused of using
the wrong terminology. However we can NOT BEGIN to discuss the subject without a language. So in the
following pages I have set out MY concepts and definitions for words that you will see used throughout this
book. There will be those that beg to differ.... OK so let them beg.

CROSS – DRESSING

FETISH

Simply wearing an item or ensemble of clothes that the
majority of society considers only appropriate for the
gender thought to be the opposite of your own (i.e.
David Beckham in a sarong).

The use of an object, most especially in this context
clothes, to visually excite and almost always sexually
excite the user.

COMPARTMENTALISATION
Some people choose to create compartments for several of life’s opportunities. An extreme case being to run
two families without knowledge of each other. In reference to transgender it should be understood that some
people will create a compartment to cross-dress in.
This compartment may be a few moments in a bedroom
or a weekend at a hotel. This compartment may have
friends that know nothing of the other compartments of
this persons life. In reference to sexuality some people
will feel safe to cross sexual barriers "while dressed"
while in this compartment of their life..

DRAG QUEEN
A person who uses drag (clothes) to create a larger
than life persona to become the centre of attention or
to entertain. Drag Queen usually defining the style to
be feminine or a pastiche of feminine. Drag King is a
person who does the same to define their style as masculine or a pastiche of masculine. Drag queens and drag
kings are often automatically assumed to be homosexual. But again sexuality can not in reality be linked with
Drag. (After all the actress Joan Collins is a fabulous
example of a drag queen).

FEMININE AND MASCULINE
A pre-concept of today’s society that varies throughout
the world and is influenced by religion, culture, terrain
and hardship. A concept of what is masculine and what
is feminine has been with us throughout history but has
changed significantly over years and areas of the world.
The freedom to be unique individuals outside of the definition of feminine or masculine is still today almost
unimaginable for most people to understand or accept.
But when we look closely at individuals with an open
mind it is easy to see that the possibilities are endless.
Remember in many cultures and some languages objects
are given the definition of masculine or feminine. (Why
should a ship be a she or a handbag be thought of as a
feminine object but a briefcase to be masculine object –
at this time in history).

6

GENDER
A person’s definition on their birth certificate i.e. male
or female determined at birth by genitalia. (As yet this
process does not extend to gender brain patterns or
internal organs).

INTERSEX
A person born with indeterminate genitalia and (occasionally - if and when explored – internal reproductive
organs) - (As yet this does not extend to indeterminate
gender brain patterns). Intersex is a condition that is far
more common, (and has been throughout history) than
most people can imagine. It is a condition that doctors
and parents rarely talk about and the ethics are far from
clear.

LGBT
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual & Transgender (also GLBT)

RG (OR GG) GIRL
A Real Girl genetically born female who is happy to be
female.

SEXUALITY
Not to be confused with gender – All person of every
gender explores their sexuality throughout their life
deciding for themselves what kind of sex they like and
who they like to have sex with. All of us have the
option to be heterosexual, homosexual, or to dabble
somewhere in between occasionally or long term. We
all have the option to be monogamous or promiscuous.

SHE MALE
A transsexual male to female (MtoF) who prefers to
retain the male genitalia often in full working order but
in every other way lives as a woman

T GIRL
A part time girl. A person (determined at birth as male)
that shares the experiences of a typical female on a part
time basis to the best of their ability. (Imagine however
a T Girl Tom Boy)

2 HorS intro 1-79
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CONCEPTS words and definitions
TO ‘DRESS’
To partake in the process of gender transformation
including temporary body feminization (or masculisation), foundation devices and outer clothing and wigs.

TOM BOY
A part time boy (A boyish girl). A person (determined
at birth as female) who shares the activities and experiences of a typical male on a part time basis to the best
of their ability. (However in this case it is rare for
females to go to the extreme’s that T Girls go to "pass"
as the opposite gender)

mind spirit and soul of the gender opposite to that
determined at birth. This person may or may not have
undertaken treatment and or surgery to realign their
body with their mind (male to female (MtoF) or female
to male (FtoM). Pre-op being before genital surgery –
Post-op being after genital surgery

TRANSVESTITE
A person that cross-dresses often and most probably
compulsively in private or in public. Often associated
with the concept of a sexual turn on – though in practice if practiced frequently is more likely to be become
less of a sexual turn on and more of a lifestyle

TO ‘PASS’

TRANNY

To achieve acknowledgement that others are unconditionally accepting the change from one gender to another in both cases part time and full time. A Drag Queen
is not looking to ‘pass’ as anything but fabulous.

An unavoidable abbreviation which should be accepted
as the abbreviation of transgendered. However as with
other colloquialism this word can be considered offensive if used as a term of insult.

TRANSGENDERED

TRAVESTIE-

An umbrella term for those that explore their own gender in mind spirit or soul as well as those that explore it
though grooming, behaviour or clothing.

Travestie is the accepted and respected word in Dutch
and many European countries for cross-dressing both as
performance art and as a lifestyle. Conversely in English
the word means farcical grotesque imitation a mockery
(just goes to show how far language can mislead us).

TRANSSEXUAL
A person (determined at birth as either male or female)
who is later diagnosed (or self diagnosed) as having the

What words, defined here, would you use to define these people ?
Can you tell their gender or their sexuality ?
If I told you they were all Transgendered, could you tell me how any of the words defined here in
this section can be applied to any of them ?
Well could you go on try now ?
If you have answered these questions truthfully you have learnt the most important thing about
these words and their definitions. They are only words but we need words to discuss the subject. In fact these people like you and me are unique individuals, striving to be loved, and to fulfil
a good life. All are incredibly talented in their unique way and all are gender gifted.

7
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HE or SHE

A

baby is born and the first question asked
is, "is it a boy or a girl?" He or She?
Why is this question asked? In some parts
of the world, (even today), the answer could lead
to the death of the child. However, in most
cases, at the very least, this question comes
loaded with pre-suppositions, expectations and
instant limitations on the opportunities of this
new person that has just come into the world.
Furthermore throughout our lives these limitations are reinforced with every use of the term
He or She, Him or Her, His or Hers, Sir or
Madam.

H

ow has this come about? We need to remember and understand that most cultures throughout the world for many hundreds of years have
been patriarchal. Men have been worshipped. In almost
every religion god or the head god or the envoy of god
is a man. Men took the best food, (later the best wage).
Men had a natural head start. Physical strength was an
important natural asset when hunting and fighting for
security. But throughout history men have played every
trick in the book to maintain their advantage over
women. Even today (almost exclusively), men rule, make
the laws, lead the faiths, steal the resources and start the
wars.
Never mind waiting for the baby to be born. Hardly ‘off
the job’ and the question is asked, "do you want a boy
or a girl?" He or She? In times gone by, ‘old wives’ would
be consulted. Wedding rings would be hung on thread
above bloated wombs and signs of swinging or circling
would be considered evidence of either a boy or a girl?
He or She? Now after modern health scans, after the
jelly on the belly, the question is always asked "Could
you see if it is a boy or a girl?" He or She?
In fact, in the womb, I believe we are already hardwired,
to a certain extent, with our DNA legacy. At the point
of conception, we are all capable of developing into
males or females. If male hormones are present the
fetus will usually develop as male; if there is no male
hormone present, the fetus will develop as physically
female. However, our development as boys or girls, men
or women, is not necessarily at one end of the spectrum
or the other. I believe we all become inbetweenies to
some degree or another. Science is beginning to believe
that in the womb we are ‘washed’ with varying degrees
of hormones that program and balance areas of the
development of our brains as well as our physique, skills
and abilities in ways that society regards as typically
masculine or feminine. However at birth only one thing
about us- our genitals - are recognised to be the all
telling proof of gender. He or She.
Few know the true extent of the number of intersex
children i.e. those whose genitalia are ambiguous - not
clearly male or female - this condition may raise some
doubt as to the child’s ability to procreate in later life or
at least to physically function sexually as a recognisable

8

male or female but at this point shows nothing of what
is going on in there brain or how their body will develop over their life time.. The recorded incidence of this
is much higher than most people would believe, possibly
as high as 1 in 80, and has been so since such records
began. This fact is very rarely talked about. In many
cases ill- advised decisions have been made by doctors
and parents to "normalise" (at least cosmetically) the
undetermined genitals. Because of the simplicity of surgical removal to create a vagina over construction of a
larger male penis, many boys have over the years been
"normalised" as girls and the mental traumas created by
such intervention is only recently being discussed. There
is now a move to accept intersex children as unique
individuals and to wait for them to make their own
choices at an age when they can make rational decisions. However parents are still making rash decisions
under such extreme pressure to answer the question "is
it a boy or a girl? He or She? Parents believe themselves to be suffering mental torture - though no one is
in any physical pain. Despite the fact that we are seldom
required to display our genitals at school parents of
intersex children are in dread fear of the bullying that
they expect if such ambiguity is discovered in the playground. It is no surprise then that even secure liberal
parents dress their sprogs in pink or blue and cut their
hair to ensure that strangers in supermarkets aren’t led
to say "isn’t She pretty" when the parent requires confirmation that "He is a little terror".
I believe, based on observation alone, that from the
moment of conception we are, to a great extent, hardwired by our DNA. I believe that we all enter the
world as a unique individuals. gifted with life skills, interests, physical abilities (and disabilities). We are born
capable of great scientific discovery, great empathy and
caring, great sex, great leadership, great destruction,
great creativity, and yet more - unknown abilities never
before seen. These abilities have little if absolutely nothing to do with gender - though for years to come society will continue to call some skills masculine and others
feminine.
Nurture and our life experiences will mould us, squash
us, push us forward, hold us back, distract us and in
many way f**k us up. But I believe - if facilitated - we
are capable of miracles. We all, I believe, will fit somewhere on a sliding scale between Rambo and Marilyn
Monroe but few will be at the extreme ends of this
scale and all will slide back and forth throughout our
lives. However I believe that no-one should expect or
suppose (or indeed impose) any restrictions to the
opportunities on this sliding scale. Only if this is understood will each one of us reach our potential and feel
truly fulfiled on our death bed.
One day the president of the United States will be a
woman (sooner the better in my opinion). At some
point I hope we will say “She did a good job”. I say this
because I believe the most important thing, at this time
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CONCEPTS life’s first question HE or SHE
of writing, is that the job needs to be done better. But let me remind you that if we define gender in our praise with
the word "She" we compound the error and limit opportunities for the future. Margaret Thatcher in many ways
brought skills unseen to the position of British Prime Minister. Yet she increasingly slid towards being Rambo while
still clutching her handbag. She ended up very much ‘one of the boys’. She had to - politics at her place in time (was
and pretty much still is), patriarchal. Throughout her term her gender was always at the forefront of everyone’s mind
but she did not open minds or doors for other female based skilled people, (Ok Women), to follow in her footsteps.
At this early point in this book I feel it is important to remind you again that in these pages we are predominantly
exploring gender not sexuality lets just think about this... Please clear your mind and take a deep breath ... I believe it
to be a fact, that whatever gender a person self identifies with, (including no gender). That this person has an infinite
range of sexual activities to explore over their life time. These activities may take place alone or with a person who
themselves identify with the opposite, same or no gender identity. In simple terms Sexuality and Gender are NOT in
anyway connected. Furthermore it needs to be understood that a monogamous relationship can be cheated on by
straying to any sexual activity or any variety of gender and that a meeting of minds is a bigger threat to a monogamous relationship than sexuality and gender are ever likely to be.... So glad to have got that off my chest…
Personally I do not think of myself as masculine or feminine - He or She. I accept that I like to look "pretty" and I
will play every trick to achieve this effect. I accept that I like to be perceived as gentle, caring, as non-competitive, as
consensual. I prefer to be liked, indeed loved and protected. I like my pockets uncluttered and am not embarrassed
to carry a handbag. (Sometimes gender is defined by such silly things). I am also
pleased to be spatially aware, technically proficient, physically strong, reliable and brave. I know lots of women like me. Does that make me
female. I don’t think so I am just me.
He or She? Is it important? The truth is – you will find it hard
to try to tell some body somebody else what I have just written about without referring to me as He or She. Gender is
throughout our language and gender is our most defining feature. The French language even give objects such as windows and tables a gender - masculine or feminine,
Le or La?
The world could be such a better place if more of us could
just get our head round the concept that we are all
unique individuals. At some point in the future we will, I
hope, lose the definitions of He or She.
We no more need to be defined as masculine or feminine than does the window or the table. If we are each
allowed to be what comes natural to us, there will be more
opportunity to be beautiful
and to perform miracles and
there will be much more fitting ways to define us.
For example we all
recognise a beautiful window and a
sturdy table.
(La tabla Mrs table –
or was it Le tabla Mr
table? – I never was
any good at French).
P.S I can’t wait for Mrs
President or should that
be Madam President - whatever!
She has to be better than the men that precede Her.

photo of Vicky Lee with thanks to Rik
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HE or SHE
Sex in the Brain
The research thesis of Dr Frank Kruijver has been
published. Its full title is:

"Sex in the Brain - Gender differences in the human
hypothalamus and adjacent areas - Relationship to
transsexualism, sexual orientation, sex hormone
receptors and endocrine status".
The research was conducted at the Netherlands
Institute for Brain Research, and was promoted and
overseen by:
Prof.dr DF Swaab (promoter)
Prof. dr LJG Gooren (co-promoter)
Dr AO Brinkman
Prof.dr M Gahr
Prof.dr PT Cohen-Kettenis
Prof.dr FG Zitman
Prof.dr HSA Heymans
The publication of the thesis was financially supported by the Netherlands Institute for Brain
Research, as well as Van Lersum fonds KNAW and
the Gender Identity Research and Education Society
(GIRES).
Dr Kruijver is a member of the team from the
Netherlands that was awarded the GIRES Research
Prize in 2002 for their article, published in the
Journal of Clinical Endocrinology and Metabolism in
2000, "Male-to-Female Transsexuals Have Female
Neuron Numbers in a Limbic Nucleus". For summary information on this and other research
awards, please refer to the GIRES website:
www.gires.org.uk
GIRES has a limited supply of copies of the thesis,
279 pages in length, by Dr Kruijver and his colleagues thesis that it can lend to other researchers
in the field.
E-mail: admin@gires.org.uk
Telephone: 44 (0)1372 801554

www.gires.org.uk
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y concepts are drawn from my own
thoughts from my own experiences and
the conversations I have had with 1000’s
of people, who are to various degree transgendered, that I have met through hosting The
WayOut Club in London for over 12 years .
Bernard and Terry from ‘GIRES’ provide here a
more science-based perspective to set alongside
my personal understanding of He or She.
Bernard and Terry are parents of a trans woman.
They have academic degrees and have participated in the preparation of several scientific and
research papers, which are available on the
GIRES website: http://www.gires.org.uk.
They founded the charity GIRES in 1997,
in collaboration with nine other people.
At that time, all of them were activists in the UK
political lobbying organisation ‘Press for Change’.
GIRES' primary mission is to improve the
circumstances in which trans people live, by
changing the way that society treats them.
Accordingly, its aim is to generate supportive
attitudes among all those who can make those
improvements happen, including politicians,
other policy makers, clinicians, the providers of
commercial and government services including
the police, teachers, employers, and journalists, as
well as other family members.

BERNARD AND TERRY WRITE -

B

iology, through genetic and hormonal
interactions, determines the structure of
the brain as male or female and is a
major factor in the development of gender
identity from the moment of conception,
through the fetal stage and post-natally.
Infrequently, gender identity develops within the
brain in a manner that is incongruent with the
male or female characteristics of rest of the
body. It is reasonable to accept that some people may be more affected than others by this
process. Consequently, not all will feel an equal
degree of discomfort with the discordance
between their innate gender identities and the
genders that on the basis of their genital
appearance were assigned to them at birth.
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CONCEPTS it’s all in the Brain
The term transgender includes this broad range
of people who all experience atypical gender
identity development but the way they express
their gender roles may vary widely. Some need
to express an alternative gender role only occasionally. A relatively small number of others
(about 1 in 8,000 within the general population)
experience transsexualism, which is the overwhelming need to transition to live permanently
in the role that conforms to their innate gender
identities. Although terminology is not always
used consistently by transgendered people, GIRES
uses the term trans to describe those who are
undergoing or have undergone transition. An
individual transitioning from the male to the
female role would thus be a trans women, and
one transitioning from female to male role would
be a trans man. After transition, many of these
individuals prefer to be and, therefore, should be,
regarded simply as men and women.
More often, but still quite rarely (about 1 in 80),
other male or female characteristics may develop
atypically, resulting in chromosomal and/or genital
and/or gonadal inconsistencies, some of which
may be described as intersex conditions. Some of
these inconsistencies may be associated with an
increased incidence of atypical gender identity
development and transsexualism. Examples of
this include some unusual chromosomal configurations such as 47,XXY and 47,XYY. Hence there
is, biologically, some overlap between this wide
range of inconsistencies affecting the brain and
the rest of the body.There are also studies indicating that sexual orientation (attraction to
males, females, both or neither) is likewise
impacted upon by biological factors. However,
‘gender identity’, the innate sense of being a man
or a woman, is a quite separate matter to one's
sexual orientation.
So, there are common biological factors to be
considered in the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual,
Transgender and Intersex (LGBT ) fields.
Moreover, some people belong to more than one
of these categories.
There are also common social factors. Many
LGBT people experience discrimination, based on
society's ignorance and fear of them.
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HE or SHE
No two Trans peoples are the same.
Some may not start at the beginning.
Some may not go to the end ...
Some get off ...
Some get back on ...
Some go forwards ...
Some go backwards ............

BUT- IF you have a ticket You
will always be on the journey.

I

strongly believe that there are no two
people with the same life story, but
based on the books and surveys that I
have read, plus hundreds, maybe thousands of casual
conversations and other personal experiences, I
believe, for most, cross-dressing has a common
pattern. (This article is written male to female
but please remember that female to male
experiences are very similar).

FIRST STEPS
The first question at the birth of a child - Is
it a boy or a girl?.The average tranny has
memories that go back deep into childhood, when they first identify themselves as to some degree 'feminine’. At the youngest of ages,
boys are encouraged to
reject any signs of femininity as being inappropriate for
their “gender”, with
constant reinforcements
such as “Boys
don’t do that”.
However, at
some point a
tranny boy will
accept the urge
to try on
female
clothes. It is
unlikely that
the child
will under-
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Without apology and for one more time I reprint this article first written in 1996 as I consider it my most
important piece of writing. It is updated for 2005.
Photos for this section with thanks to Tasleen and the models of ‘In Time Studios’
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CONCEPTS The Transgender Journey
stand what he is doing but it will be the first choice
given the opportunity.The tranny boy will already
know that ‘girly-dressing-up’ is the biggest taboo, he
knows it is sociably unacceptable. It is therefore
unlikely that he will talk about his feelings to even
the most open of parents. Such feelings become
‘secret thoughts’ which he will struggle to hide
throughout his life.This is SO different to the the
young boy that confidently wears a nurses uniform
one day and a cowboy outfit the next as - this is play
without fear and guilt.

PUBERTY
With the onset of puberty comes a set of changes.
Body hair begins to grow and the voice begins to
change. Up to that point, the tranny boy had a soft
smooth body, like the females that he secretly identified with. His genitals begin to cry out for attention,
and the penis stiffens at the most embarrassing of
times.Whilst many boys masturbate with images of
others in mind, a tranny boy may have his ‘fantasy
girl’ with him in the mirror. At puberty the tranny
boy watches in wonder and envy, as girls of his own
age blossom, their bodies become more graceful and
they are encouraged to try every feminine beauty
product, clothing and accessory. At this time he can
feel very confused and mourn the loss of his pre
pubescent femininity. At this age it is reinforced to
most boys that their role in life is to work and support a family, to compete, win, achieve and prove this
with a string of material acquisitions. Meanwhile, the
girls seem to be offered an alternative choice of
careers and life styles. Choice is appears is for
women.Typically at this age the adolescent tranny
puts his secret thoughts aside and gets on with 'the
done thing’.The tranny boy is keen to fit in and
prove to himself that he can control his secret
thoughts. Often the tranny is very successful in relationships with girls, preferring their company, having
more interests in common than most other boys.
Many trannies marry young and have children. Many
trannies play physical sports, get tattoos grow
beards. At this point many have never considered
their sexuality as their love for the feminine has
always been assumed to be a love of females. In
many cases the tranny has no positive male self
image, expressing himself rather through possessions,
what he does and through his female partner, who
he is likely to encourage to make the most of herself.

THE PRESSURE POT
Typically by the age of 30 a tranny has accumulated a
mortgage, sometimes even a second wife, children,

and various material possessions.Typically he works
hard, often compensating for the secret thoughts
that never go away by proving himself in traditional
masculine ways. He may reinforce his masculinity join
the army, engage in sport, get tattoos. Many trannies
will express their creativity through art, music, or
their choice of acquisitions. At this age, work, home
and family can become a routine, which on reflection
may appear to be an excuse for a life.Years can feel
to have slipped by on auto-pilot, with someone else
programming the course? Through these years many
occasions will arise that frustrate tranny feelings while his partner chooses an outfit and spends hours
getting ready, to then to be showered with compliments for her grooming and style, he feels invisible
confused, angry. This I call ‘the pressure pot’. All of
this time the need for cross-dressing is like a beach
ball that the tranny is trying to keep under the water
while standing in a swimming pool. Have you ever
tried to do that? It’s impossible isn’t it? And if you
can manage to hold it down for a while it pops right
up when you lose concentration right? Keeping it
down under that water also wears you out and in
the end you just have to let it go. Cross-Dressing is
like that beach ball.The tranny is repressing strong
feelings, which he has not allowed himself to express.
This pressure pot can, I believe, lead to depression,
aggression and even violence or suicide.

RELIEF
Typically over these years a tranny will acquire
clothes and spend fleeting moments ‘dressed’. He
may turn to magazines, books or the internet. He
may use specialist services to recreate his version of
a special event. During these brief periods of time,
everything else in the world is put on hold like
‘freeze frame’.The tranny experiences a flood of
mixed emotions, adrenaline, excitement , happiness,
orgasm - guilt.

STEPPING OUT
It is a giant step for any tranny to present their
female image to another in a public situation. Once
this step has been taken and acceptance gained, a
vast number of opportunities for further experiences arise.Typically the tranny will at this point play
a role, affecting mannerisms and conversation, which
he feels match his 'femme' image. Extended periods
of time in this new role eventually bring racing
adrenaline and heart beat under control. Feelings of
relaxation and relief can flood the body and mind,
indeed exhilaration can follow. However after time
and many excursions, the tranny develops a more
rounded, less affected alter ego.This can be a very
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satisfying and happy time for a tranny, but how often
can he experience this joy? Once a year? Once a
month? Once a week? There is no doubt there are
risks in stepping out, none bigger than the fact that
the tranny cannot get enough.

TV, TS, GAY
Most of the friendly venues providing opportunities
for the tranny to ‘step out’ in public will bring him
into contact with part time TV’s, full time TV’s, transsexuals as well as men and women with all types of
sexuality who enjoy the company of TV’s.This may
be the first time such a diverse company has been
personally encountered. In-bred prejudices may
cause confusion until calmed. It can be an exotic and
refreshing experience to find that gender and sexuality need not be a factor in accepting each other as
good company. However, wearing female clothes and
indeed adopting submissive female behaviour can initially put the tranny in a vulnerable position. Many
people feel free to make advances to a tranny.This
presents the tranny with a situation, which he does
not usually meet in his every day role. It is true that
some trannies so convince themselves that in their
female role, they are another person - a female person - that they consider themselves to be a sexually
available female. It is also true that some men prefer
their ‘girlfriends’ to have male genitals, but would not
allow themselves to have a gay encounter with
another ‘man’. It is unusual for any man to be ‘chatted up’ so this new-found flattery can certainly turn
a ‘girl’s’ head. Some trannies in this situation find it
hard to handle, not knowing how to say “no” politely.These experiences bring a number of questions
into the tranny mind, such as “Am I gay?”, and “If I
am not gay, am I transsexual?”.This can be a very
unhappy and confusing time for a tranny. One option
at this stage is to set up two lives, two roles and to
try to maintain a balance between the two.This can
be very hard and stressful. Some accept themselves
as ‘an inbetweeny’, neither totally male nor female,
happy to exhibit both feminine and masculine attributes (as many modern women do).This option may
take time to develop and means 'coming out' to
some degree.

COMING OUT
There are many tell-tale signs of tranny excursions
that a typical tranny will be paranoid about, such as
traces of nail varnish, hair removal and a carry-over
of mannerisms. If the tranny allows this to happen,
eventually he is likely to be ‘out-ed’ if he does not
‘come out’ of his own accord.Taking time out in the
female role sometimes leaves absences that need to
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be explained to family and friends.This inevitably
leads to lies.The more the tranny gets into the role,
the more feminisation he wants and the more he
wants to take feminine attributes into everyday relationships.The more time spent happily in the female
role and the more confident the tranny gets, the
more the desire to share this joy becomes, but partners, family and friends may be shattered by such
news.Typically they will immediately think that the
person is saying he is gay. It may be very hard for
others to understand that this is not a ‘sudden’ and
‘disastrous’ change. Female partners can sometimes
feel that another woman has come into the relationship, a female that she does not like and definitely
does not want in her bed.This ‘other’ woman is taking up her partner’s time (and money). If she is initially accepting she may also feel her own sexuality at
question. Parents can feel that the tranny is not the
son that they ‘brought up’ or the son that ‘they
desired’.They may feel. probably wrongly, guilty and
responsible. Friends and work colleagues, even if
accepting, may worry what their other friends will
think of their own reaction. Once ‘out’ it must be
said, relationships can suffer and take years to
rebuild, if indeed they can be rebuilt. Also, some trannies who have ‘come out’ at work have left or lost
their jobs as a consequence of their exposure. Many
others have maintained successful relationships with
family and friends, and these are often positively better for the acceptance of a ‘whole person’ with
(hopefully) the best of masculine and feminine attributes.

TRANSSEXUAL AND TRANSGENDER
Those males that feel the presence of femininity to
be so overwhelming, or to quote the well worn
phrase, “feel like a woman trapped in a man’s body”,
may well be transsexual. If help and recognition is
requested from public authorities a course of counselling and medical diagnosis is necessary to confirm
this “dysphoria”.With the support of health and
other authorities many rights can be claimed and
surgery and treatments undertaken (given either the
patience to wait for health authorities or the funds
to pay privately). Ultimately some will take steps
including possibly counselling, hormones, voice training, electrolysis, plastic surgery, breast augmentation
and genital re-assignment surgery to change their
bodies to match their own self image.There are others who don’t consult authorities - “don’t ask permission”. It is perfectly possible to live a life as a
woman without resorting to hormones or surgery
and many people throughout the world choose a full
or part time ‘transgendered’ lifestyle. Some take the
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CONCEPTS The Transgender Journey
steps of electrolysis, and even breast surgery to
assist living in this lifestyle. For those exchanging
gender role, full or part time, success and happiness depends more than anything on the development of relationships, accommodation and a
career that supports this lifestyle. It is a fact,
however, that most transgendered people will
always be aware of their trans status knowing
that they are not a man or woman but something
else and will always fear being ‘out-ed’ as such (if
only by an “all seeing” child to a parent or an uneducated youth showing off to friends in public).

TRANSGENDERED OR FETISH
Cross-dressing has been with us throughout history, but it has become more visible to the
public since the 50’s.This has caused a confusion that this phenomena is a male escape
to an iconic female lifestyle of the 50’s and
a fetish for the clothes of the era . However
over 10 years I have seen trannies leave
behind the stereotypical stockings and suspenders and even skirts to follow new generations fashion.The new generation of tranny
aspires to look and live as modern women do.
Sure some items of clothing, styles, fabrics, are
considered sexy,
(a turn on) and these clothes have their place in
everybody’s lives.We just get fewer opportunities to use them and therefore sometimes
choose them at inappropriate times.

THE NEW GENERATION
Increasing openness, better education and the
internet is offering the latest generation wider
options. Cross-dressing, transvestism, transsexuality
and transgenderism are better understood and less
of a taboo now, (along with previous taboo's like
one-parent families, homosexuality, etc). However
there are still those pockets of society, that are so
entrenched in nurturing their gender-role stereotypes and images, that even the latest generation will
identify with the journey described here, long into
the future. Some, long gone, great civilisations
revered transgendered people. In the future the
world may learn to value again those of us who can
feel and use the male and female mix within us. It is
through our actions and conduct that we can help
make that happen.
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"I went [to accompany the King to the
shore] ... with a dog that the King loved
(which shit in the boat, which made us
laugh, and me think that a King, and all
that belong to him, are but just as others are) ... and so got on shore when the
King did, who was received by General
Monke with all
imaginable love
and respect at
his entrance
upon the land at
Dover".

T

his diary entry
was written by
a man who was
dressed in silk stockings, velvet and lace,
high heels, make-up
and wig. His name
was Samuel Pepys and
the entry was made in
May 25th 1660 as
Charles II returned
from exile to be crowned King of England
(Remember he left in women’s clothes).
Interestingly Samuel Pepys goes on to tell us that
the King was made to clean up his dog’s shit himself.

REMINDER
We need to remember and understand that most
cultures throughout the world, for many hundreds
of years, have been patriarchal. Men have been
worshipped. In almost every religion god is a man.
Men took the best food, (later the best wage). Men
had a natural head start. Physical strength was an
important natural asset when hunting and fighting
for security. But throughout history men have
played every trick in the book to maintain their
advantage over women. Even today (almost exclusively), men rule, make the laws, lead the faiths, steal
the resources, start the wars.
Ref above - Maybe current leaders should still
be made to clean up their own shit.
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I

have pointed out the patriarchal nature of the
history of the world and therefore the pressure, if born with male genitalia in your pants,
to make the most of it and go rape and pillage at
the first opportunity. However despite the
intense pressure to conform to gender based
dress codes, culture and habits there have been,
throughout history, famous examples of male to
female cross-dressing and transgender behaviour.
However there are even more examples
of female to male cross-dressing and
transgender behaviour. This is hardly surprising as the advantages for the female
(reading and study, independent wages,
independent travel, sports, self defence)
were multiple.

Just a few cultures welcomed and celebrated the
transgender person, seeing them as unique gifted people - people with a wider life experience,
a greater knowledge base. These cultures often
acknowledged transgender people as spiritual
beings, closer to nature and things "other worldly" than non transgender people. It is not surprising that this did not happen in male god /
god envoy based cultures such as the Jewish,
Christian and Islamic. Nor is it surprising that
oppressors from these cultures have, throughout history carried out genocide of these races
(and still today), try to beat transgender thinking into
oblivion. It is not surprising because the leaders of
these faiths have so much invested in their manipulative
power bases and are almost entirely men who do not
welcome a weakening of their power.
I will not, in this book, go into history stories - but I
urge you to explore for details of Transgender people in
the Native American, Ancient - Chinese, Japanese,
Egyptian, Greek and Roman cultures. Of course there
are also European stories to absorb in the transgender
context. I would point you first in the direction of Joan
of Arc and Queen Elizabeth the first, as the female struggle in western society says more about transgender than
tales such as King Charles II escaping England in a frock.
This brings me to the introduction of my understanding of the female backlash to this patriarchal oppression and the effect that this has had
on transgender thinking.
I believe women have sought power and control at all
levels of society over many hundreds of years, through
men. Women throughout history have enhanced and
used their ‘feminine charms’ and plain simply opened
their legs to get their own way. This is why, I believe,
that the major faiths' fundamental mantra is not to
enhance and use feminine charms and that to open your
legs other than to procreate with one person in a life
time is a sin. The faiths leaders (all men) have reinforced
these beliefs to ensure the longevity of their patriarchal
control and power.
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CONCEPTS How long has this been going on
During times of war, with a shortage of men, women
have gained a taste of forbidden fruit – self determination and independent income. But as the men returned
home, I believe, powerful men in politics and faith
manipulated the economy, pulpit and media to ensure
that the majority of women returned to their ‘place in
the home’. This ‘western home’ for most women
meant scrubbing, needlework, cooking, and laundry – for,
on average, ten children. Think about it – communal
child care crèches, laundries and kitchens, which are
common in many cultures, could have given men and
women increased time and independence to study, be
creative, and learn about ourselves but instead we were
taught "the devil makes work for idle hands" as the men
of power wanted us busy and our minds blank and
gullible.

AND is there a cure?
In recent years, technology, from washing machines and
ready meals to birth control pills and ready to wear,
have reduced the hard labour of the women’s world more and more women have found themselves with
time and the advantage of choice. Choice has led to a
rise in the number of independent women in higher
positions in business, politics and the faiths. Choice has
also seen the rise of Laddette girl culture – that is independent women grasping non committal sex, binge
drinking, swearing and raucous behaviour.
This situation, I believe, threatens powerful men
in politics and faith
who, I believe, are attempting once again to manipulate
the economy, pulpit and media to encourage women to
bear the weight of work, home and children, unless
"their man" can support them without the need to
work. However women are not "having it" this time.
They want corporate or state child care.They want
their men to take an equal part in child care, the keeping
of the home and the economy of the relationship. In
return they are offering choice and if the men are not
ready for the choice – they receive instead derision.
Modern adverts, magazine articles, television soaps and
sit-coms deride males who are not up to the challenge
of the modern young woman.
At the same time technology has not provided time and
choice so amply to men. It is still rare for men to
choose to stop work to bring up children or indeed
keep house. It is still rare for men to choose to take
career breaks to fulfil study, travel, charity work or self
exploration. It is still harder and less readily accepted
for men to choose to make major career changes. I
believe men are struggling for realistic role models. The
only role models they have are unachievable. Boys can’t
follow in their fathers footsteps as the type of work he
did, does not, for the most part, exist and the role in the
house? Well he was never there. He had a supportive

‘little woman’ a role his wife played but is now derided
by modern women. Boys can’t follow in the footsteps
of powerful men because these men won’t let them and
if they did they would have to negotiate a minefield of
corruption to achieve it. Boys can’t follow in the footsteps of those such as, footballer, David Beckham as
frankly, they can’t afford to.
I believe women have more realistic, achievable role
models. Their mothers were always ‘there for them’.
Child bearing is an option. They can see women visibly
expressing themselves and reinforcing their life choices
through a vast range of clothes choice. They can see
other women around them multi tasking and exercising
their choices, the world is their oyster and their life is
going to be a better than ‘grandmas’.
Girls are currently achieving much better academic
results at school than boys. I believe this is because of
their confidence in their future opportunities and choices. Many boys however regress to just ‘being cool’
which in the most part means wearing the uniform of
their peers, getting into trouble or doing nothing much
at all.
I am confident that there are a growing number
of intelligent young men that are ‘considering’
their options and opportunities.
These boys recognise the strengths of less obvious role
models such as Chef Jamie Oliver.These young men are
‘on the edge’ they are building a ‘new way for men’. I
believe this ‘new way’ will have a larger ‘feminine’ content. It will be more caring, creative, flexible and multi
tasking. It will be more extrovert and colourful. But it
will NOT happen until homophobia no longer has a
place in these young men's minds and they are no
longer at threat from those that are still homophobic.
(This was written before Jamie’s 2005 campaign for
healthy school dinners for which he will, I believe, at
some future date be known as Saint Jamie).
It is true that men now work in caring professions and
at desks typing away at keyboards. You are as likely to
find a young man as a young woman on the supermarket
check out. Young women professionals are just as likely
to share the work space with young men. However as I
write this - if men do just one of the following: wear
their hair long, use make-up, wear women’s clothes or
just carry a handbag – they must be prepared to be considered gay, transgendered or at the very least - to be a
WWF wrestler. If their DNA and brain leads them to
want / need to express their femininity they must be
prepared to keep it part time within safe constraints or
come out to themselves and others as transgendered.
Current awareness and acceptance favours those that
define themselves as being at the transsexual rather
than transvestite end of the transgender spectrum. Part
time cross-gender males are still mostly derided, misunderstood and feared.
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Women at this time can now wear their hair
short, wear men’s clothes do a ‘man’s’ job (even
on the beat, in the battle field, on the building
site).
They can play football and play paint ball war games and
binge drink with their ‘mates’. I feel the reason that few
go further to have mastectomies and testosterone shots
to fully transition from female to male is that most do
not feel it necessary to be accepted and lead a fulfiling
life in today’s society. For women these are just more
choices. This type of woman is just as likely to be heterosexual as lesbian and need not feel at threat from
homophobia. If for any reason that woman chooses to
wear a dress for a day, little comment would pass other
than close friends remarking on the infrequency or the
success of the outfit.
Despite ALL of these recent changes - women are, predominantly, still not allowed to share the perceived
major advantages (high incomes, powerful decision making) that powerful men so carefully keep to themselves.
It is therefore still not surprising that most men AND
women cannot understand why a transgendered person
born a man would want to give up this male advantage
to be a woman (even temporarily).Yet, I believe, there
are thousands of men whose innate female gender
identity causes them to see in the mirror a female aura
and to some degree to want to enhance that femininity
and share it with others. These men see the female role
models as achievable and to some degree favourable (if
only temporarily). I believe this way of thinking is transgender. This has always been the case and always will
be. I believe that in earlier times the role model of ‘little
woman’ the ‘kept woman’ was an idealistic fantasy that
transgender people were influenced by. This role model
may have appeared to be an escape from the pressures
of being male. This fantasy still exists in men’s and
women’s minds with no thought for the down side of
the role despite the freedom and independence that
most now strive for. These days the transgendered mind
also has the stimulus of positive female role models with
realistic independent choices (at the same time as limited realistic male role models). Is it surprising that transgender activity may be increasing at this time in our history?
We are also at a point in time when a vast amounts of
information is available to most of us via the internet.
Much of this information (unlike papers, magazines and
books) is peer to peer. It is not censored or manipulated by the men of power. It is personal.
If any concept has a network it has a means to spread
grow and evolve. This is happening within the concept
of transgender. Is this a good or bad thing? I leave it up
to you to decide for yourself. Personally I think it is
evolution and a great hope for the future. I believe in
unique beautiful individuals.
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Well ... IS THERE A CURE?
I will now save you thousands of pounds that you may
have otherwise spent on pills, potions, therapists and
counsellors.
I believe that if your innate gender identity within your
brain is inconsistent with the rest of your body, you will
see the aura of that identity when you look in the mirror. So, if, despite having lived all your previous life as a
male, you are compelled to enhance your femininity or
are excited by others that do - then you are transgendered and you always will be.
You can try to hold these feelings down out of
sight like holding a beach ball under water but in
time you will tire or just plain give up and, like
the beach ball, your transgender feelings will bob
up to the surface.
You may fear discovery and repercussions. You may fear
losing significant others. These fears will help you hide
your thoughts but they will not go away. No degree of
purges (throwing away books and clothes etc) or overdoses (long weekends en femme) will make this easier.
Your only hope is to find your own safe level of transgender activity. Starting with not deriding homosexuals
(though nothing to do gender, but are unfairly associated
with gender diversity). Not deriding other transgender
people. Educate yourself learn all you can. Groom your
male self. Build a life a job and a circle of friends around
you that will support a safe level of transgender activity.
When meeting new people with whom you think you
may have a close relationships it is your responsibility to
give them information, the opportunity to talk about
transgender issues and find out how supportive / understanding they may be in the long term and I do mean
the long term. This is not a case of carnivore this
month vegetarian next month. A relationship without a
chance of a suitable level of support is doomed.
If you are reading this and you have been in a partnership for some time without revealing your thoughts
about transgender you are at risk. If you have family and
close friends who have no idea of your thoughts about
transgender you are at risk. You have two options.
A - To gently, slowly build, as I have previously outlined a
more groomed, open, balanced, lifestyle, with more honesty between you and your significant others…. or
B - To weigh up the delights of these relationships and
measure the strengths that they bring to your life and
suppress your transgendered thoughts. You must also
be honest about the level of need (not want) that you
have for your transgender feelings. If the "family" needs
outweigh the transgender needs feel blessed and celebrate your family regularly and continue hiding your
"true" self to maintain what you have.
It might work to blend the two approaches of course
(good luck).
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EMMA’S EARLY
M
TG MEMORIES
y mother was a pretty woman, or so I
remember. I remember going with her to the
shops, the swim club, social
events and parties that she
and my father threw in the
late 50s to mid seventies
when they split up.
Memories of Coney Island
and the public attention she
would garner while we were
there, stands out in my mind.
Total strangers would come
and flirt with her. I remember
seeing that as a certain powerful command. A mix of
beauty, sensuality and keen
fashion sense seemed to be a
potent combination in many
ways: success in career, or
dictation of ones relationship
with others. I admired that
command or at least the feelings of control it must have
created.
At a family holiday event
when I was somewhere
around seven or eight years
old; my mother put both my
younger brother and me, in a
pair of tights that my cousin
had; to play while we were all
at my grand mothers house. I
have no memory of why it
happened. Perhaps we
requested the opportunity;
we may have just seen an
action figure show on the
black and white television. I
was way too young for any
sexual sensations, but the
amazing feeling of this tight
fabric from toe to waist was
overpowering. It felt empowering. I don’t recall gender
implications caused by the
tights I was wearing, but the
interaction that was played
out between my brother,
cousin and I; was that of circus performers and super
heroes.
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We played for hours saving the world and I did not want it to end. How could one go back to
normal after feeling that powerful state of mind and body? How interesting to look back and
see certain patterns…The exuberance of that event never left me. I don’t recall exactly how
long I went before seeking it again.
My mother, being a young fashionable woman in the 50s and 60s always wore the most current, attractive under and outer garments. I remember seeing her in girdles, stockings, pretty
bra's and then slipping into a beautiful dress and the most amazing hi heeled shoes. I remember the sounds it made, the aroma of the fabrics that would waft across the room and the
sensational looks of each layer of the dressing process.The way the light hit certain fabrics still
lingers in my memory.The shoes and some of the fashion of that era still remain at the top of
my list. Not once during that time frame did I consider men's wear interesting. Sadly men’s
wear still falters.
My father’s mother always had a fun sayings that she used regarding her bust line, it was called
her "shelf". She was a very busty woman, even more so than my mother. She said she had not
seen her feet while standing since the age of 16, or spilled food on the table because of her
"shelf". Another phrase was "waste not want not...". That referred to wasting food at a meal,
or to pretty much everything else in life. My grandmother had always worn fully fashion stockings and if one would get a runner, she would save it in a collection for a friend who used
them as filler in stuffed animals she made. Well, between the nagging memory of the super
hero holiday and my grandmother pressing the "waste not want not" theory into my head; I
decided both could easily be solved if I tried on the slightly run, fully fashion stockings she was
saving, to prove the garment = power equation. It Worked
The sensation of slipping the ultra light, silky, non stretch, fully fashion stockings over my skin;
gliding up my legs was amazing! The touch of the stockings once on my legs was like skating
on ice smooth as glass.Then, the discovery of crossing my legs with the sensational glide of
the stockings was heavenly. I still love to wear full fashion stockings for the slippery sensation
when my legs are crossed or rubbing together.
Next came the task of holding the stockings up. I went through a myriad of experiments. I got
to try garter belts, girdles and full body shapers. At some point, in one of the news media; I
heard that gals were using Elmer’s glue to hold their stockings up on the thigh. I tried that
too. It actually worked. It was however, difficult to wash the glue out of the nylon weave at the
stocking top.With each step I became more and more overwhelmed with the sensuality of
the garments. I had become addicted. In all the time spent playing with the garments, I had
never experienced a sexual moment. I was too young at that time. It had all been about the
sensuality of the fabrics and that feeling of being empowered; that super hero feeling.
Just about that time; mid 60s perhaps… as hem lines rose, pantyhose were invented. All the
younger fashionable women who were reading about new products and next years lines, clamoured to buy this supposed new wonder stretch fabric garment. Guess who got to sample
this wonderful invention as soon as it came out? Yep, I added pantyhose to my repertoire of
interests. My mother had drawers full of pantyhose in various styles, textures and colours. It
was a carnival of temptation and sensuality.
About that time I discovered my mother and I were exactly the same shoe size. It was then I
first discovered the sensation of slipping a woman’s shoe on.The popping sound and the silken
feel of the foot slipping perfectly into the shoe was sensational! My mother had a magnificent
shoe collection. Elegant heels, classic day shoes, knee high and thigh hi boots were at my grasp.

Read about Emma’s sexual awakening and the introduction of a very
stylised fetish in combination with cross-dressing .... page 142
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I

feel I knew from VERY
young but I have some
very clear specific memories from the 60’s in the UK.

MOST OF US CAN REMEMBER
EARLY TG THOUGHTS ...

❋

As early as I can remember and long before puberty, erections and orgasms I
would take any opportunity to put on female clothes. As young as age 9
when there was enough time alone, for example when the family left me at
home while they went for a shopping trip, or locked in the bathroom, I would gather
together a specially themed outfit and ‘dress’, tights and a swim suit for a bunny girl
for example. Other times I would just try on anything I could find head scarf for a
skirt and a pair of shoes frantically mixing different ‘looks’.

❋
❋

I used to deliver newspapers at age 10 to 14 and on Sunday would scour the
News of the World for tranny stories. There was usually something like ‘pervert vicar caught robbing washing lines’ or something similar. I crashed my
push bike into parked cars numerous times while looking for those stories.
In my junior school (between ages 7 to 10 years old), in a mixed class, we
had to strip completely and change into a pair of shorts for PE (physical education). These shorts were kept in a cardboard box under the teacher’s
desk. He was much later arrested (honestly). We would all try to hide behind our
desks to change. I remember on one occasion the boy next to me had pulled his
penis back between his legs and showed me how he had made himself ‘look like a
girl’. It was the briefest of moments and most out of context but after seeing this I
would often do the same and found that tight swimming trunks kept it in place. I had
discovered ‘tucking’ before moving to senior school.

❋
❋
❋
❋

I knew from a very young age as early as I can remember that this ‘thinking
and these activities’ was not appropriate behaviour and if caught the outcome would not be favourable. Yet I also wanted to share my thoughts and
did so clumsily at age 9 or 10 with a few close friends of my own age. As far as I
know they never told anyone though I never asked them to keep it a secret.
I remember an occasion at age about 8 on a seaside beach when an aunt put
a bikini top on me. My mind raced, my heart beat fast I wanted to enjoy the
experience and keep it on but my actual reaction was to rip it off, run away
with it, and bury it in the sand while crying my eyes out.
When I did reach puberty I was horrified at the hair that appeared to be
sprouting in all the wrong places. Erections were totally embarrassing. My
first orgasm, much to my surprise, was caused by my ‘tucked’ back penis
becoming erect between my legs wearing a panty girdle.
I had a girlfriend who I remember on one occasion at age 15 invited me to
visit her with the opportunity to ‘go a bit further’. I wore ‘girl like’ swimming
trunks as I was so uncomfortable with the thought of underpants with a fly
hole. What was I thinking? She of course asked why I was wearing swimming trunks
and seemed reasonably happy with the answer that "I am going swimming later". On
that occasion our juvenile fumbling led to nothing much. Then all of a sudden she
asked if she could put make-up on me. I plucked up the courage to say yes and after
make-up had been applied I even offered to go further and ‘dress’. It was obvious that
this was her game - not mine, and she had gone as far as she wanted to go.
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Biog photo of Vicky Lee by Becky in 1990 for my very first publication ’The Transvestites guide to London
Other photos with thanks to Tasleen and In Time Studios
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D

uring my puberty as body hair began to grow
and my voice began to change I feel I consciously grieved the loss of the femininity that I had
previously seen in my body. In my early teens I grew a
moustache and this helped me to push away my girly
thoughts. At 15 in a ‘Mayfair magazine letters page that I
picked up in a barbers shop I first read a description of
wearing a panty girdle, as I had years earlier, and the
word ‘transvestite’. I searched in dictionaries, and
librarys for more information to little avail.
At 17 I met my partner Lesley and by 18 I had told her
everything but at that time neither she nor I knew what
it was that I was experiencing. For the next 15 years I
tried to ignore my girly thoughts and went through thin
times when I would buy a few clothes soon to throw
them away and through fat workaholic times when the
girly thoughts were repressed (but always at the back of
my mind). During this time I suffered from occasional
serious bouts of depression. Don't get me wrong my
life was good which is why the depressions were worrying and scary and at that time I never linked the depression to the repression of my girly thoughts. There was a
halloween party and a new years party and then there
was Rocky Horror.
Back a million light years, (in the 1970s), when I first met
my partner Lesley, the Rocky Horror Show, was playing
on stage in the Kings Road Chelsea, (the theatre is now
a cinema). We went to see the show as one of our first
‘date's’. Many of the actors went on to be in the film
cast including Richard O’B, Pat Quin, Little Nell and Tim
Curry. (I wish I had a program). The show was the first
‘alternative’ stage show we had seen. At this point we
were "know nothing" kids from the suburbs, brought up
on ‘Carrousel’ and Christmas panto’s. I knew I was a
tranny and I wanted Lesley to know I was a tranny. I did
not pluck up courage at that point but at least her
enjoyment of the show, let me know she was not
repulsed by the concept.
Our next meeting with Rocky was in the film ‘Fame’.
The cool kids take Doris to a late night showing of ‘The
Rocky Horror Picture Show’. For some reason I don’t
think at that time I was aware of the film. Here were
cool NYC kids dressing up and getting up on stage
singing along with the movie.
In the same year, Lelly (Lesley), me and best mate Chris
took a holiday in a surf village in Cornwall called
‘Skewjack’. This was an extraordinary place run by, (ex
Pink Fairies Chris South), where pretty much anything
was possible. At night the place went mad in the disco,
followed by a day on beach to sleep off the hangover.
One wet day, Chris offered two choices - trip to a tin
mine (again), or a movie on video (video's were a new
invention). "What movie?" – Chris offered a choice and
one was Rocky Horror. (A pirate copy – sorry Richard
O’B). The camp full of teens and twenties watched the
film with their jaws on the floor. The next day it rained
again. "Rocky Horror"… Every one wanted to see the

movie again. Me, Lelly and Chris sat at the front with all
the props and did the Fame thing. Friday night at
‘Skewjack’ was always a fancy dress night. Well you have
never seen so many sweet transvestites.
We went to ‘Skewjack’ every year for 10 years, always
on August bank Holiday. A growing group of friends
made this weekend their holiday date too. Every time
Lesley packed more stockings and suspender belts than
swimming costumes. On one occasion we had the full
cast and acted out most of the movie. Still in the closet
I was always Riff Raff. Lesley was Magenta. Chris was
Frankenfurter. One time a big biker joined us as ‘Eddie’.
As we got ready, (which I remember, meant drinking lots
of cider), big biker, dropped his trousers to show us all
his stockings and suspender belt. Someone called out,
"Eddie doesn’t wear stockings" – "This one does" he
replied.

Some of the friends we met in Cornwall came to
London to university. "They are having a ‘Rocky Horror’
night at uni – wanna come". About ten of us got ready.
For the very first time I shaved my legs and moustache
and did the full Frankenfurter. It turned out that the
screening was at the university film club. It was full of
earnest young people with note books, ready to ‘study’
the movie. We were the only ones dressed up with our
water pistols and newspapers. We sure got some funny
looks in the intermission bar.
Richard O’Brien has given many of us the opportunity
to not just "dream it" but to "be it". His words have
become my life.
One sleepy Sunday
morning I received a
call. "Richard O’Brien
here – You might not
know me – I am best
known for writing The
Rocky Horror Show".
You can imagine I
turned to jelly.
(but that's another
story and maybe
another book).

photo Eddie in his suspenders, Lesley’s sister Janet (Jamie’s mum) my flat mate KT Lyn & Kym, Debbie and
my partner Lesley as Magenta. Lower photo Vicky Lee and Richard O’Brien.
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Between the ages of 20 to 30 I had nervously bought
TG magazines from adult book shops. Most of these
magazines were from the USA in which I was stunned at
Hawaiian ‘She Males’ who would compete in glamourous
pageants. For me at that time America was still an awesome unattainable destination. It would be many years
before I managed to get see it for myself. There was
only one TG publication I had seen from the UK it was
called ‘World of Transvestism’ and the content was
mostly lonely reader’s letters and sad lonely pictures
taken in shabby bedrooms on self timers.
It was in the publication ‘Exchange & Mart’ that I discovered an opportunity to ‘dress’ in the company of an
accepting person. I this bought magazine primarily to
find the price of cars, but the magazine also advertised
most everything else and included a ‘glamour wear’ section. Stephanie Ann Robinson’s ‘Transformation’ organisation ran an advert in this section every week. ‘From
He to She’ the advert said. ‘Transformation’ adverts also
appeared in all sorts of main stream publications.

MY FIRST DRESSING SERVICE
Stephanie Ann Robinson’s ‘Transformation’ organisation
has been criticised by many (basically because of their
prices and insular policies), but I credit the company for
opening more closet doors, and taking cross-dressing to
a higher level, than any other organisation, simply by the
suggesting the possibility through adverts in so many
main stream places. To their critics I must remind you
of the high cost of these adverts – those costs have to
be met somehow - that’s why ‘Transformation’s’ prices
are high.
I sent for ‘Transformation’s’ brochure in which they
offered a ‘changeaway’ at their own hotel in Manchester.
An overnight stay, an escorted shopping trip, an escorted
trip to a friendly bar, with everything provided.
In previous months encouraged by my partner Lesley I
had lost a lot of weight. As the weight came off I
rewarded myself with items of female clothing. Holding
my "transgender beach ball" under water (A good analogy) had been the deep seated cause of my depression
and as we accepted its emergence I got better and was
a nicer person to be with. Lesley encouraged me to
take up the Transformation changeaway offer. She
encouraged me to overdose and see what happened. I
booked up. However before the ‘changeaway’ date I
received a letter - The hotel was being refurbished.
They offered instead four hours at their shop in
London’s Euston.
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In rooms above the shop, after changing my clothes a
friendly (very gothic) young girl applied make-up. I was
thrilled with my new image. After another hour of looking round the shop and drinking coffee I was frankly
bored. I saw on a brochure that they offered ‘waxing’ so
I asked if I could exchange the cost of my next two
hours for a waxing. They immediately agreed and soon
after two girls worked on my arms chest and legs.
Now determined to experience a few days ‘dressed’ I
left the shop dressed.

MIXING AND MINGLING
In the magazine ‘World of Transvestism’ I had read a letter that had mentioned that ‘The Philbeach Hotel’ was a
tranny friendly, gay hotel, in London’s Earls Court.
Determined to experience a few days ‘dressed’ I booked
a night at the hotel.
Following the waxing and make-over at Transformation I
drove to ‘The Philbeach Hotel’. I had never, knowingly
met a gay person or indeed a transgendered person. It
was the 80s and I was very aware (but not educated)
about HIV and AIDS. I was nervous but determined. I
had never stayed in a London Hotel. Earls Court is a
very multi cultural part of London and my experiences
had been based in a leafy, white, middle class, suburbia.
I was casually welcomed with no comment about the
name I gave (see choosing a name chapter), or my
attire. In hindsight I looked ‘rubbish’ (with thanks to
‘Little Britain’ for defining my role model).
But I cannot tell you how great I felt – as I sat in a very
pleasant lounge, looking out onto a beautiful garden,
being served afternoon tea, while making idle chit chat
with international visitors - who seemed completely
oblivious to the fact that I had a face full of, very obvious, make-up, a dodgy wig and a very dodgy, flowery
pink, button up the front dress, and totally inappropriate,
very high, black patent stiletto shoes. It appeared, at
least at first, that all gay people were blind.
With a change of dress for the evening (this time a very
80s black shirtwaister with shoulder pads) I ventured to
the basement bar. A very camp, (and therefore very
blind) bar man made me welcome and before I could
order a drink he passed me a glass of champagne on
behalf of a middle aged man sitting at the end of the bar.
He, I guessed, was probably not gay because he at least
could see I was in the room. He gestured a welcome
with a toast from his matching glass. Another clue to his
sexuality was his attire which was not exactly well chosen so he must be straight - right?. I was learning fast. I
had never been given a drink by a stranger before.
Tonight was going to be a night of many more "never
before's". The bar continued to fill with a mixture of
people. I met transvestites and admirers. I met many
nationalities. I met many types of sexuality. I met people from many social backgrounds. For the first time in
my life I met people who wanted to openly talk about
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these differences without judgement or prejudice. This
was a very heady experience.
Later that night I was invited by a young woman, who
had introduced herself as transsexual, to join her, and
her boyfriend, to visit a nearby night club. Nervous but
excited I agreed. The night club in Kensington
High Street appeared surprisingly very
‘straight’ and it wasn’t long before I was
asked to dance by a young Arabic man. It
seemed that he understood my gender,
sexuality and dress sense about as well as I
understood his language. I was surprised to
be so easily accepted as a suitable dance partner and I was even more surprised that
I accepted his hand on my bottom
which part of me considered to be
a compliment.
Late that night I spread a towel
on my pillow, and lay down my
head, hoping that my ‘expertly’
applied make-up would still be
there in the morning. As I shut my
eyes I reflected on my first experience
of ‘mixing and mingling’ while ‘dressed’.

CD TV TS OR SPLIT PERSONALITY
For a number of years I would take regular weekends, from Friday afternoon to
Sunday afternoon, to immerse myself in the
world of Vicky Lee.
Before and after these trips my partner Lesley
would always comment on my smell. She said
that I must be giving off some kind of
pheromone caused by adrenaline, excitement,
fear, or something else.
I met so many types of people - far different
to my family friends and work circle. I met
and talked with people with whom I had no
previous reference and I liked it. I had drinks
bought for me and I had accepted a man’s
hand on my bottom and I liked it. I strongly
believe this would not have happened to my
male alter ego. Was I gay? Bisexual?
Transsexual? Was I a split personality and
therefore mentally unstable? Was this ever
going to happen again?

One good tranny friend amazed me. A husband, father,
musician, a busy and talented executive. Yet also an
occasional, ‘bisexual when dressed’, transvestite. She
managed to keep each of these elements of herself in
neat mental boxes. What is more it was she who found
time to call me and arrange our occasional lunch
dates. Amazing! Enough to say that despite trying this compartmentalising did not work for me.
I met a flamboyant tranny on one occasion,
who explained that part of ‘her’ alter ego’s
character was to gesticulate in a feminine manner. Well woman maybe talk with their hands
more than men, but this person was like a
windmill. Like myself she would return
to her male world (she was a college
lecturer) where she struggled for
days to give lectures without
flailing her arms around.
I was at this time working as a project manager
for Amstrad (Yes Sir Alan I
was your Apprentice - and
NO he did not ‘fire’ me). On
one occasion I returned to my male
world and on the Monday I had a meeting in Sir Alan Sugar’s office. My toenails
were still painted bright red and I felt
that Sir Alan could see through the table
through my junior executive loafer's and
socks. My toes burnt so hot.
I watched the UK television series ‘The
Apprentice’, featuring Sir Alan (who I have
immense respect for) with great pleasure. I
offer this tip to the future ‘apprentices’ ...
Imagine him naked.
I met many gay people and observed a variety
of types and styles. Outwardly there were very
distinct difference between hairy bears, executive chic's, screaming queens and ‘are they or
aren’t they’ not very obvious types. I worked
with Drag Queens (I assumed most people on the
scene thought therefore that I was gay). I met ‘fag
hag's’ girls and boys who lived in the gay scene but
were not actively sexual. The similarity between all of
them was their speed of wit to pick up on the
opportunity of innuendo. I shared that. Bitchiness
could also be seen as a common gay give away.

This pictures has so many special associations attached to it. It is from my first ever photo shoot
which proved I was photogenic and led me to perform. The top I bought on my first ever shopping trip ‘dressed’ during my first ever weekend at the Philbeach. I wore that top on that same
first weekend when I met Madame Jo Jo. I wore this exact outfit when I met Princess Diana at
the charity premiere of ‘just like a woman’. This is what I looked like when Steffan first met me.
I still have the top and one earing.
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However I learnt that gay bitchiness was almost always
very shallow and not heartfelt. I rarely bitched but
when I did others were shocked at the depth of my
comment. "Wow girl when you bitch you REALLY
bitch". I think gay people learn to expect less respect
from others while ‘hetero's’ are so confident in their
"normalness" (and their right to inherit the earth
because of their breeding skills) – that they expect
respect and REALLY dish it back at the first sign of disrespect. In my bitching I was showing my hetero side.

SEXUALITY
I enjoyed flirting with men (and women –
who I have always flirted with). I found
men and women ‘coming onto me’
though in my male role this never happened. I was not offended to be
bought a drink or to have a respectful
hand on me while sharing a drink and
a chat. When ‘dressed’ I was only
interested in flirting with women but
with men - frankly I was interested in
a bit more. Indeed I felt I was going
through a second puberty as far as
sexuality was concerned. Was I
Gay? Yet at the same time
my love for my partner at
home in my male world
grew stronger. Was I
Bisexual? Extraordinary
opportunities kept popping up for Vicky Lee. I
made new friends very
easily. I was invited to
exciting places and
always knew what to
wear. I met celebrities, I was complemented on my attire.
I was even told I was
beautiful (though I never
believed that one). I performed
on stage, I earnt money, I liked
what I looked like and identified
with my female image in the mirror
more than my male image. Was I
transsexual should I live this life full
time?
No one in my male world other
than my partner knew what I was
doing at this time. I remember sit-
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ting in the bar of the Philbeach Hotel one afternoon
contemplating… ‘What am I?’.
I am very logical. I have been told I analyse things too
much. I remember at that moment analysing the facts: I
love my partner and her family and I could not see them
accepting me as a woman. I am too hairy on my body
and not hairy enough on my head to maintain a female
image 24/7. (I thought that if I had known what I know
now in my teens and had seen the option I could have
easily been transsexual). I liked my technical attributes,
and the ability to use obsession to get a certain job
done. These I saw as my masculine strengths. Without
any alternatives on the horizon I was earning money as
my female alter ego so income need not be an issue.
I finally concluded then that I was an inbetweeny. A
fence sitter. A bisexual (but monogamous). When I also
applied this logic to the rest of life it all made sense. My
star sign is Libra represented by the scales, balancing up
the pros and cons but not making a decision unless I
have to. My faith, politics, taste in music, clothes,
people, things, is are not defined by any theme. I
am an inbetweeny about everything.

COMING OUT TO MY PARTNER
We were on a long journey in the car and
Lesley was reading a Cosmopolitan magazine. I was driving I was about 18. We had
been together barely eighteen months.
"Help me to answer these quiz questions".
She said - You know the sort of thing twenty multiple choice questions and
then depending on your score you
are one of the four types of person
described on the following page.
One of the questions was - have
you ever felt attracted to another
girl. "Well have you I said". "Yes"
she very readily admitted "Who I
said". She went on to say who
she was attracted to and as she
told me I knew that I had seen
the signs of her fascination in
these girls. We talked about lesbian feelings and agreed that her
attraction to certain girls was not
an experience that men can identify
with but at the same time was not a
lesbian experience. However (and
here is the crunch) Lesley agreed that
although she had not had sexual feelings
for these girls she was not opposed to
having such feelings. Thirty years later
I know this has more to do with
Lesley’s intense belief in fairness and
equality than her sexuality. But on
that day it gave me the confidence
to explain that I didn’t feel like most
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men. I felt there was a lot of female in me and what is
more I have always cross-dressed. Again, more because
of Lesley’s intense belief in fairness and equality than her
interest in girl on girl action, she agreed to some crossdressing games. We experimented with little satisfaction
to either of us. It was the 70’s we were just 18 and 19
we knew nothing of transgender opportunities and
would not know more for another fifteen years. Lesley
thought for many years that this was just one of many
experiments. She preferred licking off the whipped
cream and I admit I preferred the headphones and blindfold.

SHE THOUGHT I WAS GOING MAD
During the time I was taking regular weekends in
London I became a regular at the ‘Roof Garden's’ every
Sunday. The ‘Roof Garden's’ was a restaurant and night
club on top of Barkers store in London’s Kensington.
The Roof Garden's was popular for ‘after’ parties. The
likes of Freddy Mercury (Queen) would hold parties
after their London concerts. This place was owned by
Richard Branson who also owned London’s biggest gay
night club ‘Heaven’. The Roof Gardens was rarely
booked for Sunday nights and a discreet members only
club was run there by the staff of Heaven.
The room was approached from the reception by a lift
from a grand entrance hall on the side of the store
where smartly suited young men kept order (and made
you feel like royalty). I would arrive at 8pm welcomed
from the lift by a charming Maitre De. Drinks were
served in a bar where a grand piano was played by one
of the most talent pianists I have ever met. Large round
tables spread out on a separate level and a buffet meal
was served to those that wanted to eat. A friend always
welcomed me with a chilled glass of white wine. Smaller
tables surrounded a polished wooden floor in an
adjoining room. The dance music would start at 10pm
and I had a regular partner who would invite me to
dance. We would often be the first to step onto the
floor. From every angle these rooms looked out onto a
variety of gardens that surrounded the rooms to the
edge of the multi story building. Stepping out of the
rooms you could walk through a choice of gardens
including: The Italian style garden with water squirting
from lions mouths into formal fish ponds. The woodlands garden with mature birch trees, bark paths, log
stepping stones and live pink flamingo flamingos strolling
through river streams. All of these I explored often with
new friends that I was getting to know dressed in floaty
chiffon and high heels or short skirts and knee high
boots. I would always stay till the last record. I met
magicians, musicians (Seal and Lisa Stansfield), pop aristocracy and real aristocracy. I danced alone late one
night with Wayne Sleep (a similar moment was made
famous when it happened to Princess Diana). On the
same night I had shared the floor earlier with Wayne’s
friend dancer Bonny Langfield. I met She Males to equal

any I had seen in magazines. It was here that I met my
future business partner and good friend Steffan, who
was dressed at the time as Marilyn Monroe.
Does that sound exaggerated?
I paint this same picture to my partner Lesley. Does it
sound a bit exaggerated? Well it isn’t. It really is true
and it happened every week for me, for over a year.
Lesley listened to my stories of the Roof Gardens and
many other places and thought I had ‘cracked’. She was
scared that I was actually going to some scummy dangerous dive and fantasizing all of this. She was scared
that I would be found beaten up (or worse) in some
dirty back alleyway.

COMING OUT TO MY FRIENDS
Ian and I ‘Jet Skied’ together and shared much ‘man time’
together – but not for a long time on Sunday nights.
One day he visited and said "Please tell me you haven’t
taken up night fishing" he said "Ok I haven’t" I replied.
"Then I think I’ve guessed why you’re not available on
Sunday nights – do you cross dress" feigning indignation
I replied "Of course not but if I did what would you
think?".
"That would be ok" he said "Ok with you - but what
about your jet skiing, dirt biking ‘Essex boy’ customers.
What would they think of your best mate being a crossdressing poofter", I put back to him.

Photo left an early picture of Vicky Lee by Nikki
Photo right Vicky Lee in the ‘ladies loo’ at The Kensington Roof Gardens (ooh the hair embarrassing)
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Auto Biogra
"So what – its got nothing to with them" he said. "Well
in that case maybe I do" I said.
Ian sat down. "So you DO - tell me about it.Where do
you go - what do you do". We chatted for a while I told
him some of my stories and as he left, (he admits now),
he too thought I had
‘cracked’. He genuinely
wasn’t worried about
the cross-dressing.
However he was worried that I was delusional, mentally unhinged.
He brought up the subject with my partner
Lesley. She was
immensely relieved to at
last have someone to
share her unspoken concerns with. Finally they
presented their joint
concerns to me. "So
come and see for yourself" I said. The following
Sunday they followed me
in a separate car and
joined me at ‘The Roof
Gardens’.
They sat, bottoms tightly
rooted to two seats, by
the dance floor. As always as the dance music started
my regular dance partner approached hand outstretched.
I see you’ve brought some ‘breeders’ with you he said.
Lesley and Ian’s faces were a picture. Later Lesley told
me that during the night she asked Ian what he was
thinking – Ian said "Well I’m not worried about ‘his’
mental health but I am worried about mine – from the
back I could almost fancy ‘him’!".
From that time on they both believed and enjoyed my
stories. Over the years they have infrequently joined
me at The WayOut Club or some special event. Ian
remains my best friend. He has since put pictures of me
‘dressed’ up in his shop and is very supportive and open
about his ‘tranny’ mate. I have been invited ‘dressed’ to
family celebration parties along with many of his "Essex
boy" customers. His partner, and now also their baby
boy, are my good friends. Lesley has never had to be
lonely on nights when I was ‘out trannying’ as Ian, his
partner and his friends knew where I was and shared
their time with her.
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COMING OUT TO MY FAMILY
After being mae redundant and having decided to never
work again with macho salaried “men” again. I had been
self employed for a few years. I had performed with
Steffan in ‘Dragmania’ shows for over 18 months. I was
in my second venue with The WayOut Club. I was writing the second ‘Tranny Guide Book’. I had opened and
closed the season in Ibiza Old Town performing to over
1000 holiday makers. I had just printed the second promotional poster for Dragmania after my first professional photo shoot. I was so pleased with these pictures.
With all this traveling and hard work Lesley and I were
seeing far less of each other than we may have wished
for, but I was earning enough once again to bring a balanced contribution to the economics of our household.
Lesley and I received counselling (see relationships
with significant others chapter). One of the major
things we learnt during this, was that keeping secrets
was very upsetting for Lesley (At that time she only had
the support of best friend Ian). She had such an open
relationship with her family that keeping the secret of
what I was and what I was doing from them, was really
hurting her. We agreed to tell everyone. Now Lesley’s
family knew what I was doing. My close friends knew
what I was doing. Every one was fairly supportive if a
little wary and full of questions. The main question
being ... is Lesley happy?
This was the first period of time in my life (a period of
some 2 years) that my parents and my sister had no
idea how I was earning a living. I knew they were worried for me. My relationship with particularly my mother had never been good. My pubescent hormones
clashed with her menopausal hormones. So much so
that at age 18 I left home and lived in my car until I
rented a flat. I never lived at home again. During the
intervening years my mother turned her life around.
She was found to have acute anaemia that and her
mood swings were transformed by a hysterectomy. She
took ‘A’ levels, she took a job in a college working with
fashion students working for a degree. One day she
rang me "do watch the television tonight – one of my
students is in an ‘Alternative miss world’ contest". I of
course knew all about the contest, I watched with new
interest. She later excitedly asked if I had seen it. My
long fear of discovery made me dismiss the event as
mildly interesting. I attended some of the final year fashion shows (I rubbed shoulders with Malcolm Mclaren at
the height of his fame). I loved the people and the creativity but kept my excitement to myself. I believed my
mother loved her students and was excited by their
character, passion and creativity.
My dear old dad had always seemed a placid Christian
man with true Christian values of love your neighbour
what ever. He had flown in bombers over Germany in
the second world war but after the war learnt to speak

photo: ready to go to Boy George's Birthday party
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German and in 1955 he took an exchange visit to
Germany with my mother and all through my childhood
German children stayed with us or neighbours on
exchange visits. Throughout most of my childhood I was
surrounded by post war hatred of Germans. Yet, I never
heard my father bad mouth Germans. I truly believe
him to be an all forgiving man.
My parents were horrified when I put the Dragmania
poster, that I was SO proud of, in front of them and
announced this is what I am doing for a living.
I was told that I had never exhibited any previous "signs"
and what I was doing was totally unacceptable to them.
We all three tried to bury our heads in the sand.
Nothing more was said but meeting together was hell. I
never had the chance to talk to my father about how he
truly felt. Within a year he died of a massive heart
attack following a car crash. He had already suffered a
previous heart attack and had had a stroke a week
before the car accident. But I was accused of being the
cause of the crash – because they were talking about
me.
My mother told me that my father was extremely
homophobic and could not stand "nancy boys". I managed to ask my mother what I was supposed to have
thought about the student in the Alternative Miss World
contest and the fashion shows. She told me I was
expected to be as disgusted as she was. Talk about not
exhibiting previous "signs"!
I held my fathers hand and looked into his eyes in the
hospital the day before he died. I believe he always
loved me and if I upset him and he disagreed with what I
am and I what I do – I believe he forgave me. I know
for sure that if it wasn't the cross-dressing and gay
friends that were angrily talking about, that fateful day, it
could have been the shiny suits and yuppy friends at
Amstrad or the tee shirts and flip flops and friends at
Skewjack in Cornwall.
I thought I had a good relationship with my sister. I have
never aimed to take anything from the relationship but
only to give, and as I considered her a worldly, travelled,
street wise, intelligent person, I felt safe to talk to her.
I picked exactly the wrong moment. She was pregnant
with her second child - a boy. My news received
amongst a whirl of hormones seemed to trigger some
kind of explosive chain reaction of homophobic worries
that finally resulted in her shutting down all communication with me. I have not seen her or her children (as I
write) for over seven years. She moved house but
never sent me her address. My mother moved close to
my sister I have never seen her new home. I send a
long news letter every year to both of them and I save
in a trust for the children for when they come of age.
My mother and I now write kind letters which help.
I have to accept that in the same way that if they had all
moved to Australia I am detached. I hope there is still
some love left in my sister and her children ....
photos right: 1 - my last show with Dragmania at Christmas in Blackpool
2 - So happy in Ibiza dressed as Tina Turner for our show at Angels 3- Relaxing in Manchester
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T

he letter shown here, from Jessica I received in 2001. The combination of the picture and the letter had a significant effect on me and had a strong influence on the direction that I have taken
with this book and my last two editions of my ‘Tranny Guide’ publications.

INTRODUCING how Personal Profiles evolved
Dear All at WayOut
I feel you maybe interested (briefly) in my tranny situation; I’m 41 years old and a single
(parent) having brought my three children up on my own since they were babies
(now 15 boy, 18 and 21 girls). Up until last December when I read your book, I
had never come across another tranny before in my life! (shock!). The reason
being is that I have been so busy, always cross-dressed as a normal woman, and
have been perfectly open. The children are brilliant and very accepting and have
the attitude;
‘So what – my dad’s a tranny at least he stayed with us and looked after us!
I’m very happy in my role in my life and I’ve enjoyed watching my children grow
up. It was they who found and bought me a copy of your book.
“Reading your book and seeing how happy other tranny’s are, has
been the most emotionally, uplifting experience of my life”
Thanks to you I now feel that I’m part of something, I have discovered that there
are others that lead an alternative lifestyle, not through sexual impulses, but (like
myself) through desires from the brain and the heart and soul. I have never been
ashamed of my feminine ways and you know what, most people today are very
accepting. Whenever I go clothes shop’s with the girls, they always call me mum
and I can honestly say that I’ve never had anything bad from anyone. I’m afraid I’m not a
very adventurous tranny but live a happy life very much in the role of a single mum. I suppose
I’ve been sheltered from the tranny scene and I have to admit that it is alluring, but for me
very frightening ... Lots of luv Jessica

A

fter reading this letter I realised that over the 10 years I had been publishing my ‘Tranny
Guide’ book, there had been significant improvements in the transgender world and the
words of those like Jessica who have valuable experience need to be heard - but at the
same time Jessica also needs the words of others to give her tips and calm her remaining fears. I
realised that there are now others with confidence and strength to help me carry on my mission.
I sent out a set of questions by email to obtain ‘Profile's’ of others. I base the questions on the
subjects that I have always tried to answer in my books. I was thrilled with the quality and quantity of response. These profiles brought a unique insight into the lives and thoughts of many trans
people from around the world. I deliberately chose to publish a wide cross section of ‘Profiles’ as I
believe it is SO important that we all understand that although transgendered people have, to
some degree, something in common – we are also ALL very different unique individuals.
Over 60 Personal Profiles were published in the 11th and 12th edition of my series of ‘Tranny
Guide’ books (both still available). The magic came when I realised that the comparison of
answers builds a wonderful understanding of individuality and diversity. I had not imagined the
interactive life that these ‘profiles’ would breath into the book. In this book and the associated
Transgender AtoZ book I have included more of these wonderful Personal Profiles.
I hope that Personal Profiles will snowball on the pages of the new web site
www.Transgender AtoZ.com

Of course I would not ask anyone to answer questions that I would not answer myself.
You can find my full profile in Tranny Guide edition 12 Transgender AtoZ edition one and free to
read on line at www.wayout-publishing.com/vicky.htm
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CAROLINE GREEN FROM UK
What is your name and what is your background?

I am Caroline Greene. I live and work in London –
where I was born. I have been with my (female) partner
in life for over 20 years. She knows of Caroline’s existence; and has been nothing but tolerant and understanding. I can ask for nothing more.
Is your name an alter ego "femme" name – why did
you choose that name?

in London.Their style mirrors my self-image; and their
cut and style suits what is left of my figure. However, to
my surprise and delight, I have also bought extremely
well (and a great deal more cheaply) from Doreen’s
Fashions. My shoes (my real passion) come from LK
Bennett, Gina and Nine West - with very occasional
extravagant excursions into the more exotic Emma
Hope, Jimmy Choo and Ferragamo.
What leads you to choose the styles you wear?

It was only fairly recently that I searched for a femme
name for my other self. Names with street credibility –
Shawnee, Sienna or Kylie – had formidable appeal; but I
couldn’t quite develop the image to fit any of these. I
am in serious middle age (no matter how young my
photographs make me look). I always had a clear picture
of my alter ego’s style and presentation. Caroline reflected my age and that image.

It’s always a battle between what I fall in love with; and
what suits me. A lot of trial (and even more error) has
taught me, sadly, to prioritise the latter. I have nurtured
a fairly consistent picture of Caroline in my mind over
the years…modified only by changes in fashion. I suspect
that the image is the one that would have been encouraged – based on my background and upbringing- had I
been born female. I’ve always had a weakness for the
classic and the elegant.

How old are you and how young can you remember
thinking about or actually cross-dressing?

Do you have one look or many images?

I’m 54 (horrors!) going on 34. I was aware of the attraction of women’s clothing and image from the age of 4.
Even today, I can remember the exact moment. It’s worrying to think that Caroline is still as much of a mystery
to me now as she was then…
Where do you buy clothes?

Most of my favourite clothes come from Fenn Wright
and Manson, Phase 8 and, God help me, Harvey Nichols

Apart from a tendency to be photographed with different animals, I suspect that my image is relatively constant. I mean, how many different images can you generate if you insist on shopping at Fenn Wright and Manson
and Harvey Nichols? Whatever I see as elegant does it
for me.
Is make-up and hair important to you and, if so, how
do you achieve your look?

Both are absolute fixations (along with shoes!). I suspect
that mentioning my name in the same breath as hair and
make-up to Pandora at Imageworks produces an ‘eyeraised to heavenward’ reaction. This would be followed
by endless stories about my chase for perfection on
both fronts. My confidence depends largely on how I
feel about both make-up and hair. How do women cope
with bad hair or bad make-up days? Being obsessionally
aware of every flaw in my face – and probably blissfully
unaware of any good bits –I am a total victim when it
comes to the latest product that might re-sculpt or
balance out my features.
So, how do I achieve my look?

I spend as much time as I can get away with
examining women’s make-up… trying to
work out how they accomplish the effects
they create My aim is to widen my eyes
and accentuate these; and take
attention away from every
other feature. On the
hair front, I fluctuate
between human
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hair and acrylic wigs depending on the time of year
(winter plays havoc with human hair, as you know, girls);
and whether I can face the hassle of setting or blowdrying. My five advisers and I have finally agreed on a
colour. Incidentally, I have suddenly realised that I have
hopelessly over-optimistically carried at the back of my
mind the archetype of Catherine Deneuve (who?) in
deciding on my hair and make-up.
To what degree do you practice hair removal and
other body feminisation?

I have had some laser and IPL treatment. On the body
front, I rely desperately on corsetry.
Who knows that you dress?

A limited number of people know that my male self
dresses. Apart from those in our community who have
met both versions of me, there are a few others including my other half; and a former girlfriend – whom I told
when I was going out with her. However, there is also a
wonderful collection of males and females (with no
other experience of alternative life styles) who know
me only as Caroline. They seem to be able to live with
this.
How often do you dress and if you go out where to?

I dress at least every two weeks…usually more often.
My regular haunt is London’s WayOut club; and I have
also invaded London’s Transmission and other venues.
However, I am more likely to be found at theatres, cinemas, numerous restaurants, a (still-recovering) casino,
exhibitions, shops and supermarkets; and I’ve even had
dance lessons as Caroline.
What is a man and what is a woman?

Much as I am tempted to blur the line, I find it difficult
to move away from the conventional definitions. I am by
definition a man (cross-dressed or otherwise) just as I
have brown eyes (cross-dressed or otherwise). Even
were I to have gender reassignment surgery, and appear
to the whole world as female, I would still possess that
bothersome Y-chromosome. On the other hand, based
on the, "Walks like a duck, speaks like a duck…therefore
is a duck" philosophy, I have to rethink. Perhaps the decisive factor is how others see and treat you. However,
as Caroline, I see myself as placed in some sort of independent/don’t know category – wanting others to interact with me based on how I present (just as I try to
interact with others based on how they present). I
accept that I am male, but I want to present as femininely as I can…see next section.
What is your definition of feminine?

My first reaction to this question was to see femininity
in clichéd, (traditional male?) physical terms. Poise;
graceful movement and gesture; charm, style and elegance – were descriptions that came readily came to
mind. However, on second thoughts, I felt that femininity might involve a larger package.This includes a way of
thinking that is empathic and emotionally intelligent;
grace (in movement and in attitude to others); subtlety;
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and a presentation and mind-set of self-assurance.
Where do you feel you fit on the transgender spectrum CD TV TS?

Do I feel I was born in the wrong body (the TS category)? No…not if that is defined by the conviction that
there is a huge mismatch between my entire being and
personality with my genitalia. The term, I feel, that
describes me best is, "cross-gender enactment". I want,
as Caroline, to enter the female world as best I can
(though, please don’t ask me why). There is a totally
inexplicable feeling of completeness that comes with my
life as Caroline.
Are you happy to be called tranny or a drag queen
or does that offend you?

I prefer the term "cross-dresser" because I have heard
the term "transvestite" used too often as a put down; or
as some sort of psychiatric disorder. I am not a drag
queen (though my eye make-up, on occasion, can
become slightly dodgy!). I see drag queens – rightly or
wrongly – as often deliberately producing a pastiche of
women; and their reasons for cross-dressing seem so
different to my own. I am not offended, though.
To what degree do you feel gender dysphoric (i.e.
that your brain is feminine)?

If I understand the term "gender dysphoric" to be the
opposite of "gender euphoric", by definition I have to
raise my hand at least half-way. As to my brain? There
has always been a curious mixture there: On one hand,
I have a tendency to be magnetically attracted to the
emotional components of situations rather than the
rational. I have an unquenched curiosity about how the
world looks like to others. I am subject to a powerful
drive for emotional intimacy…all of these perhaps conventionally regarded as feminine characteristics. On the
other hand, I can be helplessly analytic, emotionally
unwary and uncomfortably locked on transmit rather
than receive (all conventionally male?).
To what degree would you consider permanent hair
removal, hormones, surgery?

Oh sure, like many others, I have daydreamed.Why not
go for the lot – I’ve always wanted to look like
Catherine Zeta-Jones. But I have another life; and a
much loved long-term partner who has invested hugely
in our relationship.
What individual has inspired you most in relation to
your TG inclinations?

Since you have asked about inspiration rather than help
(now, that list would be a long one), I suspect that, as for
many others, Eddie Izzard has to be the choice… though
Catherine Deneuve has an important role. Eddie Izzard
had the courage and flexibility to declare to others that
it was their problem if they couldn’t handle his choice of
clothing and presentation. I wish that I could get further
along his path in this regard.
Do you feel you have any choice in your TG thoughts
and actions?
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On my thoughts, no choice there. Whatever the gains
my TG thinking and experiences might have produced
for me – I would never have actually chosen to be subjected to the resulting conflict raging inside me and how
it spills over onto those I love. On my actions, however,
I have choice… but it’s a battleground. Any activity is a
negotiated settlement between the drive inside me, my
fears, my values, and the consequences. The question, "If
you keep pushing the envelope, where will it all end?" is
always on my mind. In summary it is a bit like drinking
seawater.The more I drink, the more I want to drink
(because the salt content of the seawater increases my
thirst). But, if I don’t drink at all, I am no more comfortable.
Have you ever suffered harassment or abuse?

OK, there has been the very rare mickey-taking (and
drunks are always a hazard); but people have been
remarkably unconcerned, friendly…and even curious. I
soon learned that most people I met were focused on
their own worlds rather than on me. Only once have I
experienced an unsettling response.That particular
event might highlight the difficulty others have in interacting with us. I was bumped off-balance from behind by
a young man in his late teens. He grabbed me by the
waist to stop me falling over…and apologised with a,
"Sorry, love". As I told him that I was fine, the penny
dropped. His face contorted with rage. He kept on
screaming, "It’s a geezer, it’s a geezer" at the top of his
voice until those around urged him to get over it. As I
look back on the episode, I wondered at his response –
why anger? Perhaps it’s the reaction to the feeling that
he had been "fooled". Further on this (since it is unlikely
that he would have grabbed someone he identified as
male by the waist to stop them from falling…grabbing a
shoulder, perhaps), was it that he felt confused by the

fact that he had mistakenly touched another male in a
way that he reserved for females. But, whatever the
underpinning reason for his particular reaction, I suspect
that many struggle to work out how to interact with TG
people; and panic with what it means about them if they
find themselves behaving with us in line with our chosen
gender role.
Have you tried to stop?

I gave up trying to stop years ago.The thoughts and
urges would inevitably return (as I knew from a very
young age that they would). Even at the best of times,
life with Caroline is a bit like a walk with a greyhound.
Any orderly stroll becomes totally disrupted by the nonnegotiable need within the dog to chase a squirrel
appearing just in its line of vision. On infrequent occasion, I might achieve a state of Zen-like freedom from
TG thoughts; and suddenly a trigger arrives that tumbles
me once more towards the familiar mixture of disorientation, frustration and ache. It takes so little to fan the
embers into flames…even a glimpse of someone displaying part of the idealised image that I have of Caroline.
Are your sexual preferences changed by your TG
experiences (even temporarily)?

When dressed, I interact with males and females accordingly, but my sexual preference remains unchanged. I am
still me.
Have you suffered illness, depression, relationship
break ups because of being TG?

I haven’t suffered any of these directly associated with
being TG, but I am certain that there have been untoward consequences for my relationships. For those partners who did
not know, there was a huge part
of me that they could not have
access to. There was some-
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thing "in reserve" that prevented full emotional intimacy.
Of course, I am not certain that knowing everything
about a partner necessarily helps relationships last
longer, but I do think that knowing about this aspect
would have explained much to them. Interestingly, my
two longest relationships were with those who did
know.
If you could relive your life without the TG experience would you choose to?

Although I have learned a great deal (and gained much)
from the TG experience, if I had the choice, I would
have chosen not to have been transgendered. Apart
from the expense (a yacht would have been cheaper),
the frustration, pain and disorientation make for a huge
down side.The drive can be so unforgiving; and there is
so little respite from it.
Do you feel that releasing your "gender gift" has
released creativity (poetry, music, art) that may otherwise have remained repressed?

I suspect that these creative gifts in me are less
repressed than never stunningly present at all. However,
in a number of areas I am less inhibited as Caroline.
Perhaps, in situations like the dance floor, I give myself
permission to be more outgoing.
What outstanding TG experiences stand out in your
mind?

There have been a number of occasions that, from the
outside, appear more "sexy" than others - going to a
casino, theatres, cinemas, high fashion shopping, dancing
lessons, the WayOut Club(!) etc. However, probably the
most outstanding experiences for me are the unremarkable ones. These include supermarket shopping; eating
in a restaurant with friends who know me only as
Caroline; walking up Regent Street in London at
Christmas time with a cross-dresser and his wife on his
first public outing; and an invitation to Caroline from a
family I met in a lift to join them for a meal!
What one piece of advice would you give to someone that has just found out they are not the only
tranny in he world?

I probably should just say, "Go for it", but there is a
more measured message that comes to mind… Go for
it – but do so at a gentle pace; and look carefully at consequences. Learn from all around you, but learn most
attentively from those whose approach and philosophy
of life and cross-dressing are most similar to your own.
Be aware that there seems to be great admiration for
those in our community who pass well and extend their
activities furthest. But, it is YOUR comfort zone that
counts: Going further and faster doesn’t mean being
happier
Caroline Greene22@hotmail.com
Many more pictures at
www.Caroline Greene.com
Photographs : Pandora de Pledge Imageworks.
Photography by Bob Tanner

BARBARA ANNE SNOWDEN FROM USA
What is your name and what is your background?

My name is Barbara Ann Snowden; I was born in Miami,
Florida in October 1934. I attended the University of
Miami where I received my undergraduate degree in
Business Administration, and later an MBA. I have travelled extensively in Europe and Latin/South America.
Through most of my adult life I worked in the Insurance
Industry.
Is your name an alter ego "femme" name - why did
you choose that name?

I have always been partial to the female names Barbara
and Ann so when it came time to choose a name I combined the two names.
How old are you and how young can you remember
thinking about or actually cross-dressing?

I can’t quite put my finger on when I started to realise
that I was different and that my feeling was not the
same as all my male friends. I do remember several time
I dressed in my mother cloths and then again in my mid
thirties. But it was not until the advent of the internet
that I was able to research in depth.That was when I
was able to understand who and what I was.
Where do you buy clothes?

I buy my cloths in leading department stores, right off
the rack. I have learned that when one buys women’s
clothing that its always best to pay a little more and get
quality, as these cloths for the most part fits better and
last longer
What leads you to choose the styles you wear?

With respect to style, I have always loved the looks of
the sharp, sophisticated business woman, and I have tried
to adopt this style.
Do you have one look or many images?
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PERSONAL Profiles - Barbara Anne
Yes, I tried to maintain the look established above, however if I am going out during the day shopping I try to
wear what most women wear so as to blend in.
Is make-up and hair important to you and if so how
do you achieve your look?

Makeup and hair a very important, I do my own make
up but do have a hair stylist do my hair when I go out.
Proper care of the skin, nails, eye brows, ear hair are as
important as makeup.
To what degree do you practice hair removal, and
other body feminization?

I have invested a great deal of time and money to
remove my facial and body hair. I have also had my body
sculptured to give it a more feminine appearance; I have
had both ears pierced.
Who knows that you dress?

My entire family knows that I am transgender as well
and some of my close friends. Actually, I would have to
say that most people would guess that there is something going on but have a difficult time understanding
what.
How often do you dress and if you go out where to?

I dress at least once a month and more often if I can.
Generally I’ll go out with other TG friends, we dine at
fashionable restaurants, attend concerts and plays. I
make an effort to go to main stream places.
What is a man and what is a woman?

I think when one addresses the question of what is a
man and what is a woman one has to step back and separate sexuality form gender. Gender is a feeling of being
comfortable, of feeling fulfiled in your chosen gender
role. The answer to sexuality is obvious aside from the
fact that its provides a vehicle for two gender to come
together and form a bond it has an important biological
role to fulfil
What is your definition of feminine?

Softness, a deep appreciation of beauty, sensitivity, concern for others, gentleness, warmth, and caring.
Where do you feel you fit on the transgender spectrum CD TV TS?

that I have accomplished 100% of the first two and have
had some surgery.
What individual has inspired you most in relation to
your TG inclinations?

I think the single one person who has had the greatest
impact on me was Christine Jorgensen
Do you feel you have any choice in your TG thoughts
and actions?

I feel that has been pretty well hard wired into my brain.
Have you ever suffered harassment or abuse?

So far I have never suffered harassment or abuse, in fact
I have always been treated with respect and kindness.
Have you tried to stop?

No I have never tried to stop. Once I was able to determine who and what I was, I have moved forward never
looking back.
Are your sexual preferences changed by your TG
experiences (even temporarily)?

Sexual preference, remains heterosexual, however after
years of being on Estrogen I am beginning to wonder
myself. I am married, and have been for 48 years, I have
four children and seven grandchildren.
Have you suffered illness, depression, relationship
break ups because of being TG?

I have not suffered any of these.
If you could relive your life without the TG experience would you choose to?

Yes, if I could relive my life with out the TG experience I
would choose to do so. But since that is not the case I
have come to appreciate the fact that I am gender gifted.
Do you feel that releasing your "gender gift" has
released creativity (poetry, music, art) that may otherwise have remained repressed?

I really think that releasing my gender gift has made me
a better person, a more caring person. About creativity
that is still an unanswered question.
Barbara Ann Snowden contact details
barbaraann1@juno.com

I would have to say that I consider myself a TS.
Are you happy to be called a tranny or a drag queen
or does that offend you?

If I had to be labelled as something I would prefer to be
called Transgender
To what degree do you feel gender dysphoric (i.e.
that your brain is feminine)?

In the beginning there seemed to be to two personalities one male and one female. Over time that distinction
has vanished and only one personality remains, that personality is female.That is true no matter how I am
dressed.
To what degree would you consider permanent hair
removal, hormones, surgery?

Hair removal, hormones and surgery, I would have to say
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HE or SHE
What is your name and what is your background?

Where do you buy clothes?

My name is Rachel Cox. I live in the West Country,
Bristol. I come from a working class background and I
have been employed in the engineering industry since
school. I am currently single.

Occasionally I like to buy clothes in a little boutique in
Bristol. They stock many lines including, fun fashion, club
wear, gothic and sexy wear. I have a love for girly shoes
and own quite a collection. I like going into modern,
fashion shoe shops and have no problem trying on
shoes. I also love to wear and model lovely lingerie.
What leads you to choose the styles you wear?

I am mainly inspired with pictures in books, catalogues
and magazines for the looks and styles I like to wear.
Is make-up and hair important to you and if so how
do you achieve your look?

Make-up and hair is extremely important to me. In
order for Rachel to achieve her looks, I love to visit a
top class professional dressing service when time and
cost permits.
To what degree do you practice hair removal, and
other body feminisation?

I absolutely loathe body hair, I like to shave my legs, bottom and genitals on a regular basis. I also visit a lady
beautician to have my upper body waxed. My ears have
been pierced for many years and I like to wear girly earrings. Manicures and pedicures are extremely important
to me. I visit a nail technician and love to have creative
nail extensions, painted bright colours, the longer the
better. Nail extensions help me to feel more feminine,
no girl should be without them.
Who knows that you dress?

A close male friend of mine knows about my femme
side. He was my former boyfriend and he encouraged
me to cross dress when we were involved in a relationship. Other girls also know of me, who I have met subscribing to a membership club for transgendered people.
How did you choose your Femme name ?

How often do you dress and if you go out where to?

I saw a picture of a beautiful model in a Transgendered
magazine called Rachel, such a lovely name I thought it
fixed in my mind straight away. Its also easier to correspond with as its the same initial as my drab male name.

Because I am happy in general, I only feel the need to
cross dress once or twice a year, this enables me to
treat myself to a professional photo shoot. I seldom
dress when I am alone. When my friend visits me for a
evening only once every few months these days, I like to
be en-femme for him. Rachel likes to mix and socialise
with others and visit some of the transgendered venues
in London, normally about once or twice a year.

Are you happy to be called a tranny and what does
this name mean to you?

I love the Term Tranny, I associate the name as a short
hand version for transvestite. Although I think Tranny
sounds much nicer.
How old are you and how young can you remember
thinking about or actually cross-dressing?

I am 37 years old. I can remember as far back as childhood playing with the two girls who lived next door trying on their dresses etc. I have only been cross dressing
at a serious level since I turned 30. Please remember
girls you are never to old, when Rachel becomes alive I
feel and think the looks become 10 years younger.
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Is cross dressing in itself a sexual turn on for you?

I do get sexually turned on trannying, even just wearing
a pair of sexy heels spices up things for me in the bedroom.
Are your sexual preferences changed by your TG
experiences?

I am a bisexual tranny and love to take up the ladies
role when with a guy. My sexual preference is greatly
changed when I become Rachel and find that I am
attracted to men a lot more.
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PERSONAL Profiles - Rachel
What is your definition of feminine?

My definition of femininity is to become very sexual, to beautify one's self, to look sexy, smart and sophisticated and
be soft sweetly spoken. A feminine body in my opinion should be immaculately turned out dressed in beautiful
clothes and stiletto heels.
What individual has inspired you most in relation to your TG inclinations?

A former boyfriend of mine was the person who has inspired me most with my transgendered inclinations, we still
remain close friends.
To what degree do you feel gender dysphoric (i.e. that your brain is feminine)?

I only try to think and act feminine when cross-dressed. I find that most of the time I can completely turn off from
being Rachel. It is then something to look forward to on another occasion. When Rachel comes out to play I feel
and act much more feminine.
Do you feel you have any choice in your TG thoughts and actions?

As an individual I do think I have a choice in my transgendered thoughts. I am quite
happy going through life in my male roll most of the time.
To what degree would you consider permanent hair removal, hormones, surgery?

I have not considered hormone treatment or gender reassignment surgery.
However I have thought about permanent hair removal, I find it such a repetitive
task shaving especially the genital areas, I may go for a consultation.
Have you suffered illness, depression, relationship break ups because of
being TG?

My cross-dressing has never caused me illness, depression or relationship problems, I only look forward to becoming Rachel each time.
Have you tried to stop?

I would never stop cross-dressing as I enjoy it immensely. I adore
the transgendered scene and all who are involved.
If you could relive your life without the TG experience
would you choose to?

I would not want to relive my life without the transgendered
experience.
What outstanding TG experiences stand out in your mind?

Dressing up for my boyfriend is one of the best experiences that
stands out in my mind, the first time we ever went out as a couple
was a joyful occasion. My first ever visit to a dressing service was
an exciting experience. Being able to meet other like minded transgendered people is a great experience that sticks in my mind.
What one piece of advice would you give to someone that has
just found they are not the only tranny in the world?

The best advice I can give to other girls out there is that trannying
should be looked upon in a positive way and not a shameful thing.
Trannying is there to be enjoyed, creating wonderful happy occasions. You only pass this way once, go for it darlings get out there
and meet others, and have a good time before it’s all to late.
Photographs : Pandora de Pledge Imageworks.
Photography by Bob Tanner
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HE or SHE
What is your name and what is your background?

My name is Nancy. I'm a manager of one of Belgians biggest company's, married with a wonderful wife and we have 4
children, all of them married.
Are you happy to be called a tranny and what does this name mean to you?

Yes I can say I'm happy with that name but through the years the name is no longer important to me, after all I am
firstly myself – Nancy. Most important for me is how I feel.
How old are you and how young can you remember thinking about or actually cross-dressing?

I'm 51, and I began cross-dressing at the age of 21. Probably because at that age I had the opportunity as I no longer
lived with my father and mother
Where do you buy clothes?

Anywhere woman buy their clothes, lingerie and shoes certainly not in catalogues or "specialised" shops
What leads you to choose the styles you wear?

It depends on the occasion. I admit, when I'm going "out" to a party, or a disco it
has to be a little "sexy".
Do you have one look or many images?

Sometimes "classic", sometimes "sexy". My lingerie however is always sexy.
(At least I hope it is).
Is make-up and hair important to you and if so how do you achieve
your look?

Make-up is very, very important, I spend a lot of time on my make-up and
a lot of money too. Hair is also very important, but it's a pity I have to do
it with wigs. Of course I have a lot of them, most of them are blond and I
don't mind to spend a lot of money on a good wig, like I said: hair is very
important
To what degree do you practice hair removal, and other body feminisation?

I have laser epilation + hormones
Who knows that you dress?

My wife (she knew it before we married) my brothers, some friends, some
colleagues and how they knew it? I told them.
How often do you dress and if you go out where to?

Whenever I have the time and I'm feeling ok. I go out to a party or
disco, or visiting a museum, a town or simply to go shopping with my
wife, and of course I "dress" at home....
How much of a sexual turn on is trannying for you?

Not very much, in my "early" years the "sexual turn" was very important, now it is no longer that important.
To what degree do you feel gender dysphoric ?

I think I'm very, very, very close to transsexuality....., perhaps I am a
transsexual, but like I said - I don't care about "names"
To what degree would you consider permanent hair removal,
hormones, surgery?

Hair removal, hormones I'm already doing it, surgery is
probably my next step ( breasts and lips.)
What one piece of advice would you give to
another tranny?

BE PROUD I and you have something that is
not a handicap but an enrichment, and most of
all don't imitate someone be yourself!
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PERSONAL Profiles Nancy and Miss Bambi
What is your name and what is your background?

My name is Miss Bambi and my residence is located in
Hasselt, capitol of Limburg, Belgium. My age is classified
information but I can tell you I’m in the business since 8
years now. I was never married and I always worked in
nightlife, more particularly in the (straight) club scene. I
have worked as official host for the biggest clubs in
Belgium corporate events, press parties and of course
on club nights including ‘Le Cabardouche’. I organise
show dinners in fancy restaurants. When I started to
organise my own parties called "Disco Fever".We wanted to hype the brand and came up the idea to put a face
to the promotion. So I got dressed like a woman. The
reactions were so good a new star was born, .
Are you happy to be called a tranny and what does
this name mean to you?

"Tranny" is an unknown term to me in Belgium. We
never use it. I see myself as a female impersonator. I’m
not really a drag queen or a transvestite. I see myself
more as a showgirl.
Where do you buy clothes?

I buy my clothes in all kind of shops. Alternative shops,
designer shops and specialised shops. I try them on in
the shop, I was never ashamed to do so.. Sometimes I
work with a designer of show clothing for special occasions so I can be sure nobody will wear the same dress.
What leads you to choose the styles you wear?

I always try to look as sexy as possible and I have the
luck, my legs are very long and beautiful. So why not
show them? The clothes I wear are often inspired by the
latest trends in the club scene.

Only club managers, some journalists, some friends and
family and of course the crew I work with, know the
real person behind Miss Bambi. I think a lot of people
would be surprised if they would find out who really is
Miss Bambi. I decided not to mix those two different
worlds so I can do my business in peace and keep a distance between me and my fans.
How often do you dress and if you go out, where to?

That depends on the number of bookings if I get payed
for being somewhere, entertaining the crowd and having
fun as Miss Bambi but it’s also doing business.
How much of a sexual turn on is trannying for you?

Wearing woman clothes is not really a sexual turn on to
me but do believe me when i tell you i get a kick out of
this. A lot of hetero sexual men want me.They often
don’t know i’m not a real woman and actually they don’t
care when they found out.They want me anyway. I’m
having a fantastic sex life and I’m very grateful for that.
What is your definition of feminine?

I guess "feminine" is a perfect mix of beauty, sex appeal,
elegance, class, fashion, emotional intelligence and charm,
flavoured with some arrogance and attitude.
To what degree do you feel gender dysphoric?

I’m gay so I’m more feminine by definition so I wasn’t
born in the wrong body. Don’t get me wrong, I love

to dress like a woman and to look beautiful. I
couldn’t miss it for the world but once again, I
wasn’t born a woman in a man’s body.
What one piece of advice would you give ?

Get ‘dressed’, get out and have lots of fun!

Do you have one look or many images?

I have one image but many looks.That depends on the
occasion or the club where I have to perform. For
example, my wig is always pink but I have different haircuts for corporate parties, cocktail parties, television,
clubs and so on...With clothes, exactly the same.

Everybody can read and follow
my career
as a showgirl on
www.miss bambi.com.

Is make-up and hair important to you and if so how
do you achieve your look?

Make up, hair and clothes are the key to success.
To what degree do you practice hair removal,
and other body feminisation?

I remove all possible body hair. My nails are a little longer and I also do my eyebrows, but that’s
it.
Who knows that you dress?

That’s a very good question.
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HE or SHE
What is your name and what is
your background?

Charlotte Scott, UK Out, single,
Is your name an alter ego
"femme" name - why did you
choose that name?

Charlotte Rampling -Actress…Jill
Scott- Singer
How old are you and how young
can you remember thinking
about or actually cross-dressing?

31... My sister first dressed me at
two./three. Put me in pram to
walk round the block!… and then
at about 4 or five by myself

What is
your name
and what is
your background?

Christina
Wiley, 31,
Usually go by
Chrissy.
White American of Scots-Irish descent,
middle income, graphics professional.
How old are you and how young can
you remember thinking about or actually cross-dressing?

What leads you to choose the styles you wear?

I first put on my mothers ugly black &
white dress at age 8, I had been thinking
and acting more like a girl before that, and
I always liked glamour and fashion, a gift I
got from my mother.

Vogue, sienna miller, me..

Where do you buy clothes?

Do you have one look or many images?

Just a stylish 31 year old T-girl

Anywhere they're cute. Nordstrom,
Macy's,Tall Girl, Deliah's,The Limited...

Is make-up and hair important to you and if so how do you
achieve your look?

What leads you to choose the styles
you wear?

Make up (as little as possible), hair is my own past shoulders. I
use Frizz-Ease & straighteners.

I have a certain 'idiom' that I like, a kind of
goth girl / rock star / supermodel kind of
look. It varies, but it always seems to 'fit'.

Where do you buy clothes?

Whenever I see nice ones. Topshop, H&M,TKMaxx …etc

To what degree do you practice hair removal, and other body
feminisation?

I take anti androgens, hormone replacement therapy, shave and EPL
hair removal treatments ... ouch!
Who knows that you dress?

Most people family friends work etc
How often do you dress and if you go out where to?

Everyday at work, shopping, etc
What is a man and what is a woman?

Like I have this much room!.. Whatever they want them to be...
What is your definition of feminine?

Intelligent, compassionate, multitasking, intuitive,etc etc etc ... and
then boobs / vagina / ovaries.
Where do you feel you fit on the transgender spectrum CD
TV TS?

TS - Transsexual
Are you happy to be called a tranny or a drag queen or does
that offend you?

Prefer T-girl or TS ... I think tranny sort of suggests hairy pantie
men to the general public.
To what degree do you feel gender dysphoric (i.e. that your
brain is feminine)?

Hugely ...Yes and it’s been really difficult to balance the two me's ...
better now though.

Is make-up and hair important to you
and if so how do you achieve your look?

Yes. I have my own gorgeous hair (thanks
again, mom!) and always wear at least a
little makeup. For going to work it's an
executive assistant kind of look, for going
out, it's full on Vogue.
To what degree do you practice hair
removal, and other body feminisation?

I hate body hair. Planning on electro on
my face, shave everything else.
Who knows that you dress?

Everyone in the whole world.
How often do you dress and if you go
out where to?

I won't say every day, because women
don't dress 'every' day. I dress when
there's a reason to dress up, though I
don't NEED much of a reason to dress
up. Any time I go out to social events,
most days at work, and. well around the
house, because I also work at home. I
don't wear ball gowns to the grocery
store, I dress toward the upper end of
what is appropriate for the situation.
What is a man and what is a woman?

Continued Page 42
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Something that we came up with to feel
superior over each other. Illusions. Social
evolution mixed with religious dogma.
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PERSONAL Profiles - Charlotte and Chrissy
What is your definition of feminine?

Something that can't be explained. But I feel it.
Where do you feel you fit on the transgender spectrum CD
TV TS?

People would call me either TG or TS. I certainly don't look or
act anything like what you think of when you hear the word
'man'.To me, I'm just me, but if you have to define me... I don't
have the body issues that most TS people seem to have - I like
my body. I don't have the love affair with my penis that most men
seem to share, it's just there.
Are you happy to be called a tranny or a drag queen or does
that offend you?

You can call me Susan if it makes you happy. I know what I am,
and what people say doesn't change that. If they want to know,
they'll ask.
To what degree do you feel gender dysphoric ?

I feel my brain it totally feminine, but to me that's not dysphoric,
because it makes perfect sense to me.There is no biological connection between vaginas and high-heels. Constructs.Which I have
no respect for.
To what degree would you consider permanent hair removal,
hormones, surgery?

Planning on electro, may want to experiment with hormones, no
desire or need for surgery.
Do you feel you have any choice in your TG thoughts and
actions?

Sure, but I can only choose to be miserable. I love femininity, I
love everything about it, and to think of my life without it is like
thinking of killing my best friend.
Have you ever suffered harassment or abuse?

Of course. I'm a think girly-boy, and always have been. But the
funny thing is it never happens any more.
Have you tried to stop?

Yes, it lasted roughly 48 minutes.
Are your sexual preferences changed by your TG experiences
(even temporarily)?

Anybody who says that is looking for a justification for cheating.
I am married to a woman, but I will always be bisexual. I have
never had a relationship with a man, but I have never discounted
the possibility of one, and there have been certain men that I've
been attracted to, but I just tend to like women more.
Have you suffered illness, depression, relationship break ups
because of being TG?

Yep.They weren't worth it.
Do you feel that releasing your "gender gift" has released
creativity (poetry, music, art) that may otherwise have
remained repressed?

Yep. I've been a musician for years, but in the last 5 or 6, since
coming out, I have actually become somewhat competent at it,
and have just recently begun performing. I also have one hell of
an eye for fashion. I also love to dance, and am a very minor
disco celebrity and a local spot.
What one piece of advice would you give ?

Scream it from the rooftops.Then see me about a makeover.

Photography and styling by Christina Wiley
I am a professional photographer and take
some striking self portraits. I love costumes
and theatrical lighting and scenes.
http://wileytradegroup.com/
Click on Downloads for more pictures.
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HE or SHE
Charlotte’s Profile Continued From 40
To what degree would you consider permanent
hair removal, hormones, surgery?

Doing it already.l
What individual has inspired you most in relation
to your TG inclinations?

Me… Caroline Cossey ...You... Andrea James... anyone
who has stood up to be counted ... that takes b*lls or
better still lack of them!!
Do you feel you have any choice in your TG
thoughts and actions?

Not most of the time ... It just happens.
Have you ever suffered harassment or abuse?

Yes ... but less now I’m more confident. I stick out
less, and they are scared to shout.
Have you tried to stop?

For the first 25 years…..
Are your sexual preferences changed by your TG
experiences (even temporarily)?

Not really I find girls and boys attractive
Have you suffered illness, depression, relationship
break ups because of being TG?

Yes all three…
If you could relive your life without the TG experience would you choose to?

No it’s been a gas ... not painful at all ... I just would
have decided earlier … we were born to have this to
deal with, and show others that it's ok.
Do you feel that releasing your "gender gift" has
released creativity (poetry, music, art) that may
otherwise have remained repressed?

I was doing that already, I’m just happier I’m not so
down on myself … I’m sort of proud now ... and I
believe I can do it.
What one piece of advice would you give to
someone that has just found they are not the only
tranny in the world?

Don’t doubt it or fight it, accept it, get on with it and
flourish … Don’t keep putting it off, it will get the
better of you … Don’t pass it off as a fetish. Explore
your own soul … Your maleness is just a thin layer of
oil on very deep water. Get as much advice as possible, you may be unique, but we all need support.
charlottescott2003@yahoo.co.uk

What is your name and what is your background?

My name is Rebecca; and I’m a post op Ts in my 30’s
Is your name an alter ego "femme" name - why did
you choose that name?

Nope it’s my official name and as of next year it will be
the one my birth certificate! Its was chosen very carefully; I wanted something that felt like me; that I could
identify with. I wanted something traditional (Kylie was
NOT for me!) and also something that had several
derivatives; so I’m Rebecca formally, Becca on the Tranny
scene and Becs to my friends.
How old are you and how young can you remember
thinking about or actually cross-dressing?

I refuse to answer the first part of that question! There
are photos of me aged around 3 playing around with a
girls dressing up box that belonged to a female friend,
but I have memories of wanting to be female from the
age of about five.
Where do you buy clothes?

High St, Next,Wallis, Dorothy Perkins
What leads you to choose the styles you wear?

Fashion and whether they’d suit me. I always try before I
buy because I have a wardrobe full of expensive mistakes!
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PERSONAL Profiles - Rebecca
Do you have one look or many images?

Have you ever suffered harassment or abuse?

Hmm tricky. Just like any other female I range from
baggy top and jeans through to glamourous evening
wear. Depends on my mood, depends on the situation

No not really.Thank God!
Have you tried to stop?

Most of the time. If I’m bumming around at home then a
pony tail and no make up is okay- but not if I’m working!

I tried denial I tried the transvestite compromise.
Neither worked. I’d like to stress the use of the word
compromise is not used to denigrate TV’s- if you’re
happy trannies then I wish you all the best- it’s just that
for me personally being a TV was an unhappy experience.

To what degree do you practice hair removal, and
other body feminisation?

Are your sexual preferences changed by your TG
experiences (even temporarily)?

Totally!
Who knows that you dress?

I think I’ve begun to realise my sexual potential. I was
very repressed and inhibited before.

Well I don’t ‘dress’ in the tranny context- I just wear
clothes.

Have you suffered illness, depression, relationship
break ups because of being TG?

How often do you dress and if you go out where to?

Had a breakdown in the mid nineties which lead me to
transition and beyond; and had a marriage that ended
amicably thank God!

Is make-up and hair important to you and if so how
do you achieve your look?

Everywhere- see above
What is a man and what is a woman?

Labels created by society to generalise roles for each
gender, which is entirely different to the biology of the
situation.
What is your definition of feminine?

The stereotypical gender role and appearance typically
associated with females
Where do you feel you fit on the transgender spectrum CD TV TS?

Transsexual TS.
Are you happy to be called a tranny or a drag queen
or does that offend you?

No I’m not happy at all. In fact anyone who dares
wouldn’t see sunlight of the next day!
To what degree do you feel gender dysphoric (i.e.
that your brain is feminine)?

Totally
To what degree would you consider permanent hair
removal, hormones, surgery?

If you could relive your life without the TG experience would you choose to?

Another tricky one. You see these experiences have
defined me and made me the person that I am; to deny
these experiences would mean that I be virtually denying my own existence. But that said I would have preferred to have be born with the right bits!
Do you feel that releasing your "gender gift" has
released creativity (poetry, music, art) that may otherwise have remained repressed?

Hmm does my creativity stem form being TG. I’d have to
say no –its just a gift that I have. Some people can run
marathon, others can paint tremendous works of art; I
can string a few words together in a sentence and make
it sound better than average.
Have you ever performed and if so how did you get
into performing and what have you done?

Been there seen it done it

Yes I have- but not in any TG capacity. I study English
and Drama at college- so obviously I spent a lot of time
on Stage.

What individual has inspired you most in relation to
your TG inclinations?

What outstanding TG experiences stand out in your
mind?

Hmm tricky this one. I think there are Icons that I had
when I was a child that I wanted to be like (Joanne
Lumley in Sapphire and Steel springs to mind), then the
were the Transsexual women who came to the fore in
the early eighties (Caroline ‘Tula’ Cossey springs to
mind) and finally there were those friends who took me
by the hand and lead me through this minefield to the
other side.

Each day brings a new one.
What one piece of advice would you give to someone that has just found they are not the only tranny
in the world?

‘Be who you want to be and not what others would
have you be.’
Bekka_mason@hotmail.com

Do you feel you have any choice in your TG thoughts
and actions?

No.This was inevitable as sure as night follows day. But
I did have choices in how I dealt with it- and I made
some wrong ones.
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W

e all need plenty of help to achieve
confidence and a good image. On
these next few pages I have gathered
profiles from just a few of the many Support
Groups, Dressing Services, Beauty Specialists
who provide such help to give you an idea of
what is behind these businesses and organisations.

SUPPORT GROUP PROFILE

I asked questions to probe deeper than their listings or adverts may disclose. Some are non
profit organisations and some are profitable businesses. All have web sites where you can find out
more. Most importantly all have a pedigree and
have survived the start up period that any such
service goes through in their first few years and
all have built high regard for their care and standards.

No

SUPPORT GROUP PROFILE
Transliving International - Essex in the UK
Who is welcome to join?

Any one who enjoys TG company from anywhere in the
world
Who is not welcome to join?

Cross Port - Cincinnati, Ohio, USA
Who is welcome to join?

Anyone
Who is not welcome to join?

Troublemakers
Is sexuality, religion, marital status a factor in suitability?
How do you join?

Go to the monthly meeting pay a yearly fee
What happens after joining ?

Monthly social and newsletter
Approximately how many members and from what
areas (geographically)?

100 from Ohio, Indiana and Kentucky
How mixed is your group (culturally, intellectually)?

Quite varied
Is there a major focus for your group ?

Regular meetings
What percentage of members meet in person - if you
meet - where do you meet?

20 or so per meeting at Washington Platform
Restaurant downtown Cincy
Do members of the group get ‘out and about’ together if so where?

Is sexuality, religion, marital status a factor in suitability?

Yes after the monthly social a large group usually goes
out to a local pub.

We support all - we are a very diverse group.

www.transgender.org/crossprt/

How do you join?

BUSINESS PROFILE

We hold no bars.

From the web site, over the phone or write in to our
post box and request an information pack.
What happens after joining?

You receive magazines, a member ship card, reduced
entry to parties, have the support of the help line, can
place contact adverts free in the magazine and on our
web site.
Approximately how many members ?

We have nearly 800 members with approx 200 outside
the UK.
How mixed is your group (culturally, intellectually)?

Quite a mixed culture membership.
Is there a major focus for your group (an event, education, outreach, regular meetings)?

We have monthly parties, we also produce educational
material and give talks to various organisations and
companies.

TG Cosmetics international web shop
What made you think of offering your service to TGs?

When I started dressing I found that i had to go to several different suppliers just to buy what i wanted and
often paid high prices as well. If i found myself in this
boat then i'm sure others feel the same way as well. I
therefore had an idea of providing a complete one stop
shop for all transgendered needs There are some serious gaps in the tg market that needed filling and as i'm
transgendered then I can understand and appreciate
peoples needs. My customer base is growing all the time
so I must be doing something right.
How long have you been doing it?

The business was formed in July 2003 and has been running for 18 months now.

What percentage of members meet in person - if you
meet - where do you meet?

Do you only serve the TG community - if mixed how
does that work?

Hard to say,We meet members at the party, other venues and some visit my home.

No I sell to everybody not just transgendered people.
The balance works really well and I have many customers in this country and abroad. My customers come
from all walks of life. I have customers who need make
up/accessories for theatres and real woman who have
purchased wigs. I have something for everybody and this
strategy is working well.

Do members of the group get ‘out and about’ together if so where?

I understand members have crossed the channel as a
group to visit France, lots go together to London to the
TG clubs The WayOut Club, Transmission and Tootsies.
www.transliving.co.uk
stacy@transliving.co.uk
O1268 583 761
PO Box 3, Basildon, Essex SS13 3ER
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What special arrangements do you make to help TGs ?

At the moment we are a mail order company only and
we are available seven days a week to answer customers
questions and to give advice. Much of the advice people
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need is on the web site already.
What could TGs do to help you provide a better service
to them?

I do get good and positive feedback from customers and
that is nice. many customers have asked whether we can
get hold of specific items that are not part of our main
range.This we do with a view to making them available
to everyone. After all if one customer wants to buy a
particular product then others could also. We pride
ourselves on the highest level of customer service.We
are therefore very much a customer focused business
and we constantly adapt to our customer's needs.
Web site: www.tgcosmetics.co.uk
e-mail: sales@tgcosmetics.co.uk
Address:TGC Trading, Unit 106, 9 St. Johns Street,
Colchester, essex, CO2 7NN

DRESSING SERVICE PROFILE
Emma's Dressing Service - Cincinnati Ohio, USA
What made you think of starting your service?

There was a need, yet a void in our area.
How long have you been doing it?

One year
What is the main aim of your business (relieve stress,
make women, make money)?

I hope to show people how to look and feel pretty and
confident.The use of make-up, body altering, garment
selection and photography come together in an educating blend.
Do your customers prefer one to one privacy or do they
like to meet others?

I work with one person at a time for make overs but
have several parties a year where people dress together,
trade ideas and chat.
What basic services do you provide (wardrobe, make-up,
photography, shower)?

Yes all those and a few more.
How do sissies, maids, schoolgirls etc fit into your services?

Many people have fashion fetish fantasies and I try to
help provide a solution to achieve their needs.
Do you arrange individual or group trips into "normal"
venues - if so where and how are they?

Yes that service is offered. We can take clients on shopping trips, outdoor or out of studio photography, restaurants, parks, etc.
Do you support particular events, taking groups – if so
what events?

Yes, local support group socials, concerts and Pride Day
activities
What extra services do you provide (counselling, role
play, sexual adventures)?

Photography, photo editing, graphic design, custom made
garment design (specialising in lycra & latex), parties,
lighting and modelling. I also teach people how to model
for the camera.
Emma’s
http://home.fuse.net/mcdmcx/EmmaSite/Services/cli
ents.htm

BUSINESS PROFILE
Glamourworld – Sydney Australia
Products: Specialty designs for the cross-dresser including back-lacing corsets, lacing waist clinchers, bras, gaffs,
step-in and padded girdles, opaque stockings & hosiery
in large sizes, blouses, skirts, sexy dresses, maids outfits,
bridal etc. Also stock large size shoes and boots, breast
prosthesis, wigs, make-up, fantasy & fetish fashions
including PVC and rubber wear, and a wide range of
sexy, larger sized lingerie.
Customers visit our shop located 10 minutes from
Sydney, where they find experienced, friendly staff.
What made you think of offering your service to TGs?

In 1977 I was married to a crossdresser and realised
that there was almost nothing available for the crossdressing community in Australia. I started up a service
which initially covered selling make-up and wigs by mail
order, and a consulting service where I did their makeup, and provided wigs, clothing and shoes for wear during the session. As people asked me to find different
things for them, I started to design garments to suit
their specific needs. I had to discontinue the consulting
service several years ago, but have expanded my designing to include corsets, bustiers and sexy lingerie for
women sizes 8-26, and fantasy and fetish fashion wear, all
of which is also very popular with my crossdressers.
How long have you been doing it?

Over 25 years.
Do you only serve the TG community - if mixed how
does that work?

I now have a very wide range of clientele including
brides, women of all sizes, couples, dancers, fetish
dressers and of course crossdressers and transsexuals.
There is very rarely a problem. This is, after all Sydney,
where we usually live and let live.
What special arrangements do you make to help TGs ?

I have a discreet fitting room for crossdressers, but if
they feel a bit uncomfortable when there are ladies in
the shop (and the women generally don't bat an eyelash)
then the nervous ones will look through catalogues until
the shop is clear. I find that a lot of crossdressers gain
confidence from our accepting, laid-back but helpful attitude, and return time after time.
What could TGs do to help you provide a better service
to them?

Not come into the shop, try on nearly everything in
stock for 1 - 2 hours, then leave without even buying a
pair of stockings. It strains our faith in human nature,
and our patience with the genuine customer.
Glamourworld
359 Parramatta Road
Leichhardt (Sydney) 2040 Australia
Ph: (+61 2) 9550 9654
Email: glamfo@glamourworld.net
Website: www.fetishworld.com.au
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BUSINESS PROFILE
Transcare -.Essex UK
What is the service or product that you provide and do
customers visit you?

Hair and beauty, wigs, breast forms, derma blend beard
cover, jewellery, hair pieces (wigs), gaffs (hide that bulge),
hip and rear pads and panties.
What made you think of offering your service or product
to TGs?

Royal Oak community center, Royal Oak, Michigan.
Do members of the group get 'out and about' together if so where?

Yes, both official group outings to picnics, restaurants &
museums; and informal outings to bars, etc.
Crossroads Chapter, Inc.
PO Box 1245, Royal Oak, MI 48068
http://www.xroads.tv
crtvmich@aol.com
313-719-3267

TGs were taking up all my time as a volunteer with
Transliving Support Group.

SUPPORT GROUP PROFILE

How long have you been doing it?

Cross Dressers International - New York City

20 years

Who is welcome to join?

Do you only serve the TG community - if mixed how
does that work?

I do a lot of mail order, I make a point of making
appointments separately, so I do not mix transgender
with Joe public.
What special arrangements do you make to help TGs
(discretion, multiple communications, easy parking, special hours)?

Parking is easy as it is a private home, visitors can
receive a map to help them find me by post fax or
email. I try to be flexible and come to a mutual agreement on appointment timing.
What could TGs do to help you provide a better service
to them?

If they can not make an appointment it would be most
helpful if they phone to cancel. We are not interested in
a reason, we just like to know where we stand.
Transcare at www.transliving.co.uk
stacy@transliving.co.uk
01268 583761
PO Box 3, Basildon, Essex SS13 3ET

SUPPORT GROUP PROFILE
Crossroads Chapter - Detroit, Michigan, US
Who is welcome to join?

Anyone with a relevant interest.
Who is not welcome to join?

None excluded.
Is sexuality, religion, marital status a factor in suitability?

No.
How do you join?

Membership form available at www.xroads.tv
What happens after joining (magazine, network of contacts, diary of events)?

Monthly meetings, bi-monthly newsletter, special events.
Approximately how many members and from what
areas (geographically)?

50-60 members from Michigan, Ontario, & Ohio.
Is there a major focus for your group (an event, education, outreach, regular meetings)?

We are a social support group with monthly social
meetings.
What percentage of members meet in person - if you
meet - where do you meet?

About half regularly come to meetings, plus many more
come to our annual dinner. We normally meet at the
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Everyone with an interest in male to female cross dressing.
Who is not welcome to join?

Everyone is welcome -- no exclusions.
Is sexuality, religion, marital status a factor in suitability?

No. We welcome all races, religions and sexual orientations.
How do you join?

Fill out our application and pay the annual dues ($45).
Alias names are permitted and an address is optional.
Other information that is supplied voluntarily is confidential and held off premises.
What happens after joining (magazine, network of contacts, diary of events)?

Open House and special events are provided at a
reduced rate.
Approximately how many members and from what
areas (geographically)?

There are approximately 35 members mostly in the
New York Metropolitan area.
How mixed is your group (culturally, intellectually)?

A very mixed group regarding culture, intellect, education, age and religion. The only thing in common is cross
dressing.
Is there a major focus for your group (an event, education, outreach, regular meetings)?

Cross Dressers International (CDI) is an organisation
dedicated to helping male to female cross dressers,
without regard to race, religion or sexual orientation,
and promoting public understanding and acceptance of
cross dressers. CDI helps anyone who needs information regarding grooming, clothing, appearing in public,
relationships and other issues with direct help or references to professional help.
What percentage of members meet in person -- if you
meet - where do you meet?

Approximately 80% at the Annual Business Meeting.
Approximately 45% at the weekly meetings.
Do members of the group get 'out and about' together if so where?

Yes, we have frequent club excursions, dinners at restaurants, theatre outings and cruises.
www.CDINYC.org
Telephone 1-212/564-4847 (answered on Wednesdays
from 6 P.M. to 9:30 P.M. Eastern time).
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BUSINESS PROFILE

SUPPORT GROUP PROFILE

The WayOut Club - London England

Trannyweb.com

What is the service or product that you provide and do
customers visit you?

Where is it based (or is it a virtual cyber group)?

The club is first of all a nightclub with two DJs and a
unique show every week. We serve food all night and
the dancing builds from cheesy to euphoric through the
night. You will find over 100 of the full range of trans
people from ‘first time out’ to always out including pre
and post op transsexuals as well as drag queen and
trendy tranny club babes.

Trannyweb.com is an international organisation with an
office in the UK, servers in Florida, staff in the UK, US,
Australia, Canada, France and Italy and members all over
the world.
Who is welcome to join?

We welcome all kinds of trannies (TV/CD/TS/
MTF/FTM/etc), their friends, families and admirers.
Who is not welcome to join?

What made you think of offering your service or product
to TGs?

Trannyhaters and troublemakers

Back in 1992 there was no weekly club in London that
was designed to suit tgirls and their friends. The club is
still the only weekly club of its kind and is unequalled in
possibly the world. It has never missed a Saturday night
in over 12 years.

No

Do you only serve the TG community - if mixed how
does that work?

The club is very mixed. Every week there are gentlemen who may be TG but are not confident to ‘dress’ in
public or they might want to meet a tgirl friend. There
are always significant others including partners, family
and friends. They all enjoy meeting other trannies often
comparing notes and always amazed at the diversity.
Every age, race, sexuality and EVERY gender.
What special arrangements do you make to help TGs
(discretion, multiple communications, easy parking, special hours)?

Our location is carefully chosen to provide safe, discreet
parking and entry. We have a changing room and makeup service. Early birds get a free drink and those changing get a voucher for free storage of their bags. An area
with sofas tables and chairs allows plenty of space to
rest your feet, chat mix and mingle. A ‘star search’ night
each month gives anyone the opportunity to perform
and those that win the audience applause win a cash
prize and often go on to become regular performers in
the clubs weekly shows. These shows include talented
live performers as well as MTV style mime and dance
tributes. The clubs monthly finale is a ‘Lets go to the
Movies’ show with props, scenery, costumes and talent
to re-create favourite musical movies. Vicky Lee hosts
the club in person each week together with a great
team to ensure everyone has a great time.
What could TGs do to help you provide a better service
to them?

Not to listen to inevitable poisonous gossip and to try
the club for THEMSELVES. Then if there are ANY
annoyances, worries questions, fears (however rare) to
bring them to the notice of their host IMMEDIATELY
they arise so that they can be sorted straight away.
The WayOut Club
EVERY Saturday 9pm to 4am (show at 2am)
9 Crosswall (off Minories) London EC3
www.thewayoutclub.com

Is sexuality, religion, marital status a factor in suitability?
How do you join?

Just go along to the site at http://www.trannyweb.com
and click on "Register" in the main menu
What happens after joining ?

Our members enjoy 24 hour chat rooms, forums, picture galleries, personal ads, their own tranny blogger,
Their own tranny email account and their own tranny
web site. They can search thru over 22,000 members
profiles, receive The Tranny Tribune (our monthly
newsletter), search the web with Mabel - the world's
largest transgender search engine, plus loads more.
They also enjoy Trannyweb member discounts at various
online tranny shops and can download their free copy of
T-Log, our tranny software for those in transition.
Approximately how many members and from what
areas (geographically)?

At the time of writing we have around 22,000 members
from almost every country in the world, but mostly
from the US and UK.
How mixed is your group (culturally, intellectually)?

Our members represent every cultural and intellectual
group you can think of.
Is there a major focus for your group ?

As well as 24 hour chat on line, we also have specific
times put aside for specific geographic area - after all, if
you live in Australia you won't want to get out of bed in
the middle of the night to chat with our American member - or will you? We also have various regular themed
chats on topics such as make-up, hormones, passing, and
so on. The forums are also very popular with over
30,000 posts and rising fast.
What percentage of members meet in person - if you
meet - where do you meet?

We occasionally have official Trannyweb ‘Girly Nights
Out’ in various cities around the world. These have so
far included London and Manchester in the UK,
Washington DC and Baltimore in the US, and Sydney in
Australia. The girls get together for unofficial nights out
most every week.. Talk to the girls to discover this
weeks venue - there are favourite places in each country
and city.
www.trannyweb.com
Contact me at katie@trannyweb.tv
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DRESSING SERVICE PROFILE
The Boudoir – London UK
What is the main aim of your business (relieve stress,
make women, make money)?

The Boudoir is a luxury dressing service providing
makeovers, dressing appointments, make-up lessons,
stunning professional photo shoots, organised one to
one and group trips to theatre, opera, afternoon tea,
trips abroad (NYC, Las Vegas, Gran Canaria etc), weekly
nightclub trips. As well as public events such as Royal
Ascot. We also offer a range of specialist items and
clothes for sale.
Do you integrate your service with the greater TG community?

We attend every event on the TG calendar in the UK
that we possibly can. We organise trips to various TG
and Non TG events where we provide hair, make-up,
nails, wardrobe, transport and company and support
throughout the event.
Do you only serve the TG community ?

We generally only serve the TG community but we do
get asked to cater for wives, partners, girlfriends of TG
clients and we find that everyone mingles well.
What made you think of offering your service to TGs?

I wanted a challenge and I loved spending time with TG
people. At the time when I came into the TG industry,
there was very little on offer to the TG community in
terms of good quality hair and make up services. I felt
that I filled a gap in the market at that time.
How long have you been doing it?

Five years.
What special arrangements do you make to help TGs ?

We try to cover every angle possible to make people
feel comfortable. Our premises is incredibly discreet on
the third floor of a converted ware house building that
is now very modern studios for photographers, designers etc. Nobody ever enters our premises whilst an
appointment is in progress unless they have been specifically invited. We work every weekday night till 7pm but
will be flexible for regular clients who cannot get time
off work. We also work Saturdays all day and provide
nightclub trips in the evening. We are accessible by
tube, surface train and bus as well road and we have our
own off road parking for our clients. We are reachable
by phone, e-mail, text message and good old fashioned
post.
What special considerations are required for TG makeup?

Most high street products are fine for TG people to use.
The only specialist products that we use are for beard
cover and eyebrow cover. The rest of the time we use
high street eye shadows, lipsticks, blushers etc. We love
MAC as we find it is durable and the colours are great.
Ru Paul and Boy George have also starred in their
advertising campaigns so they are VERY TG friendly. The
main thing is to not over do the look. Steer clear of
bright blues, greens or purples for example as these will
look too garish on a face that is already against the odds
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in terms of physical size and masculine features. It is
hard for trannies who want to go out during the day as
it DOES take a certain amount of make up to effectively
transform a male face into a female face yet in daylight,
this can sometimes look too much. It’s hard to try and
strike that even balance between wearing enough to do
the job but at the same time without looking as though
they have caked it on.
What special tricks can be applied to TG make-up?

The clever shading of certain areas to minimise certain
areas such as large noses, masculine jaw lines or wider
foreheads. The art of TG make up is minimise anything
masculine and play on strengths without overdoing the
features, i.e. The lips need to be full but not OTT, the
eyes need to be slightly exaggerated but not over dramatic. The most important thing is to cover the beard
area effectively…nothing looks worse then a tranny with
a great wig and clothes and a five o’clock shadow!!
Specialist products HAVE to be used to cover heavy
shadows as high street (female) foundations rarely do
the job.
Do you teach your customers to do their own make-up?

Absolutely!! Our make up lessons are very popular.
Trannies love to be self sufficient and be able to do their
own makeup in case they decide to go out one night
and cannot get an appointment anywhere or their
finances won’t allow for the cost of a professional
makeover every time they want to venture out. At the
same time, all of our clients who are now able to cope
on their own, still come back for a bit of pampering and
a professional makeover every so often!!
What advice would you give to TG readers?

Look around you and take notice of what women are
doing and wearing in your office, on the train, in the
street. Look at women’s magazines. If you are trying to
look like a woman, study them and learn from them …
those that wear make up that is! Take your time with
your make up. Allow yourself a good 90 minutes to
avoid rushing. Always make up in good lighting as if your
make up looks relatively OK under a harsh bright light,
you know that it is going to look even better under
lower light in a restaurant, bar or nightclub. Practice
makes perfect too, so keep on practicing your make up
Don’t skimp on make up either. Buy specialist products
to cover your beard and then invest in good brushes
and sponges for applying your make up. Finally don’t
order Spaghetti Bolognese when we go out to dine it’s
SO messy.
What could TGs do to help you provide a better service?

Turn up to appointments while also appreciating that we
are also running a businesses and have staff and other
customers to look after, so do try to be on time. We
are very lucky that our clients are never any trouble to
us so we cannot really complain. Long may it continue!!
The Boudoir Dressing Service
Jodie Lynn
info@theboudoironline.com
www.theboudoironline.com
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S

o I have discussed what we do and why we
do it and we have met some of the people
that do it. In the following pages I offer
advice on how to achieve the best image you can
when transforming from a male to a female
image .

SO HOW DO WE DO IT?
Our image is all about what we see in the mirror or in
pictures. To some extent I believe that, like anorexic's
see themselves (irrationally) as a fat person when really
they are very thin, some transgendered males see themselves as female when in fact they look like a male in a
frock.
It is probably true that we all play tricks with our
mind when we look in the mirror to give us
confidence to face the world.
We must remember however for some transgendered
people they never intend to face the world and its all
about the mirror and the imagination.
However for those cross-dressers for whom it is not
merely a matter of wearing the clothes associated with
the opposite gender but also the experience the desire
the compulsion to create a ‘totally female’ image and to
experience the pampering that achieves it - all the tips
are here.

T

he very first step must be to critically consider
what is possible with what features and figure you
have got, and how far you want to go in feminizing yourself temporarily or for longer periods of time.
In a moment of excitement it is all too easy to go “too
far” shaving off body hair or finely plucked eyebrows
leading to fear of exposure a balance between the the
male role and a temporary female role must always be
considered.
In reality few people will notice changes made gradually.
If you slowly introduce exercise, grooming and well
being into your lifestyle (if you haven’t already) this
should not cause suspicion.. (It may be welcomed!)
These days men's grooming is main stream and celebrities and athletes wax pluck and tone like never before.

DIET
You are what you eat and if what you want to be is a
size 8 (or even size 14) woman you better start eating
like one. Your skin will thank you for eating a lot of fruit
and drinking a lot of water. Everyone will thank you for
losing a little weight. Exercise will help to tone and lose
weight but be careful to build up slowly and to make the
exercise a practical change of your lifestyle. It is all too
easy to start with the best of intentions and do more
exercise than your regular time schedule will allow. A
good regular walk or just using the stairs instead of lift
is more practical.
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SKIN CARE
Femininity and soft skin go hand in hand. Discover moisturiser for not just face but the whole body. Discover
massage to rub it in. This could be a winner if you agree
on a mutual routine with your partner. And there is
another excuse for hair free skin (it feels so much better for the masseur and the massaged and saves on the
quantity of moisturiser needed). A lightly tanned skin is
still most peoples preference. Advice from the experts
varies more than skin type. There is no advice here
other than to take care and follow your own good
sense.

SHAVING YOUR FACE
To really shave close so that no stubble can be felt for
the next 8 hours or so takes a more rigorous effort
than a simple quick shave. It is good to hold a flannel soaked in hot water firmly to the beard area to soften the hair. Take off excess wetness and apply a good
layer of shaving foam. Allow a few seconds for it to
soften the hair. A blade that has been used too many
times will drag and be useless on your face. Shave top
to bottom with the growth of the hair first. Re-apply
a thin layer of shaving foam and shave up against the
growth. For the ultimate, shave one more time
after smoothing on a good layer of moisturiser,
again against the growth. Feel the skin with your
other hand, and learn in which direction the hair
grows, especially on the neck, so that final
strokes are against the growth. After drying
your face, always use moisturiser.

SHAVING BODY HAIR
The most popular way of keeping legs and all your othher bits smooth is to shave them. Once experienced
you will never want body hair again.
So, where do you start First run a bath, not too hot, use
some nice bubble bath. Don’t touch the skin for at least
three minutes after getting in. The skin goose pimples at
the change of temperature. After a few minutes it will
soften, the pores will open and the soapy water will
soften the hairs. You will need a good triple blade razor.
If you are shaving your legs for the first time and the
hair is long, the razor will clog up immediately. The
secret is to keep the razor against the skin and move
back and forth in short movements- under water. The
back movement will unclog the blade. For the first few
shaves some irritation is bound to occur. This irritation
diminishes if you shave regularly. When you get into a
routine every 2 - 4 days, the razor only needs to travel
in one direction with nice long strokes.The easiest way
to do this is by lying on your back in the water and lifting one leg at a time out of the water. Be sure to
stretch and position your leg to present as flat an area
as possible to the blade. Take care with the back of the
ankle and the back of the knees; this is where it easy to
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cut your skin. On the front of the leg, point the toe to
flatten the shin bone and bend the knee to present the
knee as a smooth dome to the blade. Keep the leg and
blade wet, and wash the blade regularly. A small amount
of ordinary shampoo will help the blade cut smoothly
and comfortably. Cut against the growth of the hair and
use your other hand to feel for any
area missed.There should be no irritation immediately after shaving or
during re-growth, once the skin gets
used to the process.
The prickly feel of re-growth does
diminish after a few months. After
drying yourself, moisturise all over
with a body lotion.This will stop the
skin from drying out and will make
you feel silky soft.
REST OF BODY All other areas of
the body can be treated in the same
way. One area which is much easier
to shave than you might imagine, is
the least feminine part, if you know
what I mean. Be warned removing
your pubic hair really will surprise
your partner.
This may all sound tedious, but with
practice the total routine for all
areas of the body, can take as little as
15 minutes. Many girls shave legs and
underarms every day or two. It really
is worth it.

EYEBROWS
Eyebrows make an immense difference to your appearance. They can
be the secret to a good transformation. A mans brow may be lower
than a woman's and the super secret
if this is the case for you, is to hide
the existing eyebrow with special
plastic wax from a theatrical makeup supplier and then draw in the
eyebrow with make-up. However
many men can achieve a great
looking brow with tweezing a daily
chore as eyebrows seem to grow
to full length overnight. Never
tweeze above the brow always from below. The brow
can be waxed into a good shape. this should always be
left to an expert. A specialist makeup service can do
this for you as a treat.

WAXING
Waxing can be done anywhere on the body - even
the face. Everybody has different rates of hair
growth but you will probably need to repeat the
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waxing every four to six weeks. Although it does not
grow back stubbly like it does after shaving it does have
to be a good 5mm long before it can be waxed again.
Some of us cant wait that long especially on the legs and
chest. It is true that long term waxing actually makes
hair softer. It is possible depending on the amount of
hair to wax parts of the face. Various
waxing methods are offered but hot
wax opens the pores and is best for
underarms and bikini line. Epilator
machines tend to break hairs off and
hurt like hell. (No pain no gain!!)

HANDS & NAILS
Soft hands and well groomed nails
are another sign of classic femininity.
Rule number one is wear gloves.
When gardening wear gardening
gloves.When using detergents use
rubber gloves and when working on
the car try latex gloves, (many professionals now do). Using gloves plus
hand cream will rapidly improve your
skin and protect your nails too. Filing
your nails regularly from the outside
into the middle is the way to build
strength and shape, Don’t cut them.
Painting your nails can be a special
treat. Everybody’s favourite colour is
red but after taking it off a tell tale
stain can be hard to remove though
remover containing acetone, sold for
false nails if more effective. A better
tip is to use a colour with less red
use browns or pinks you will find that
these don’t stain. Another tip is to
apply clear varnish first. False nails,
using glue or sticky pads, will give you
talons of any length, which can be pre
painted. Men’s nails are generally
wider and wider false nails are available from theatrical and TG specialists shops in person or by mail order.

EAR PIERCING
This of course can be asked of any
jeweller etc. Many men have pierced
ears but this really is a can I get away
with this decision. The thing to remember is that for
the first few months at least you will need to wear
sleepers (a stud or ring) at all times otherwise the hole
will heal up again. Once the piercing is well established
you will need to wear earrings only about once each
week to keep them open.

photos & make-up Pandora De Pledge Image Works full detailed article in the 10th Tranny Guide
model Steffan Whitfield
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FEMINIZING THE BODY “the best of both”

photos by Nikki - but top two left photos by Alleksandra - The Ladyboys of Thailand and the She-Males of Brazil
use every trick including silicone and surgery though most are happier with male genitalia “the best of both”
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LONG TERM HAIR REMOVAL
Long term removal of facial hair is possible using an ever
growing choice of processes. Exaggerated claims are
often made by inexperienced salons (on the strength of
unproven system manufacturers expectations). Many of
my contacts have spent considerable money to find that
various treatments, practitioners and processes are ineffective. My recommendation is
to ask any practitioner for
proof of training qualifications
and experience. A therapist
working eight hours a day on
this process will most definitely
have more experience and better results than another who
does a few hours between
manicures and other types of
treatments. Much more importantly ask to talk to previous
clients who have finished their
treatment and have not had significant growth for at least
seven months after finishing.
Treatment. Prices vary widely.
Telegon
Anagen
It can cost as much as £10,000
to completely remove the
average males facial hair.
Undertaking ANY of these
treatments can not be taken
lightly.The treatment will need
to be repeated many times
before there is no longer significant growth and in my
experience it is never totally
successful, unless combined
with hormone treatment.

THE 10% RULE

HORMONES AND HAIR REMOVAL
Testosterone is firing up new follicle's throughout a life
time.Therefore without a reduction in testosterone
level, even after many treatments
these new hair follicle's will still
become a new problem and need
further treatment. Female hormone treatment (or the removal
of testosterone producing testicles (ouch) can (particularly
before mid 30s) slow and soften
hair growth and this will obviously improve the overall result
and appearance.

Catagen Telegon

Epidermis

Dermis

Subcutis

Needle Electrolysis is the most
widely tried and tested.Where a
needle is but into each individual
follicle heated at a precise point
whist the hair is also plucked.
The benefits of three different
variations of this process were
discussed in edition 9 of The
Tranny Guide. Even a two hour
electrolysis session (if you could
stand it), will not get all the
hairs on an average face.The
hair will need to be grown to at
least 5mm long for every session.

TWEEZERING

A
B
C
D
E
F G
Only hairs C&D are growing, only C&D are likely to be
eliminated for the long term

In simple terms it must be
understood that ALL treatment methods rely on quarterizing, (with heat), a hair follicle in the process of
growing a hair. Unless the follicle is at this growing stage
it will grow a new hair again. On average only 10% (at
best) of the bodies (or faces), hair follicle's are in this
growing stage at any one time. This growing stage lasts
for approximately one to two weeks and then waits for
four to five weeks before shedding the hair before
entering a new growing stage for a new hair.
To complicate these facts every individual has a different
growth length and cycle so hitting the target date for
each follicle using ANY method is very much hit and
miss.
If a client has a treatment regularly every four to six
weeks the very best expectation for 100% treatment is
10 treatments (i.e. 10 x 10% = 100%).Therefore it is
impossible to clear a beard in five treatments and any
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such suggestion (a common suggestion), should be treated with suspicion. However a long term "improvement"
CAN be expected – but only 50% reduction at very
best.

A friend once plucked his top
lip with the aid of an ice cube
to numb it. What a state
swollen lip, pain for two days
and all grown back within a week. Tweezering methods
have been offered as an alternative to needle electrolysis
combined with sound, heat etc. etc. No long term success has been reported by any of these methods by my
correspondents.

LIGHT & LASER
Light or Laser machines have come a long way. I have
many friends who are very happy with the results but
generally agree that this is not as permanent as needle
and requires a few treatments each year to maintain a
hair free face. The good thing about these processes is
that they require no more than a days growth before
the treatment. Practitioners and clients have had
enough experience with these processes to give you
accurate expectations about the technician and the
machine. Though still I have not heard of any success
with white or very blonde hair.
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FEMINIZING? Who wants Facial Hair?
Vicky Lee’s experience - I took my advice based on
information from Chris Hart, senior laser therapist at
Cristianos Laser Clinic cross referenced to medical journals and articles in ‘Health & Beauty Salon’. I also studied articles by Linda De Fruscio in Transgender Tapestry
Magazine. and various letters in Gems News as well as
talking to friends. In started monthly full-face treatments from 2000 using a Chromos 694 Ruby Laser.
Why did I choose laser? I had tried electrolysis but as I
work so many hours I felt that one day a month was
less intrusive than weekly electrolysis. I knew that laser
would not clear my white hair (which was maybe 30% of
my growth) and that I might move on to electrolysis for
this after laser. After 11 treatments in 2001 I deliberately took a 3 month break. This was a good period with
very little black hair. With no beard shadow even without make-up (I was being called Miss and Madam everywhere I went). The condition of my skin has never been
better. However after the break I had a sprinkling all
over of black hair again (but definitely no where near as
thick as originally). 2 more treatments returned me to
no shadow in late 2001. It was about another six
months before I noticed any degree of black hairs. I had
2 more treatments at the 5 weekly cycle that is 14
treatments in total. I am not on female hormones or
testosterone blocker's. At this time in 2005 I am happy
to consider small degree of current dark growth as ‘new
growth’ not re-growth. If it bothered me I would have a
few more treatments but as I have white hair and still
have to shave I have not done so. I only need light foundation and still get called madam with little effort. I have
to say I am thrilled with the results. I could not have
been treated with more care, patience and consideration. I consider Chris Hart a good therapist and a good
friend as many of her clients do too. Testimonials and
personal contacts are available from many of her clients.
Chris Hart wrote - To remove between 90-99% of the
dark hair in approx twenty hours of treatment with no
risk to the skin tissue far supersedes any previous
method of hair removal. Thus making it so much easier
to live in the chosen gender role. It must of course be
remembered that every client is different not only in hair and skin colour
Vicky Lee’s monthly laser treatment experience
but hormonally and in life experience.
1 - Treatment
We always take a holistic and individ2 - Five to seven days of rough skin that is hard to
ual view of each and every one of our
shave and is hard to cover with make-up
clients.
Longer articles on this subject
are published in Tranny Guide
editions 7, 8, 9, and10
Vicky’s diary of Laser hair
removal is published in Tranny
Guide edition 8

3 - My wow day about 10 to 15 days after treatment.
4 - About two weeks of ecstasy - days of little make-up
and super skin.
5 - In the last few days of the month some new follicle
growth.

Photos:Vicky Lee’s two days beard growth before and after
14 laser treatments
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or some just putting on a few female clothes
may “do it” for them. But for most the
experience of cross-dressing includes a
desire to create a 'totally female' image. As we
can see from the pictures in this book many
trannies have great legs, some have feminine hips
and bums, some have wonderful skinny waists
and a few even have a pair of boobs.

feminine waist, so a good lace up corset may be a necessity. The choice of corset depends on the shape of you
and how much bare flesh you are going to leave
exposed. Strong laced corsets are a specialist product
but there is a good choice.

HIPS AND REAR

You will find TG friendly suppliers of the harder
to find products mentioned in this section in
Transgender AtoZ.com book and web site.

Fashions have differed in this area over thousands of
years. However most women have wider hips and more
amply rears than men. You will find specialist pads and
padded underwear for the purpose of shaping these
areas in this book from TG wear specialists. A simple
trick is to use foam shoulder pads, carefully positioned
beneath dance tights this can also achieve the desired
shape.

BOOBS

GENITAL AREA

The most obvious difference between a masculine and
feminine body is breasts. I believe for many transgendered people breast envy is a part of the cause. A
'Wonderbra' has padding built in and some now use gel,
air or water filled inserts for a better ‘feel’. These bras
can also do quite amazing things by creating a cleavage
from almost nothing as many RG girls will tell you.
Some less well endowed RG girls now use Silicone
enhancers, often nick named ‘chicken fillets’. A favourite
trick is to use tape from armpit to armpit to create a
cleavage. This needs experimentation, beware some
tape will stick so firmly that it will tear your skin on
removal, avoid this with a small test for a few hours. To
achieve a proportionate silhouette on a typical male
body the breast forms need to be bigger than RG girls
enhancers. A simple pair of boobs can be made from
flesh coloured tights folded into shape and tied into a
stocking bag. The knot can be positioned for a nipple.
Full silicone breast forms are the 'ultimate feel right
falsies'. They feel very real to the touch. Slipped into
the bra cups these will warm up to your body temperature and move like they are part of you. These breast
forms are now used by many of those that have had a
mastectomy. These used to be very expensive and hard
to find but a pair should now cost no more than £150
and there is a good choice of suppliers. Wearing a low
cut bra that exposes the breast form can ruin this
expensive effect, it is best to choose a pretty bra that
covers the breast form completely.You should consider
having breast forms built into a Basque or corset for a
strapless outfit.

The first question every one asks “Where is the threepiece suite?”. Of course a woman does not have the
picnic attachment that men carry around with them. It
is surprising how well the “wedding tackle” can be disguised to look like a female vulva. With your legs wide
apart, it is possible to gently ease your testicles into the
cavities from which they descended OOH - they will
disappear leaving only the loose scrotum sack. If you
then put your penis back and down between your legs
and put your legs together you have... as we say, in the
trade ‘tucked’ !.

But rarely will you see all of these features on
the same person - without a little help! The following will offer advice on how to hide bits, add
bits and shape bits.

WAIST
It is rare to find any woman who believes her waist to
be small enough and stomach flat enough. If you are not
already aware that you “are what you eat” you will be if
you aim to feminize your body. Diet will not only effect
your shape but also your skin, hair and energy.You will
win support from friends and family if you get to grips
with diet. However most of us still need help to create a
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The more you do it the more natural it will feel until as
you push back your penis the testicles will find their way
into the cavities on their own. When you take your
knickers off and spread your legs the testicles should
drop out into their normal position in the scrotum sack.
If they don't it is because the testicles are a little large
for the cavities openings. Gentle pressure on the groin
(where the pubic hair grows) will pop them back out.
With a bit of practice you will create a flat girly genital
area. But please - at your own risk. (N.B.We know of
no evidence to suggest that this practice has any long
term detrimental effect from, for example, prostrate
cancer. However raising the testes to full body temperature, as they will be in the body cavity, for any length of
time will inevitably reduce fertility temporarily. After a
period back at the natural body temperature normal
levels of fertility will return.There should be no detrimental effect on your ability to get an erection or to
orgasm).
Suitable panties with a wide gusset are needed to hold
everything in place. Ordinary knickers generally are not
strong enough. A panty girdle will hold everything in
place but this garment will also squeeze the femininity
out of your bum. Specialist TG shops sell a device called
a 'cache sex' or 'gaff' which is designed to do a good job.
Some are flesh coloured and even shaped to look like a
vagina. Especially in pictures these can look very realistic. An alternative is girls dance belt from a dance wear
shop, (not the boys as they are padded). These are basi-
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cally a wide gusset strong G string
designed to wear under tights to hold
and smooth the genital area as this area
is exposed in dance whist leaving the
buttocks soft and full.

LEGS
It is easy to get passionate about tights
and stockings and few would deny the
pleasure to be gained from well
shaved legs and high quality hosiery.
But - if it is not always possible to
wax or shave and fine hosiery over
hairy legs looks and feels disgusting.
Many people, RG girls included,
think their legs lack shape or they
have knobbly knees. Dance tights
sheer to the waist and with a
great deal of lycra in them, are
the perfect foundation for the
lower half. These tights as used
by actresses and showgirls world
wide will smooth out imperfections and are thick enough to
hide, with just one layer, hairs
and blemishes. Flesh coloured
dance tights worn over a flesh
coloured dance belt, gives the
perfect nude image below the
waist. Sexy lacy undies, sheer
tights or stockings can be worn
over this foundation.

BRINGING IT ALL
TOGETHER
Once you have the breast
forms, corset, hip pads, gaff
and dance tights the effect
can look like an odd construction kit. (Even through
your outer clothes will fit
far better). A firm one
piece 'body' (like a one
piece swimming costume)
will helps to bring the
whole look together,
smoothing out the joins
and presenting you with
the appearance of wearing just one piece of
underwear. Now you
know the secrets of all
the showgirls.
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HAIR
Hair is probably the most important feature that distinguishes gender difference. There have been periods in
history when men wore their hair long and for hundreds of years no ‘gentleman’ would be seen in public
without his wig. However as I write we have had many
years when very few men had hair longer than a ‘number two’. The most obvious way to experiment with
your image is to wear wigs, as many well known women
do. However, if you want to ‘pass’, nothing will look
more natural than your own head of hair. Many ‘female’
styles are very short and if as a man you can wear your
own hair reasonably long, you may well be able to wear
your hair in a style which suits your lifestyle, whilst
looking very feminine when styled when you are
dressed. For many people the thought of being able to
talk freely to their hairdresser about their dual image
seems a mere dream, but many hairdressers are finely
tuned to our needs and are cross-dresser friendly and
which can be approached with confidence. They will
advise you how to get the best from your hair and will
happily cut, colour, or perm.

WIGS
There is hardly a wig shop anywhere that does not welcome male / tranny customers. Wigs can totally change
your appearance. In some ways many trannies prefer this
total change as it is more of a transformation and also
more of a disguise. Wigs come in many styles, colours
and qualities, you really do need to try them on to get
the one(s) to suit and fit you best. Real hair wigs are
much more expensive than monofibre and are much
harder to look after. They needing a good understanding of styling techniques. Expensive mistakes are easily
made when choosing wigs. When choosing a wig, ask
yourself whether you want a natural daytime or a big
glamourous evening look. Women rarely glamourise
their hair during the day, therefore a glamourous wig
worn during the day will make you stand out in a crowd.
Women make the most of their hair for special occasions by styling it, but wigs come ready styled and are
difficult to tame for day wear. Most longer wigs will
look more natural if some hair is pinned, clipped up or
tied up. Wigs can be cut and styled to flatter the shape
of your face. Many of the TG services can help you
achieve the look you want, so be bold and have a good
chat with the girls in the wig shops. Most of these
shops have private cubicle's and friendly and helpful staff.

WIG CARE
Real hair wigs need to be kept on a wig stand to avoid
losing the styling. Most synthetic wig styles can be
stored tucked away in a bag as they are styled during
manufacture and will return to shape simply by shaking
out prior to putting them on and then gently fingering
them into shape. You should avoid over-brushing and
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combing which quickly damages wigs as the heat generated by the comb brush can reshape or frizz the synthetic hair which is in fact thin strands of plastic. Men
generally do no more than comb or brush their hair.
Watch women - they use their fingers to tease and
style. This is also the way to handle your wigs. Some
styles will benefit from the use of mousse, spray and
leave-in conditioners, again initially you may need the
advice of a hairdresser. Visiting clubs and bars results in
smelly wigs which will need washing and conditioning.
Serious mistakes can be made whilst washing wigs. It is
recommended to slowly and carefully brush the wig
through before washing and then submerge in cool
water (NEVER hot) with either a special wig shampoo
or a fabric detergent, (remember your wig is actually
plastic the same as your acrylic clothes). Leave to soak
and then rinse first in clean water then soak in clean
water with a generous amount of fabric conditioner.
Wrap the wig in a towel to absorb the majority of
water, give it a good shake holding at the back of the
neck before putting on a wig stand to dry completely
before teasing with a wide toothed comb (avoid over
brushing). Alternatively ask a wig shops or hairdresser to
wash and restyle your wig carrying it home on the wig
stand inside a box. Some services will do this by return
through the mail. If all of this begins to sound like a mine
field remember the words of the song “sometimes it's
hard to be a woman”.
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EXTENSIONS
The length or thickness of your hair need not hold you
back from achieving the head of hair you desire. Actors
like Mel Gibson as the Scottish hero in the film
‘Braveheart’, get their long hair from the process of
extensions. Posh Spice Victoria Beckham alongside many
celebrities makes no effort to hide the fact that they use
extensions. Extensions can be attached by a number of
methods and some are better than others. Monofibre is
cheaper than real hair. Prices vary, but none are cheap.
In my experience.The process can actually improve the
condition of your hair. I had beads of resin, dispensed
by a hot melt glue gun, to hold small bunches of real
hair extension to bunches of my own hair, close to the
scalp. On removal the resin bead was crushed with a
pair of pliers and combed out. As it was not possible to
brush the hair all the way through from the roots catching tangles and pulling hairs our from the follicle's I
found my hair became thicker and over the course of a
year a full six inches longer than I had ever managed to
grow it before.

INTEGRATING WIGS
A regular wig hairline will always be a give away. Most
look more natural with a fringe. Special wigs are
designed to be worn (if you have a good hairline and the
wig matches your colour) behind your own hairline
using your own fringe. If your own hair has some length
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FEMININE Foundations - Hair
CROWNING GLORY? BY KATE
Hair! The woman’s crowning glory but the
trannies crowning disaster.Why?
What I know about my transgender sisters it is that we
are self-centred, vain and short-sighted.We dream of
blonde nymphettes long hair streaming behind them in
the breeze. So we buy a long blonde wig, look in the
mirror and actually see ourselves as we imagine ourselves to be.The trouble is that no one else does!
The whole issue of buying the right wig is fraught with
difficulty. We want to pay as little as possible so we look
on the internet.What we see is flawless make-up, wigs
carefully arranged. What we do not realise is the colour
we see on our computer screen is not the same as the
wig in the box. Not only that but what looks gorgeous
on the model may not look so good on our head. Our
face shape and jaw-line could be totally wrong and we
end up at best disappointed, at worst sending our
expensive purchase to the charity shop virtually unworn.
Wigs come in so many combinations of colours, so
many styles, so many lengths that the process of buying
them is far too complicated to leave it to chance.
Help is at hand; there are wig retailers worldwide who
are only too willing to guide us. Most wig shops are
used to us. Just give them a call and make an appointment to try on some wigs.You won’t regret it.
I’m going to tell you all about my visit to Marianne who
works at Trends Wigs Ltd at 337, Glossop Rd, Sheffield.
Glossop Road is a busy thoroughfare that heads west
from the centre of Sheffield and there is very little parking near the shop which can be a problem if you want
to go as a woman but are nervous of walking in the
streets (probably with good reason in your long blonde
wig!) But there is no problem; go dressed in what feels
most comfortable because Marianne is very familiar with
girls like us, especially because she has been selling wigs
at several tranny weekends.
Our plan was to explore what hair works for me and
started with (1) the tranny horror wig – long, shiny,
blonde . No genetic woman would be seen dead in such
hair and indeed Trends do not normally keep them in
stock; they have a reputation to uphold! That was soon
consigned to oblivion and we tried the second mistake,
(2) the black gothic wig which is OK for Goths but for
normal girls – forget it. I put it on and immediately aged
thirty years. Pure black is too severe for western
European faces and colouring.The next mistake is the
wig that makes your head as big as a beach ball.The
colour this time was fine (3) a nice red-brown that goes
well with my eyes and skin tone but Marianne wanted to
emphasis two things. Firstly big hair makes your head
look out of proportion but secondly fringes, that so
many trannies love, really do nothing for the face
because they swamp it completely. She reckons that
some girls like to hide behind their hair and feel that

somehow they are more feminine if they can see hair on
the edge of their vision. Long straight hair (4) that hangs
in curtains around your face is rarely flattering either,
especially if the area around your mouth is too broad. It
makes your face look square.
Marianne advises us not to be afraid of something different. She also points out that something different often
takes time to get used to but because she is not familiar
with our normal look she is able to advise dispassionately.This is the big advantage of going to a shop.We
tried several different styles.The first was (5) a spiky
tousled look that I had never worn before.The colour
of the wig was a mixture of dark brown and an almost
orange red and it was short.. I was really taken by this
style.The second wig (6) is longer than I normally wear
and is a dark blonde over a very dark base which is very
up-to-date and very flattering.This wig did indeed look
good worn down, as Marianne predicted, but it was even
better when Marianne began to play with it (7) and put
it up (8). By taking the hair and twisting it then pulling a
few strands out to fall by my face she created a style
that is at once sophisticated and feminine. But the third
wig is me.
Marianne does not rush you – looking at what would
suit best and we came to the conclusion that the ideal
colour for my eyes and complexion was dark auburn
and came up with a gorgeous shortish bob – a Jon
Renau wig called Megan (9).That has been what I wear
whenever I go out and not only does it look beautiful, as
many people, women rather than trannies, have told me,
but I almost never get read in the street. We tried a
new Megan last (10) – it’s slightly different from my own
because all good wigs are hand-made and the mix of
colours is never quite the same. If you buy a wig that
has only one colour it will cry out ‘wig’ to the world.
Quite simply, Megan is the wig for me; there may be special occasions when I want to be different but if you
want to see the real Kate this is the image for me. I am
ready to go anywhere in this wig.
I cannot thank Marianne enough for the help she gave
me in writing this piece. She, and girls like her, are the
tranny’s best friends and we do well to follow the wig
advice of a professional. If we choose to do otherwise,
that is fine – there are some good sites on the internet
and I personally like tgcosmetics.co.uk because it is
owned by Alice Tinker, one of the nicest t-girls you will
ever meet and her prices are reasonable. But to spend
two hours being cosseted in the capable hands of someone like Marianne is a wonderfully relaxing experience
and you leave feeling feminine and pampered.
There is just one thing I want to add. Girls like Marianne
are genuinely helpful to us and one thing we should
never do is take advantage of their professionalism and
expertise. Unless you are willing to buy a wig from
them, please don’t go to their shops.
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to it in the sides and the back, it can be blended into the
wig when you put it up. This, combined with some real
and wig hair tendril's hanging softly down, can look very
natural. Lace front wigs appear (at least from a distance) as if the hair is growing from your scalp are
designed to allow hair to be swept up off the face.These
used to be very expensive but recently a number of
manufacturers have brought out reasonably priced ready
to wear wigs with lace fronts. For many years I have
had a hair piece made for me. This is a skull cap type
toupee with long hair that integrates with my own long
hair. This is bonded to my scalp with a special double
sided tape that can stay on for two weeks. I wash it
style it throughout these two weeks. These hairpieces I
find last about a year before they start thinning out.
Clip on pieces, ‘falls’, when matched to the wig hair
colour can make a dramatic change for evening and are
easy to clip on.

BIG HAIR
For those occasions where you want to look larger than
life try integrating two wigs together. This effect can
look great. Many real girls use the same technique to
make their hair as big as they want for special occasion
with a 3/4 wig. It is also possible to do the same with a
3/4 wig attached over a full wig).With two wigs you can
use a tail comb to pull the hair from the lower wig
through the upper wig. Using two colours can create
streaks and roots that have been popular now for many
years. Roots colour sprays are also available for this
effect. You can even sew the two wig bases together
and wash the two together to fully integrate them.

MAKE-UP
Not every tranny will want to go to the extent of wearing make-up. Fewer still know how to use it - but for
those that do - what a treat is in store. Make up is fun,
make-up is a disguise, make up can give you confidence.
It is for ever amazing the transformation that make-up
can achieve and how many different looks can be
achieved. No wonder cosmetics is one of the highest
earning businesses in the world.
“It is for ever amazing the transformation that
make-up can achieve”.
I have been lucky to have shared the mirror alongside
some of the best make-up artists. But I still say that
their is nothing like experiencing and watching an expert
work the products on YOUR OWN face. I have had
some excellent lessons myself and would always encourage trannies to have a make-up lesson.
There is an ever growing number of make-up artists that
recognise and support transgender clients offering
make-up lessons. However before making an appointment I recommend that you talk to them on the phone
and look at some of their work (many now have web
sites). You need to choose a make-up artist and lesson
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that is right for you and the look that you want to
achieve. You may want a look that is very glamourous to
go with your evening clothes or a ‘girl next door look’
that looks like you have little make up on (which actually
takes more skill and products than a ‘full on’ look). You
might want to try a look that is suitable for stage or
photo shoots which you will find needs to be much
heavier than the look you can wear in public. You might
want to try a period look to wear on stage or to match
a period costume. I am sure that if you are interested in
make-up, that you study the many women's magazines.
There are also many books and video's with step by
step guides to make up for women. From these you can
obviously gain good tips - however a male skin does
need one fundamentally different product and that is a
foundation cover beard shadow. These products needs
a technique of application.products. You will find in
Transgender AtoZ.com suppliers of beard (camouflage)
make-up like Dermablend and Dermacover which are
just right for a male to female make-up. Another area
that needs to be considered is the eye. Most women
need to pluck from below the brow to open up the eye
and give a good defined line. However many trannies
can’t pluck their eyebrows (or feel they can’t) what is
more, many men have a lower brow to start with than a
female. See preceding section on eyebrows. In the 8th
and 9th Tranny Guide I published a step by step make up
feature based on photographs from the shoot for the
video ‘Trading Faces’ Trading Faces step by step make
up lesson is available on Video and CD Rom as are back
issue Tranny Guide books see adverts in this book.

MAKE-UP BUSINESS PROFILE
What is the name of your business and where do
you work?

My name is Jamie Austin I am a make-up artiste and I
work thru a store called Glamour Boutique located in
Auburn, Massachusetts in the U.S.A.
Some make-up businesses just tolerate TG customers. How friendly is your business.?

I primarily work with TG clients,,, and find them intelligent, articulate, successful, driven, and most importantly
friendly. most of my clients bond with me after a session,,, we are face to face for hours at a time and they
trust me to make them look gorgeous and hopefully i
can please them with the girl they want to be. it is a lot
of fun cause we share a good sense of humour. I try to
attend most events in the northeast and make a trip to
Atlanta every fall to work on girls at Southern Comfort.
Do you only serve the TG community - if mixed
together with genetic females, how does that work?

No,, I also work on genetic females, my appointments
are made in advance, so there is really no interaction
between TG and genetic females, However I get a lot of
couples and most wives are very interested in the transformation process, Once in a while a wife may get a bit
concerned cause the husband looks a bit too good and
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the wife might feel a bit threatened, but if I think this is
happening I offer to also do her makeup for free to ease
her concern. Above all I try to ease the tension with
some humour and that works also...
How long have you been doing it?

About 7 years but I had some experience with models
in my "younger days", lol
What arrangements do you make to help TG's ?

I work out of a house just down the road from the
Glamour Boutique store,,, Parking is usually plentiful, and
the neighbours are aware of what i do in the carriage
house and are discrete and accepting, so there is no
problem with my clients coming and leaving as long as
they are also discrete and do not create a scene. If contacted by email I provide info on what I do and provide
a mobile/cell phone number where I can be reached for
further info and directions to the carriage house I work
in. My hours are pretty much flexible and I can accommodate most of my clients with very little problems.
Are high street makeup products suitable for TG
people?

Yes, I use MAC for in house makeup and rotate sanitised
brushes for all clients...We also sell a line of makeup
thru the Glamour Boutique and soon I will offer products thru my website.
What special considerations are required for TG
make-up?

I feel I have an advantage over a lot of TG make-up
artists because I have had some modelling experience so
I have seen how these professional models are made up,
(I use to date a model and got to attend the modelling
shoots, It was fun seeing my average looking girlfriend
turn into a gorgeous model). I also have a good knowledge of how the difference in facial structure of a male
and female and I use contour and highlight to change a
male face into a female face,,, along with a few other
"tricks" I use.
What special tricks of the trade can be applied to
TG make-up?

As I mentioned highlighting and contour are very important as well as a good knowledge of facial bone structure... and how to use both of these technique to create
a female face,,, In fact I can do a female face in less
than 20 minutes however male faces take considerably
longer. I also use a face-lift device to create an even
more feminine look... In fact most of my TG clients who
use this device are barely recognisable by most of their
friends. Not to mention it can knock off about 10-20
years off a persons age.
Do you teach your customers to do their own makeup?

I have taught a few select clients to do their own,,, however anyone can do it,,, just not as well. I am toying with
the idea of doing a monthly make-up class soon.
Apart from "keep your appointments" what major
piece of advice would you give to to TG readers?

Relax and have fun!
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T

he body preparation has produced a moisturised hair free body together with quality
hosiery and a light silky chemise this will
most definitely make you FEEL very feminine.
However in the mirror you are more likely to
look like smooth bodied man in a nightie.
It has to be said that if all the tricks outlined
here are employed at the same time - the wig,
make-up, breast forms, corset, hip pads, gaff and
dance tights you are likely to feel more like a
stuffed sofa - but you WILL look like a woman in
the mirror, in pictures, across the room and for
many that is what it is all about. So now its a
case of choosing your style of clothes and what
you choose and how you put an outfit together
will create your image. Your image will say a lot
about you ... So What to you want to say?

In my research through my Personal
Profiles I asked the question
What leads you to choose
the styles you wear ?
Here are some thoughts from my
correspondents.
Alicia Bliss from Somerset I want to create a
natural persona and have no interest in being tarty or
overtly “stand outish”. That’s not to say I don’t like
looking sexy and feminine. I have a thing for
corsets, period dress, boots and blouses but I
also know what works, is practical and fitting, for any occasion, or at least I hope I
do.

Monica from Italy The excitement! I wear clothes
to thrill myself and the other people that look at me.
And I know what if I excite myself (by the mirror) I can
excite someone else.

Francine Murray living in Madrid The obsession with PVC and a desire to have clothes that I can
wear out and about to help me pass as a normal
“woman”
Gina Lance, New York, USA Styles I wear? - I’m
hopelessly lost in the 1950’s it try to blend it in with
current styles. I love silk and chiffon blouses and sheer
but tasteful skirts. I also love scarves. Then again,
leather and suede are also in my wardrobe.
Nancy L Boots from New York, USA My style
in clothing, Leather outfits and Boots, comes partly from
my feminine Horoscope that says “I need to be the centre of attention, always shining on the spotlight”. Mix it
with the “British Invasion” of this country in the 60s
when boots for females became required fashion (Nancy
Sinatra’s song also added to that interest). Leather
skirts followed shortly thereafter, and recently in the 90s
leather skirts, dresses, pants, etc resurfaced and became
THE style of the decade.
DeLys from UK My style and “looks”.... well, I can
be anything from slutty to elegant! I mean why restrict
your range when there are so many wonderful things to
wear!! I have leather mini-skirts that barely cover my
frilly panties and I have floor-length sequinned gowns . . .
and everything in between!! I can be a biker bitch in a
black full leather corset (no blouse),. black leather
mini, black thigh-high leather 5” heeled boots
(red frilly panties for colour contrast)... a
petticoated pre-teen sissy girlie...EVERYTHING! I just NEVER wear pants as a
girl! I don’t understand trannies who
want to wear pants! I mean u wear
pants as a guy...if u r going to be a girl
then wear a dress ALWAYS!!

What leads
you to
Louise Woods from South East
choose the
England When I meet trannies older
than myself and see how good they look this
styles you
Anna-Jayne Metcalfe from
inspires me and I make a mental note of what
wear? County Durham When I first started
they are wearing! I try to keep an eye on fashion
girls in pop groups in the papers etc. I’m a big fan of
cocktail dresses. However I do ask my wife for her
opinion just to bring me down to earth.

Monica Dreamgirl from Holland I try to keep
a keen eye on street fashion, to find out what’s hip. At
the same time it is not a good idea to follow fashion too
closely, because that would mean spending loads of
money on clothes you’ll probably never wear. So I also
look out for the timeless stuff. Suits, pants, skirts and
heels you can keep for a number of years without them
running out of style. It’s a matter of reading lots of
women’s magazines and fashion catalogues, comparing
them all, and then making the decision of what is for me
and what isn’t.
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preparing for transition (transsexual) in August
2002 I quite honestly, didn’t have much of a clue what
suited me. Fortunately, I’ve had a lot of help from a couple of female friends and now have a much better idea.
It turns out that red and (especially) black suit me
rather well, which is just as well as my taste leans a little
toward the gothic! I’ve always like being a little different
(I’ve had long hair and a leather jacket for years) so staying away from mainstream tastes suits me fine most of
the time. And yes, I do have a leather mini skirt...

Carol Jadzia,Transsexual The first problem I
have is my job, I ride a motor cycle most days so I need
to wear specific protective clothing, but I am also a biker
by choice, so I tend to dress as a biker. I also like to
wear mini skirts due to the fact that NOW I CAN !!!
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he breadth of styles and types of clothes
available for women is enormous and
constantly changing.This may be a strong
factors in our cross-dressing.

“men's clothes are SO boring”.
However it is easy to make mistakes. On most
public excursions you need to consider what is
appropriate for each occasion. This is where
you learn why women with a bulging wardrobe
still say so often “I haven’t got a thing to wear”.

Do you want to 'pass' in the local supermarket?
Study the average shopper. Current fashions dictate
trousers for women in almost every occasion.To wear
a skirt will make you the odd one out unless you do
the girl on the way home from work look shopping at
the appropriate times of course.

Do you want to make a sensational entrance at
the your favourite night-club?
Trousers rule here too. However this is still the place
to show your legs in hot pants or a mini dresses.
Glitter has returned and PVC and fetishy looks continues to have a major influence on the trendy club scene
where larger than life super-heroes can be a star for
the night and often get in for free.

Do you want to look as good as the smartest
girl in the office?
You may not be able to go to work in your finery but
the office girl look can be so sexy. While (mostly
male) bosses still encourage female staff to “make an
effort” and expect a skirt or dress - this may be the
image paraded in front of you every day and the image
that you want a part of. Nails have to be perfect as
they flash across the keyboard in front of you.
Stockings keep you fresh, (at least that’s your excuse).
They also drives the boys in the office mad with a
flash here and there as you go about your business.

Do you want to hold court at the restaurant?
A meal with the girls is the perfect outing. Match the
outfit to the style of eatery and the stage is set. Sitting
in comfort in those killer heels.You can flirt from table
to table.

Do you want to be the sexiest, most sophisticated,
most glamourous girl in the shopping mall?
Classy shopping malls attract the classy ladies that
lunch. Heavy make-up and skirt suits don’t look out of
place in the better department stores.

N

ew clothes, new hair do and new shoes, but somehow something isn’t quite right or, at least, not as
good as it was in your imagination.

Getting to the bottom of looking Fab!

Advice from Helene and Gillian at GILENE
specialists in stylish made to measure
clothes for fashion conscious trans - ladys.
Power suited executive or red hot mama - ‘lumps and
bumps’ in the wrong places just produce the wrong image.
Get the foundation right and the rest just follows, so it pays
to buy the best whatever it costs.
A beautiful corset will not only give you the hourglass figure you crave but they can also be a downright beautiful
garment - too beautiful to be hidden away under clothes so
show them off!
Unless you have a significant other who can help, it will
take practice to lace and tie your corset on your own. It
may feel very strange and difficult to move in at first but
after a while, like everything else in life, you will get used to
it and you will just LOVE the figure you achieve. You will
need to wear your corset quite a bit to mould it to your
figure and learn to move comfortably and gracefully in it.
Then we come to the tricky subject of boobs.The bigger
the better you might think - sorry but big is not always
beautiful in this instance. Some clothes (for example jackets) look better with smaller boobs, so it depend on the
look you are after. Ensure they are proportionate and If
you are looking for a classy look sacrifice size for style.
Go for gel filled breast forms. They move like the real thing
which is an important factor specially in low cut evening
wear. A number of retail suppliers will help you try them
to decide the size looking in a mirror.
‘Foundation garments’ as they used to be called have
changed dramatically since the sixties largely due to the
development of different fibres which are lighter and easier
to wear. Have a look at Magic Knickers and, yes, that is
exactly what they are called. Not for nothing are these
(television’s ‘What not to Wear’) Trinny & Susanna’s
favourite foundation wear. There are different styles in the
Magic Knicker range that provide comfortable support and
smooth way unsightly bulges to give a secure fit exactly
where you need it.
Just one word of advice if you are buying foundation garments to wear under white clothes. Always opt for the
flesh colour. It really looks much better and more natural
than white. Trust us on this one.
Finally remember that clever tailoring of the type offered
by specialist tailors and dressmakers such as GILENE can
disguise any number of physical flaws and is worth every
penny to achieve the look and the style you’re after. Ask
them for their help and advice to achieve your overall look.
GILENE 02076080362 or 07787975452
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BRIDAL BLISS
BY KATE

I

f your only aim is to
wear your finery in
the seclusion of your
closet it doesn’t matter
what you buy so long as
you are happy. But to
me, getting dressed up in
a wedding dress, the ultimate in femininity is
wasted if it can only happen behind closed curtains.
Buying a wedding dress
should not simply be a
case of looking at ebay, sending off the order and
eagerly awaiting the postman’s knock. You are missing
so much. First you research the styles and see what is
in fashion this year and this will involve time well spent
in front of the computer, using a site like confetti.co.uk
as your gateway to bridal couture. Then you work out
what you want – should the dress be full or close-fitting, should it be silk or satin or chiffon or tulle, should
it be white, ivory or coloured? Should it be a huge ballgown or a slinky sheath? Only then are you ready to
think about buying it and, to be honest, if you want to
do it properly in the way brides-to-be do, you have to
go to a bridal boutique. I know that there are many
who are too shy to venture out into such a feminine
environment but if you have the courage, it is infinitely
more rewarding.
First you need to find a shop that will let you come
and try on wedding dresses and this is not always easy.
Some shop owners are unsure about us, either
because of their misconceptions or what they think
their regular customers will think or, sadly, because of
a bad experiences in the past. So, it is necessary to
screw up your courage, pick up the telephone and ring
a few numbers, being prepared to accept any refusals
gracefully if necessary. One thing is clear. It is not
appropriate to march into a bridal shop and demand
to try on dresses. Most operate a system of appointments because if the job is to be done properly it
takes time.
Let me describe my own experiences at Elegance
bridal shop in South Shields which is owned by a lovely
lady called Catherine. Because I do much of my shopping for female clothes as a woman I do not have any
problem with turning up dressed in feminine jeans and
a top but if you need to arrive as a male Catherine will
be able to accommodate you so long as you warn her.
The first thing that Catherine will point out is that the
male torso is different from the female one. Our
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shoulders tend to be wider and our lower ribs are
greater in circumference. Our waists tend to be thicker.
This is something that is almost impossible to disguise
however far down the road to femininity we have gone
and we cannot ignore it. Some get round it by wearing a
corset and giving up breathing. As far as wedding dresses
are concerned, the only way we transgender girls can
achieve a perfect fit is by buying a dress that is bigger
than our normal size. If you normally fit into a size 16
you may have to go up to as much as a size 20 in a wedding dress. and expect to have them altered and it is
easier to make a dress smaller than it is to make it bigger.
Having cleared up these issues, Catherine is now ready
to help me find my dream dress. Her first consideration
is to get the size sorted out and though the first dress I
try on may not be exactly what I would want to buy I
can begin to see what fits. Incidentally, if you go into a
bridal shop with a clear idea of what you want it may
help you to reach a decision more quickly but you might
miss out on some pleasant surprises. Like all bridal
shops Catherine does not stock as many dresses in the
larger sizes, preferring to order them when they are
required and it may be that you will need to be prepared to make more than one visit. However, once my
size has been determined then the fun can really start. I
am fortunate in that I am able to wear most styles of
dress. It is also of the utmost important that you go
along with appropriate underwear, preferably a white
multiway bra that you can wear strapless if necessary.
Two of the dresses that I try on are, indeed, strapless
ones and they are gorgeous.They both have full skirts,
one fuller than the other, and it is necessary to wear a
hooped petticoat which Catherine lends me, though if I
am to buy the dress I shall have to purchase one for
myself. I look and feel absolutely wonderful; I defy anyone to feel otherwise in a wedding dress.
It is very important to be ready to buy a dress because
Catherine is a busy lady and does not want people who
waste her time by just coming along to play dress-up.
The dress that I eventually chose had a full skirt which
needed a petticoat and, if you are going to do the job
properly, it may be necessary to buy a tiara and a veil as
well as a proper pair of bridal shoes. It was a lovely
dress but it needed to be altered to fit me properly and
so when I left, having paid half the price of the dress as a
deposit, I left without a dress which I had to return later
to collect. It was well worth the wait however and I
adore the wedding dress that I bought from Elegance.
Whenever I put it on I remember the thrill of entering
this most feminine of sanctuaries and the care that
Catherine took in helping me to choose the dress.This
is in addition to the enjoyment of actually wearing it. It
is a very special dress indeed.
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You will find
hundreds of
Shops,
Services,
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Events,
Hotels,
Bars and
Restaurants
listed and
reviewed in Transgender AtoZ
and

www.transgenderatoz.com

Catherine is willing to let anyone go to her shop to try
on dresses but she, like many others in the bridal business, sets rules. Firstly she will levy a sum of money
which will be set against the price of a dress when you
buy it. Secondly she might set a time when you can
come to the shop which may not be within normal shop
hours – this is true for many bridal shops.Thirdly she
will know pretty soon if you are serious with her or
not.We have a responsibility to our transgender sisters
who might want to go and buy a dress in the future.
Remember that any of her time that we waste could be
spent dealing with a genuine customer
If you are genuine in your desire to own a wedding
dress and you live within reach of Elegance Bridal at 23,
Westoe Road, South Shields in Tyne and Wear, give
Catherine a ring, make an appointment and experience
the thrill of a lifetime.You won’t regret it!
TG Bridal role play event weekends are held in many
countries to enjoy the ultimate female experience again
and again.
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undamentally cross-dressing is all about
wearing clothes. So how does a guy go about
getting women’s clothes for himself?

If you have a female partner there is an enormous temptation to try everything she owns
(whatever size it is). Even if she is supportive she
is likely to be upset about her new size 8 ‘La
Perla’ lingerie being stretched onto your size 18
body. However she might designate safe-to-borrow items. If she doesn’t know, she is very likely
to notice the change of position, the smell, the
make-up mark.You are playing with fire.
It is common practice for cross-dressers to
go to a shop, and ask an assistant for help
with a special present for a wife or girlfriend. In most cases, however, the shop
assistants can tell if you are buying the
‘present’ for yourself. and in general
with increased acceptance and the
need to do business, shops will be
grateful for your custom.
In Transgender AtoZ I list 1000s of
shops throughout the world, most of
which specifically encourage crossdressers to shop with them.

RETAIL SHOPPING

MAIL ORDER
Mail order has many major bonuses for cross-dressers.
You can apply for any catalogue to any company in your
femme name.You can in most cases pay the bill for your
‘girlfriend’, as the name of the customer does not have
to be the same as the person who pays the bill.
The explosion of internet shops where you can buy
on line has brought high street names to the
world of mail order. One advantage of this is
as they do not have to display stock like a
shop they can offer a wider range of sizes.
The internet is also a great place to find
wild designs and specialist products which
may have too small a market to support
display space in the average shopping
mall.

How does
a guy
go about
getting a
Catalogues generally have good sizing
feminine information
which is accurate. Mail order
companies usually offer larger sizes as
wardrobe they don’t have to carry stock of less
popular sizes. Almost every mail order
for
company offers a good returns policy (but
before ordering). Companies that only
himself ? sellcheck
by mail order expect returns simply

Retail shops vary from mass warehouse halls
with good return policies to intimate boutiques.
Your positive and polite attitude will be your ticket
to success. In a large shop warehouse when you have
spotted your potential purchase, approach the senior
assistant who will have had the most training and experience, and will know or be able to decide on the shop’s
policy. If you are uncertain about the size or style and
want to try something on, state that you would like to
buy this for yourself but that you are worried about the
size/style. The assistant will generally help you with
alternative sizes, styles, return policy and MAY offer you
the chance to try it on. This will be based on what facilities the shop has available and how busy the shop is
and . If the shop has individual cubicle's they will usually
help. However convincing you may think you are, please
NEVER use a ‘communal’ changing room to try things
on. You not only risk arrest under breach of the peace
law - you risk negative publicity which lets down crossdressers everywhere.

BOUTIQUE SHOPPING
In an intimate shop you can find unique products and
you can expect personal service. This may scare you
silly but there is no harm in asking. I have found many
of these shops to be very friendly and have made friends
with the owner or assistant. It is not uncommon that
they will help you put an image together and let you
know when they have new stock that “suits your style”.
These kind of shops can only compete with the big
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chain stores by giving this kind of service and if your
face fits you are going to be in for a treat. At worse
they look at you as if you are mad and you never try to
shop there again.

because the item isn’t as expected or didn’t look
good on. Many regular girls will send back two thirds
of what they order for these reasons. However you will
gain a black name if you do this and never buy anything.
Whether specialist products or regular main stream
products everything is available by mail order.Whether
using the Internet or fax buying from other countries
using a credit card has never been easier.
On the down side it can take a long time to get your
deliveries and you need an address that is available to
receive your delivery and there can also be hidden
costs in p&p and duty .

ACCOMMODATION ADDRESS
A Post Office P.O.Box at your local depot costs just £50
per year. Many new parcel receiving services are beginning to set up to cope with the explosion in internet
sales - look out for them arriving near you. Many dressing services offer a parcel receiving service.

LINGERIE
No other piece of clothing is as feminine as lingerie. It is
designed for a woman's body. However to buy it can be
most embarrassing. If you shop in regular shops, forget
about trying things on. Even real girls rarely try before
they buy. To work out your sizes the mail order catalogues show you how to measure yourself and have use-
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ful size charts. Specialist shops for TVs can be most
helpful, as it is their business to put you at ease. They
are also likely to stock sizes that will fit you. Their
prices may be a bit higher but they provide a service to
save you embarrassment. Our best recommendation,
however, is to buy via mail order if you can. The mail
order catalogues have a great selection and operate a ‘return if not satisfied’ system. At the very
least you can use these catalogues to sort out
sizes, brands and styles, so that you can then go
into a department store and confidently ask for
exactly what you want. Many catalogues will have
a bra sizing guide this can be used to check the
measurement under your ‘bust’ and work out what
bra and cup size you should choose.

ACCESSORIES
Most girls do not feel complete until they
have the earrings, necklace and handbag to
match their outfit. Not to mention the hat,
gloves, rings, scarves etc. etc.. Think Ascot
Ladies day think accessories. To buy these
items is probably the easiest of all the items
cross-dressers are likely to buy after all men
are expected to buy accessories as presents
for the ‘girl’ in their life .... Right???

FOOTWEAR
Next to a wig, footwear is definitely your
most important purchase and potentially
the most difficult. Most shops only stock up
to UK size 8 (Euro 41) and then only in
some styles. Your evening can be ruined by
shoes that hurt your feet after standing for
a few hours, never mind dancing.
Therefore unless you are just doing a quick
pose in front of the mirror it is advisable to
try before you buy, To add to the problem
it is very difficult to judge women's
footwear by size alone because of the
variety of styles and shapes. If you are
not fully dressed, at least wear tights as
the difference in fit between wearing
tights/stockings and men’s socks is enormous. For those who are not able or do
not wish to go into a high street ladies’
shoe shop there are a number of specialist TG shops where cross-dressers have
been made welcome. For those who
have large feet we mention the size
range. We also recommend looking at
the fetish clothing shops which often
cater for larger sizes and are very friendly and
discreet. If you do buy without trying ask if you can
bring them back to change them for another size or
obtain a refund - many shops will be most helpful.

Photo of Francis by PRT photography 07792 815670

THE INTERNET
Shopping on the Internet is anonymous and has the
added benefit that the supplier can offer many more pictures and information than they might be able to on a
paper flyer or catalogue. As they don’t to carry
stock, and can run on much lower overheads
than retail, they can often offer much better
prices. At Transgender AtoZ you will find a
‘Shopping Mall’ where you can dip in and out
many ‘shops’ and even place your orders
before you leave.
Whether you shop on the web or not a few
hours on the internet can offer a safe virtual “fix” for trannies. So what is “out
there”. Simply start by going into any
search site and put in the word
Transvestite (among others) to find
thousands of sites with something of
interest on each look for ‘links’ which
will take you on to other sites. Of
course some will be great and others
a dreadful waste of time. Better still
start at a tranny resource site like
TransgenderAtoZ.com which specialises in
giving you a route to tried and tested and
reviewed website's. This site alone has hundreds of links to personal home pages with
pictures, life stories, advice tips contact details
and much much more.
You will soon come across transgender
forums and chatrooms. On these sites you
will find other trannies talking (writing) to
each other. These can be very bitchy.
Remember those that spread poison are probably hairy monsters, hunched over computers
with big red eyes, slagging off every one else
with little if any real experience. This is
very sad behaviour and limits your choices
and opportunity. My top tip in these
kinds of forum is to take everything with a
pinch of salt and taste the real world for
yourself before being swayed by the “evil
internet girlies”.
For those that are excited by seeing sexy
trannies there are thousands of pictures
“out there” to suit every taste and even
some one to one video and web cam
sites like ‘WayOut People’ at www.wayoutpublishing.com. Some of these are on personal sites where the owner is a sexy exhibitionist.
Others are commercial and require a credit card to see
the “best stuff”. These of course include chicks with
dicks. Many Transsexuals struggling to raise money for
operations have found that their pre and post op anatomy has voyeurs around the world paying to view.
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Killer Drillers! by Andrea

W

hether you wear them, or just admire them
being worn, high heels are an iconic image. I
simply love 6" heels, but in my collection of
such heights, I have come to find what styles work and
those where I dread every torturous step.The results
come a little surprising.
OK – size is all-important. If you’re a small shoe size
you will have to scale down, but the effect of the acute
angle between heel and toe, which gives that allure of a
Teetering heel will be the same. With each increment of
altitude come more "attitude" for sure – self-confidence
and a statement of your control. Heels need not make
you subservient. But lets be clear – don’t expect to
wear these every day, but think of it as your treat, for
that special "Girl" occasion. If you’re not used to
extremely high heels – then build up your confidence
(and height) at home or for shorter periods. Beware
heels are synonymous with pain. So consider the practicality of your day. If it’s a running for buses day, then
heels are just not on.
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Starting with a style that every girl associates with heels,
- Strappy sandals – well as far as design - these are my
favourite too. and they epitomise summer sexiness – but
at a price. Thin cutting straps at both toe and ankle
combined, allow the entire sandal to exert its teetering
forces that will ensure a painful step and ankles that will
not last the day. Heels to sandals this high, tend to have
a springing flexibility to them that makes maintaining
your balance and poise increasing hard to control.When
walking you can literally feel the heel spring back. I
found the only way to spend a day in these was to compromise and do the majority of walking outside or on
uneven surfaces, in other slightly less demanding heels
and to keep these for just my time that I feel I may use
them to my best advantage - at a restaurant, on the
dance floor or with a good looking guy to guide me
maybe!
There is another compromise however that will allow
you to survive the entire day without changing heels.
These red sandals have a very slight platform to them,
which takes away much of the spring in the heel (which
are still 6"), and the straps are wide enough to comfortably secure me without cutting into me.

Photos of Andrea and her heels Don Allen 07708 668886
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Boots are a surprise. Easing yourself into these and zipping them up to the knee (or thigh) gives a tremendous
feeling of support and initial comfort. But these have an
unpredictable effect, as after a few hours of comfort – I
have on all the occasions I have worn then suddenly
found my ankles giving way totally. With no other
recourse, but to change into something considerably
lower.
OK so what can a girl wear for the day, well these 6"
stiletto court shoes are my answer, but the addition of
the ankle strap to the standard design is all-important.
They give that added support whilst looking extremely
sexy. What more could a girl wish – especially when
teamed up with a micro mini skirt – gives power dressing a whole new outlook – and for me is my perfect
"uniform". I do find tights are best with these heels
though. Based upon the success of these – I have also
tried Sling Backs, but these only work when your bare
legged.
OK – so you got the heels and the attitude (or should
that be altitude) – Walk carefully, in deliberate short
strides, one foot in front of the other – imagine you are
walking along a thin painted line. Unless they’re sandals,
tights or stockings usually help avoid any rubbing.
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I

n keeping with the international
ethos of this book – it seems
only fitting that we review some
fantastic TGirl fashions available
from designers and suppliers from
around the globe. Our task fortunately made all the easier following visits to the London
Edge Trade Fashion Fair –
where we sought out
designers along a similar theme (well ok –
very short skirts!) and no matter what
your size – or worldwide location –
strike a common chord with all TGirls.

Our final stop is the USA. Besides the ubiquitous multinationals, we rarely see many smaller and individual
designers venture outside the USA. Possibly because
their home market is just so enormous. But Evil Kitty
based in Chicago has – and there are no prizes for
guessing which outfit is theirs - with their distinctive cat
logo. Modelled by Jade – this fantastic skirt
with its lace underlay – similar in style to
Collectif just shows yet again how universal styles can be. Like both the other
manufacturers Evil Kitty also make
tops and a range of outfits that any
TGirl can utilise. As we only have
one example from Evil Kitty –
Andrea is wearing another skirt sent
to us by Modamerica. The "Latin"
effect could not be more evident
here in this very sassy black skirt.
(Top from Adam & Eve’s own
wardrobe – thanks girls!)

Sexy T-Girl
Fashion
From Around
the World

Our photo-shoot was in no particular
order of merit – merely from the practical
side of getting from our Make Up Service
to the photo-shoot venue – and back without causing too much of a stir (or traffic
jam). From Adam & Eve dressing service in
London’s East End we hailed a Black Cab (Taxi)
to our dockside destination. This former Victorian
loading and storage warehouse sited on a waterway just
off the river Thames – has stood still in time for a number of years. As a preserved heritage building redevelopment has been very limited, and as a result the wharf
now hosts corporate functions and the welcome interruption to its daily upkeep, of our "TGirl" photo-shoot.

By

Andrea

We started our day with our UK offering – a dress, top
and skirt all designed and made by The Collectif, by
coincidence - based only yards away from our photoshoot venue. The Skirt of red pvc and the design of the
top being of a slightly "punk" theme – but the top
comes as both in men’s and women’s sizes – so suitable
from many of us "girls".
The dress is also of a quite "elastic" fabric – allowing a
"girl" to down size her top, which pulls together natural
cleavage – whilst the skirt waist is an easy fit. Needs
help to get on and off – but well worth the effort.
Moving around the globe our next stop is Italy. These
bright stretchy thin fabrics reflecting no doubt hotter
climates – well if these red micro mini's don’t raise temperatures what will!
The supplier here is Modamerica, and similar to The
Collectif, also manufacture guys clothes using the same
materials and colours – so Jayde's Red and Black men’s
Top perfectly goes with her micro skirt. These styles
though leave little to the imagination – and you need to
be careful to choose your underwear if too many
"manly" bumps are to be avoided. These designs certainly reflect a "Latin" flair – and need considerable confidence to wear. Maybe that’s why we choose not to hail
a cab in these – but there again, maybe another storey
coming along here!
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Needless to say we had not trouble in
hailing a cab back to Adam & Eve!

A photo-shoot like this takes organising – and we
would like to thank everyone who helped behind the
scenes, especially the girls at Adam & Eve Dressing
Service who were doing our make up at 8.30 in the
morning, also to Elizabeth Poppe from Rubber Zoo our stand in Photographer for the day, Caren at the
docks, and finally our three suppliers featured. Maybe
next time we will venture to the "East" – and I don’t
mean the East End of London!
The Collectif (Ramiro and Suzzana)
6 Vine Court,Whitechapel, London, E1 1JH UK
Tel: +44 (0) 207 377 2886
Email ecollectif@aol.com
Modamerica SNC (Luca Staiano)
Via Isola 22/c, I-35016 Piazzola Sul Brenta, Padova,
ITALY
Tel: +39 (0) 49 559 4112
Email modamerica@libero.it
Web Site www.outx.go.to
Evil Kitty (Lidia Wachowska)
6166 N.Sheridan #6B
Chicago, IL 60660, USA
Tel: +00 1 312.560.8066
Email evilkitty666@mac.com
Web Site www.evilkitty.net
Photos – Elizabeth Poppe at Rubber Zoo
Web Site www.rubberzoo.co.uk
Make Up – Adam & Eve
Web Site www.adamandeve121.co.uk
Models – Jayde & Andrea
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Evil Kitty

ModAmerica

Collectif
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NOW YOU LOOK GREAT LETS GET A PICTURE
A good set of pictures allows you to see more clearly
what you look like, which makes it easier to
make improvements. If you work with a
dressing service or an experienced make-up
artist you can vastly improve your appearance. Pictures record the moment for future
nostalgia.You may look better but you will
never look younger than your last picture.

Photo of Caroline by Bob Tanner for Image Works styling by Image Works
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Once you have a good set of pictures, you
can use them in many ways.When explaining
to somebody for the first time that you
‘dress’, a good picture will always say more
than words can.The recipient of your news
will otherwise paint a mental picture, which
is likely to be far less flattering. When shopping in male attire for female clothes etc.,
again a good photograph slipped out of the wallet will
often win an assistants help advice and interest.
Digital cameras are immensely popular with trannies and
make a good way of showing loads of pictures on the
Internet.. But if you want these pictures to be printed
in a magazine make sure you save a copy at the very
best resolution your camera can take otherwise the
print quality is rubbish.

Thoughts on Buying Clothes
By Caroline Greene
Caroline Greene22@hotmail.com
A few of us were driving past a high fashion boutique in
Wales (I know ! - but they do exist). According to one
of our number the shop’s reputation, was that of being
NOT too keen on cross-dressers. I am still not certain
as to my motives, but it seemed like a good idea to give
them a visit and see what happened. (I’m always at my
most dangerous when I am trying to escape the humdrum). Accompanied by two others, I went in to the
shop
After falling in love with a horrendously priced jacket, I
approached one of the saleswomen. She was absolutely delighted to try and sell it to me…and, by the end of
an hour, I had blitzed the entire shop in her company.
Carefully, I asked her if the shop had been invaded by
any other cross-dressers…I was wondering where the
"NOT too keen on cross-dressers" mythology had
come from. "Oh, yes", she replied, "but you were the
first to come up to us and talk - the others came in
looking worried, went through the racks quickly; and
left without saying a word". I have often wondered
whether it is us that create our own barriers and
mythology..
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Once you have your pictures you should perhaps consider where you intend to keep them. Whether on the
computer, internet or a shoe box under the bed there
may be people (children) that you would wish to keep
them from.
However in practice most cross-dressers are unrecognisable in full make-up wig etc. However, remember
Aunt Maud’s favourite Ming vase in the background may
give the game away.
Whether you are visiting a photographer, or taking the
pictures at home ... A photographic session should be a
fun experience. To ensure it is - you need to prepare
well before hand.
Vicky Lee’s top photo tips
1 Collect cuttings of poses and outfits from magazines
that take your eye. Study them to see if the image
would suit you.
2 Practice your favourite poses and images in a mirror.
3 Most people in front of a camera tighten up badly.
Practice smiling in a mirror and when you have it right
remember how your face muscles gums etc feel so that
you can do it again without the mirror.
4 Stick to 35mm or the highest resolution on your
digital camera if you aspire to be printed in quality publications.
5 Don’t offer yourself for media attention unless you
are sure you can handle it.
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YOUR NEW IMAGE Pretty as a Picture

Photo in The Boudoir’s - Academy Studio by Vicky Lee
Photo of Steffan Whitfield in period dress by Robin taken by Academy Studio’s Mike Patterson
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any cross-dressers have a strong desire to be 'seen dressed' and 'accepted'
in the company of others. For some, this desire to be ‘OUT’ in public will
always remain a fantasy. However there ARE ever more confident crossdressers and services and networks of friends to help you across the
threshold. Of course there are many doubts and fears to overcome.
“It takes
In this section of this book I will explore many of these concerns
that the average cross-dresser may be worried about before
BALLS
stepping out of the “safety” of home.
to step OUT
But STOP ... Home may be the most dangerous place and
carry's the risk of “catching you OUT” before you are
as a cross-dresser
ready to step out. If you have a partner or family or
So find some help
friends sharing your accommodation who are not aware
of your needs, you have two risks. You may be caught
pick up the phone
dressed ‘en femme’ by an unannounced early return or
your “Lady’s things” may be discovered.
and make a call
I am the first to accept that it is not easy or in many cases
There is plenty
sensible to come ‘OUT’ to your loved ones or friends.
However I know that it is nearly impossible to suppress the
of help
urge to ‘dress’. If you have family or friends of the opposite gender you have a wardrobe of clothes to entice you. But WHOOA
out there”
you are unlikely to return them unnoticed so that is very risky.
Wherever you live you now have ample help at hand who can
provide everything you need to secretly and safely
release your need to cross-dress.
Starting out in a more anonymous cosmopolitan
area away from your home location will always
feel safer and help is probably only a few hours
away from your home.
In this section I will give you tips on approaching networks of internet friends, support
groups, dressing services, clubs and bars. Or if
you are in a lot of doubt and fear - a counselling
services with tips to get the best from the experience.
After your initial research a phone call and a casual
chat is the secret to getting the most from your experience.
So read this section then make that call.
If you are NOT a cross-dresser and you are readung
this section - Just imagine just HOW BRAVE those that
make these steps truly are.

M

It takes balls to be a cross-dresser.
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WHAT WILL PEOPLE THINK?
Keep a Grip on Reality
I always recommend, when out and
about, (despite your outer image and
your inner joy,) that you retain a firm
grip on reality. You are a tranny, you
have every right to be a tranny.
I am assured this is still the best attitude to set in your
mind by confident trans women. Even after many years
of being transsexual and living successfully as a woman
they will still say “When you walk down the street, go
into a shop or stand at the bar, you are a tranny”.

If this advert had used the word TRANSGENDERED I
would have been included in that list of minorities.
Others would know that the Police will not accept
trans-phobic hate crimes against ME.
OK transsexuals compared with other transgendered
people have won better 'rights' in law. But in the real
world, IF you are transsexual, BUT frankly you don’t
‘pass’ compared to other woman (OR well presented
transvestites), YOU are the one that is at risk of hate
crimes, as the average person will assume YOU are a
disenfranchised transvestite.
Standing together under one TRANSGENDER umbrella
(Tranny for short). Claiming and owning our label for
ourselves - we can fight together for the right to respect.

You may be addressed as “madam” in the shop, whistled
at by workmen and offered a drink at the bar by an
admirer, but equally you may be addressed as “sir” in the
shop, the workman may call out “all right mate”. If you
accept the drink at the bar, the man may do an embarrassed about-turn.You are a tranny and you can expect
both reactions.

I am Transgendered, a tranny and proud of it I have many
friends who are both transvestites and transsexuals, and
I will continue to fight for ALL of us to have the right to
be treated with respect.

If you expect them you can feel comfortable with them.
Be proud of what you are.

Are you happy to be called tranny or
does that offend you ? And what would
you prefer to be called?

TERMINOLOGY IS IMPORTANT.
My partner, friends and family use the term ‘tranny’
around me and we are all very comfortable with it.
However the young hooligans who have damaged my
car and broken my window call out ‘tranny’ as an insult
and it takes strength to shrug off the hurt. (though
‘slaphead’ is a much nastier taunt in my book).
For a transsexual who does everything within her
power (and finances) to be accepted as a woman, a
taunt like this can, I know, be devastating. Yet my message on this subject is simple.
drag queen, transvestite, cross-dresser, inbetweeny, shemale, t-girl transsexual you all cross gender image therefore you are all TRANSGENDERED
which WILL be abbreviated to tranny.

Take ownership of your label
and no one can hurt you.
Knowing what you are is your first defence in your
attempt to mix in public
I was listening to the radio and the following words
came over the speaker in an advert - Hate is a crime
whether applied to Lesbian - Gay - Bisexual or TRANSSEXUAL. - I felt totally betrayed and abandoned and furthermore very vulnerable. I and many thousands like
me are TRANSGENDERED but we are not seeking surgery. To me this advert advertised to London that it is
wrong to hate transsexuals (defined as those registered
with the NHS seeking or having undergone transition
surgery), but (by exclusion) it is OK to hate transvestites and those who live/cross-dress full or part time or
do not seek NHS support to transition.

In my research through my Personal
Profiles I asked the question

Here are some thoughts from my
correspondents.
Marie Tyler UK I suppose I don’t have much of a
choice as that is what I am if you take the term in its
broadest possible sense. I’ve always hated being ‘read’
and being told by people that I’m a really good-looking
tranny doesn’t help! So, in short, I wouldn’t exactly say I
was happy to be called a tranny but accepting…
Hannah Mannah UK I prefer the term Gurl or inbetweenie. People seem to view tranny's as not normal
and it has a slightly seedy connection from the 60's.
Depends on who calls me so.
Beth Belgium Not in the supermarket, because I walk
as a regular man, in life. Except that I'm a man with long
blond hair. Once I'm transformed and moving in the TV
or clubs world, I feel proud to be a tranny, demanding
and giving respect to all sisters. I never felt any competition, not from my side. I'm proud being' myself, satisfied
being Beth.
Jennifer UK I have to admit I do not like labels, what
do they mean anyway? I am just me, If people do want
to label me, tranny is as good as any other term. I certainly would not take offense.
Karen O Conner UK I don't mind, it's one of the
nicer names I've been called over the years !
Katerina Denmark I think the term "Tranny" as well
as "T-Girl" covers every aspect in the transgendered
community. I saves me from thinking on the known
labels as TV,TS, CD, Shemale, drag and what else do we
have... I am a Tranny - a guy in a dress and I love it!!
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Anna UK I am not happy with the name tranny. I would
like to be called with something else but I don’t know
what.
Rosy Germany Usually I look at myself as a member
of third gender .... and that's what I try to tell people
who ask me or look at me shaking their heads.

Karen Clark UK Yes I am ok with being called a
Tranny, although I do prefer T-Girl, but definitely not
happy with being called a Transvestite or even worse a
Cross-dresser. I look upon Tranny being the collective
term for all who are transgendered.

Rani UK Well I get called a lot of things so tranny is
the least of my worries but I prefer madame!

Kate UK It's as accurate as any other.The fact that I
have one view of what I am whilst the world assumes
another from the word is not something I can do very
much about. Fact is it doesn't matter which word we
use the world will come to their own (unflattering) conclusion anyway.
Michaela Marbella UK I much prefer Sissy Princess
because I am one !!!

Sara Yorke UK I am happy to be called a transvestite. I
use the full word rather than any euphemisms as I think
one has to come to terms with what one is.To me it
means the proper definition of one who dresses in the
clothes of the opposite sex.

Vicky Lee’s hy
p
Auto Biogra

Melanie Blush UK The name Tranny is a good as any,
and though for a long time I didn't like to admit that I
was one, I have come to love the term.The first time I
openly used the term to describe myself was totally liberating, it meant I had come to terms with what I am.

CHOOSING A FEMME NAME

Jennifer UK The word tranny doesn’t give any special
emotions to me. I am who I am and I do what I do and I
don’t bother how other people call me, but the word
tranny has a nice sound.

Ramona Germany The name is o.k. as long as it is not
used in an offending manner. I do not want to be on one
level with gays, fetishists or "sweet homos".
Niamh UK It depends who's using the term as to
whether it comes across as derogatory, I'm sure plenty
of people have had it shouted in the street abusively, but
then when used by someone transgendered it is no
more than an abbreviation. Even then I no longer see it
as applicable to me, as I see trans-sexualism as something I've been through rather than a permanent condition.
Mandy UK When I’m "acting up" on stage or at an
occasion, and dressed up to the nth degree I like to call
myself a drag queen, and I’m happy to be referred to as
a TV or cross-dresser, but if I’m associating with my sisters and transgender friends we are "trannies" because
the word includes us all what ever our way of presenting ourselves and our reasons for doing so. Trannies
have a lot to give the world, uniquely, and we are
stronger together.When we are out on our own we can
choose whatever name we like. I’m Mandy, a very special
individual.
Kaya UK I don’t mind the word tranny, I prefer T-girl
but I can’t stand the word transvestite, it just sounds
perverted and creepy to me, and we all know that’s not
the case.To me the word tranny is someone who enjoys
being more elegant, femme clothes or not. I have always
liked glamour, clothes and uniforms that are a bit special
and its nice to look glamourous isn’t it?
Alexis Devine UK I am more than happy to be known
as a tranny, in my view the word tranny is simply someone who dresses in the clothes of their opposite sex,
genetic women have been trannies since forever !!!
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It was the first time I had ever presented myself to
another person face to face ‘dressed’ as a girl. I felt like
someone was going to jump out of the woodwork and
expose me as a transvestite to the world. I was very
secretive and careful. I had no identification on me, no
credit card, nothing. I stood at the desk of the Hotel
and a young man said "would you sign in please". I pondered for a few seconds – what is my name?
I have always known that I would not have children, but
still I had often said that if I had a girl Vicky would be a
nice name. But where did the Lee come from? I remember seeing pictures of Lee Brewster in an old American
magazine. She was a host running a night-club and she
had a business on the tranny scene, (now does that
sound like anyone you know?) – but this was six years
before Dragmania.The Tranny Guide and the WayOut
Club. I was secure in my employment with not a
thought that might lead to what was ahead of me. For
some reason I identified with Lee Brewster and the
name Lee was popped onto the end - Vicky Lee.
Lee Brewster
(April 27, 1943 - 2000) U.S.A.

Lee was born in West Virginia's coal mining region. Lee
worked for the FBI but in the early 1960s was fired
when it was suspected that he was gay. Upon moving
to Manhattan, Lee helped organise popular drag balls as
fund raisers for the welfare of drag queens and transvestites. He founded ‘Queens’. Under USA civil rights
component, the Queens Liberation Front became the
first transvestite organisation to parade and protest in
New York City.They legalised the wearing of "drag" in
New York City bars and cabarets. No longer could a
club be closed, or patrons arrested just because there
was a cross-dresser present. In the early 1970s, he
financed a successful legal challenge to overturn a New
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I never got to Meet Lee Brewster – she died in 2000 I
am sure we would have been good friends.
I met Steffan Whitfield and his friends as he was putting
the Dragmania show together. I hung out with them
chatting over ideas, making scenery, costumes and tapes
but one day they said "We need someone to be on
stage while we change – Vicky you’ve got to be in the
show. ‘Stuff like that’ by Bette Midler from the film ‘For
the Boys’ was my first solo and I performed it at least
three times a week for two years. It was almost at the
end of this period that I took out the video of the
movie again. This time I watched it all the way through.
To my amazement James Cahn introduces a dancer to
the stage with the words, "Come on boys lets hear it
for VICKY LEE"

The name Vicky Lee has been very good
to me. It has been a very magical name
Good Luck with yours.
One of the first solo songs I sang
after finishing with Dragmania was
Tina Turner's ‘Simply the Best". It
was at a Vauxhall Tavern charity
night (Yes the Vauxhall where Lilly
Savage honed her skills). There is a
girl singer working the pub and
club circuit in Cornwall one of her
most popular number is ‘Simply
the Best her name is Vicky Lee.
I hope she is good.

as Sam was about to put out the same record.. ‘Time
Out’ went on to report however that not all was
smooth progress for Ms Lee – as her Paris gig had to be
cancelled after the promoter demanded proof that she’s
not a man – as evidently there’s a transsexual called
Vicky Lee on the internet. Sorry Ms Lee but I think, to
date, there are probably more people who have heard of
The WayOut Club, than have heard of your film or your
record.
Everything I do now is as Vicky Lee. This is never a
problem except when I talk to people on the phone
with, lets face it a mans voice, (even though it has always
been a bit light-weight for a man). It gets very silly
sometimes. I leave a message with a stranger "Can I say
who called". I say Vicky Lee – they are
mystified. I say Chris (which is my
name), and the message receiver doesn’t know who Chris
is. I mostly say "Chris – Vicky
Lee – from WayOut".

In January 98 ‘Time Out’ reported that – ‘Vicky Lee is battling
with (topless model) Sam Fox,
not only in the bust department, but also the film and
music departments . . . After
filming with Tom Cruise in
‘Eyes Wide Shut’, which Sam
was also up for. She released
in that month the record ‘Santa Maria’ just

York City Department of Consumer Affairs ordinance
that allowed police to remove people from public
places for being gay.
Lee's Mardi Gras was the epicentre of what he called
"the cross-dressing lifestyle." With entry on the third
floor. Lee Brewster believed that this helped protect
the privacy of clients, many of whom were conservative
businessmen.
Lee died after a battle with cancer. He was a gentle,
soft-spoken and kindly man who worked indefatigably
to better conditions for cross-dressers. Lee's Mardi
Gras, catered for over 30 years to those men throughout the world, whether straight or gay, who enjoyed
dressing as women.

Why didn’t I just call myself
Chris all those years ago? I like
the name Chris – it is a unisex
name after all and it would certainly make things much easier
on the phone. Of course I know
why I couldn’t use the name
Chris all those years ago. I wasn’t ready. I was scared of being
exposed. I needed a temporary
alter ego but now the alter ego
has taken over.
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In my research through my Personal
Profiles I asked the question
How did you choose your femme name ?
Here are some thoughts from
my correspondents.
Tessa, North London, UK Tessa (or Theresa if I’ve
been naughty!) My full girlie name is Theresa Jane
Stevenson. I wanted a name with the same initials as my
male one, to make booking things and using credit cards
easier, and to keep a close association between the two
sides of my identity.Theresa because I admired the
actress Theresa Russell, Jane because of my attractive
first cousin, Stevenson because I was too stupid to think
of another surname! I used to think I'd have liked to
have picked another surname to hide my identity, but
now I like it - I have no desire to hide - if anything quite
the opposite!
Alison St John London My female name is Alison St
John, Alison after the first girl I fell in love with when I
was 6 years old. St John came later when I was about
25, my middle name is John and I knew St John was a
surname.
Monica Dreamgirl,The Netherlands I call myself
Monica Dreamgirl, Monica after a girl I used to know as
a teenager. I wasn’t in love with her, I suppose I wanted
to be her. Dreamgirl because I have become the girl I
dreamed of being.
Anna-Jayne Metcalfe, County Durham, UK My
name is now Anna-Jayne Metcalfe – I changed my name
by Deed Poll in December 2002

Toni UK Real name - Tony.Tranny name - Toni I like
the way my real name goes both ways. If it were more
unequivocally masculine I might shorten it to fit with my
tranny persona (eg Jason to Jay, or Jacey etc). But I don't
have to bother, which is nice. I sometimes playfully refer
to my tranny self as Antoinette, but that tends to be in
the third person. I think it was my wife, or a gay male
friend of hers, that came up with that. But I like the way
it fondly conjures a festive, playful creature such as my
tranny self can be.
Lucy Hamilton London UK When I first started
dressing, I asked my mother what she would have called
me if I had been born a girl.
Vivienne USA Vivian was my given birth certificate
middle male name and selecting Vivienne was a natural
evolution. Smith is my official name, male or female.
Nancy L Boots, New York City, USA Nancy L
Boots (the L is for leather).
Miss Michaela Marbella, UK I’m Miss Michaela
Marbella and that’s Michaela with a soft ‘sh’ and not a
hard ‘k’ in the middle thank you very much!!! -

YOU ARE NEVER TOO OLD
Much of my correspondence, has the common theme of
a 'complaint' that the pictures in my publications portray
unobtainable images of young trannies. These letters say,
sometimes quite bitterly "it's not fair" they say, "there
weren't the opportunities when I was young" and also
"It's too late for me".

Rani, UK Rani….Indian name for princess a (part) anagram from Dorain.which is my real name.

Furthermore I get calls about The WayOut Club and
during these conversations the caller often mentions
that they are "over 40" - like I was going to think they
were ancient.

Beckie Cannons South UK Beckie comes from Rebecca
a girl who fancied me at school, and Cannons I had to
think up something vaguely convincing for my credit
card.

Well here is a confession - In ‘Time Out’ magazine in
1994, I announced Vicky Lee's official 30th Birthday at
Circa in Berkeley Sq. (You may have come to the party).
Well I lied by ten years .... I was 50years old in 2004

Sasha DeMonaco USA I choose that name because it
just popped in my head one morning. Actually Sasha was
the third name I picked out for myself, my first was Amy
(like in a me, another me) and the second one Gina, but
neither seemed to fit right. DeMonaco comes from me
not being able to choose between Sasha and Monica
(this was way before the Monica Lewinsky thing), so I
combined the names as a first and last name, pretty nifty
eh?

I spent my twenties with no idea of the potential opportunities for a 'girl' like me. When through the adverts of
'Transformation' I took the trip from He to She, I was
also freed from the shackles of age. I was in disguise I
had a new name and I could choose my age. I had been
a DJ in the 70's but when I went clubbing in my thirties
as Vicky Lee I could not work out what was going on.
"Surely this record has been on for the last half hour". I
watched the DJ's and was amazed to see how they
matched the beats and mixed the music. I tuned in to
the new sounds and found I loved them. You may be
surprised to find that some of today's top Club DJ's
have also leapt the big 40.

Kate, East London, UK Katie is my femme name. I
chose it because, as a pubescent teenager, had a crush
on Katy Manning who played Dr Who assistant Jo
Grant. I spell it differently because I think that Katy
sounds a bit babyish and I'm now nearly fully grown, I
may change it to Kate in future, as that sounds even
more grown up.
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Back to the pictures in my publications. I do not generally use snap shots taken at home. This is because these
pictures tend to perpetuate the image of the lonely isolated transvestite. I have a policy of choosing pictures
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? Quize A answers ... Andrea 40’s - Paula early 50’s - Marion late 50’s - Eleina mid 50’s - Ashley 40’s - Anushka 40’s and now with more practice they look even better.

Anushka
Ashley
Eleina

While talking about the subject
of "the age complaint" to
Tasleen she said she has heard
the moan "I've left it too late"
so many times that she wrote
the following in answer to those
that expressed this feeling.

Marion

M

any of the pictures that have illustrated my
publications were provided by Tasleen
while she was running
‘In Time Studios’ in London.

Paula

STEPPING OUT Never too old

Andrea
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TASLEEN WROTE
“To me age is immaterial. OK we all get a few lines,
skin and hair is not what it used to be and for
most of us those few extra pounds are harder to
shift - but what the hell.
I have my own personal antidote to the negativity
of this comment and her name is Jean Katz. Jean
started dressing after being widowed at the age of
86. She visited me in 1999 at the age 88. Not only
did she look wonderful but also she had an air of
radiant, confidence and was living life to the full.To
come to the studio at 10 in the morning she had
to trek across London after travelling from Bristol
and staying the night in a hotel. It took her a good
10 minutes to clamber up the stairs of my old studio.You can see an example of the photo shoot
that we did together. I am humbled and privileged
to have worked with her”.
So for all of you who look in the mirror and feel
that youth has passed you by - think again.

Make the most of NOW - Life is not
a rehearsal - take a leaf out of Jean
Katz book (see page87)
It is NEVER too late.
To answer the “age complaint” I asked Tasleen for
pictures of older ‘girls’. Of course Tasleen's job was
to make everyone look their best and with makeup and styling she was good at her job.
We looked though her picture archive and where
she felt she could disclose the age of the client to
me I was usually flabbergasted.
With the support and permission of her happy customers who have been brave enough to allow me
to disclose their true age, you too can have YOUR
flabbergasted.

?

Age Quiz - In what age groups are each of
these models: 20’s, 30’s, 40’s 50’s, 60’s... at the
time the photograph was taken ...?
Answers on edge of this page

With grateful thanks to all the models and to
In Time Studios for the pictures
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D
? Quiz B answers ... The Picture was taken in 1956 on the let is celebrated french Female Impersonator Coccinelle and on the Right Marlayna Dietricht

utch photographer Frederike de Jonge contacted me in the summer of 99 from New York
with the ultimate excitement... - She had taken
lunch with Quentin Crisp.

Many of you will know of
Quentin Crisp through the
television dramatisation of
his book "The naked civil
servant". He is of course the
inspiration for Stings song
""Englishman in New York".
He took on FULL drag again to
play Queen Elizabeth in the film
'Orlando'. (of course written by
Virginia Wolf - a lesbian cross-dresser)Frederike said "If
someone were to ask me who or what would be the
most inspirational moment of my entire life, I would
have to say my luncheon with Quentin Crisp. I have
never met anyone quite like him". She went on to tell
me "The way he has lived his life should serve as an
example that you are never too old to do anything
whatsoever! To be able to meet him in person and listen
to his experiences I will never ever forget, nor shall I
forget his impersonations of Jay Leno... ". I asked
Frederike what Quentin Crisp is doing now she said
"He told me he now gives lectures on how to be happy
throughout the U.S.!". Within a month of writing this
piece news broke of Quentin's Death here in England
(He was about to give a week of “happy” lectures at
London’s Drill Hall). I got back to Frederike.
Frederike said - “When the news reached me I was devastated to say the least. During our last conversation he
mentioned that he wasn't interested in going to England
and that is putting it mildly.... Maybe he had a premonition of sorts. Also, he never felt loved by the British just persecution for who he was and how he had chosen to live his life”. She went on “He died at the age of
90 in Manchester. I perceive his death to be a great loss
to the world and on a personal level. I feel very privileged to have known him, since I always thought that
getting to know him was about as likely as meeting
Oscar Wilde.
Quentin’s death is the closing of a chapter which one
should read from time to time and it will be many years
before another Quentin will emerge. Frederike chose
this quote by Quentin Crisp, taken from his book
‘The Naked Civil Servant’.
“Those who once inhabited the suburbs of human
contempt find that without changing their address
they eventually live in the metropolis. In my case
this took very long”... Quentin Crisp
Quentin Crisp lived his life by his own rules. He broke
ground. He suffered persecution.
It is never too soon, or too late, to repay what he (and
others) gave to the world by living now by OUR rules...
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With thanks for this picture to The Transgender Film Festival

HE or SHE
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Age Quiz
The picture
was taken in
Paris ...

In what year was
this picture
taken and who
is in the picture.?
Answers on
edge of this
page
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that are shot in studio conditions or
outside to positively show what is
possible - but here is the biggest
secret, most of the 'girls' in the pictures are well over the magic 40 or
getting very close.

“Today is the first day of
the rest of our life ...
... don’t waste it”
At a barbers shop at 15 years old I
found a letter in a top shelf magazine
that used the word 'Transvestite' to
describe part of the feelings that I
experienced daily. Over the next 15
years I looked everywhere for this
word and it's meaning. However it
was not until my first weekend 'out'
that I literally stumbled into the tranny world and at last truly understood
the opportunities that Mother Nature
had set out for me. In comparison a
teenager today will frequently hear
the word transvestite on television. If
he puts the word into an internet
search engine he will find thousands
of sites with intimate stories, explanations and advice.

Jean Katz wrote to me in
Oct 99 to tell me of her visit,
in the summer of 99, to meet
Miss Vera's Academy in New
York.
Jean Katz wrote " “Veronica
is a most delightful person with
a wonderful sense of humour
and her girls (real girls) are the
same. I went shopping and eating out with two of them. We
went to ‘Lips’ restaurant. The
'girls' as waitresses in drag and
then as individual performers
were excellent".

Veronica Vera wrote
“I am so glad that Jean wrote
to you. She was a joy to teach.
A very young octogenarian
who. when
transformed,
did not look
a day over
70!”

As the older generation we owe it to
the younger generation to celebrate
the opportunities available to them
and to provide to them the positive
role models that we could not find.

It is all too easy to be a bitter old queen ...
... just think, why would any
one want to aspire to being
THAT as a role model.

Jean went on
to tell me of some more
adventures here in the UK.
"I have been by train (with girlfriends) to Lincoln East, (happily without being 'read'). On
another occasion we visited the
Theatre Royal in Bath. My
ambition is to come with you to
Royal Ascot".

Think young, explore new music, new
technology, and new ideas. Look after
your health, exercise - open your
eyes, your mind and most importantly
open your heart.
We have hundreds of role models
who are looking fabulous well into
their fifties and sixties (Cher, Joanna
Lumley,Tina Turner, Goldie Hawn, to
name but a few), and those girls know
how to party AND look SO sexy.
Tomorrow is the first day of your life
- live it to the full and don't let age
and bitterness replace the shackles
that society and conditioning previously imposed upon you...

Jean Katz
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Jean did join me at Royal
Ascot on a number of occasions and also visited me at t
The WayOut Club and as I
write this she has rung me
for “lingerie advice” she is
now over 100 years old.
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Now I am a full 24/7 woman I am buying clothes everywhere. I shop only for women’s clothes and some unisex.
What leads you to choose the styles you wear?

My heart continues to grow fonder and more interested
in shops everywhere, whatever it is elegant, modern, hippie, trendy, etc. My favourite is the more hippie clothes
which are lovely more informal but I am so flexible
when choosing clothes.
Do you have one look or many images?

People tell me my images is same as Betty Midler and
Betty Davis. So I am wearing clothes like other full
women. I am more comfortable with it and I wear
underwear the same and very feminine not like men.
Is make-up and hair important to you and if so how
do you achieve your look?

I make-up only for party and festivals gala's. When just
walking out normally, I only wear lipstick. Now I am a
more natural woman I do the same as those other natural women which in today’s more democratic society.
But I think it is very important to wear lipstick and
blusher.

W

hen I first met Betty I was intrigued to
meet a deaf TS as this was my first
experience of a deaf person never
mind the fact that she was also transsexual.
Then I found out she was Spanish and living in
Britain. We still struggle to communicate as if
we write to each other we are hampered by
national language and face to face we are hampered by my inability to sign. Betty again proves
that difficulties like deafness and language are no
block to the need to be who we are. Betty has
not had an easy life but she is a beautiful and talented person who is good fun to be with.
What is your name and what is your background?

To what degree do you practice hair removal, and
other body feminisation?

I did spend a lot time waxing my body but now I only
do armpits and bikini and some times legs 6 months
during summer.
Who knows that you dress

I am a full woman. People know and recognise me as a
woman I am not like those transvestites, sorry.
How often do you dress and if you go out where to?

I am going to out to straight clubs, and some times The
WayOut Club.
What is a man and what is a woman ?

Both are different identities. A mans body is strong. A
woman’s body is more beautiful. I am more feminine
85% masculine 15%

My name is Betty. I am from Spain and I am living in
London. I am a deaf and a British sign language user.

Where do you feel you fit on the transgender spectrum CD TV TS?

Is your name an alter ego "femme" name - why did
you choose that name?

I am transsexual but I feel part of a transgender family
including cd tv and ts.

I chose a name which sounds more feminine. Though I
cant actually hear people use it. I went to the court of
Spain and checked the list to see whether my chosen
name is allowed and changed it in the official records of
Spain. I was 26 years old at that time.

To what degree do you feel gender dysphoric (i.e.
that your brain is feminine)?

How old are you and how young can you remember
thinking about or actually cross-dressing?

To what degree would you consider permanent hair
removal, hormones, surgery?

I feel gender is chemistry as medical. I feel my natural
brain is 85% feminine but one day a psychiatric said no I
was not dysphoric.

I was 9 years old called transvestite and carnival, but l
felt happy. I was again doing it at 16 age, 18 age,22 age
24 Then I stopped doing as a transvestite where I
change into a transsexual for 8 years now.

I have had already surgery. I will take hormones for life.
I have not yet had permanent hair removal.

Where do you buy clothes?

I have not had personal support and never given information words. I have grown up more with the idea that
it is my idea my hobby to try to understand. I was very

When I was very young I borrowed my mother's
clothes and then progressed to buy some of my own.
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What individual has inspired you most in relation to
your TG inclinations?
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emotional to see Eurovision song contest won by called Dana
International from Israel. She was the first change sex it made me
emotional comparing her with me. I have had a bigger fight as I am
transsexual and deaf so I have more issues. I have been very much
curious about the issues and the history of the transgender people.
For example in 2005 I went to Thailand and met girls called Ladyboys,
this word is nice and more cultured and Thailand’s traditional religion
accept Ladyboys so their families do not regret their children are
transsexual or transgender or transvestite.
Have you ever suffered harassment or abuse?

The deaf community and some hearing people have harassed me but
more so the deaf community. I am deaf user of sign language. Two deaf
gay people could talk to me and attacked me by pulling my hair out.
Other gay and lesbian people supported me but another one gay man
did not support me. But two lesbian support to me. I was very upset
and emotional. One other deaf man said bad words to me, he was
very verbal to me with sign language.The deaf man said very sorry but
I did not accept this because my hair was painful. I never forgave them.
I went to Crown Court and for the first time in British History won
the case in the case as a deaf, ethnic, transsexual woman been attacked.

Spanish
Speaking
Living in
London
DEAF
Transsexual

Have you suffered illness, depression, relationship break ups
because of being TG?

I have been experienced a lots of break ups in relationship because of
usual reasons – and also because of very hard communication problems. Even worse the deaf community is very close and know me and
label me as a man 60% of deaf community know about to me so it is
difficult to find a relationship with a deaf man and difficult to communicate with a hearing man.
Do you feel that releasing your "gender gift" has released creativity (poetry, music,art) that may otherwise have remained
repressed?

Yes of course but not hearing gifts, I am deaf user sign language, I love
poetry in the sign language, I love vibration dancing (feeling the music).
One day possible I might paint. I would love to relax swim and write a
book about my deaf and transgender experiences. I have been very
stressed by the deaf community for not understanding issues of transgender. In 2005 I talked with sign language to 100 deaf people and few
hearing people attended, now these people are more aware, I felt
relieved, more relaxed.
Have you ever performed and if so how did you get into performing and what have you done? What outstanding TG experiences
stand out in your mind?

Yes, I went to deaf conferences in USA, two times in Germany
(Stuttgart and Hanover), in Italy Milano and Rome and also to Canada
( WFD world federation of the deaf). At these I expressed myself with
my poetry emotion about transgender society.
What one piece of advice would you give to someone that has just
found they are not the only tranny in the world?

l would advise those whom are confused about their gender (he or
she) that it is very important to go to your GP doctor who will refer
them to the specialists whom are more experienced (institution called
gender identity mental health). This is because I do not want them to
waste time being confused. It is best for them to see a GP. It is not
worth wasting time keeping their feelings secret for life. She or he
need to coming out to someone, perhaps best friend or go to GP
where they can get advise.
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W

e have had a number of visitors at The
WayOut Club, over the years, who use
wheel chairs.We currently have many
trendy young wheelchair users who are regulars.
Well known television presenter and wheelchair
user Mick Scarlet has visited the club. Our current venue is in a basement, as are so many clubs
but we have a lift and once in the club everything
is on one level. At the end of the evening we can
call a black cab with wheelchair access. To check
if our lift is in good working order it is always
best to ring and check.
Lyn first contacted me on the Internet asking about access to The WayOut Club
back in 1997 as she has a disability
called cerebral palsy and is a wheelchair user. I met Lyn at the reception
of our club, and to my shame, I was
shocked at the severity of her disability. Her cerebral palsy means
that her body is difficult to control.
She also has spasms. Her speech is
affected and she uses a tray with
words and letters on it to communicate with people who are not
used to her speech. Unfortunately
people sometimes confuse the
speech problem with mental intellect. I soon realised that Lyn's had
NO lack of intelligence in fact given
the means of communication she
could teach us all a thing or two.

Despite meeting many trannies from all sorts of backgrounds and circumstances, I was amazed that with such
a severe disability her desire to cross-dress has stayed
so buoyant throughout her life. Meeting Lyn proved to
me that cross-dressing overcomes all obstacles to make
itself present in some of our lives. Lyn also proved once
again that it is worth trying to understand it, accept it
and make the most of it, within the limits of individual
circumstances.
Typing with her nose, she has conversations on the
internet with trannies, both able bodied and disabled. In
a recent Email Lyn said "At this rate I could open a disabled persons tranny club - that would be so
cooool!" It has been these internet conversations that gave Lyn the courage to tell her
carer's about her longings to 'dress'.

Meeting
Lyn, who has Lyn loves watching the diverse mix of
party people who enjoy the company of
Cerebral
trannies at our club. She loves the
cabaret and the music and has now
Palsey,
been to the club a number of times.
time she comes I see her relax as
to me that ... Each
the evening goes on, spasms and con“transgender tortions decrease as she relaxes.
I believe it is the freedom to share,
overcomes all without guilt, the feelings of wanting to
be what she wants to be and wearing
obstacles to what she wants to wear, that relaxes
Lyn, but maybe the whiskey and coke
make itself that she likes to sip through a straw
helps too!
present in This
article was originally written in 1998
Now I said I was ashamed to be
shocked, because I have a nephew who I our lives” and since then Lyn has progressed SO far.
She visited The WayOut Club in 2005 with her
am very close to, who also has cerebral
palsy and is a wheelchair user. He cannot control his legs or his left arm. He is very clever and
speaks very well. He is a great kid who is funny
and streetwise beyond his age. He often stays
with me and is a joy to be with. I love him to bits.

In the context of a night-club I was caught off guard
with preconceptions that are all too common with many
people.
Lyn is slim, with nice legs. By pointing to words and letters on the tray and with her P.A. (personal assistant)
interpreting Lyn talked to me. She told me how in times
gone by, she had struggled on her own for hours to put
on a pair of tights. She told me of her long held feelings
of guilt and confusion.The same feelings that so many of
us know and would recognise. She told me how she has
has now 'come out' and shared her feelings with her
personal carer's who work for her 8 hours a day and
now 'dresses' regularly. Her P.A.s have told me how
'dressing' helps Lyn relax.
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boyfriend who also uses a wheelchair and occasionally likes to cross-dress. Lyn herself has identified herself as transsexual and lives as a woman 24/7 she now
has a device that she can type into using her nose fixed
to her wheelchair. Now it is easier to talk to Lyn in a
noisy disco than any one else, as her comments and
answers to my questions light up on her display screen.
She is delightful and full of fun. Last time I saw her she
was in drag (dressed as a boy) as her boyfriend wanted
to dress as a girl. They both thought it hilarious. They
told me they hope to marry. Trust me Lyn will overcome any obstruction to achieve her goal.

FROM LYN’S WEB SITE
I was born with cerebral palsy in 1960. I have gender
dysphoria.The cause is said to be a lack of testosterone
in the foetus during the second stage of genetic programming. Gender dysphoria can occur at all ages.This
school of thought is that, when gender dysphoria takes
place, is when the testosterone level is lowering, allow-
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ing the feminine side to take place.
I struggled to cross-dress on my own for many years,
when cross dressing was just a fetish for me, up until
four years ago. Like most TVs, I felt guilty and ashamed
of what I did.
When I got hooked up to the World Wide Web. I found
hundreds of websites, as I read through some of the
biographies on transgendered websites, I felt the biographies were about me!
The guilt, the self denial, the binning of clothes, ran
through a lot of pages. For a tranny or a transsexual
with a disability, there are more problems.The ability to
dress, having to ask personal assistants to dress you or
negative attitudes of an institution.
My personal assistants now help me dress and I’m Lyn
full time. I go out dressed and everyone accepts me. I
love being me and feel that if people are disgusted by
me, it’s their own ignorant and bigoted views that’s the
problem.
I started living as a woman full time about two years ago
in 1998. Coming out to friends and family was a little
scary. After the initial embarrassment there wasn’t really
a problem. In May this year I was forty and so I had a big
family get together in the local pub. My nearest relative
is my brother as my mother died of cancer in eighty-one
and my father died of a heart attack in eighty-eight.
There were twelve of us that came together for a pub
meal, my brother with his wife and four children, my
aunt and Uncle, as well as my cousin. Audrey , another
auntie also came.. Joyce Brown was the first to arrive,
she was my housemother when I was seven years old
and she looked after me for four years at a special
school in London. I was so nervous that day. It was quiet
a formal gathering. But it all went well.
Another occasion when I was anxious about telling people was when I was involved in a project called the
Drake Music Project.The project is for people with disabilities to make music with the aid of technology. Going
there for the first time as a woman, was a nerve racking
experience but most of the people were supportive and
now I just get on with what ever I am doing. Every year
I go on a Share Music Course as a helper for the technology side of things. Share Music holds six courses up
and down the UK every summer, lasting a week.The
week ends with a performance. I have been going as Lyn,
for many years now.
I’m involved in another exciting music project, called the
Franky Miller Project. Franky Miller was a famous pop
star in the seventies. Owing to a stroke about four years
ago, he was not about to play conventionally and so a
guy called Jules Holland told him about Drake. From

there The Franky Miller Project started.The project is a
year long project involving four disabled people.The aim
of the project is to produce a professional CD.
One of my other interests is surfing the internet.The
fact that I am disabled doesn’t hamper me when I am on
the internet. People can not pre-judge me because they
can not see me.The net is a liberating experience. It can
be what you want it to be.You can shop, chat, download
stuff and get a wealth of information, all from your PC.
There are thousands of transgendered web-sites on the
net, admittedly there are few transgendered disability
sites like this one but I am sure in time there will be
more.
Now it's the year 2000 and last year has been quite special to me. About February I went to see a specialist in
gender disorders. I felt more and more uncountable
about being a man. Since then, I have been having female
hormone treatment. People now know me as Lyn and I
feel happier not having to pretend to be Dave.
Be prepared to be amazed when you visit
http://www.lynlevett.co.uk/ to see the dance and music
on her amazing web site. Do a Google search on Lyn
Levett and be even more amazed at her work through
art to open up the understanding of gender expression.

Visit Lyn’s transgender disability site at
http://www.geocities.com/Tokyo/Subway/4907/
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SAVE YOUR 'DRESSING' FOR SAFE PLACES
Wherever you go you can ring ahead and ask about
dressing facilities. It is a good idea to wear your female
underwear and like most women these days wear
trousers and flat shoes.This allows you a very quick
change and no need to hop about exposing yourself
while you get your tights on.

BE STREET WISE
No woman would take the risk of walking alone in a
quiet unlit place - Walk through crowds of rowdy young
people or go alone into certain establishments (come
on you know what I mean). Furthermore ...
No woman would put her self at even more risk by
doing any of the above in six inch heels and a micro
mini. OK Trashy tarts might but they get into trouble…
Enough said !

WHAT WILL PEOPLE THINK?
I always recommend, when out and about, (despite your
outer image and your inner joy,) that you retain a firm
grip on reality. You are a tranny, you have every right
to be a tranny.When you walk down the street, go into
a shop or stand at the bar, you are a tranny.You may be
addressed as “madam” in the shop, whistled at by workmen and offered a drink at the bar by an admirer, but
equally you may be addressed as “sir” in the shop, the
workman may call out “all right mate”. If you accept the
drink at the bar, the man may do an embarrassed aboutturn.You are a tranny and you can expect both reactions. If you expect them you can feel comfortable with
them. Be proud of what you are.

MANNERISMS AND DEPORTMENT
If your body language does not match your image, however good you look, you are likely to attract
unfavourable attention and be subject to ridicule from
other people including other trannies and especially gay
guys.

THROWING SHADE
Giving Attitude - Gay trannies and drag queens have the
phrases, ‘throwing shade‘ or ‘giving attitude’ which in
essence is ensuring your confidence is (or appears to
be) bigger than any others.This is done by body language and how you talk (I am what I am and I am proud
to be what I am -don't even think of messing with me).
However this attitude (while fun among friends) can be
the cause of verbal or physical aggression in return.
What is more it is never likely to help you 'pass' but for
those that do it this is the last thought in their mind.

DRESSING APPROPRIATELY
Meal,Club, Shopping, Holiday,There are no end of opportunities to fulfil your fantasy through-out the world.We
list places which are cross-dresser friendly but you will
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not be welcomed in tarty or fetishy outfits.Wear something similar to the other female clients and you will be
appreciated as a customer at almost venue.

THE POLICE?
Vicky says "Police officers are polite and helpful. OK
actually according to their own findings they are institutionally racist and homophobic but at least since the
Steven Lawrence case the police (to your face) will be
politically correct.They are even likely to discriminate in
your favour.They are very unlikely to arrest you or even
stop you unless you are really doing something wrong.
However help the police to keep their cool. Don't be
embarrassed (your appearance is not in question). Don't
let the police embarrass themselves for a minute. Let
them share the truth honestly. "Excuse me Miss -actually
officer it is Mr"

WHICH TOILET?
Vicky says "Using a disabled person's toilet, which is
always unisex, is the best option - Many small bars and
restaurants have only one toilet or one for each gender
but then only one cubicle. If caught short with no alternative, ... take a subjective look at yourself - if you look
like a man in a frock use the men's, as you would unnerve women. If you look like a woman use the ladies as
you would un-nerve men. In either case go in and out as
quickly as possible, use the cubicle and don't hang about
at the mirror. If challenged - move on don't argue. It will
be some time before Ali McBeals unisex toilet arrangements become common place.

CAN I GET IN TROUBLE WITH THE LAW ?
TG Legal Eagle Kathy DeVine gives the answer.
In England and Wales there is no law that specifically outlaws cross-dressing in public. However, it
is not without its risks.
IMPORTUNING No matter where you are - a bar, a
club, a public lavatory or on the street - it is an offense
for a man (even for a post-op TS) to approach others
persistently, for immoral purposes, i.e. to suggest having
sex.This offense is called 'importuning'.You can be fined
or even sent to prison.
BREACH OF THE PEACE Unless you are completely convincing (lets face it, few of us are) avoid places
where you might be received with hostility, eg , straight
pubs. If you get into trouble, the police may consider it
easier to remove you from the incident (although not
necessarily charge you for the potential charge of
'breach of the peace').Try not to use public lavatories
while cross-dressed as If you are 'read' while using the
'Ladies', the police might be called and if you use the
'Gents' you might be assaulted.
INDECENT EXPOSURE Cross-dressing is not an
excuse for exposing yourself.To expose your genitals to
a woman without her consent is an offense called 'inde-
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cent exposure'.To expose any
part of your body to anyone in a
way that transgresses the
bounds of accepted decency is
also 'indecent exposure'.

KATHY DEVINE SUMS UP:
A - Be careful about using suggestive remarks even if joking
B - Avoid places and groups of
people who may feel they can
provoke a reaction and then
blame you.

Is Cross-dressing in public illegal ?
Some people think it is illegal for a tranny to go out
‘dressed’ in public.
l In the UK there is no law which states that a
male can not dress in “female” clothes
Many think it is illegal for a transvestite to go into a
female public lavatory whilst ‘dressed'.
l In the UK there is no law, per-se, which states
that a male cannot go into a female lavatory.

C - Avoid using gender designated toilets
D - Dress appropriately for the
occasion. You might think a
micro mini skirt looks fab while others might call it indecent exposure.

TG LEGAL EAGLE KATHY DEVINE SUMS UP
if you DO get into trouble
with the law
1 - Be polite, even if others
including the police are not.
2 - Remain calm and composed.
3 - Reveal to the police your
true identity and gender
openly and as soon as
mentioned.
4 - Say as little as possible,
except for asking what
offense they think you
have committed.
5 - If taken into custody, ask for
immediate legal
representation. Do not make
a statement until you have
taken proper legal advice.
(Written with specific reference
to the UK, international circumstances may differ)
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he police in most countries in the world are now
taking strides to better understand and serve the
LGBT (Lesbian Gay Bisexual and Transgendered)
community. and that DOES mean you and me.

T

Transphobic incident - any incident that is perceived to
be transphobic by victim or any other person. In effect,
any incident intended to impact on those perceived to
be transgendered

Many governments have set targets, guidelines and time
scales for these improvements. In the UK the Stephen
Lawrence and Copeland nail bombing enquiries branded
the police as institutionally racist and homophobic.The
government is determined that this situation must be
reversed.

From - Issues officers may need to consider in relation
to transgender people. It is not a criminal offense to
cross-dress in public

While serving on the London Metropolitan
Police and more recently the City of London
Police LGBT advisory groups I helped present
‘transgender basic understanding’ at an LGBT
Liaison officers conference at New Scotland
Yard. I was most impressed at the commitment and empathy that these officers exhibited. I personally have confidence in a better
future for us all. But there is still a LONG way
to go. And YOU can help
We can't expect an instant improvement at street level.
But I can assure you that from the highest ranks there is
a will to achieve a much better service for trans people.
What does this mean to us? It means that you should
feel confident to present yourself 'dressed' in front of a
police officer, to give witness details, or to help in an
enquiry.You should feel confident to step out of your
car and give your details when needed.You should feel
confident to report crimes or abuse performed against
you. If for some reason, you are taken into a police station under suspicion, for search or questioning. you need
to know that you are going to be given equal rights and
will not be subjected to distress just because you are a
tranny.

How is improvement in the level of
Police service to LGBT people being to
be achieved?
Step 1 During training and retraining at Hendon officers work through sections of their handbook which
now has a section relating to transgendered people..
The following are selected parts of the
‘Trans’ section of the Metropolitan
Police handbook:
This document has many definitions and
much background material and pointers
to further reading for the officers.
From - Definitions
Transphobia - animosity towards and or
irrational fear of transgender people
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From - Meeting transgender people
● In day to day encounters officers must deal with the
person as the gender they present.
● Where a person will not or can not indicate how
they would like to be dealt with, for example after an
accident, police staff should treat the person as the gender they appear.
● Where appearance does not help the birth gender of
the person (birth certificate) will be used.
● It is important to respect individual need for confidentiality (the document goes on to state reasons why).
● When talking on the telephone listen to the name
offered and refer to the person in the gender suggested
by the name.

The hand book finishes this section with
the statement ...
● Transgender people represent an aspect of diversity
with which most officers have little or no experience.
Transgender people must be treated with the same
courtesy and are entitled to the same level of service as
anyone else. Being sensitive and attempting to deal with
issues in a way that the person wants, while achieving
lawful purpose, we can demonstrate a commitment to
equality of treatment, respect for the individual and
human rights principles.
Step 2 - The police now have a trans policy to refer to.
It is part of their job description to keep up to date
with new and changes of policy.The policy is available in
written form and on their (internal) web site, and this
policy is under review for further improvement by
LGBT advisors working with the police.
The following are selected parts of
The Metropolitan Police
Policy on Transgender people.
● Transgendered people must always be accommodated
in a cell or detention room on their own.
● Every reasonable effort must be made to reduce to
the minimum, the embarrassment that a person being
searched may experience… A police officer carrying out
a strip search must be of the same sex (gender) as the
person searched… We must recognise that in carrying
out some procedures, such as strip searches, there is
also a requirement to be sensitive to the dignity of the
police officers called upon to perform the task.
These statements show that a she-male status can present quite a problem to the police. It is up to us to state
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our preference and true situation.The policy goes on to
say …
● However where the officer is the opposite sex to the
person, but the sex preferred by the subject… taking
into account the sensitivity of the subject… it is
believed that such a breach of codes can be shown to
be justified… any such action must be detailed in the
custody record.The person being searched should be
asked to give their written consent.
Step 3 - In every borough and county a designated
LGBT liaison officer is being recruited.This officer is
responsible for learning about the transgender community and has responsibility to consider local training
issues and all incidents that have LGBT implications. If
you feel that the police are not responding to your
needs with enough discretion or understanding you
need to know that you can ask to bring your situation
to the attention of the LGBT-LO (Liaison Officer).These
officers will be working with local LGBT forums (discussion groups), I encourage you to find and attend these
forums and add your voice and experience to the
efforts in your area.

HOW ARE THE POLICE DOING?
A few years ago I was clearing leaves outside my house
when six little kids stopped on their pedal bikes and
asked … Are you a man a woman or … a WWF
wrestler. Well they came back this year ... on motor
scooters, kicked the sh*t out of my car and smashed the
window on my front door - in addition to regular verbal
abuse to me and my partner.
I know that my area, like most areas in the UK, and
around the developed world, has a policy of treating
focused hatred as a crime and resources, (an LGBT liaison officer), is available to me to ensure understanding
and at least an equal response.
My local police have been very understanding and helpful and the harassment has vastly reduced (at the
moment). However I did come across many 'glitches' in
my local communication systems and I feel that if I had
not been "well connected", I may have fallen into the
"frightened tranny" trap. Instead, now I have a cctv system, I know my rights and I have strong personal contacts with local officers who could not be more understanding. Most importantly I do not feel isolated. One
very interesting point: My local ward officer showed
great empathy, explaining that he had also suffered
harassment, vandalism and even bullying, of him children,
because … he is a police officer. He said "I would never
wear my uniform home that would be asking for trouble".
Of course we are ALL at risk of bullying and vandalism.
All my neighbours, including black, Asian, gay, elderly, single woman, have concerns about these young 12 to 17
year old "bad boys & girls". We all deserve an equally
supportive response from the authorities.
We are also ALL capable of getting into trouble with the
law, (if only for a blown tail light), but again we all
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deserve equal respect and care during such confrontations with authorities.
I have been working to
help ensure that this is
the case for transgendered people - but up to
this point, despite meeting 100's of TGs weekly
and a year with the
LGBT advisory committee for the Metropolitan
Police, I had heard very
few personal stories,
good or bad, about hate
crime aimed at transgendered people or inequality of response, to the
needs of transgendered people. Still - both I, the police,
and the LGBT community, take the need for improvement in these areas very seriously. This made me think
HOW ARE THE POLICE DOING ELSEWHERE?
I related my own experiences and I asked over 3000
email contacts - What is our relationship with the
police? Do you avoid them? Do you welcome their
help? Do they treat you better or worse than non
transgendered?

Here are a few snippets of the
replies that I received.
Lianne UK - I was dressed as a woman and so was my
passenger -This policeman was completely professional
and open minded (I just wish the rest of the world's
population were the same)
Julia Maddison UK - I had the need to call our local
'Homophobic advice Officer' after verbal abuse and
stone/egg throwing incidents at my home in
Northampton. He was most helpful, and a couple of
days later our local beat officer came to see me at
home.This was around mid to late 2002 I think. I wasn't
fully en femme at the time but the PC was polite and
helpful, and we had the best result when, as we stood in
my kitchen looking at the damaged window, another
stone was thrown by passing kids who were arrested,
taken to the station and warned. Most of the group was
about 11 or 12, and the Police asked their parents to
collect them. Surprisingly I've had no repercussions and
the abuse has got much less/ non-existent now.
Paula Holland - one of the people behind
Travestie.org, is a Dutch policeman. She writes,
"Transgenderism has never been an issue in my training,
but neither were homosexuality or extreme kinds of
sex. All of these things a policeman will encounter, but
we are expected to deal with them in a normal and professional way just like we would deal with anyone else.
Personally, in my work I meet a lot of TGs who work as
prostitutes. My colleagues never make derogatory
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remarks in their presence and treat them as they would
anyone else. But as soon as the T-girl in question is out
of sight some of them will make 'funny' remarks. Only a
few do, however; most of them don't really care."
Kenni Joanne USA- President, Crossroads Chapter. - I
live and pass as a female most of the time, I was stopped
by the Michigan State Police one night for having a burnt
out headlight and he was most courteous and professional. After I informed him that it had just burned out
that evening he ran the license, and registration check.
Everything came back OK so he told me to have a good
time, and be careful. About three months later I was a
witness and bystander to a car accident and when the
same officer approached me he said he was glad that I
fixed my headlight.
Elvia Holland - is a recently trained Dutch policeassistant. She says "There is no special treatment for
transgendered people that I'm aware of. I was taught to
treat everyone with courtesy and respect, regardless of
what they wear or look like."

ll of this effort by the police and LGBT
action groups passes us by - unless we
welcome our place in the LGBT community. We must be prepared, whether gay
drag queen, straight part time tranny, or pre
or post op transsexual to admit to being part
of the transgender and the greater LGBT
community.This allows the police to apply
their training, procedures and allocated staff
to giving us the service that so many people
are aiming to provide.

A

Janie Jones UK - I live in Edinburgh - I was pulled
over for a random tyre check and one tyre was a bit iffy.
The two officers were very courteous and professional
and didn't bat an eyelid. (Not to mention the fact that I
got off with the price of a new tyre and no penalty
points...). I was pleased to see the Mardi Gras parade in
August headed up by the police Gay and Lesbian
Association (in uniform).
Jenny UK - 15 years ago when I was reverting to male
mode wriggling back into a pair of trousers while parked
in a side road a tenacious bobby politely asked me
what I was doing, where I had been etc.There were no
problems and I was simply wished good night. Several
years later and a great deal more confident, I was
stopped and warned of the local speed limit, no problems, rudeness or facetious comments, just a warning to
keep my speed down. More recently, as an almost full
time woman, I organised a visit to our local TG gathering, from the local police community liaison officer. He
was very pleasant and even wrote an article for our
local support group magazine. So, I have nothing but
praise for the boys in blue.
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Charlotte Belle - (Charlee) Trans-Action (UK)
The local police liaison officer has come to the our
meetings. Notts police, as well as South Yorks police are
very committed to LGBT issues. It is with the Notts
LGBT consultative panel, that I have been invited too
join.
Karren UK - made a very good point - My view is that
if I needed police help I am reasonably sure that I would
get fair and compassionate treatment. My reason for
saying this is that I have a stammer and on the few occasions when I have been stopped whilst driving, in male
clothes, they have always been thoughtful towards my
speech impediment and very polite which is better than
the usual snigger I usually get in shops etc. For the
record I live in Birmingham, have been out driving whilst
dressed many times and I also go out during the daytime
on shopping trips occasionally too so my chances of
running into the police are not that low.
Frederic USA - Washington DC police force has a gay
and lesbian unit, which has investigated hate crimes and
arrested people who harass transgendered people.The
police department also has an advisory committee made
up of gays, lesbians and transgendered that is advising
the police on transgendered issues.This includes the
safety of TG sex workers, & the protection of T girls
going about their lives.The police here are very concerned about the safety of transgendered girls.
Kelly Stevens USA - after a trip to the USA - New
York City, about 10 pm, Midtown Manhattan. I was
dressed and walked up to two beat cops and asked for
directions.They answered as though i was just another
visitor to New York. San Francisco, about 6 pm, driving a
rental car.Young cop stopped me to tell me my trunk lid
was bouncing open as I hit bumps. I thanked him. He

asked for a driver's license "for a routine check". He
examined it for a few seconds. It had my male identity on it of course. He said, "Thanks, Ms Stevens", and
sent me on my way.
Tamara X USA - Traffic accident Dec 2002. I was
involved in a minor accident in London whilst
dressed.There was just minor damage, but the other
driver felt that the police needed to be called.Three
policemen arrived on the scene and were very
annoyed with the other driver for calling them. They
were incredibly polite and considerate towards me
and rebuked the other driver in front of me and
apologised that I had to go through unnecessary hassle. A thoroughly encouraging experience of correct treatment towards a member of the transgender community I feel.
Catherine USA - writes - I'm watching an
episode of 'COPS' as we speak and I find that hard
to understand what jurisdiction they are following
(it's currently November 25th 2002 and the program
is on the cable FX network) but they are referring

to the transgendered woman that had her purse
stolen as 'he' and 'him' rather religiously, even going
so far as to 'correct themselves' when they start
with 'her - or I mean his' Just my $0.02 worth.
Steve UK - says - My experience of dealing with the
police is that there are some obviously well meaning
people and initiatives being tried, but so often the personnel change too quickly for long-term relationships to
build, and we have to start over again.This is especially
true of local community homophobic abuse officers. On
the whole however, it is moving in the right direction.

My summary
After receiving nearly 100 replies I was pleased that
almost all reported good relationships in individual contact with police officers. Furthermore there was a good
number of reports of involvement with advisory groups
or police liaising directly with TG groups.Very few of
these responses mentioned more than motoring incidents - though this may indicate a continuing reluctance
to report more serious incidents either as witness, victim or perpetrator.Those that offered negative stories
on investigation turned out, after a little investigation, to
be incidents at least five years old indicating that authorities are now more aware and ARE improving.
One interesting point that arose was that it is thought
that “the media” lets down, both TG people and the
police. It is the media that are lagging behind - hanging
on to sensationalism and re-running out of date behaviour even in new productions.
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Vicky Lee’s
phy
Auto Biogra

I

had never met a transvestite or transsexual. I had
never revealed to anyone that I was a transvestite
(other than my partner Lesley) not even the
Samaritan’s who had been in frequent contact with
at a few years earlier. I walked along the pavement of Islington, on my own one late at
night in the late 70’s, I was in my early 20’s.
I knew that somewhere nearby there was a
Support Group for people like me. I have
no idea why I thought this or why I had
transported myself here for a fruitless mission. Did I expect a sign written window
with a bright light? If I had seen such a window would I have found the door and entered? I
later was led to believe that Eddie Izzard was at this
time a regular and even "manned" the phone lines.
“Phone lines” why didn’t I know about these numbers.
Could Eddie and I have been friends discussing cats that
drill behind the sofa and the best shade of hosiery to
wear with the latest style of skirt?

a party atmosphere erupts. We were joined by a young
person who had just seen the “doctor”, the group
allegedly did actually have a resident shrink. This young
person was in the worst state I have ever met in all my
experience. He had just ‘come out’ to his wife (and
been rejected). He had told her ‘everything they had
was hers except their caravan’ (trailer house) and he
had squirrelled himself away there and superglued his silicone breast forms to his chest and had not been anywhere for two days.

We all
need
a little
HELP

In the late 80's I visited an establishment off a
(Ripperesque) alley called French Place in the east end
of London. Its official name was the London TV/TS
Support Group (it no longer exists). This charity based
organisation had grown out of the previous Islington
based operation. I had by this time found my way onto
the London trans scene via The Philbeach Hotel and
trans friendly gay venues. I was with two friends who
had found French Place to be most helpful and although
they had in many ways "grown out of it" liked to visit
and be supportive to others. All three of us were also
well aware of the limited opportunities to mix and mingle and even on the gay scene it was hard to find other
trans people to talk with.
The ground floor door had an entry phone – we were
allowed in. An elderly transvestite welcomed us (well
looked at us quizically - if I remember rightly). This welcome was available most nights of the week. I was not a
member so there was some intricate ritual to allow me
past the box with glass window that our receptionist sat
in. The ground floor had lockers (for members to rent to keep their drag in) and a changing room. Upstairs
there was an assortment of odd furniture including
tables piled with neat stacks of magazines and mail
order catalogues. Across a counter with a tea urn biscuits and soft drinks a jolly couple (wife and tranny though he, I was told, rarely ‘dressed’) did what they
could to ply their refreshments and lift the atmosphere
from that of a doctor’s waiting room. They failed on this
particular evening, though I was told that on some nights
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Four of us talked together and tried to calm him
but ultimately I felt most out of my depth and
most distressed. He needed help but I
could not see him getting the help he
needed from members or staff. We left
with a selection of back issues of the
groups magazine ‘The Glad Rag’

French Place I was told shut down allegedly
due to some level of embezzlement. A good
attempt was made to continue the facility at
another venue but it attendance continued to fall and
I can’t help feeling that this kind of charity / building /
based support has been superseded by more fluid more
wide ranging self help networks especially since the
internet flourished.
In the 90s I visited Manchester and
visited the Northern Concorde
Support Group. This group network of local friends have moved
from venue to venue within the
gay village. They include partners
and have a relatively open, less
seedy feeling a little like a
friendly club. In the later
part of the evening as
some leave to go home
others get into smaller
groups to share the pleasures of the areas predominantly gay run restaurants
bars and clubs that stay open
late into the night. There
seemed to be joy at the get
together and friendship on
many levels. Northern
Concorde is going strong as
I write.
Also in the 90s I visited the
busiest UK weekend event
run by the Beaumont
Society. I had received the
group’s magazine and I had
visited an evening in a small
wine bar organised by a
local Beaumont member.
All over the country individual members are
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encouraged to use the network of contacts to arrange
get togethers often including partners (The
Beaumont Society has a strong women’s support
section – see page 146). Their meetings can be one
off’s or run on regular dates though interest tends to
wax and wane depending on the strength of individuals.
These meetings can be at member’s houses or at friendly hostelries. But this event that I was now attending
was in a large midlands hotel with over 200 attending,
for two or three nights. The weekend was extremely
well run. The quality of the outfits and the friendliness
of the people attending was great. Many people knew
each other from previous years or local events. Of
coarse many I knew from The WayOut Club.
This event was as good as it can get and a good time
was had by all with two nights of entertainment dancing
and a meal served in the ball room by the hotel. There
were many things to do during the day and everyone
enjoyed changing outfits time and again throughout the
weekend.
Support Groups and Networks are essential to any
minority but I have to say that they can offer you a very
twisted picture of the trans scene if you do not make
the effort to seek out more than a few to explore.
Some groups and networks get very bitter about other
groups and others services that offer opportunities to
the trans community. I have never seen such deep
bitchiness in all of my experiences (even including my
five years working on the gay drag circuit). This is a
shame and mostly unnecessary - but given that most
groups have very transient membership and that
extreme effort is required usually by one individual to
keep a groups going, for little or no reward - it is not
surprising that bitterness creeps in when another well
meaning individual gets all fired up to do some good (or
make a name for themselves) elsewhere.
Another aspect of groups and networks is that they can
become very cliquey. Transgender brings people together from all faiths, cultural and intellectual backgrounds.
Some maybe promiscuous gay bi or try - while others
may be asexual, monogamous or heterosexual. Like all
groups the bigger, more confident and strong they
become the more divisive they can also be. Eventually it
is inevitable that some of the group will find similarities
of intellect, sexuality (good looks) that separate them
from the rest of the group causing cliques within the
group or a split into separately organised groups.
However at an event called SPARKLE In Manchester in
2005 most of the UK cliques united as never before.
(despite much bullshit leading up to the event on the
internet). The TG clubs, dressing services, magazines,
networking and support groups all pulled together.
Possibly 1000 trannies mixed with straight and gay people on Canal Street in a day of transgender celebration.
It was wonderful and it may set a standard for integration and progress for the future.

Marks & Spencer
HSBC bank
ORCI
National Grid Transco
HM Prison Services
Palmer & Harvey
BAA
Inland Revenue
Metropolitan Police
Sonardyne

WELLA hair
Department of Transport
Mcindoe
SSVC
Davis Langdon
Job Centre Plus
B&Q
Department of Transport
Morgan Stanley
LFEPA
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‘Sparkle’ is a UK three day event attracting close to 1000 trans people to
Manchester’s Canal St for exhibitions talks fashion show contests and clubbing
photos: April Angel and Nikki Reid with thanks to Roses Repartee
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‘Sparkle’ was started in June 2005 by Kim Angel, Bella Jay and magnificent team of people that they brought
together. This event mixed trans people from the full transgender spectrum through all the UK’s major
support groups, dressing services, clubs. We all mixed in public. This must be the most OUT event in our history.
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COUNSELLING
It has to be said that some people who may consider
themselves ‘inflicted’ with any degree of gender dysphoria or obsession with cross-dressing (especially in public)
may feel that they are a medical case that needs to be
made “normal”

It is a good idea to arrange a chat on the phone before
committing to a meeting with a net contact.There is a
lot more to be learnt about a person by talking to them
that emails mask. You cant expect that a net contact will
make a good companion for a night out just because
they are a T Girl. Will they let you down at a critical
moment, will they be reliable, will they be BORING.

In the UK for most immediate support there is none
better than ‘The Samaritans’ who are well aware of
‘trans’ issues. You don't have to be suicidal to call them
and you can visit a centre in person after initial contact
by phone. Relationship problems can be addressed by
‘Relate’ you don't have to be married. Same sex couples
or family relatives are also counselled.
You should be aware that not all of the people who
offer 'counselling' are qualified. If you feel you need 'help'
from an independent professional for yourself, or you
and your partner, it is best to check qualifications and
approach an accredited service.
You may believe that you are transsexual and maybe
referred to a National Health hospital specialist team.
These services have a very old fashioned reputation
expecting you to prove your femininity by conforming
to outdated standards of femininity eg. wearing a skirt
when skirts are hardly ever worn by RG Girls. It is felt
that these doctors main objective is to minimise NHS
costs. I for one agree that unless you are suffering serious mental anguish you wont die without treatment A
limited number of specialist doctors offer private consultations medication and surgery referrals.

Let me save you a hundreds of pounds
and many years of therapy....
YOU CAN’T BE CURED
YOU WILL ALWAYS BE A TRANNY

NETWORK OF FRIENDS
Many trannies find the internet the perfect place to
research opportunities and share experiences through
personal email conversations after reading home pages,
or in chat rooms or forums. I find that these chat
rooms and forums often distort the truth about opportunities and can be quite slanderous. You would be sensible to remember that those sitting at a computer
every day are not necessarily getting OUT and may not
even be dressing. This can breed a bitterness that can
flow into shallow, destructive internet gossip. The
forums can also build very tight confident cliques that
exclude others for any multitude of reasons. In the real
world in truth our numbers are still small enough that
such division removes support and opportunity. So
spread your net wide and trust those with MANY pictures showing good time in mixed company rather than
those with a dozen good pictures (which lets face it can
be photo touched up or may even be of another person.
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Having given the warnings I must reinforce that a network of friends, strength in numbers, going out with ‘big’
sisters can be a wonderful experience and just getting
ready together is half the fun.

SUPPORT GROUPS
All around the world there are support groups. Many of
these groups do suffer an outdated image but this is
generally unfounded. Join them, support them, contribute
to planning and communication within and outside the
group and the image will change and the transgender
community will be stronger.
There are many smaller self-help groups, who are generally organised by an over-worked, non-funded, un-trained
person, often with the help of a long suffering partner,
who may also give help, advice, and a friendly shoulder
to you or your partner.These groups should be excellent for local tips on shops, services and places to go.
Some groups organise parties and outings. Some may
have a contact network and may be able to introduce
you to like-minded friends to visit or to go out with.
Beware that some of these groups, accept only a narrow
'brand' of cross-dressing and can be judgmental of
other's. Some may lead a newcomer to think that gender re-assignment is the goal and less is worthless.
Others consider that only straight transvestites are
acceptable.
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SCC Southern Comfort Conference is a USA event held over 4 days each September. The event has
been run annually since 1990 and attracts over 700 trans people across the full transgender spectrum
from all over the USA and some delegates from overseas www.scatl.org photos: by Vicky Lee
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You will find trannies come from EVERY background and
it is this diversity that can be even more life enriching
than the opportunity to dress as you wish together.

provide a good service soon disappear.
Furthermore it would be true to say that in recent years
more trannies have "progressed" to the point where
they have reorganised their lives and their relationships
to make the most of their cross-dressing and openly
budget time and money for their "hobby" as others do
with their interests.
Those dressing services that get it right gain loyal clients
and often expand to provide safe accommodation and
transport. Maybe even a shopping trips, events and outings to safe bars restaurant or a club. individually or in a
small groups. Some take trips overseas to locations like
New York - Gran Caneria.
There are a host of facilities that you can ask for - sinks
and showers, wardrobe, wigs, make-up, hair styling, beauty treatments, library of videos and books, internet surfing, conversation, others to meet, storage lockers, mail
order receiving and photo or video shoots,

I strongly advise telephoning the "contact" of the group
to discuss the group, before visiting in person. Ask open
questions like - what is the typical mixture like at a
meeting? What do most members wear? What activities
does the group enjoy? When you have a picture of what
the group is about - go along with an open mind and
make the most of the opportunity to meet others.

DRESSING SERVICES
The number of dressing services world wide has
exploded over recent years.These services are up front
about the fact that they charge for their services. In the
past poor service and high prices have led to a bad reputation for dressing services by trannies who are notoriously stingy - and that is very understandable as for
many, it is hard to justify (or to explain) why they are
spending what they spend.
However over the last ten years dressing services are
getting better and better. In a more open, more
informed market - those dressing services that do not

One exceptional service in Los Angeles has a 24hour
changing room with discreet key code entry, key code
lockers, makeup table and mirrors plus shower.
It may be very important to you that the dressing service you choose has good facilities to remove all trace,
including the smell, of clothes and make-up - so a shower might be essential.
Some services may offer more specialist role-play and
even sexual experiences. It should certainly NOT be
assumed that all dressing services offer these "sexually
related extras".
Again a phone call and a casual chat is the secret to getting the most from your experience. Ask all the questions before your visit both you and the service should
be in no doubt about what you wish to achieve.
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Photos top right Jannett Scott head of the UKs Beaumont Society meets a new ‘girl’ on the scene
Other photos Jodie and Nas at The Boudoir prepare for a group night out to ‘Skool Disco’’
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Some of the best dressing services run group trips ensuring that no t-girl should ever be lonely
photos: by The Boudoir www.theboudoironline.com
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TRANNY CLUBS
Throughout the world there are nightclubs / bars that
are commonly called “Tranny Clubs” they are defined by
the fact that they are run specifically for Trans people.
Some attract only trans people and others are more
mixed encouraging friends and admirers both male and
female. These clubs typically offer a range of facilities
that may include a bar, dancing, maybe pole dancing,
maybe shows, contests and quieter talking areas.
Most tranny clubs are a good place to meet and chat
and share experiences and have a dance and a laugh.
These clubs like my own The WayOut Club in London
very much welcome new people to the scene.
Some tranny clubs facilities to change. You should be
able to tell what the club is all about from its web site.
But I recommend before your first visit to ring ahead
and ask about dressing facilities which rarely have showers. In most “Tranny Club” changing areas they are
communal so it is a good idea to wear your female
underwear and like most women these days wear
trousers and flat shoes to arrive. This allows you a very
quick change and no need to hop about exposing yourself while you get your tights on. Some of these clubs
will have someone to help with make-up and wig styling.
Like some Gay clubs SOME Tranny clubs encourage
fetish and levels of role play and SOME have backrooms
where sex is allowed. These more sexual clubs are gen-

Various support groups and clubs stage “special” nights
based around an anniversary or something like
Halloween. At The WayOut Club I organise an annual
event called Alternative Miss London. This event was
named after (artist) Andrew Logan’s Alternative Miss
World. Others have also hold Alternative Miss contests
around the world. In Thailand some extraordinary Miss
Transgender contest are being held and recently these
have been echoed in the diverse populous of London.
Other events are shared with the LGBT community
including Mardi Gras which is taking over from the
more political ‘Pride March’ and is spreading from its
Australian roots to every country.
Hotel events usually take over such a large proportion
(if not all of the hotels facilities). These two day to
week long hotel events could (cynically) be described as
stepping out of a small safe closet into a big safe closet
as hotel staff act as one big friendly dressing service and
most have enjoyed doing so year after year. However to
think of these events in terms of timid closeted people
cowering together with the curtains shut would be a
simplification and do these events an enormous missjustice. It is great to meet hundreds of like souls (at
least in terms of cross-dressing). It is not unusual at
these events to find small groups sitting in the lounge
sharing experiences late into the night (usually over a
beverage or two). On closer inspection you might be
surprised that the talk is actually of football and politics.
Hotel events may include, fashion shows, trade stands,
Make-overs, photo shoots,TG film screenings, art exhibitions, book signings, pool parties, lunches, speeches, formal balls, talent shows, and disco dance parties. From
the event it is common to have excursions in small
groups or en-mass to shopping malls, out of hotel dance
venues, restaurants. These events are

STRAIGHT VENUES
You may be surprised at how easy it is to enjoy straight
clubs if you are confident and especially if you are with
girlfriends.
However, as most real girls will tell you, men appear to
go to straight clubs for one thing and one thing only and
that, frankly, is to pick up and get a blow job. If you really ‘pass’ easily, you will have to deal with men who try to
erally frequented by confident ‘girls’ who live as girls.
SO - There are two types of “tranny” clubs. Those that
allow sex and those that DON’T.

EVENTS
In many parts of the world hard pressed organisers
stage “events”. These range from a one night fashion
show to a week long get together at a hotel. The best
of these have a long pedigree and a long established
team of organisers. Some of these events are well over
15 years old.
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Photos top right Lippy touch up time at The WayOut Club
Other photos Jodie from The Boudoir on a ‘gurls might out’ with her Boudettes
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pick you up, usually rudely, persistently and aggressively.
These guys are often quite drunk and are probably
showing-off to their friends. If you explain politely,
(humour helps), what you are and where you are at,
(with regard to your sexuality). Often they will still be
quite happy to chat you up - remember the last line in
the film ‘Some like it Hot’, “No one’s perfect”. However
if you 'tease' this can lead to a nasty incident and an
unnecessary brush with the management.
If (can we talk frankly?) you don’t 'pass' easily, then you
must be prepared to face the occasional hurtful remark.
Again, a big confident smile and a comic return is much
the best attitude. in this situation.

MIXED VENUES
In many magazine listings, you will see clubs and bars
that are described as “mixed/gay”.
The customers of these promotions are, on the whole, a
liberal crowd without bigotry and who are out to have a
good time. Many of these are the clubs where the
record companies introduce new acts and where pop
celebs and the fashion scene ‘party’.
Straight RG Girls often enjoy these clubs more than the
straight clubs as there is not the constant pressure from
men trying to pick them up, and they therefore have
more of an opportunity just to have fun.These girls are
usually intrigued and very friendly to trannies.
You will be particularly welcomed at these venues if you
‘add to the night’, by being friendly, extrovert and dressing to ‘fit in’ with the style of the club, (rule one is smile
at everyone). However, the management of some clubs
may be concerned if you are too loud, trashy, or the
reverse - dowdy.

Hosted by Vicky Lee

GAY VENUES.
The gay community offers a wealth of opportunities, to
trannies. But you may have your own misconceptions
and prejudice to overcome before you can feel comfortable in a gay venue. You may not be ready to accept that
others may be mistaken for you being gay when you are
not. Get over it.
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photos by Rik ALL taken at The WayOut Club
Middle photos WayOut Shows - Outside edge Alternative Miss London - Large top right Drag Olympics
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The gay community is very diverse and first assumptions
about individuals are rarely valid. In general, gay people
should have empathy for other minorities, however even
some gay drag queens find it difficult to understand why
a man would want to dress like a woman unless it is to
attract a straight man.They see their own dressing up as
for that purpose or just because it is part of their culture,
Drag entertainment, (in Europe called Travestie) attracts
a diverse crowd. In general, cross-dressers will be in the
minority. Some drag queens do like to see 'girls' in the
audience, but there are others that do not. It cannot be
assumed that the clientele, (straight or gay) who like
‘drag’ also like cross-dressers in the audience. At some
drag venues, (particularly outside the UK and USA), the
audience and even the management can be hostile to
trannies visiting the show ‘dressed’, (talk about hypocritical). Read the listings for details and if in any doubt ring
the venue. A local support group may advise you or even
be able to find a companion to visit a show with you.
Gay trannies and drag queens have the phrases, ‘throwing shade‘ or ‘giving attitude’ which in essence is ensuring your confidence is (or appears to be) bigger than any
others.This is done by body language and how you talk
(I am what I am and I am proud to be what I am -don't
even think of messing with me). However this attitude
(while fun among friends) can be the cause of verbal or
physical aggression in return.What is more it is never
likely to help you 'pass' but for those that do it this is
the last thought in their mind.

FETISH VENUES
Designers continue to flirt with fetish fashion. Pop
videos draw on fetish images.The fetish scene is generally welcoming to cross-dressers. Events are attended by
friendly broad-minded people from all walks of life.
Some enjoy their clothes are an expression of their sexuality. For others the clothes are simply exciting to wear.
This being the case these clubs do not allow people to
‘join the party’ if they are not appropriately dressed. A
certain conformity to the fetish dress codes scene must
be adopted. For example denim or daywear is not
acceptable.
Trannies should wear what a woman would wear to
these events. Some people use their time in these club
to escape reality. Some people, who are into S & M role

To some gay guys trannies and drag queens are seen as
a glamourous appendage to the gay community, whilst to
others we are too obvious, too camp, in short, indiscreet but generally, most gays are friendly, fun, kind and
affectionate, but they can also be bitchy.
You may be accepted into a seemingly open group of gay
people but I urge you to respect the trust placed in you
by others who appear openly gay within a gay group, but
who may not be 'out' in public.

RESTAURANTS
Most cross-dressers and those that admire them would
like to go out for a romantic meal in a classy restaurant.
There are no end of opportunities to fulfil your fantasy
through-out the world. Many restaurants are crossdresser friendly (after all your money is as good as any
others) but you will not be welcomed in tarty or fetishy
outfits. Potentially you may embarrass others, and you
too may well be embarrassed by others’ reactions if you
wear anything less than appropriate dress. Choose a
restaurant style that suits your mood, smart, classy or
casual.
Wear something similar to the other female clients and
you will be appreciated as a customer at almost any
restaurant.
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play, seek inspiration from the sights around them whilst
others get into mild fun and games. These events tend
to be either monthly or less frequent, and some are
annual events only. Many of these events are by ticket
only. These tickets can be purchased from many fetish
clothes shops listed in Transgender AtoZ.

photos Jodie from The Boudoir on a ‘gurls might out’ with her Boudettes
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FINDING AN INDEPENDENT
PLACE TO CHANGE?
Dressing services are all about providing a place to
change (and of course charge a fee). However if you are
braving the outdoors alone to go to a support group
meeting or to meet up with a network of friends where
do you get changed and made-up?

other people including other trannies and especially gay
guys. If you are not out to blow away the competition
with your brash over the top persona (which is your
other option), It really is necessary to learn how to walk
and how to move delicately. Learn how to take up less
space. Most people , you will find will accept a person
that dresses like a lady if she truly move like a lady.

YOUR VOICE MAY BE A DEAD GIVE WAY

For many it will be impossible to leave and return to
home ‘dressed’. As part of a network you may be able to
find a friend who can accommodate. A gift of a bottle of
wine or a box of chocolates would not go amiss in this
case, especially if there is a partner in the house.

With practice lowering the volume of your voice is
about all you can do to help. Going out with RG Girls
and letting them do the talking is one way of coping.
Putting on a falsetto voice will add ridicule honest.
Breathing Helium from balloons is fun - just joking.

It may be easier to take your first steps well away from
your local area and maybe safer in a more cosmopolitan
city area.

CLOSE FRIENDS

Although it is possible to ‘dress’ in the privacy of any
hotel room, it may not be a good idea to go down to
the bar in your cocktail dress.
There are a number of Gay run hotels who will welcome you to flounce about in your “lady's things” but
this should not be assumed. When researching your
hotel ask outright “can I use the lounge bar dining areas
dressed”. If the hotel is prefers a more macho style ask
who they would recommend. In general Gay run businesses are very supportive to each other and respect
that some are very “camp” and others “macho”.
There are ever more anonymous hotels to use as a
place to change and then go out from the hotel. This is
especially easy in some of the more anonymous hotels
that give you a pass key or card. This may be costly on
your own but with a small group it becomes a viable
option.

DRESSING APPROPRIATELY

Those that truly are your friends, if you come OUT
them, will know the real you. If you dress in front of
them they can see the person within - what ever the
outer image. Close friends that can’t cope with your
admission or new image, to be honest, may turn their
back on you or at least never want to talk about it, or
see it again. Others trannies that you meet, those that
run dressing services may become new friends especially
if they find you are a nice person to be with. Let them
get to know YOU.

TRANNY ADMIRERS
As the confidence of the tranny scene has grown, so has
the confidence of our admirers both men and women.
It is a thrill to be admired and after taking ages to make
ourselves look our best, a compliment can make it all
worth while.
It IS true that we ‘part time girls’ have less opportunities, and therefore may not be as practiced,
at receiving a compliment than ‘full time
girls’... Praise may flatter us, but this should
not mean we are expected to be an easy
touch.

What will
people
think?

Meal, Club, Shopping, Holiday - There are no
end of opportunities to fulfil your fantasy
throughout the world. There is very little
that you can’t do. However this will only
be true if you wear something similar to the
other females around you. Dress appropriate
to the time place and for your age. This is a
skill that many RG Girls struggle with and in truth
prevents them from exploiting their every opportunity.
It is not easy to it right but for god’s sake keep the
teenage, tarty or fetishy outfits. for the fetish club. If
you've ever looked at an RG Girl and heard the phrase
“mutton dressed as lamb” then just take a deep breath
and think how much worse if you hear “Ram dressed as
lamb”

MANNERISMS AND DEPORTMENT
If your body language does not match your image, however good you look, you are likely to attract
unfavourable attention and be subject to ridicule from
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For men it is hard for them to understand
that we are not ALL looking for the level of
attention that they may wish to offer, and
even if we are interested our sexuality may not
match theirs.

If you are tempted to take things further with an admirer and as opportunities are all too few, don't beat about
the bush, Men - Women let us know what you are after
and trannies ... why not do the same?
We all love to talk.The opportunities to talk to someone who accepts us in our alternate role/image are few
and far between. So drift in with a good topic of conversation or better still something funny and who knows
where it might lead.
Men Women Trannies please don’t leave it till the last
few seconds of the evening before you take the plunge...
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For a start it’s cheap... and secondly if your target needs
time to get to know you, remember it might be some
time before you get the chance to see your potential
‘catch’ out and about again.
Lastly, even those of us who look like tarts, like to be
treated like 'ladies'. Isn’t that true Girls.... Girls ???

TRANNY HOOKERS
There are many tranny ‘girls’ on the game all over the
world. Many resort to prostitution to finance their
change.
These girls often enjoy each others company in particular bars and of course guys who are looking for a
‘friendly tranny’ visit these bars to pick up the girls.
These types of bars are listed throughout the Tranny
Guide.They are particularly found in Asia, Latin America,
Southern Europe and some US cities. If you as a transgendered person visit these bars you risk two problems.
If the ‘girls’ think you are ‘competition’ they may give
you a hostile reception. If the guys think you are ‘available’ they will make offers to you which you may not be
prepared for.
The answer to the problem is firstly not to go ‘dressed’
too provocatively and then to quietly introduce yourself
as a tourist to one of the locals which will almost always
diffuse any problem. if these places offend you - keep
away from them! You have been warned !!

WHERE EVER YOU GO STAY STREET WISE
No woman would take the risk of walking alone in a
quiet unlit place, walk through crowds of rowdy young
people or go alone into certain establishments (come
on you know what I mean).
Furthermore ... No woman
would put her self at even
more risk by doing any of
the above in six inch heels
and a micro mini ...
OK Enough said !

You will find hundreds
of Support Groups
Dressing Services,
Events, Hotels, Bars
and Restaurants listed and reviewed in
Transgender AtoZ
and
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STEPPING ‘OUT’ REQUIRES A DEGREE OF HUMOUR AND A BROAD MIND

T

he following letter demonstrates common stumbling block for trans people and their
partners or close friends. My reply asks them to stay calm and overcome the inevitable
social gaffs with a broad mind and little humour and the support of their hosts.

To:Vicky Lee
From: A N Onymous
Dear Vicky
We visited a well known Tranny Club during the Mardi Gras weekend. Unfortunately our visit was a short
one as I had my arse groped by a TF (tranny fancier - ED), don't get me wrong, I have nothing against TV's who
just want to pick up men for a quick shag, or the men that want to give a TV one, but even in Gay clubs the
guys treat you with more respect than that.
Also while I went to the Ladies, a bloke came up to my wife and asked if her tits were real! She told him to
f**k off! We didn't stay any longer and my view of TV clubs has been tainted by our experience.
I always thought that guys in TV clubs treated you like a lady. I wouldn't even treat a prostitute the way these
men treated us. You may think I'm being prudish, but we've got gay friends and they've never made a pass at
me. They were surprised to hear what happened. They say that one guy would only ever grope another if
eye contact had been established before hand. I wouldn't have minded so much if he hadn't been such an ugly
A N Onymous
little dwarf...
To: A N Onymous
From:Vicky Lee
Dear Anon
Sorry to hear of your experience - and your quick response. If the groping and the tits question had been
handled with a little more humour and with help from your hosts and their security staff you would not have
missed the best part of your night out.
Groping is NOT acceptable, without at least, as your friend said, visual contact and mutual agreement.
However this is common at many venues (particularly straight venues) as I can personally testify. A quick
polite "please don’t do that" normally would suffice. But if not you should report this to your host or security. In this case at WayOut we would have had a very strong word with "the dwarf" and dependent on his
reaction we may have ejected him. Very few of our gentlemen are rude. Many of our gentlemen are trannies
who do not dress outside their home. Others, enjoy the atmosphere but are NOT just "out to pick up a
shag" and are very polite.
Frank questions to "real girls" have to be expected at a tranny club where many trannies have breasts or are
in every way "passable" only a frank question gets you past first assumptions. A woman CAN feel insulted if
caught off guard and feeling a bit nervous. But in these circumstances, your wife’s violent response might also
be considered rude? Lets face it - your wife now knows how transgendered people feel when questioned
WHEREVER we go.
The tranny clubs are NOT the same as gay bars.The diversity of gender and sexuality in tranny venues is far
greater than any other type of venue.You should note in some gay bars that trannies and even some drag
queens may expect the cold shoulder.
If you wish to mix and mingle in alongside men and women as well as other trannies such a mixed Tranny
Club is far safer than a straight club where I assure you the same problems exist but 10 times more aggresively
Your quick rebuff of two of the most obvious risks of a tranny club have limited your chance of experiencing
the much wider pleasurable opportunities.
best regards
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STANDING UP FOR OUR RIGHTS ?

A

n incident was widely reported, in the UK,
when three trannies at a local pub were
asked by the landlord to leave. They did
eventually leave but they then took legal action
which they may or may or may not have won.
It strikes me that the outcome of their legal case is
not important because especially after taking such
a political stand I am sure they do not frequent
this pub any longer.
More to the point neither are any nice polite
transgender people. This case did far more harm
than good to transgender people.
The fact is an independent landlord or (restaurant
owner) has every right to refuse entry on all sorts
of grounds. I suspect the real reason these three
trannies were ejected was their bitter attitude.

Pick your targets
However I could understand a careful and well
planned action against a chain that has proven to
be transphobic may have more point - but only if
the spin of the publicity is positive for us. If you
want to win your local pubs respect do an event to
raise some money (maybe a sponsored leg wax)
for charity.
People that use wheelchairs are VERY restricted as
to where they can eat and drink or be entertained.
They now have the disability rights act and we will
see pubs and restaurants sued individually before
the majority of places sort out access issues.
Again in their case there is more to be gained by
tackling the large chains to improve disability issues
such as access
I know from my experience with wheelchair users
that it is easier to locate and frequent and feed the
tills of the places that DO stay on top of minority
issues, (even before legislation is placed on them),
we find informed friendly staff and customers who
see more wheelchair users because they cater for
them.
The less friendly less switched on businesses will
soon find they are in the minority with less customers - just look at the Tesco’s domination over
small local shops.
At Tesco again you will find LGBT awareness training.
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Putting the ‘T’ in LGBT in cities worldwide
photos by Pamela
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HE or SHE

J

odie Lynn from
‘The Boudoir’
dressing service
in London , takes
her clients individually and in groups to
major events, clubs,
boutiques, stores
and restaurants.
Jodie gives the tips
that she shares with
all her “gurls”

W

hen thinking of your
own safety,
imagine that you are
advising a 14 year old
girl like your niece, a daughter or a sister.

Jodies number one tip ... Safety first The whole time you are out, you need to be aware of
what is going on around you In restaurants and clubs I
make sure I have a view of the whole venue and I
know everything that is going on at all times.Very
obviously staying sober helps.
Be sure to wear low heeled, comfortable shoes or
boots. Dress appropriately, in fact dress down as much
as possible. Again, it sounds boring but it works!!
(Wear a long coat over party clothes on the way to a
party take your fancy shoes in a bag to change into if
they are suitable).
Do not walk around with your head down looking
ashamed of yourself. Hold your head up confidently
and look straight ahead of you.Try to stay within distance of other members of the public.You are a target
for mugging, attacking and even rape as a woman Even
in broad daylight!! NEVER walk in parks or back
streets at night. Again, as a person who outwardly
appears to be a woman, you are at risk. Be sensible
and confine your night time walks to areas where
other people frequent.
On organised events with a large group, I have a couple of guys in drab with us to look after us and I have
never had a situation where either myself or any of
my clients have been in any danger.

Jodies tips on transport Be sensible, take cabs or taxis. It may cost a little
more but you really cannot put a price on your safety.
On my shopping trips and afternoon teas, I have my
own regular registered Black Taxi Driver pick us up
from the door of The Boudoir and then drop us to
the door of the establishment that we are visiting, and
ditto on our return journey. You can arrange the
same by phone from your point of departure.
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As a real girl I have had bad experiences with drunks
and annoying people on the trains, and as a ‘gurl’ you are
vulnerable too, so try to avoid trains. Buses are safer,
but always sit by the driver if you can and as with any
female travelling alone, try NOT to use the bus late at
night.
If you intend to drive yourself around, keep your doors
locked and bear in mind that if the police ask you to
stop - you are NOT breaking the law by being dressed
whilst driving, just be honest with them and they will
appreciate your co-operation.

Jodies Shopping tips THINK COMFORT!!! Low heels, broken in and as comfortable as possible. Never wear a corset as you will be
bending to pull skirts and dresses on and off and maybe
even trying shoes on. In terms of size, if something is a
little bit tight without the corset, you know it will fit
comfortably with the corset.You will be so grateful in
the long run….honest!! Wear something loose and easy
to take on and off.Tight necked tops or roll necks are
not a good idea, as pulling them over your head numerous times will play havoc with your wig and make up.
Wear a button up blouse or cardigan or a top with a
loose neck in neutral and un-obvious colours such as
black, white, greys, browns etc. Sounds boring but it
WILL help you to blend in. The idea is not to be too
perfect. Look at how real girls look when they go shopping. They tie their hair back, they wear comfortable
clothes …. normally trousers.
Big coats are also a no no. Most stores have heating You
are going to be nervous which make you hot and usually
wearing a wig. Hot tranny equals melting face….not
good!!
Think about your voice. Minimal speaking is actually
required on a shopping trip. If someone holds the door
open for you when entering a store (and why shouldn’t
they, you are a lady now after all!!), just smile and mouth
"Thank you". The same applies to till staff. Just do lots
of smiling and mouthing "Thank you".
Always try on your purchases as styles can look good
on the hanger but awful on the customer.Take a size
smaller and larger as sizing varies so much.Try to look
as confident as possible when you walk in to a fitting
room ... hold your head up and go straight to your cubicle.You are NOT doing anything wrong. However never
take a mobile phone call or talk loudly whilst in a changing cubicle as your voice may be a give away. And never
use communal changing rooms for obvious reasons.

Jodies tips on stepping out to clubs and
events Don’t wait. Find your local group organiser and join in
with the fun.There is strength in numbers and there is
always someone with more experience to boost you
confidence.
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HE or SHE
WHAT IF I
BREAK DOWN?
With a change of
clothing, (tracksuit,
trainers and face
wipes in the wheel
well) it is fairly
easy to get yourself onto a more
familiar footing.
Being a member of
a rescue service
may be your best
option.
Alternatively,
always carry
enough money to get a cab home, although leaving a car
unattended can lead to the next problem.

WHAT IF I CANNOT FIND A PARKING SPACE?
Parking is a growing nightmare everywhere. It is important to check your highway code and local regulations
for all of the latest parking rules. Local parking restrictions vary all round the world. In central London single
yellow lines and meters are free at night, but the time
limits differ - in some areas it is after 6.30pm, others
8.30pm, before you can park for free - this you can
check on near-by meters. To take a risk could leave you
ticketed, clamped or worse still, towed away. If in doubt,
park in a quiet area then catch a cab (keep a call number in your bag). An attended car park is an alternative,
but they are expensive and you do have to face the
cashier at the pay desk.

WHAT IF I GET CLAMPED?
To get clamped at anytime is an absolute nightmare and
it can take hours to get free. Prevention is better than
cure, so be very careful when parking, and don't ever
put your wheels on the pavement, as this is used as
another excuse for clamping. Finally follow the same
routine as for breakdown.

WHAT IF I LOSE MY KEYS?
If you are unfamiliar with using a handbag it is all to easy
to lose it and every girl has done this once (rarely
twice!). It is a good idea to leave a spare car key hidden
on the car, along with a spare house key hidden in the
car.

WHAT IF I RUN OUT OF PETROL?
Don't! Watch that gauge. If your gauge is suspect get it
fixed (or carry some spare petrol in a safe container).
Petrol stations in cities are not always easy to find so
ensure your tank is full before you go into the city.
What if I get stopped by the police?
Again prevention. Obviously drive carefully, avoid weaving in and out of the traffic, watch your speed and traffic
lights.The worst situation is to put yourself over the
limit and to fail a breath test, as this will lead to you
being taken to the police station. If you are signalled to
stop, drive on until you can stop in a safe place, switch
off, open the window and wait in the car.The officer is
most likely to say "would you step out of the car" which
is normal procedure and is not done to embarrass you.
If the officer says "Miss" correct him immediately and
politely by saying, "its Mr, actually officer".The officer is
unlikely to ask why you are 'dressed'.Throughout the
world cross-dressing is no longer a surprise to police
officers. However, individual officers will have their own
way of reacting to it. (In the UK the police are encouraged to discriminate positively). Always give correct
details, name, address, etc.To do otherwise will only lead
to complications, as they will probably already have
checked with their central computer.

IDENTIFICATION ?
If you are stopped while driving by the police - as
always, you will be given the opportunity to take your
documents to a local station within the next seven days
if you do not have them with you.To carry fake identification is stupid and unnecessary. Outside of the UK
Identification may be required and as UK picture driving
licenses are now standard issue this may warrant applying for a second (replacing "lost") driving license with a
more girly picture, (but of course with the correct
details).Those transitioning under medical guidance can
obtain a letter from their doctor will explain their transgendered circumstances.
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STEPPING OUT Dressing and Driving

Safety in numbers on an organised outing is gives peace of mind and is loads of fun.

VERY WELL INFORMED !!
BY CAROLINE GREENE
CarolineGreene22@hotmail.com
We were going to (London TG club) Transmission. The
police stopped the car for going the wrong way along a
one-way street. Whilst one officer questioned the
driver, a second came back to the car to talk to me.
"Where are you going?" He said. When I told him
"Transmission", he provided full directions. I was very
impressed as the venue was only known by the name
‘Transmission’ for one night a month and is only open
to cross-dressers.
When I commented on how well informed he seemed to
be, he replied, "We’re a very diverse force these days: That’s
how I know". I asked whether police familiarity with diversity
was a result of greater tolerance and flexibility…or whether
legislation had forced them to be more tolerant.
He looked at me for a moment. "Well, to tell you the
truth, I’m one of the most diverse of all". He then reached
into his pocket. Behind his warrant card was a (doubly
exposed) photo of him dressed as a male seated next to
him dressed as a female! His colleagues knew and
seemed unfazed by his cross-dressing.

Photographs : Pandora de Pledge Imageworks. Photography by Bob Tanner
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CREDIT CARDS
This message is worth repeating
Some trannies are very proud of the credit
card they have for "her".
it is easy to obtain credit card in any
name with Miss, Mrs or Ms
BUT IT IS A REALLY STUPID AND
UNNECESSARY.
Using a credit card with Mr on it can be
embarrassing and if you are very passable may
lead to a concerned frown...
"Is this your card" he asks "Certainly" I reply
His frown deepens "but it says Mr you
must have picked up the wrong card
madam"
"I am afraid I am going to withhold this card and
ask you to wait here while I call the police". Now
you have to prove you are a guy as the queue
behind looks on.
OK Imagine if I have my “tranny name card”
the concerned frown AGAIN...
"Is this your card" he asks "Certainly" I reply
His frown deepens ... "but it says Miss
and your obviously a bloke"
"I am afraid I am going to withhold this card and
ask you to wait here while I call the police"... Not
only embarrassing but again leading to an
encounter with the police.
There is a much simpler options,tell your
credit card company to issue your card
with initials only
and no gender designation. i
When I contacted my credit card company and
requested that Mr be removed they said they
could not do this for security reasons… "gender recognition is our first line of defence
against card fraud". I said to them "exactly I am
being suspected of card fraud because I frequently don't look like my given gender"…
I followed this with "if you can't oblige me, I
will cancel my account and take out one with a
company that can".The card was immediately
reissued with my genderless cardholders name.
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STEPPING OUT ... Right Out
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Now that’s what you call ‘OUT’ the ‘girls’ embrace LGBT in London’s Mardi Gras
photos by Vicky Lee
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F

or many years
television
researchers have
contacted me and
scouted at The
WayOut Club for subjects for their shows.
An ever growing number of television channels and a wider range
of programming is
opening more opportunities for transgender people
We have seen the positive effect of trans people in reality shows. Nadia in UK ‘Big Brother’ had a big success
for herself and for other transsexuals. But the
‘Something about Mirium’ series maybe went one step
too far tricking straight guys into thinking they were
seducing a genetically born girl.
Many researchers have a program format in mind and
many of these calls for
people in conflict.
Trisha Goddard’s show
went so far down the
trailer trash line that it
became farcical. Jerry
Springer’s shows of
course was SO farcical
that it was parodied as
‘The Jerry Springer
Opera’. These shows
have a high risk of making
the tranny look like the odd ball.
When I get the opportunity I am positively encouraging
programs to use us especially those of us who are not
post op transsexuals, without specific comment
about our image and gender, to talk about any subject (i.e. not the cross-dressing). For example I
would like to have a film crew follow my self build
house project. (When it eventually gets off the
ground).
A tranny in a programme trailer can double show
rating. that means we have some power and in time
if we avoid the conflict traps we will get the opportunities to be shown in the positive.
Think about it - a tranny and partner on
Supermarket Sweep (without comment about their
image). Or a garden make-over -now I could find a
dozen super trannies for that opportunity !!!
Meanwhile ring me Vicky Lee 07778 157290 to talk
about your idea and next time I get asked I will put forward your idea and your contact address etc.
But remember this advice

“You can die .... from exposure”.
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STEPPING OUT Media Exposure

1

Many of these shows want a before and after transformation. Be warned
many trannies who do this can appear to be a sad man, lacking confidence
who becomes an over confident when in their alter ego womanly pastiche.This un-nerves most viewers as they see someone unbalanced and unhappy. Better to only allow a very good boy still picture to be shown and only
present one character to maintain respect.

2

Many researchers will tell you that the show they are working on aims to
“explain” cross-dressing (in a positive light - of course). They will film you
for weeks and edit the piece to two minutes of sensationalism. It would
need a series to "explain" cross-dressing. Much better to insist that you will
help explain a very small part of the big story. OR just go for it and give them
a fun OTT bit of sensationalism and show that you do not take yourself too
seriously.

3

If you are interviewed alone as the only tranny on a show, at worst you
can make yourself look silly, at best you can win support from your interviewer/audience and do us all good. However if you go on a show with a
whole lot of trannies, the presenter can generalise, ignoring each individual to
USE the group to draw the viewer to any conclusion about trannies as a whole,
that the program makers want to achieve (good or bad).

4

Trannies that go on a show with a partner need to know that if the tranny
out-dresses the partner it looks like an unbalanced relationship. Often a
tranny takes on super confidence disguised in wig and make up but the
partner does the reverse revealed in front of millions to be associated with
something that she has barely come to terms with herself. The tranny speaks
up confidently the partner mutters in her lap the viewer concludes that the
male is enforcing his will over his subjugated partner. I am sorry but that is
what it looks like.

5
6
7
8

If the show goes out at night darkly lit with the presenter wearing evening
wear both the tranny and the partner will look dowdy in daywear. Equally
if the show is daytime show daywear is needed to avoid us looking too
OTT. How many times have you heard the tranny asked by the daytime presenter in a smart suit would you wear 'that' to Tesco's.
The worst mistake is for the tranny and partner to have totally opposite
images or indeed exactly the same image as both mistakes lead to the
viewer drawing the wrong conclusions about unbalanced relationship or a
sad case of emasculating cloning.
The mot important thing to do is SMILE, and keep on smiling. Meet interviewers and questioners confidently. Your smile will say more about you,
than words ever can. I am sure that the silence from audiences over this
subject comes from the fact that the audience is embarrassed by the trannies
and partners apparent embarrassment.
Drag Queens almost always come across better on television because
they appear confident. However they can also come across as too confident. Being a snotty bitch queen might work in club land but the truth is
you will tend to look like gay larger lout if you don't display a little kindness and
empathy on television.

Television
Exposure
Fact One
Many trannies gain a small
amount of confidence and
then get all evangelical. Then
they want to take their message to the people.
In most cases, they are still
this time, at the confused
stage where they have a lot
to learn about what is going
on inside their heads as well
as about presenting themselves in public both visually
and vocally.

Fact Two
There are more and more
television programs that are
all too ready to pounce on an
unsuspecting tranny to put
on the screen.
There was a time when television was trying to be worthy and open viewer's minds
to the politically correct.
But don't be fooled - things
have changed -

Fact three
If a program asks you to go
on the screen, you will invariably end up looking silly (at
best).

So...
I don't expect this piece will
put you off your evangelical
path. After all I have done
enough shows (and made
enough mistakes).
But here are some tips and
pointers to help you avoid
the traps:-

Photos:
Background - The UK Raw film crew with the trannies at a day out at Royal Ascot
Top - On set during the filming of the penultimate ‘Drop the dead Donkey’
Middle - Chat show host Trisha with lookalike Trisha Vicky Lee
Bottom - Chat show host Tania Briar with Steffan for ‘Basic Instincts’ Sky One
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HE or SHE
e have all heard of the female football
manager and the male beautician.
These are still extremes in terms of
gender in the work place. In these extremes
there can no doubt be difficulties. However difficulties exist in less obvious situations.

W

IS GENDER IMPORTANT IN THE WORK PLACE?
I experienced difficulty as a male, when promoted to
department manager in industry. I could not measure up
to the job. I bought the grey suits. I went down the pub
on Fridays with the other managers or the 'lads' from
my department. But my problem was - I did not socialise
or manage like a man. I was not
competitive enough or fatherly
enough. Joining in with the
'lads' annoyed me. Other
managers tried to climb
over me by putting me
down behind my back and
for the life of me I could
not find a way of simply
and directly asking people to do things (without fluttering my eyelids).

HOW CAN A TRANS
PERSON TRY OUT THE
FEMALE ROLE IN THE
WORK PLACE?
In most areas the local
civic centre will be able
to introduce you to a
co-ordinator for voluntary services.You may
be thinking - What's
the point if I don't get
paid? The answer is
experience. For some the
experience of working in
the trans-gendered role is
all they are looking for.
However the experience,
confidence and most importantly the network of contacts that you will gain can
lead you into, and prepare
you for, a surprising and
rewarding change of paid
career that may indeed better
suit a full time transgendered
lifestyle.
Many well-organised and very
business like charity organisations need volunteers, in
the most part, for unpaid
work (though expenses are
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often paid).This work covers every aspect of working
life and in many cases training is given before you start.
The types of work vary from photo copying and coffee
making through all the office skills such as accountancy,
typing, dtp, past shop keeping to specially trained work. I
worked for example for community transport, driving
various disadvantaged people in a bus to therapy and
day trips.
Most of these organisations struggle to find people who
in the first case meet my “seven points”. Furthermore
most adhere very closely to equal opportunity policies.
Indeed not achieving equal opportunity targets can
result in loss of funding to continue the organisation.
This means in practice that they positively welcome a
sprinkling of minority groups' i.e. gay, ethnic, and funnily
enough in much of the voluntary sector - men. A tranny,
especially in a sari (sorry just joking) fulfils all their equal
ops requirements in one go. So in this area if you find a
problem finding work or holding down work it will be
because you fall down in one or more of the seven
points NOT because you are a tranny.

RETRAINING
You may feel that you need to re-train before you offer
yourself to paid or voluntary work and there are stepping-stones.The local employment exchanges have a surprising variety of courses available.These courses often
provide extensions to periods of benefits and other
financial incentives. Again equal opportunity policy is
very well adhered to on these courses which usually
take 10 to 20 people in a very mixed group. I took a
course on book keeping and running a small business.
Others I know have done computer courses. From
these experiences I would say the standard of these
courses is not what they should be, but the life experience of doing them as a girl can be as valuable as working as a girl.

DEVELOP LATENT TALENTS
Courses are usually open to people in employment as
well as those who are not.Training courses (evening
classes) are available from a directory that you will find
at your local library.You will find courses that cover
everything you can imagine from flower arranging
through languages to courses leading to the qualifications that you wish you had taken at school.They are
run during the day as well as the evenings.The variety of
people that you may come into contact with on any of
these courses is infinite and an extreme test of your
ability to live the transgendered lifestyle.

WHAT WILL YOU WEAR TO WORK?
If you want to win friends and influence people - please
do look around at the others in your group and let their
style of dress influence you. If most of the girls wear
trousers and flats it really is best to do the same, at
least until you find your place in the group.
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STEPPING OUT Into the Work Place
INTRODUCTIONS

THE FUNDAMENTALS

Many of these courses and jobs will start with an introduction session. Please don't try to 'pass'. It really is best
to be straightforward and honest. And don’t expect others to know what transgendered means so explain what
it means to you - for example :-.

In priority order:-

HE/SHE OR YOUR NAME?
The biggest problem is getting round he/she and him/her
which people do get embarrassed about. However good
you look some people will still 'see' you as male and
struggle with the descripter.They will end up just mumbling through.Why complicate this embarrassment by
asking them to use a very girlie name when you can use
a name that suits either gender like
Chris, Frances, Lesley or Toni.

FINALLY TOILETS
Use the easiest option which should be available in most
of the places we have been talking about. Find the toilets
for disabled people, which is always unisex and at the
end of the day is just a room with a big door a toilet
and lots more room to get your knickers up and down.

THE EMPLOYER'S POINT OF VIEW

1. Do you live within easy commuting distance and will
travelling costs dampen your motivation.
2. Can you be trusted. Not only with property and
belongings but also with confidentiality and a whole host
of other 'trust' considerations (like staying sober).
3.Will you be flexible enough and self motivated enough
to find useful productive ways to work without constant
supervision.
4.What is your attitude and personality like.Will others
that you might work with, get on with you without constantly falling out.
5. Are you reliable i.e. will you remember arrangements
and instructions, turn up on time and keep in good communication.
6. Are you skilled enough to do the task in hand but
even more important will you apply good common
sense while they are doing it.
7.The last thing would be what you want to wear and
then it would depend on how much the job involved the
public and how what you wear represents the business.

You may think that I might advise you about government
legislation and transgender rights. But NO - I don’t
believe that a militant employee with a string of tribunal
cases is ever going to be happy or welcome in any business. It is YOUR responsibility to be employable.
The fact is that employers struggle to recruit employees
that fulfil fundamentals never mind questions of transgender. What are these fundamentals ?
For WayOut Publishing I have part time assistants for
advertising sales, telephone research, data entry, post,
banking, desktop publishing. For the WayOut Club we
have part time help to set up scenery etc. a receptionist,
security, cloakroom attendants, bar staff, DJ's, dancers,
performers. The following is a list of the fundamental
attributes that are important to me as an employer and
I believe ANY employer.

“Hi I am here to learn new
skills and to share experiences. I am transgendered
which means that I accept the
feminine in myself and I
express this through
the way I dress "

As you read
through that
list, were there
any areas that you
might fall short on?
Be honest ! I think
we all have!
So before worrying about
what people will think about
your gender portrayal - it is
worth bearing these points in
mind and working on being
your very best in these areas. If
you match up - you will be so
employable that no one will be
thinking about your gender
status.
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or those that cross-dress and mix
with others, there will come a time
to respond to a compliment, or
indeed a proposition.
I was staying in the Philbeach Hotel in
Earls Court London. It was my first For
a male a ‘come on’ compliment is VERY
unusual. For a male cross-dressing it is
inevitable and when it does ...Well it can
turn a girl (if you know what I mean).

JUST SAY NO ???
Of course a simple honest, polite 'No thanks' always
proves to be the best answer to a proposition, if 'No' is
the answer you want to give.
But (can we be talk openly?) some trannies DO want to
take things further.They want to take the chance to
enjoy new found opportunities. After all they are men ...

THE POSSIBLE SEXUAL
COMBINATIONS ...
CD & partner
CD & CD
CD & pre op TS
CD & post op TS
CD & male admirer
CD & female admirer
pre op TS & partner
pre op TS & CD
pre op TS & pre op TS
pre op TS & post op TS
pre op TS & male admirer
pre op TS & female admirer
post op TS & partner
post op TS & CD
post op TS & pre op TS
post op TS & post op TS
post op TS & male admirer
post op TS & female admirer

WOW WHAT A MINEFIELD !!
130

FANTASY
However it has to be said that for most the opportunity
for tranny sex is more likely to remain more in the
realms of fantasy but even there the imagined permutations of scenario are very confusing.The possibilities
are endless. What kind of sex? and who wears what - if
anything? and if penetrative who is Arthur and who is
Marthur

CYBER SEX & CHAT LINES
By the very nature of the internet - gender can be disguised. Pictures on the internet are digital easily doctored with an image enhancing program. The internet
can take you as far from the truth as you wish. A conversation by email in a chat room or 'one to one'
requires only your imagination to take your reader on a
gender trip controlled only by your understanding of
what the other gender thinks like and writes like. I
know girly girls (real girls) who lead on other girls by
talking "like a man" - even girls who join chat rooms as
gay guys.
The internet has thousands of sexy personal pages and
sites exhibiting every kind of image. Web cameras offer
real time action with no censorship. The more explicit
are usually commercial and after a bit of a tease charge
a pay per view. This has become a safe and lucrative
business for some T-Girls to raise money for surgery.
Chat phone lines services have also provided T-Girls an
audio opportunity and trannies and tranny admirers do
get their kicks from these services. For those driven by
their sexual desires, these services are a safe if expensive option for sexual relief.

DO WE DRESS TO GET SEX ?
We take hours getting ready. Improving our image, trying
on one outfit after another.Why,What for? Many would
assume we do it to attract others leading to Sex!! Well
maybe we do and maybe we don’t. And if we do what
kind of sex and with who? Or do we do it just to
arouse ourselves creating a girlfriend in the mirror.

IS DRESSING A TURN ON ?
Many dictionaries define a 'Transvestite' as "A person
seeking sexual pleasure from clothes normally worn by
the opposite sex". So is that what it’s all about ... masturbation? Are we all just wankers? It may be true that
trannies get sexual excitement from the the feel of ultra
feminine clothes on themselves, after all we are led to
believe that the majority of men and women get turned
on by the same on women. It seems for example you
can sell anything, to any one, anywhere, whatever it is,
using a pair of legs in stockings. Which is strange as
very few girls now wear stockings.
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SEX can we be Frank? or maybe Frances?
ARE TGs STRAIGHT OR GAY ?
It is considered a fact, that statistically that most TVs are
heterosexual and are as likely as any other hetero to be
turned on by frillys on their female partners.

ARE FEMALE PARTNERS
TURNED ON BY T-GIRLS.?
This will most often unlikely. Even female partners
who are happy for their partner to cross-dress, may
draw the line at love making, dressed this way. If this is
the case it is best that both partners need to discuss
this openly and make an agreement. It is never fair to
force this issue. But girls beware there are other
females out there that are turned on by men in frilly's,
so as with any sexually frustrating denial you are applying a pressure point on your partner.

SENDING OUT THE SIGNALS
When you socialise dressed as a girl in any environment
you must expect that you send signals that can be confusing. Many guys and some girls (and some trannies)
like a ‘girl’ with that little bit extra. Pre-op TS ‘girls’ are
often more sought after on this scene than their full
change sisters.

“plenty of people want the 'company' of
a ‘girl’ who is really a boy”
The guys generally see this attraction as ‘heterosexual’
as they are attracted to a girl; however, what they may
be after is a body that they are familiar with, rather than
one which can be a total mystery. Some girls are
attracted to trannies for their feminine nature and feminine feel, but much prefer that all important masculine
attribute tucked in your knickers. And a tranny after all

Photo: Priscilla by Valmir Silva

is (or was) a man and men are generally more horny
and up for it than women. (Now there IS a generalisation).

ARE GAY GUYS & GALS INTO TRANNIES ?
Gay guys are generally less likely to hit on a tranny (they
are generally looking for a man that looks like a man)
and lesbian girls may come out with the line “If you
were a girl I could fancy you”, but that really is as far as
it is likely to go. Gays are generally less pushy when
picking people up than straights, they know that there is
a rainbow of people and preferences. They have developed much more subtle means of communication in
these matters knowing that they may be reading the
signs incorrectly. You need to know that by your
appearance you may be giving a signal that you may also
be gay, or bisexual. You may be subtly checked out, but
you are very unlikely to need to put off advances from a
gay or lesbian. If you do, it will be accepted with respect
and without a fuss.

ARE STRAIGHT GUYS TURNED ON BY TRANNIES ?
Straight guys are a different kettle of fish. They are used
to charging in with little subtly for the fastest blow job
or leg over possible. If they DO know you are a tranny
you might be surprised that they might be looking to
GIVE the oral sex or receive the penetrative sex. Don’t
expect subtlety or foreplay (now that is a fantasy).

CAN STRAIGHT TRANNIES TURN GAY?
The average tranny identifies as heterosexual but it has
become more and more evident that some still identify
as heterosexual when taking a female role in sex. Most
do not admit to being gay when dressed. Some may be
play acting the scenario. Some may be responding to
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the flattery not wanting to break the “spell”. In such
cases most want to be treated ‘like a lady’ and if they
are “lured” into tranny sex would prefer to keep their
own ‘wee willy’ tucked well out of the way. In fact if willy
joins in the games the whole illusion, (and the attraction) can be destroyed. Conversely it if the male lover
knows he is wooing a tranny it is probably because he
wants to play with a penis on a woman. If the male
lover thinks the tranny really is a genetic woman then
he is in for a shock. These situation can be very confusing and can be potentially dangerous as someone who
can be very friendly, wanting something in a private
moment with someone who is offering something completely different, could become violent.

NAVIGATING THE MINEFIELD
“You have to TALK and talk honestly
before making any move”
There is only one way to avoid
potential difficult situations. Before
retiring to a private place together, talk about each of your likes
and dislikes, don’t assume you
know what each other are ‘into’
you will inevitably be wrong. You
may even find that talking about it
can be as exciting as doing it and
much safer.

MAKE ALL SEX SAFE SEX
So finally, play safe, whatever you do - always
use a condom. Guys
have been heard to
say to a tranny “why
do I need a condom, you can’t get
pregnant”. Get real
boys and girls, the
HIV virus and
other STD’s has
no respect for
gender or sexuality. It is possible for
sexually transmitted
diseases to be passed
during any kind of liaison, and it is not only
yourself that may be put at
risk but also your regular
partners. It is all too easy to
get carried away with the
fantasy and the excitement
and forget the simplest of
precautions.
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“Use a condom WHATEVER you do
It is very important to understand,
and at all times to remember
that any sex ... MUST be SAFE sex”.

Vicky Lee’s hy
p
Auto Biogra

I

was staying in the Philbeach Hotel in Earls Court
London. It was my first time in any gay venue and I
had no idea of what to expect. I suppose I had my
own prejudices at the time. I certainly had my fears.
Luckily for me, adverts at that time were spreading
awareness of AIDS and HIV but I had no knowledge of
exactly what was safe and what wasn’t. As I left home
my partner Lesley said be careful and don’t share a
razor.
Within the first year of mixing on the gay scene
I trained with my local HIV unit – one because
I wanted to understand more and two
because I wanted to help. In my training
group of about 20 people there nurses,
care professionals and every other type of
people. Some introduced themselves as gay
– others I assumed may be gay. Most
assumed I was gay. One person on the
course stood out as uncomfortable. He
was the most ordinary Joe average. It
was not clear why he was there. After
six months it was Joe average who
was the one person to announce
themselves to be HIV positive - he
had been infected by a casual liaison with a woman.
I learnt that HIV & AIDS and
other sexually transmitted diseases are transmitted through
contact of bodily fluids. So if
two peoples blood or pre-cum
or sperm mix they are at risk.
The likelihood of transmitting
HIV by sharing a razor IS a possibility in the same way that sharing
needles is. However if a used needle
punctures into the blood flowing inside the
body, at body temperature, the risk is much
higher than a used razor coming into contact
with blood from a cut that is pumping out of
the body – but the risk is still there.
For the same reason there is a lot of confusion
about oral sex. I was taught that the risk of
HIV transmission by semen ingested into stom-
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ach by swallowing during oral sex was small unless the
amount of semen was vast (like pints) – but in the circumstance where the receiver has ulcers, cuts, bleeding
gums, stomach ulcers etc the risk is greatly increased.
Infected semen directly on the skin has very little risk
but again the risk increases if semen comes into contact
with open wounds etc.
The most dangerous activity is penetrative sex either in
the vagina where bodily fluids and blood can come into
contact within the body at live body temperature. Or in
the anal passage where semen and blood can again
come into contact with blood at live body temperature.
Remember you or the person you are having sex with
may TRULY believe you are not infected but if you have
had had sex with one other person within the last year
and THEY were at risk – YOU – ARE at risk and therefore your partner or your current affair / one night
stand IS at risk.
The summary of all this must be - be careful to avoid
any sores, ulcers, or cuts coming into direct contact
with others blood or semen and visa versa. Wear latex
condoms and use water based lubricants (soap, and oils
will quickly weaken and compromise the condom) for
vaginal or anal penetration and DO use a condom for
oral sex (not the same one please – that’s just too gross
- change it for a fruit or mint flavoured one – liquorice
would be nice)
STD's including Hepatitis and HIV are not airborne and
cannot be transmitted by sharing a glass or shaking

hands or hugging or kissing. Though I would think twice
about French kissing full on with tongues if I had cuts
ulcers or badly bleeding gums. Especially if the other
person did too. But really is that going to happen - even
in a darkened room ??? Well not to me but what about
you?

In my research through my Personal
Profiles I asked the question
How much of a sexual turn on
is trannying for you ?
Here are some thoughts from my
correspondents.
Rachel Cox Bristol UK I do get sexually turned on
trannying, even just wearing a pair of sexy heals spices
up things for me in the bedroom. I am a bisexual tranny
and love to take up the ladies role when with a guy and
when I become Rachel I am attracted to men a lot more
(you can read Rachel's full profile on page 36 and 37???)
Alison St John,Wirral, UK It used to be a real turn
on to see the image that I created in a mirror, but
nowadays it seems so normal to me to go out dressed
to clubs and shopping trips, that it isn’t as much of a
sexual turn on any more. I think that the sexual turn on
for me now is being complimented on my looks or outfits on a night out. One thing I have found from accepting my femme side now is that I am very comfortable
with men, women, gay or straight and I respond to interesting and polite people

photo Rachel Cox by Bob Tanner for Pandora De Pledge Image Works
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Melanie Blush, Essex, UK Trannying is very much a
sexual thing for me.The older I get the more it is crucial
to my sex life; with other trannies and with men.When I
first dressed I used to masturbate a lot (ok, I still do),
but I adore sex with men and other trannies when I am
Melanie. In fact I would say I am only sexually active now
when I am Melanie
Beth, Belgium I couldn’t think of one other reason
(for cross-dressing) than sex. But a certain power is also
involved. I mean as a tranny you try to create what, in
your own eyes, looks like an attractive woman. If you
bring that woman successfully out, you’ll have power
over men. I get excited from the first line of lipstick on my mouth, I need my face painted and
then grow really horny when I get ready to be
Beth. I couldn’t and wouldn’t allow any one to
touch me when I’m not in tranny

Anna-Jayne Metcalfe, County Durham, UK Not at
all, though like many others my feelings were pretty
mixed up in my teenage years. I think my shame over
the sexual element in dressing was one reason I buried
everything so deeply.
Maria, Birmingham, UK It depends on what I am
wearing and doing – just putting on femme clothes does
not necessarily turn me on but combine the clothes
with another act and it may.
Rosemary, London, UK I don’t think it turns me on
in a sexual sense at all, although it is enjoyable. I like the
feeling of wearing restrictive clothes such as
corsets and pencil skirts, and of walking in high
heels. Also, I like the way I look – maybe I am
platonically in love with my feminine side.

How much
of
a sexual
turn on is
trannying
for you?

Andrea, Kent, UK The only way I can
describe going out as Andrea is like having
continuous sex for a day. I love to see real
girls in high heels and short skirts – so when I
realised that I could actually also be that girl
and turn heads for the same reason – I had a
tremendous sexual thrill. I get it every time I venture
out.That’s also the reason I’m comfortable to go out
and about

Natasha, Russia Mmmmmm I look at my self in the
mirror and get excited. It’s a great sexual turn on even
before I came out it always was

Michelle, Essex, UK It is a major sexual
turn on… I think I have great legs, and I
love looking at them in lingerie, and hope
that others appreciate them too! I do masturbate when I dress up, and do fantasise
about dressing up.

Vicky Valentine, London, UK Dressing in
itself is not a turn-on for me, however I do find
other T-girls sexually attractive. Many T-girls are more
feminine than real girls and I am drawn to feminine people. I’ve also come to realise that I’m turned-on by visual
things. I suppose its many men’s fantasy to watch two
girls together. Lets just say that when you are one of the
girls involved, its even better.

TG ADMIRERS By Caroline Greene CarolineGreene22@hotmail.com
I am saddened by the circumstances of certain types of TG admirers I have encountered though I suspect both of
these types of TG admirer are in the minority.
The first type tell me that they would like to cross-dress themselves, but do not feel confident to do so. A number have told me that their compromise is to be with those who
do have that confidence. I am sad for these people. It is not that I feel that everyone
should go as far as they can with their cross-dressing. After all, perhaps the restrictions they impose upon themselves are important to maintain their feelings of
well-being. But, it is still sad that they say that ideally they would have liked
to push the boundaries further but don’t feel they can.
The second type are those who declare that they would rather
be talking to genetic females, but do not feel that they have
the confidence or currency to do so. The reason for
my sadness in this case is that, in some way, they
seem to be in the role of TG admirers "by
default"; and would prefer to be following a different route.
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Miss Bambi, Hasselt, Belgium Wearing women’s
clothes is not really a sexual turn on to me but do
believe me when I tell you I get a kick out of this. A lot
of heterosexual men want me.They often don’t know
I’m not a real woman and actually they don’t care when
they find out.They want me anyway. I’m having a fantastic sex life and I’m very grateful for that
Sandra Lezinsky Lincoln. Not really. Other things
turn me on, and if I happen to be dressed at the time
that is a coincidence. When I am not out partying,
shopping or chatting, the greatest pleasure I get from my
cross-dressing is a great feeling of calm and peace, and I
will sometimes lie out on a settee or bed just to enjoy
that feeling. I prefer sex with no clothes on.
Miss Michaela Marbella, UK It gives me a hard on
like you would not believe!!!

In my research through my Personal
Profiles I asked the question
Are your sexual preferences changed by
your TG experiences (even temporarily)?
Here are some thoughts from my
correspondents.
Mandy Murray Oxfordshire UK Now that's an interesting question. I have never thought of myself as gay or
even Bi and am not attracted to men but when I am
Mandy that seems to change. I am flattered when men
complement me at the club and am attracted to other
TV's.This has led on to a couple of different experiences.
Alice Tinker, UK No I'm definitely heterosexual and
will never consider any form of relationship with a man.
Andrea Essex UK If you had asked me that question
in my first year or so as Andrea – I would have said an
emphatic No. But – it’s true to say, I do like to be
admired by a real man. So I have to now say that whilst
I’m out and about as Andrea – I would not be averse to
being chatted up by, and flirt with - a young handsome
guy. And yes whilst I remain entirely in girl mode – I
have just the once gone further than allowing an admiring hand on my thigh! So if the offer of having a dinner
date with a handsome guy came beckoning – I would be
interested!
Beckie Cannons UK Before I started to dress more
seriously, with make-up, wigs, my own clothes. I could
not have imagined myself being with another TG. After
two relationships with TS girls and a couple of one-night
stands with TVs i'm much more open minded about
that. I'm still not really into men though, except when
they are very feminine.
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e all understand the world around us by our own parameters. I have always had a strong
image in my mind of what I want to look like. Sometimes smart, sometimes casual, sometimes sexy - but always me and always girly. I know when dressed most people take me as
ten years younger than I really am and I am young at heart so that suits me fine. I have experienced
playing with other images through all sorts of characters on stage - from bride (Bette Midler going to
the chapel), to nun (Sound of music) even a furry lion (Wizard of oz) - however if I am honest I can’t
‘get’ the concept of wanting to be a maid or a school girl etc. and I have never been able to cope with
any kind of discipline (ref sado masochism) in fantasy or reality.

FETISH FABRICS AND OBJECTS
I was once asked to appear on Sky News to give my opinion on the circumstances
surrounding the death of a prominent politician. I shared the spot with Dr Raj
Persaud (it was his first time on television and he was lovely - now of course he is
the media’s favourite psychologist). In the green room he asked me, before we
went on air, what I was going to say - I told him that I have always promoted
the concept that cross-dressing is not a fetish but an expression of a persons
self image. I believed that the politician’s circumstances suggested that he used
a number of fetishes to heighten his sexual experience. Amongst them a
fetish for stockings and suspenders. Dr Raj agreed … "good" he said "I
was going to say the same.
My ‘Tranny Guide’ books and the new Transgender AtoZ have
always included fetish shops. However this has only been on the
basis that they welcome trannies and sell wigs, shoes and
clothes. If they only stock whips and harnesses they are not
included in the book. Fetish clubs are included on the basis
that there are few enough places that are openly welcoming
to trannies. Readers should be aware of all opportunities to
choose from.
I have always stated that - ‘There is no reason to believe that the
percentage of trannies interested in fetish fashion, fabrics or
practices are any greater than any other group, (and
probably less so than a group of judges and barristers)’. Those public schools have a lot to
answer for.
I am sure that quite a few of us like a particular fabric or item of clothing. I like leather fur
and silk but none of them turn me on sexually.
Stockings turn me on (like they do most people I think), and
wearing stockings makes me feel sexy - so maybe that IS a fetish
at a low level.
Some people are sexually stimulated just by seeing or touching or
smelling an object for example a shoe or even a foot. Others are
turned on by less obvious things like oranges or balloons in fact anything. It is thought that these object and fabric fetishes are
established in an individuals mind as erotic at a very young age.
However I still say that getting an erection over a pair of
stockings and stilettos does not in its self make you a
transvestite or transgendered.
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FETISH FANTASY
Some people fantasise about extreme scenarios
and fantasy clothes, for example Tarts, Maids,
Schoolgirls or Dominatrix. Some like to mix
sado masochistic activity within these scenarios.
Some like to exhibit themselves in public in there
extreme outfits. Some get sexual satisfaction
just by these ideas without actually doing anything. Various clubs run dance nights with play
rooms for mild to wild activity. Some of the
dressing up involves cross dressing including girls
wearing VERY obvious strap on dildos.
There is no reason to believe that trannies are
any more interested in these extremes than the
average person. Role play in girl drag is not of
course, it could be argued, is no different to guys
dressing in period drag and re-enacting battles.
Now these may not be a sexual turn on but I am
sure they stir up the adrenaline.
Only one step removed is the concept of the
holo-deck that appeared in Star Trek second generation and is suggested by this highly predictive
series as an essential to maintaining sanity on the
long journey home in Star Trek Voyager. Indeed a
disciplinary measure is the removal of holo-deck
privileges. That reminds me of another example
of role play drag. at Trekky conferences.
(Of course all of my Star
Trek role models are
female).

photo by Rik outside The WayOut Club
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ome trannies DO have a fascination for an
image for example Dominatrix, Brides, Bow
Belles,Tarts, Maids, Nurses, Schoolgirls, Little
girls and even Baby Girls. Some go further to act
out fantasy scenarios. Some like to exhibit themselves in public in these extreme outfits in person or in pictures. Some trannies seem to exhibit
fascination for a fixed image as even after many
years they have just one ‘look’
It would be true to say that some tranny support
groups discourage role play in favour of ‘realism’.
This over the years, has possibly been the most
common cause of splits and ‘falling out’ within
groups.
Is fantasy role play MORE sexual than regular
cross-dressing? - Is that the difference? Is it any
MORE confusing / disturbing for tranny partners
when they see trannies dressed as pre pubescent
schoolgirls and such, next to trannies in clubs and
magazines, in their smart little cocktail frocks. .
I have explored in more depth by asking a number of questions to leading dressing services here
are their answers ...

Reply from
Miss Vera’s at
‘Miss Vera’s Finishing
School’
Miss Vera’s Finishing School for
Boys Who Want to Be Girls,
owes a big debt of gratitude
to the sissy maids, three in
particular, who scurried
about in their short skirts
and petticoats, allowing
themselves to be photographed and interviewed
at our grand opening party.Thus helping us to
gain national publicity. Had they been dressed in
khakis and camouflage they could not have displayed more courage.That was back in January
1993.We had a lot of maids back then, French maids
in satins and pumps, scullery maids in serviceable cotton, even a maid in sneakers and bicycle shorts.There is
an entire chapter devoted to maids in our academy
textbook and I invite readers there for further study.

The fun starts when the student, with our encouragement begins to allow this fantasy creature be real, have
real adventures.This is a dynamic process, alive and
exciting.
How many customers want to not only look the part
but also act out scenarios?

What we do not encourage at the academy is a scripted
situation.We are in the business of making dreams come
true, turning fantasy into reality. But we are not anal
about it.The student who gets his knickers in a twist if
each seam is not straight every second on his stocking,
or who needs to hear the same words or be ordered to
do the same actions over and over is not our type of
girl.The deans and I prefer the student who will allow us
to be her guide, to hold her hand as she ventures into
the unknown, one, then two, then three and four high
heeled steps beyond his fantasies.There is safety in fantasy, you know what comes next in your fantasy. Fantasy
can be a great big bore.We encourage the freedom of
reality.
Where do you draw a line?

We draw the line at any forced cross-dressing. I believe
it is important for the student to own his desires. I don’t
want to be anyone’s mean mommy. Prospective students
are told right off the bat that the academy is not a
forced situation and I would say out of every one hundred calls, maybe five have turned away because they
were looking to be forced. Most just want to be pretty,
as pretty on the outside as they feel on the inside and
that is our speciality.There have been students into
narrow fantasies who have visited us and had their
horizons broadened, like the girl in the saran wrap
(cling film) dress. At our initial consultation, Glenn
told me he loved being wrapped in industrial
strength plastic.Though this was not our academy style, it sounded like fun and I told Glenn
that as long as he was willing to go through the
complete cosmetic transformation from male to
female, Gloria, the name we gave to his femme
self could be wrapped. Glenn supplied the plastic.
Glenn had never before seen himself professionally
transformed. Gloria was a knockout. Before we
dressed her in plastic, we put her in a black evening
gown. Until his visit to the academy, Glenn had kept his
sexual feelings under wraps, (plastic wraps), we gave him
another option - Gloria. She was beautiful and she was a
challenge, to the way he had looked at himself. I could
see Gloria going out and about. Field trips - going out
into the great big world - are the most desired and the
most popular experiences at the academy. All dressed up
in his feminine finery the student reveals his innermost
self, for the clothes are all keys to his feelings. He is all
dressed up and naked to the world.

Dressing
Service
and
Fetish
Trannies

What proportion of your customers ask for a roleplay images?

Today, there is a shortage of domestics. On our enrolment application, I offer the students choices and ask
them which one(s) best describe their femme selves:
Sissy maid? Sexy vamp? Whorish slut? Sophisticated
career woman? Conservative library? Young wife?
Model? Pregnant?...Sophisticated career woman wins by
an overwhelming majority, then fashion model. Lately we
have had more and more brides.Whatever our student
chooses, I always consider that to be a starting point.
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Reply from Jenny
at ‘Miss Jenders’
What do you think is
the difference between
cross-dressing and fantasy role-play?

In my opinion I do not
think there is a lot of difference between cross
dressing and fantasy role
play.Whenever a person
cross-dresses they are delving into a fantasy,
therefore role-play must come into the equation.This does not mean however that all crossdressers will want to experience all the fantasy
elements such as uniform, fetish, bondage, etc.....
What proportion of your customers ask for a
role-play images?

The proportion of clients who ask for role play
images is between 60 and 70%, however I do
tend to find it is the more experienced dresser
who asks.
What are the most requested images?

The most requested images tend to be maid,
secretary, adult baby, bride and glamourous lady.
I do find that most of these images involve a
certain theme, which is that of a submissive
nature.
Where do you draw a line?

Where I draw the line is a very tricky question,
because as much as I do not want to disappoint
someone, I do have certain areas that I will not
go in to, such as pain scenarios, medical, heavy
domination and bondage. Obviously there are
services that cover these scenarios, and I prefer
to let them deal with this kind of role-play.
What kind of motivation do you believe is
behind these requests?

The motivation behind these requests can be
different in each case. Some want to experience
the ultimate female experience such as being a
bride, others such as the maid for instance want
to have control taken away for a few hours,
something that they are probably not used to in
there everyday life. I think in the long run the
motivation for most dressers, is to experience
an image they have longed for and dreamt of, for
most of their lives.
How many customers want to not only look
the part but also act out scenarios?

I would have to say that most of my clients once
dressed in a particular image do want to act out
that scenario, although I would just add that
some find it easier than others.
email: missjenders@netscape.net

photos by Marlayna Lacie Hollywood Halloween the perfect opportunity to be who you want to be
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Reply from Jodie at
‘The Boudoir’
What do you think is the difference between cross-dressing
and fantasy role-play?

In my experience the difference
between cross-dressing and fantasy role-play is vast. Most crossdressers indulge in the pleasure of
wearing clothes normally worn by
the opposite gender.While
remaining the same mental age i.e. A 40 year old man
will dress and act like a 40 year old woman. I think that
my customers see their feminine identity as an extension of their own personality, perhaps even a nicer, more
gentle side of themselves. I have had many conversations
on the telephone with people who have been enquiring
about fantasy role play and I have always tried to understand why a particular would like to indulge in their
chosen role play. I find the difference is they are usually
trying to escape from themselves by becoming a character as far removed from their real life as possible.They
will want to change their whole mentality & belief system, i.e. A 40 year old man will want to become a 3
year old little girl called Baby Lucy, or a teenage
tart, or a useless maid who needs to be punished
because she cannot accomplish even a simple
task like dusting.
What proportion of your customers ask for a
role-play images?

What kind of motivation do you believe is behind
these requests?

I think that escapism is the biggest motivation behind
the indulgence of fantasy role-play. If a married man
with a wife and children to support wants to spend
a couple of hours as a helpless slave or a carefree
naughty schoolgirl, he has got to seriously want
to escape what is really going on in his life. It is
in this fantasy world that he can leave his everyday pressures behind and spend a couple of
hours being somebody without problems or
responsibilities. Unfortunately, men seem to
think that life, as a woman is free from pressure
or any great worries and becoming a woman for
a short time absolves them of any problems and
they can escape to this gentle feminine and really
quite carefree existence. Well as an un-married business
woman of the 21st Century I can tell you that my stress
levels at times can be unbearable and the responsibilities
that I have in my life i.e. running my 2 businesses, working 20 hours continuous on most Saturdays, paying my
rent, trying to see my family and boyfriend in-between, is
certainly no walk in the park. So wake up and smell the
coffee ‘girls’, the real life of a woman is very far removed
from the average tranny idea of life as a woman.

Dressing
Service
and
Fetish
Trannies

Very few of my customers have asked for any
kind of actual serious fantasy role play as I have
always made it quite clear on the telephone, email etc that I do not cater for this field.
However I would say that 2 in 10 ‘Boudoir’ clients
will ask for an IMAGE i.e an outfit which represents a
role as opposed to actually indulging in role play.These
clients want to simply try a particular outfit such as a
dominatrix or French maid outfit, but it doesn’t necessarily mean that they want to become that character.
They will often only ever try that outfit once in their
life, just to be able to say that they have tried it. Of
course many like to capture this image in a picture.
What are the most requested images?

The most requested IMAGE would have to be the sexy
secretary followed by the tarty look, PVC Dominatrix
look and the very glamourous look is very popular.
Surprisingly, I get very few requests for French maid and
Schoolgirl outfits, although I do actually have both these
uniforms. I think that maybe the whole transgender
scene is moving towards realism.The fantasy of being an
ordinary girl on her lunch break from work, browsing
round the shops in smart office clothes is more popular
then the idea of being a French maid scrubbing the floor
for her mistress.
Where do you draw a line?

Where I draw the line between cross-dressing and fan-
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tasy role-play at The Boudoir is really quite simple. I will
treat a 25 year old man as a 25 year old woman,
whether he wants to be an intelligent woman, an unintelligent woman, a shy woman or a tarty woman, but he
can be assured that I will treat him as much like a
woman as I possibly can. However I will NEVER treat
ANYONE male or female like they are inferior in any
way, or participate in shaming anyone for any reason
whatever the reason. As a real woman I find the concept
of "I am a woman, therefore I am mentally and physically
inferior" VERY offensive and I get annoyed when I see
the kind of things written in tranny magazines about
what makes a TV feel feminine. I will also not treat
people as anything other then their own age and I will
not treat a person in a certain way to aid their sexual
fantasies. I am a professional and I know that some of
my clients may be getting some form of sexual enjoyment from their dressing with me, but I ask them to give
me the respect I deserve and not display this in front of
me.

I also believe that social circumstances can breed the
desire for a fantasy role-play to take place. For example,
a person once told me on the telephone, that he had
bed wetting problems as a young boy and was put in
nappies until the age of 13. Now in his thirties he still
feels the desire to wear nappies as they represent a reassuring security in his life. Another told me how as an
11 year old boy, he got his own clothes muddy, his auntie made him put his cousins female clothes on whilst
forcing him to scrub & wash his own clothes, reprimanding him the whole time and telling him how silly he
looked in girl’s clothes. Unexplainable he felt a great
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deal of sexual excitement
throughout this episode and has
spent numerous hours throughout his adult life, re-enacting this
experience for sexual pleasure.
How many customers want to
not only look the part but also
act out scenarios?

My clients that are happy just to
look the best that they can look
and feel as feminine as possible.
email:
info@theboudoironline.com
www.theboudoironline.com

Y

ou can see from the
variation of answers
from these dressing
services that each customer,
each person is a unique case
and each dressing service
has their own
standards. A
number of other
Dressing Services were
asked to answer my six questions but declined. In most
cases you can determine
from their adverts those
that offer role-play including
in some cases even dungeons
and classrooms. As always I
recommend that you have a
conversation on the phone
to establish your needs and
their levels of service. You
can not expect to tell your
whole life story over the
phone - these people have
business to run and lives to
live. However if a Dressing
Service is not willing to take
a "reasonable" amount of
time to establish the ‘terms’
of your visit they are also
likely to disappoint during a
visit.

How much of a
sexual ‘turn on’
is trannying for you ?
Miss Michaela
Marbella, UK
It gives me a hard on
like you would not
believe!!!

photo of Michaela by Rik at London’s Alternative Miss London contest held at The WayOut Club
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have previously talked about the desire of
some to experience “sex like a woman” when
dressed. I have talked about trannies who consider themselves totally heterosexual but when
‘dressed’ consider the appropriate hetero
response to a sexual proposition from a man is
to flutter the eyelids and say yes. Is this a fetish
fantasy scenario? Or under the proviso “life is
short - you have to try everything once” is it the
ultimate transgender experience.

Miss Vera at Miss Vera’s Finishing School
in New York tells us how she provides
the ultimate scenario

gown, which she was concerned might be big on her. In
preparation for her visit, Gayle had whittled 30 pounds,
two dress sizes, from her soon-to-be hour glass figure. I
gaffed, cinched, padded and prostheticizied Gayle.
Unfortunately, she was right to be concerned.The dresses swam around her.
A bridal shoot with famed photographer Mariette Pathy
Allen was scheduled for the next day - I called Miss
Maria Christina, the talented dressmaker who, much to
my relief, said if we hurried over, she could perform
emergency dressectomy and alter Gayle’s dress in time.

E

Gayle’s next day was filled with highlights including
make-up, walking class, voice and the fulfilment of one of
Gayle's dreams - nail extensions which were artfully
applied by Amelia at Anna Nikolla on West 57th Street.
Throughout the manicure Gayle and Amelia chatted like
girlfriends. Everything was documented for Gayle’s souvenir album. Next it was off to the restaurant LIPS for
her batchelorette party, where drag waitresses 'impersonate famous femmes like Barbara and Judy.

Jeff femme name Gayle (like many others), sent for info
from the Academy about two years before attending. He
called again to book and confirm his deposit from his
home in the southern part of the country where he
has a thriving business and a large, loving family
(none of whom knew about Gayle). Jeff is 60, husband, father and grandfather and in very good
health. He chose the “Femme Intensive” course
over three days which turned out to be almost
magical. Jeff was very open, brave, bold and "an
artist of life". His courage and enthusiasm
reminded me of why I began this academy. In the
telling of how Jeff became Gayle, you'll learn more
about the New York scene.

The next morning Gayle reported she'd been so excited
it took her awhile to fall asleep. Her only regret being
that she'd had to sleep alone. (A hint that I did not
miss). The studio of Mariette Pathy Allen, author/photographer of the book Transformations: (Cross-dressers
and Those Who Love Them) is located in her luxurious
home, an apartment overlooking the Hudson River and
adjacent Riverside Park. Mariette had agreed to let us
use the bedroom as well as her studio so we could
photograph our bride getting dressed. Miss
Deborah, our blonde and pretty dean of cosmetology, made sure Gayle looked beautiful. It was
unseasonably warm morning. Outside the window, Riverside Park beckoned with colour.We
were soon out the door. Gayle's veil floated in
the light breeze, as she held her skirts aloft and
took tiny steps in her white beaded sling-backs
with Queen Anne heels. In the park, people
stopped to stare. Who can resist gazing at a
bride? Gayle was in heaven. Mariette directed Gayle
around the park, making use of the golden light. A
group of little boys who were playing on a hill called out
to her, "Happy marriage." Their voices rang out loud and
gay like wedding bells.

ach new semester, we are up to our earrings in
applications from new and returning students.
Many of these choose our longer courses, I call
them ”Femme Intensives” of one, two, three and even
four days. This is exciting to me because the more time
a student spends with us, the more that person evolves
and becomes an artist of life. "Artist of Life" is a phrase
that I learned from the great performance artist Linda
Montano, one of our academy's honourary chaplains.
Linda encourages students to consciously trust their
imagination and create something beautiful each day.

Dressing
Service
and
Fetish
Trannies

We sent Gayle her homework assignment #1
"Create A Herstory" which asked her lots of questions
about her femme self. (You can read much more about
this and all of Miss Vera's techniques in her book).The
"Femme Intensive" course involves classes on campus
and field trips all over the city. The students'
"Herstories" are essential guides to help customise each
student's course.
Gayle completed her assignment and as instructed followed it up with a phone call. She and I spoke for the
first time. By now, I knew she was a serious bride and
she loved ballroom dancing. Gayle also seemed quite
adventurous. She wrote, "I'm interested in sexiness, flirting and meeting men who are interested in extra special
girls."
Gayle arrived with a wardrobe of clothes including a
dozen handbags (each containing a condom) and a bridal
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For her afternoon, I booked a very special matinee, a
massage with Hank, the hunk. Yes, it was time for our
girl to feel even more like a woman. I led Gayle up the
narrow steps to Hank's loft. He was tall, and slim and
strong. His blond hair was mixed with grey which gave
him an air of distinction. I made introductions and let
Hank know that Gayle was a girl who was ready for
new adventures. Gayle nodded happily in agreement.
Then I helped her out of her dress and corset until she
was left only in bra and panties. "I'll leave the removal of
any other garments to the two of you." I retired to a
nearby divan which still gave me a good view of their
movements. Hank had stripped down to his jock strap
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and I expected that would soon be gone too, since I
knew he preferred to massage in the nude.
Though Gayle lay face down on the table, I was sure she
would peek and be pleased at his response. Hank's big
hands explored Gayle's body.Touching her firmly here,
softly there. I could hear her sigh. He unhooked
her bra and slid her panties down her
long, smooth legs.Though all that
remained of Gayle's transformation
was her make-up and hair, her
body was more feminine than
I remembered from our first
day. It was as if allowing
her femme self to
emerge had changed
her physically. The
room was very warm
to accommodate
their nakedness and
I was hot from the
temperature and
the view. I felt like
a voyeur in the
dream sequence
of a very sensual movie. I
briefly left the
room and when
I returned
Gayle was facing Hank's his
buttocks in her
hands as she
devoured him
with her eyes.
He stood firm,
enjoying her
scrutiny. "Well, I
guess I can't leave
the two of you
alone for a second."
Hank spread her legs
and looked down at
her as she wrapped
her legs around him.
"I've been waiting for this
my whole life," she said.

Recently, I heard an inspirational speaker say when faced
with a difficult decision of whether or not to act, he
applies "the rocking chair test" and asks himself, "when I
am old and sitting in my rocking chair, will this be something I wish I had done." I don't think Jeff / Gayle will
have to worry in that rocking chair.

I knew the experience with
Hank had a great effect on her
when at the Academy Gayle
asked me what to wear for the
evening. I told her the theatre was OffBroadway so a more casual affair. "Would
this outfit be all right?," she asked, "I feel pretty in
this." A cross-dresser not wanting to change outfits! I
was impressed and said, "Isn't it amazing what a good
shag can do."
In order to maintain Gayle's privacy, This photo is of a model from the UK
by Tasleen at In Time Studios

A few days later, I received this note. "Dear
Veronica,Those three days didn't
change my life. But WOW! they
were the most exciting, thrilling,
inspiring, enjoyable, wonderful
days ever. The memories are
incredible and will remain
with me forever. I'm still
glowing. Love Gayle."
Jeff went back to his
home and his family
and his business. He
did not change his
lifestyle, but he has
added a dimension.
He trusted what
he had envisioned
in his imagination,
just as he had
when he sent in
Gayle's application after two
years of contemplation. Jeff, with
our help, made
his dream a reality. He had
turned his life
into art and her
name was Gayle, a
thing of beauty.
Cherchez la
femme, Miss Vera

In order to maintain
Gayle's privacy, this
picture is of a UK
model who has enjoyed
Bridal Wear.Which does
not imply (in the context
of this story) that she has
experienced anything else ...
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ne day I accidentally discovered where my father kept his collection of Playboy magazines. It was an amazing new awakening.
To see partially dressed, voluptuous women wearing things like
I had been wearing. It was inspirational. Every page was a new idea for
how to wear these newly discovered garments.The first Playboy magazine I saw was the issue promoting Stanley Kubrick’s film ‘A Clockwork
Orange’.The imagery from the movie was mind altering. I searched for
ways to see the film and it is still one of my all time faves. I digress however...The discovery of girls had begun.
Through the last few years of catholic grade school and most of an all
boy catholic high school I wore hosiery to school, sled riding, play, in the
tub and few times I wore ultra sheer panty hose under my shorts while
cutting the lawn. I even got my only sibling, a brother two years younger
to try my new fashion hobby. My brother was less than attracted to this
interest of mine.The first memory of a girl in grade school, the daughter
of a dermatologist, wearing fashionable knee hi boots and tights added
drive to my leg enthusiasm.
Ah….The sensation of stretch hosiery in the shower or tub is amazing!
Who else out there has enjoyed the look or feeling of wearing hosiery
while in warm water? The texture of hosiery, the skin sensations and
visuals change completely when wet. Hosiery becomes heavier and clings
to the body more. It also seems to double in stretch distance. I remember taking pantyhose that had a normal fit when dry and encasing my
entire body up over my shoulders and head if I wanted. All the while
swimming and wiggling in the soaked, super stretch nylon cocoon.
Two clear elements were derived from this
wet stretch wear experience.
The first discovery was that I enjoyed being covered head to toe in this
woven web. All I can imagine is that the sensuality of the fabric that I
enjoyed on my legs, needed to spread or be felt over my entire body.
Thus began my search for ready-made garments that covered the body
in an all-encasing skintight way.We call it body wear today.
The second element was a new discovery of my body. I began to notice
physical arousal, that anticipation of or slipping into certain garments
would cause. I remember distinctly, lying in the warm tub one evening
wiggling in a pair of pantyhose. I was quite multi sensually aroused when
an overpoweringly pleasurable pulsing sensation happened between my
legs. A white substance I had never seen before was pleasurably coming
out of an erection that nothing but pantyhose was touching. I had no
inkling what had just happened. I tried and tried to repeat the phenomenon as the weeks past. How could this fabric have caused that sensation
to happen and how could I get it to happen over and over again.
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EMMA DISCOVERS
HER SEXUALITY
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ou may be a mother, sister, partner
female friend who has been handed this
book by your male partner, son, brother
or friend. He may have just 'come out' to you
or ... he may be about to ‘come out to you.
This book tries hard to explain how trannies
feel about transgender issues - but how are
YOU going to feel ??
The UKs official transgender support organisation - The Beaumont Society have a help
line run for women by women all of whom
have personal experience of cross-dressing.
they are called The Women of the Beaumont
Society - (WOBS). They are a branch of the
national society for women partners to help
each other women better understand their
transgendered and cross-dressing partners.
If you are transgendered and feel that it is
time to be honest about your cross-dressing
with the women around you. Read on - as,
after your disclosure, they are likely to go
through many of the questions that are here.
If these questions don't immediately arise I
assure you they will during the days that follow?
Here are some of the most frequently asked
questions and the answers that the WOBS
team most often give.

MOST OFTEN ASKED QUESTIONS TO
WOBS HELPLINE
Where is 'My Man'?

He is still there, he has Just found a different way to
express his feelings. It may well be that one of the reasons you love him is due to this softer, gentler side.
Is he Gay?

Unlikely - Transvestites are no more likely to be either
Gay or Bisexual than are non-transvestites.
I am worried he might be Transsexual and will want
a sex change can he be tested and diagnosed?

This is a natural fear, he may be confused himself and
may be thinking that this route would legitimise his current behaviour. However cross-dressing is not an automatic route to becoming a transsexual. Most crossdressers will remain happy with their part time image
and role/change. However there can be no guarantees
that transsexuality can be excluded at any point in a TVs
lifetime but it is never the less the rarer option. Current
thinking suggests that Gender Dysphoria is not fixed at
any one point therefore the strength of feelings about
ones gender identity can be fluid.There is no diagnosis,
which can confirm that he will NEVER take up the
option; the answer lies completely with each individual
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TV. Sadly, he may not be sure of his options until later in
life. Most TS's are genetically and chromosonally male so
there is no scientific test which can confirm transsexualism, in the way that, for instance, a patient can be tested
for diabetes. Most TS' will say that it is a state of mind,
which overcomes every other consideration and cannot
be ignored. Diagnosis will then be in the hands of a specialist psychiatrist and will involve 'gender counselling'.
TV's who recognise these feelings in themselves may
want to seek an evaluation at some time but only a
small number will go on for full gender re-assignment. It
is important not to push a TV towards a diagnosis if he is not ready for it.'
What causes it? /Is it my fault?

Currently, no one is certain
what the root cause is,
although it is believed to
be developmental, much
like left handedness.
You cannot 'make"
someone a
Transvestite,
either in the
womb, or afterwards

Woman
to
Woman

Frequently
asked
Questions ...
and Answers

Why didn't
he tell me
sooner?

By
e-mail wobsuk@aol.com
Help line 01223-441246
Women of the
Beaumont Society
BM WOBS,
London
WC1N3XX

Even as little
boys,
Transvestites
are aware that
others may not
approve of what
they are doing,
so they learn to
keep it secret. In
the case of those
they love, they may
believe that this is protecting you. It is a shock to
find out something about
someone you thought you knew
well, but it is best not to let that initial
shock push you into any rash decisions.
How common is it?

umbers are difficult to estimate. Surveys are unlikely to
accurately reflect the true scale as men are unlikely to
answer truthfully about a subject that they are so
strongly programmed shun. Recent surveys estimate a
figures ranging from one in ten to one in thirty, although
these may include fetishists and drag artists and those
that just are interested but not active.
Is there a cure?

Transvestism is not a disease or an illness. Any problems
that arise are more often due to Societies attitude
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towards it and the misunderstandings that stem from it.
He's going out 'dressed' - I am worried he will be
harassed or worse beaten up?

Let him know how worried you are so that he has a
chance to tell you what precautions he takes.Talk to him
about how any 'real girl' needs to be sensible about how
to dress and behave in public as they face these threats
daily. It is important to have a route in mind which
avoids no-go areas and use taxis whenever possible. For
daylight forays to the shops 'dressing down' is required
to avoid attracting unwanted attention.Trannies should
avoid the risk of causing a breach of the peace
by using Ladies toilets - so it's a good idea
if avoid drinking more than they need
to. Unisex disability toilets are
always the safest option.
Attacks on TVs are comparatively rare and
almost unheard of if he
follows the rules.
Cross-dressing is
not illegal so the
TV has the law
on his side.

So the
Man you
THOUGHT
you knew
is a ...
Tranny

Now that I
know, will he
want to dress
more often?

If he thinks it
will not hurt
you, he probably will. It is
important that
you let him
know if it does
make you feel
uncomfortable.You
may have to agree
ground rules between
you.

I don't like it / I don't
understand it.What can I
do?

The fact that you are reading this
shows that you are prepared to try to
understand. It is not an easy subject Often the
Transvestite does not understand it himself. Let him
know if it hurts or offends you.
Who can I talk to?

We believe that it is important to try to talk to your
partner, as rationally and unemotionally as possible,
although we know how difficult that can be. If you wish
to talk to us, (WOBS), our help lines are available.Your
local branches of the Samaritans or Relate may also be
of use, depending on your situation.
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I can't stand the thought of making love with my
husband when he is dressed do I have to?

No one should be forced into a situation that they find
intolerable. Anything goes in the bedroom ONLY as long
as both people enjoy it.
I quite like making love when my partner is
dressed as a woman does this make me a
lesbian?

NO you are making love to a man,
this cannot be changed by the
wearing of women's' clothes
however it may be enough to
satisfy your fantasies if it
makes you happy.
My partner wants us to
be lesbian lovers and will
only make love when he
is cross-dressed. I hate
the idea, he says I am
being selfish.Who is
right?

your bond with him. Suggest that he join a group where
he can indulge his pastime regularly without imposing it
on you.
I'm sure that my partner must be gay. He insists
that he isn't but I'm not convinced. Am right to be
worried?

Most cross-dressers are heterosexual (about 75%) The
other 25% are made up of gay, bin-sexual or
celibate men. However, some crossdressers may adopt effeminate
behaviour when dressed
and may indeed accept
male attention comfortably when
dressed.This however is more to
do with their
temporary
GENDER identity than their
general sexuality.You are
certainly at far
less risk to losing your man to
a gay affair than
most women are
to losing their man
to a heterosexual
affair.

Questions Questions
From from
Female
Your partner is sadly not
Mothers
taking your feelings into
Partners
account. His lesbian love fantasy is his not yours. He needs
to understand that he cannot
force you into any situation, which
you cannot tolerate.Your partner is
a man with a man's body. However he
may mean by lesbian love that he wants to
restrict sexual acts to those available to two
women. He may wish to take a more passive role. Sexual
relationships have no rules other than YOUR rules. Safe
careful experimentation can be surprisingly rewarding.
Who knows what any other couple gets up to - with or
without cross-dressing in their relationship.
Making love with my partner when he is crossdressed has made me think about my own sexuality.
I now realise that I would like an experience with A
REAL GIRL lover; not a man who acts like a woman.
How do I tell him?

What a switch - he may be quite excited about the idea,
but he is more likely to feel rejected.You will need to
talk about how you feel your relationship is going to
progress. Most cross-dressers will be very concerned at
the risk of losing you to another woman (or indeed
another man). A Relate counsellor may be a useful intermediary
I've gone off my partner completely now that I know
about his cross-dressing. I don't fancy him at all.
Should I leave him?

This is a natural reaction but time often heals. Ask your
partner to restrict his cross-dressing to times when you
can't see it or be aware of it. Once you are no longer
confronted with it you may find that you can re-establish
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My partner wants our
young children to become
used to him cross-dressing from
an early age. I'm not at all happy
about this but he insists that it is better for them to
be told properly rather than find out by accident.
Surely young children should not be exposed to this?

Each family deals with this question in their own way.
The perceived difficulty comes from the stress / implied
guilt when young children are asked to keep a secret
about the subject. Many children are told from an early
age and experts believe that it is not at all harmful to
them, children adapt better when they are younger.
However, most families prefer to keep the behaviour
separate from family life.

QUESTIONS FROM MOTHERS
I feel so guilty It must be some thing I did as a
mother Where did I go wrong?

You didn't do any thing wrong. One thing we can guarantee is that it is not yours (or anybody's) fault.
I caught him once wearing his sister's clothes as a
child but thought that he would grow out of it.Why
didn't he?

Cross-dressing is for life and does not go away. It is
nearly always established in childhood but many parents
are unaware of the behaviour because it is such a secre-
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tive act. Most mothers will assume that cross-dressing in
children is the same as dressing up. Very young children
experiment with dressing up but this is not necessarily
an indication of cross-dressing. Dressing up usually
occurs spontaneously and openly and will involve other
children as a group game. Comparatively few children
are diagnosed as cross-dressers
We've always been so close, why didn't he tell me
about it?

Children sense at a very young age that they are doing
something unusual which they believe will make their
parents angry They have no role models so believe that
they are unique.
I should have taken him to a doctor when I first saw
him doing it Surely he could have cured him?

Many medical techniques have been employed over several generations to try to halt this practice - None have
worked.The behaviour is now believed to be innate. It is
not an illness it cannot be 'cured'.
I would like to support my son but my husband will
not let me and has threatened to reject my son if he
continues with the behaviour. I do not want to cause
a family rift but my loyalties are divided. How can I
resolve the situation to the satisfaction of both my
husband and my son?

Many fathers find the subject very painful to confront
and prefer to avoid it if at all possible. Suggest that he
phone one of the help lines for an understanding chat. If
this is not the solution he is looking for it is often better not to press the point.Wise mothers may then take
the discretionary approach.
I suppose this means that he can never marry and
have a normal family?

There is absolutely no reason for him not to marry,
many cross-dressers are heterosexual married men with
children. Encourage him to enjoy young women as
friends before embarking on a serious relationship. He
will probably find someone who will like him for himself,
who he can trust and divulge his 'secret' to.The most
successful relationships stem from honesty right from
the beginning so that girlfriends have an opportunity to
explore his cross-dressing with him before making a
serious commitment.
My daughter-in-law is very angry and blames me for
my son's cross-dressing How can I help her to come
to terms with the truth and still retain her friendship?

Try not to be too defensive. Offer her your support and
understanding but try not to take sides. Learn together
as a family by reading the appropriate material, watching
programmes on television and communicating in a matter-of-fact way. Her disappointment in your son may
reduce considerably if she can begin to view the situation logically. Make sure that she feels loved and valued
and recognise that she may feel her confidence and selfesteem have been damaged - she needs your support as
much as your son does.
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raig Taylor of The Guardian Weekend magazine
contacted me for a transgender relationship to
interview for his 'relationship spirit' column Jan
8the 2005
I am very wary of such enquiries knowing that some
magazines can treat contributors very shabbily and can
misrepresent transgender people (and other minorities)
by printing selective quotes from a prejudiced agenda.
However Craig and the Guardian
come with a better pedigree than
most and proved to be very nice
to work with. During our interview Craig said "What a life you've
had - I only have a short column I could fill a good few pages". Craig
now my book is finished we need
another chat.
Craig arranged for photographer
Stephanie Hafner to visit us to get
a picture for the column. It was
soon obvious that our two dogs
Peggy Lee (right) and Rosie Lee
(left) were not going to be left
out.
Craig Taylor wrote a piece entitled ...
WE LOVE EACH OTHER
VICKY - I prefer to be called transgendered rather than transsexual. I'm
an inbetweeny, but I'm an inbetweeny
in most things in life.The view is better when you're on the fence. She has
always been there with me, even
when I was asking, 'Should I be some-one else?' One day she
said, 'I don't care if you go further down the tranny route.
You're the person I want to be with.
LESLEY - We met at a Scout and Guides function when I was
16. He was 17 and we were quick to fall in love. I suppose
we grew up together in a lot of ways. Chris,Vicky - for me it's
all intermingled. It's the person I love. It's a very happy situation now. I can borrow jewellery and she's very good at DIY.
Craig Taylor of The Guardian Weekend magazine 'relationship
spirit' Jan 8the 2005

I

n each of the previous chapters I have shared
my experiences but in this section the subject
is relationships and a relationship is a two
sided affair and I am not going to speak for my
partner who is more than capable of speaking for
herself but here is a brief introduction to our
relationship from my side.
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have shared my life since 1971 with my partner
Lesley. Over those years our lives have taken many
fateful turns.There have been many years when I suppressed my tranny feelings, I became a workaholic to
compensate. I was encouraged to accept my need to
cross-dress by Lesley but this led of course to frequent
weekends away from her and nights of worry. She at
this time, I later discovered, thought I was ‘losing the
plot’ as the stories I would tell of my exploits she
thought were pure fantasy. She had visions of me alone
in a seedy hotel dreaming up my adventures. Supported
by a dear friend, Ian, she agreed to shadow me on my
regular Sunday night trip to the Kensington Roof
Gardens. This was an extraordinary disco and restaurant frequented by aristocracy celebrities and gay glitterati, lady boys, drag divas
many who had come to know
me and to befriend me. Ian and
Lesley were amazed and
relieved. I had been telling the
amazing truth.
Ian was our only confidant.
Our families knew nothing and
Lesley was ripped apart by the
secret. She is such an open
honest and sharing person.
Most especially she was upset
by not sharing her fears, and
joyful stories with her family.
At one point shortly after this I
felt unworthy of Lesley’s love
and that the relationship had to
finish and one of the reasons
was my confusion about my
cross-dressing and sexuality. It
was Lesley who suggested salvaging our union with joint
counselling with ‘Relate’.
At the first session of the
course of counselling I felt I was going to the execution
block. I could imagine the scenario, "Transvestite, oh you
poor dear, what sort of life have you had to put up
with". The reality was extremely different "Transvestite,
OK cool, but Lesley what have you been doing while
he’s been doing that".
It was not me on the spot but Lesley, who in reality had
been doing very little whilst I was trannying .When
asked, she told us that she was happy for me to do what
I do, but she was confused about what she should be
doing with her life because she had expected to doing
everything with me, her partner.We agreed that she
should feel free to make a life of her own exploring her
own interests and that time when I was "not available"
was valuable time to make use of and enjoy. We also
agreed to share everything about the subject with our
families. Ultimately this led to me losing the relationship
with my Mother, Sister and her children. I was also

Photo by Stephanie Hafner for The Guardian Weekend magazine 'relationship spirit' Jan 8the 2005
Vicky Lee and Lesley with puppy Rosie Lee and our eldest dog Peggy Lee
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blamed for the death of my father. Conversely Lesley’s
family unflinchingly accepted the situation confirming that
they had always considered me as the fourth daughter and
have followed all the following adventures with support
and joy.

We look forward, at the time of writing, to building a
house in peaceful rural surroundings and both spending
more time together working from our new home located next to Lesley’s family where her two sisters and
mum and dad run a boarding kennels. We look forward
Our counselling set us both free. I went on to develop my to sharing, even closer, our lives and those of their four
performing skills and the series of Tranny Guide books,The children. We are very happy (though I wish of course I
could share the same feelings with my own family).
WayOut Club and all the other WayOut activities, whilst
also developing myself and experiencing many amazing life
adventures. Lesley changed her job and has subsequently
built a charity to help people with learning difficulties to
live in the community. During 97 after five years hard work
she completed a Bachelor of Science degree in psychology
through the Open University.
Her understanding of me after that course is somewhat
unique. One of the reasons for this, is that the course
Lesley took, culminated in her final year with a study of
"Gender as an aspect of social psychology". One evening
whilst studying she called out to me "you bloody trannies
are everywhere". She showed me the page she was reading
in her OU study book which had a picture of Tranny Guide
co-founder Caroline. It was then that we realised how
much life had taken us both by the hand and lead us
through our different experiences to come closer together
than ever, with a much better and clearer understanding of
ourselves, life itself and one of it’s very many facets - crossdressing.
In 2005 Lesley completed a Masters degree in leadership
and organisation, through the Kings fund, which she passed
with merits. She now has a portfolio of jobs including the
charity she started and her own consultancy and training
company. She is also a non executive director of an NHS
Primary care trust. I am so proud of her and she is proud
of me.
But in 2003 we went back to Relate for another round of
counselling. It was after a period of laser hair removal
when I was able to live full time in female role and I felt
Lesley was uncomfortable with the issue of living with a
woman and how others saw her (and questioned her).
After 10 weeks we were not reaching a conclusion. We
stopped on the way home from a session and I said "Please
answer me truthfully – If you had the choice of anyone you
know, man or woman, could you imagine living with them
instead of me, exactly as I am, and do you think you would
prefer it". She thought for a few seconds and then cried
and in her own words confirmed that there was absolutely
no one she could imagine loving and living with. Not one.
We finalised our course at our next Relate session.

A

very special relationship and influence on
my life and my family’s lives has been my
nephew and very good friend Jamie.

Our relationship and our lifestyle have never been better.
My sexuality? (you know you want to ask), I now know is
bisexual but monogamous. Like any husband I could stray
but I don’t. Whether I am looking male or female Lesley
and I are both proud to express our affection for each
other in public.

Continued page 153
Photo upper: Lesley’s mum Gwen, Vicky Lee & Lesley
Photo lower: Middle, Vicky Lee, Janet Lesley’s sister and Jamie’s mum and dad John
Photo lower: Lesley with Jamie (and our eldest dog Peggy Lee)
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F

orgive me if, in the course
of this piece, I refer to
Vicky as he, she, him, her
Chris and Vicky without any
clear pattern or reason.This is
what I do at home as there is
no middle word or single name
to use.Vicky is the same person what ever term I use, my
fascinating, brilliant, hardworking, loving partner.
I live with a person who is a
total blend of the characteristics that our culture calls masculine and feminine. I have always liked to think of myself
as heterosexual (rather than straight which to me
means boring), even preferring the company of men
over women. I am also a feminist and a firm believer in
equality of opportunity for all.Vicky and I share this
belief and lots of other common interests; like food,
wine and crying over romantic comedy movies.
We met when I was 16 (going on 17) and Chris was
almost 18. Chris had a moustache and long hair. I
learned many years later that he had grown the ‘tash’ as
one of his many attempts to deny his transgender feelings.We lived ten miles apart but had a lot of things in
common.We were both, at the time, Sunday school
teachers and met through our involvement in the Scout
and Guide movement.We fell in love very quickly and
were soon seeing each other several nights a week.
Although we were from a similar social class our families were very different. His were very formal, the sort
that turned off the television and sat down for tea and
polite conversation whenever I came to visit.The first
time Chris met my parents was three days after we had
met, when I brought him and two of his friends home at
midnight to sleep on the floor after a party. My dad, who
had just got in from a gig with his band, made us all
cheese an onion sandwiches, whist mum rummaged
round the house for blankets.This contrast in our parent’s styles was to later on contribute to the rift that is
now between Vicky and her family.
Within six months of our meeting, Chris had left home
and was living in a flat in the house opposite to my families. He and his flat mate KT shared a tiny bed-sit for
five years until we got married. I learned a lot about
Chris before we were living together. Most of them
were very good like his DIY skills and his creativity with
sewing, colour and design.These skills were usually used
to create custom car interiors; he now uses them to
create costumes and scenery, as well as decorating our
home. Another thing was that he liked to try different
things in bed often revolving around stockings and soft
fabrics. I had not had much sexual experience, but I had
read in ‘Cosmopolitan’ that it was fun to try out differ-
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ent things in bed and that ‘it would help me to "keep my
man" – (this was the 70’s). I also learned that he suffered
with depression, sometimes sinking into deep dark suicidal moods lasting several days.
When we had been together for a while the subject of
girl on girl action came up in a magazine quiz about sex.
Chris seemed pleased when I said I would not mind trying it with another girl (I was just trying to sound hip). It
was not until we had been married for a year or so that
he told me that my answer to this question and my willingness to try out things in bed had led him to feel confident that he would one day be able to share his ‘tranny’ feelings with me.
I can’t pin-point an exact time when I learned about
Chris’s need to cross-dress. I think it was something that
was revealed slowly over several years in a sort of lets
dress up for a bit of fun sort of way.When we eventually
did talk about it I had to tell Chris that the dressing up
sessions was NOT my favourite activity. I also explained
that that dressing as a sexy woman for relaxation I felt
was a bit insulting to women as it implied that women’s
lives were simpler than men’s.Thankfully he did not
jump back into the closet or leave me. We agreed that
as dressing made him happy he should still do it and
should try to meet other people to share it with. I will
not go into this any further as there is a lot of detail
from Vicky’s perspective elsewhere in the book.
Meeting other people worked well for Chris. He lost
weight and gained self confidence, his depressive
episodes lessened. I continued to encourage him but
found that on Saturday night whilst he was out being
Vicky I was lonely and alone. I felt that as I couldn’t tell
other people where he was, I felt I had to keep the
secret by staying in on my own. I did not like being lonely and I really hated keeping secrets from my family and
friends.
By this time we had been together for over ten years,
we needed do some talking to save a relationship that
we both felt was well worth saving.We went to ‘Relate’
and had several sessions with a very helpful counsellor.
She helped me to think about doing things with my
extra spare time and helped Chris to think about ‘coming out’ to friends and family. I went on to do a degree
and a diploma with the Open University and now have a
masters. Chris told our friends and family, mostly with
good results. However, his parents, with their formal and
rather repressed style, were not happy, their frosty attitude was also adopted by his sister and unfortunately
we now have very little to do with them.We also lost a
few friends and had to accept that you can’t win all of
the people all of the time. At the same time we have
made many new friends through Vicky’s tranny networking who have enriched both our lives in ways I could not
have imagined.
My family and our closest friends have been great. My
two sisters call Vicky their honourary sister. My nieces
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and nephews use the playful terms Aunty
Chris or Uncle Vicky and are very happy
to introduce their friends to him pointing
out the long hair is a "wig". Everybody
says they find it easier to buy Christmas
pressies for Vicky.The only trouble that
we have had is that in our street some of
the teenagers have chosen to pick on
Chris, mostly for having long hair. Our
neighbours seem to enjoy having an
unusual (famous) neighbour and have visited ‘The WayOut Club’ and the
‘Transfandango ball’.
My work colleagues all know that my
partner is transgendered and I use my
experience to help me when I am training
volunteers about diversity issues. One of
our topics when discussing diversity is
about assumptions that people make
about others. I am able to share with the
trainees some of the things people say to
me when they find out that my partner is
transgendered. Questions like :- ‘What
does that mean EXACTLY?’ ‘Does that
mean you’re a lesbian?’ ‘But do you still
have a PROPER marriage?’ ‘How do you
put up with it?’ and finally ‘You must be
SO strong.’ I find these questions and
comments very difficult to deal with. I
have found that although I am more than
happy to tell people about my life, I really
don’t like people asking questions based
on assumptions that they have already
made about it.
Vicky and I have a great life,We laugh A
LOT, I am now perfectly comfortable with
her however she is dressed. I believe this
is because she is comfortable with herself. She no longer sees being a woman as
just wearing the sexier feminine looks
and full make up. Although Vicky can look
very glamourous especially when she is
performing and hosting at the club. She
also has a smart feminine persona, skirts,
tops and court shoes etc. that she wears
for business meetings and her LGBT
work. At home her look is sort of tomboy cum new-age-hippy-biker, with boot
cut jeans and printed T-shirt covered in
dolphins or Celtic symbols. Her footwear
consists of Ugg boots in winter and sandals in summer. As I was quoted in a
recent article in the ‘Guardian’ newspaper
the best things about living with her are,
that "I can borrow jewellery and she's
very good at DIY".

J

amie is Lesley’s sister Janet’s first child and the first child to be born
into our family to the three sisters. He was born prematurely and
was diagnosed with heart problems, a hernia and possible brain
damage from lack of oxygen. After his birth we were all in shock and
traumatised. Soon after leaving hospital and after several operations
Janet started to notice what would later be diagnosed as quadriplegic
Cerebral Palsy. What struck as all was that we had NO expectations for
his future.
For me I believed that this was a blessing in that every achievement he
was to make was to be a bonus rather than the disappointment of failing
the string of stereotype expectations that most of us are brought up
with. Expectations that very often don’t match our own.
The family knew that Jamie would grow up to know he was not "normal" and made a decision that it was important for him to understand
that there is really NO such thing as normal. They consciously made an
effort to mix Jamie with people with differences. Autistic, brittle bone,
deaf etc while at the same time worked hard to ensure he had a place in
main stream schooling mixing with able bodied kids.
There was virtually no hope of him walking and he has used an electric
wheel chair from the moment he was able to. He really only has use of
one hand and arm. His intellect, social skills, memory and vocal skills are
way beyond his years. Jamie will take his high school exams in 2006 and
he has chosen in addition to maths and english - drama, geography and
science. He is very good with his computer on which he writes using a
speech recognition system.
He loves football and has
trained as a coach. He
hopes to progress into
sports journalism.
When the family was looking for NOT NORMAL
people to help Jamie understand that there are many
ways to live a life and none
are normal I was considered to be a valuable
resource.
Jamie has always known
about my cross-dressing and
from time to time we have
discussed, at an appropriate
level, transgender issues.
He has met my LGBT
friends, seen video and pictures throughout his life.
At 15 years old he knows he can be bullied for being a "spaz" and he
knows it would give tormentors another reason to bully him if he flaunted his "tranny" uncle but he is proud of me and I am proud him. We
know we are not normal and we like it that way. The nearest thing to
normal we know is the bullies and we have no respect for them. Jamie
has a brother and sister and of course they too have had the same influences and have shared many experiences. We all love each other very
much and I believe their options are wide open and what ever they
choose to be and to do they will be loved and supported.

Photo: While on holiday little Becky and Matt find a boat called Vicky Lee and YES the owner knows me
(and all about me, the book & club) after checking the name on the internet. My niece and nephew were thrilled.
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n 2004 I read a review of a book By Helen
Boyd called ‘My Husband Betty’ I subsequently
met Helen and Betty in Atlanta Georgia. Her
book is an outstandingly frank and researched
book that I consider to be the best most honest
piece of writing from a female partner to a tranny I have ever read. Furthermore being a generation (or two) younger than me I can tell you
that these two people are a truly contemporary
and representative of a fresh wave of thinking.
Helen runs a web site for female partners to
share their thoughts and here I am thrilled to
have a contribution from her that could well be
the ninth chapter of her eight chapter book.

HELEN BOYD WRITES

W

hen my husband Betty first told me he liked
to cross-dress, he told me a long distracting
story about one Halloween where he’d gone
as Marie Antoinette and his girlfriend at the time had
gone as Louis XVI. He was quite surprised that I didn’t
run in horror; in fact, I was amused, titillated, and sure
he was a fun date for Halloween.
Eventually he had to get it through my thick head that
his desire to cross-dress wasn’t restricted to Halloween
– that he’d like go out cross-dressed. I didn’t see any
problem there, either: we live in New York City, home of
Wigstock, Charles Busch, and the most fabulous drag
queens in the world! There were fetish clubs, drag
clubs, kink clubs, cabaret clubs, female impersonators… I
mean, this is not only the city that doesn’t sleep, but the
city that couldn’t give a damn. Don’t steal anyone’s cab
and they don’t care how you’re dressed.
For a long time, we went out to club nights promoted
by Chi Chi Valenti and her partner Daddy, and we found
a place where a het woman and her cross-dressed
boyfriend fit right in. We didn’t need "support groups"
because we had no problems with his cross-dressing. I
wasn’t shocked, or morally appalled, and really didn’t
have to get used to anything. I’d had friends who’d done
drag, and it didn’t take a lot for me to be okay with it
sexually, either: when you put a pair of panties on your
boyfriend and he responds with both gratitude and
lust… well let’s just say I don’t look a gift horse in the
mouth. From where I was standing, it just seemed like
I’d found a perfect way to decide when we had sex!
Then one day I went shopping for a pair of summer sandals. I am not a shoe shopping type; in fact, I’m not a
shopping type. I buy a pair of summer sandals, and I
wear them until they’re worn, and then I buy a new pair
and do it all over again. Ditto with my clothes, coats,
bags, and makeup. So for me, this was entirely a utility
trip: my job was to go in, get the sandals I needed, not
pay too much, and leave in as short a time as possible.
And I did.
When we left, shoe box in tow, Betty was awfully quiet.
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Downcast. I asked what was wrong, and for the first
time, I understood that his cross-dressing was not the
subversive, kinky fun I’d thought it was. It was about
something else, something deeper, something difficult.
We walked for a long time that night, with him explaining how deeply jealous he was that I could walk into a
shoe store and buy a pair of pretty slides as if it was no
big deal. He longed, he said, for the ability to walk in
and buy pretty shoes and know that he belonged in that
store the way I had.
Again I explained that we lived in New York City (Betty
had only moved to NYC a few months before we met)
and that he could, if he wanted, go in and buy a pair of
pretty shoes. The store I’d gone to was on the corner
of Broadway and 8the Street – famous for shoes and
clubs and the locus of downtown culture. Right down
the block was the famous store Patricia Field – which
carried pumps up to size 12. I told him he had to stop
being shy, to understand that no one cared (especially
those making the sale), and go get himself whatever
shoes he wanted.
Sometimes I’m a little too helpful, a little too pat.
He finally got me to stop being so helpful and explained
that he wanted to buy those shoes as a girl. And finally
there was something in his voice, something uncertain
and full of fear. We talked more; we walked more. That
night, we walked across the Brooklyn Bridge, getting to
see the beauty of downtown Manhattan reflected in the
East River, the squat buildings of Brooklyn beckoning us
on.
And that night, I found out my husband’s desire to wear
women’s clothes was about his desire to be a woman,
not just look like one.
That’s not the kind of revelation you deal with right
away. He had said it out loud, and I’d heard it, and then
we were both happy enough to pretend nothing had
happened. We were, after all, still planning our wedding!
So we let it go, and we kept going out with Betty en
femme, and as long as we didn’t talk about it, it was
okay. I started doing more research – research that
would lead, eventually, to me writing My Husband Betty –
in order to find out what I could do, and whether we
were doomed.
In a sense, I’m still doing that research. Betty has not
transitioned. She doesn’t take hormones, and she doesn’t cross-live, either. She struggles, instead – struggles
with what to do about her acting talent and career,
struggles with how to be the man I fell in love with
without feeling like a phony, struggles to undo years of
male socialisation and struggles to feel like an authentic
person despite how hard it is for everyone else to see
"a man in a dress" and treat her like a woman.
As far as I can tell, this is the hardest stuff any couple
could be handed. I managed to adjust sexually (seducing
her pretty self can even be fun), publicly (we live in a

very GLBT-friendly part of Brooklyn) and personally.
But the sticking point was, and is – how I could adjust
romantically. Because it’s men who make me dizzy and
excited, men who turn me on, men who make me twitterpated. And no matter how hard I try, I can’t hear a
love song and dedicate it to Betty. I love her – there is
no doubt about that – but I’m having a hard time being
in love with her, in that romantic, let’s-get-married kind
of way.
It’s as hard for Betty – because she wants me to be in
love with her like that, wants to be my pride and joy. So
we keep working at it, keep loving each other, giving
each other room for tirades and tears. I've learned not
to worry about the future (well I've learned to remind
myself to quit worrying about the future, more accurately) and learned to love the person I’m with, the
companionship we share. I've tried to respect her love
of high heels, tight jeans, and pretty hair. She’s learned
to respect my need to see my man once in a while, to
have a date with my husband. For now, the best we
have come up with is that we have each other, and
together, we work at trying to educate as many people
as possible, so that when they see us on the street, they
know that what keeps us together is our love, and that
we are like most couples, having to get through the day,
worry about money, our jobs, our apartment, our families, and who plan for a future – together.

MY HUSBAND BETTY - By Helen Boyd
Available from WayOut Publishing
£ 14.50 inc UK p&p
Shortly after Helen met the man who
was to be her husband he told her that
he cross-dressed. It has been a struggle
to come to an accommodation with this
side of his nature. The book begins as a
journey of self-discovery. Helen
explores with clarity and modernity,
mixing academic rigor with intimate
detail. Through Helen we meet other
trannies and their partners, transsexuals, drag queens, fetishests. Helen pulls
no punches in discussing everything
including the much avoided sexual
practises of these people. She concludes .. 'My husband is
beautiful as a man or a woman, but unbelievably beautiful
when he's something in between.' And goes on to say that
other minorities like black, gay, women, struggle for civil
rights and the next group to join that struggle is the transgendered. VERY highly recommended.
Price includes p&p in UK (add £1 EU and £3 USA and rest of world)

Cheques or postal orders to”WayOut Publishing”
WayOut, P O Box 70, Enfield, EN12AE - UK
Credit card orders: 07778157290 or email
sales@wayout-publishing.com
or BUY ONLINE at www.wayout-publishing.com

Helen runs an excellent resource at her web site www.myhusbandbetty.com
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k, cards on the table. I didn't know what a
transvestite was (I shudder, sounds like a disease, lets call them trannies from now on).Why
should I have known? I was young, and to be honest had
enough on my plate just growing up like anyone else. I
was courting though, but little did I know how my life
would open up. Stacey is good at many things, cooking,
DIY, and make-up, she even does mine! But when we
first met, I’d no idea.
I felt pleased with my new boyfriend. I'd been with a few
boys whilst at school, but it hadn't led to any 'real' partner - I was only still young after all.We'd met for our
first 'real' date at a park. We both felt that we were
right for each other after only an hour wandering
around the lake.
Only a week or so afterwards, my new Boe told me he
had something important to tell me. I thought 'Oh no. I
hope I don't loose him'.Very solemnly he told me 'I like
girly stuff, and I need to talk about it with you'. I didn't
know what to think really. I hadn't thought about men in
frocks apart from the Les Dawson, or Danny La Rue
type stuff that used to be regular fayre in the 80s. He
went on to explain a bit more.
He'd started by really fancying his playmates shoes. He
used to have play dates with his mums friends daughter.
She had some really pretty sandals (strangely not pink).
She did have some great dresses though. But it’s the
shoes that continue to fascinate him to this day. He got
most of his stuff from Jumble sales, and by trial and
error found the right shoe size.
I felt privileged to attend a 'tranny meeting’. Off he went
to get dressed.When she came down into the living
room we where (being the youngest ones there) imme-

Photo by: Juli Edwards

S

tacey Christie has been a wonderful correspondent for many years who has kept us up
to date with the tranny scene in the UKs
Birmingham area through my Tranny Guide
books and now Transgender AtoZ. I first met
Stacey with her ever smiling and ever present
wife Kitty on the set of a television chat show.
Ever evangelical about spreading awareness of
heterosexual cross-dressing these two have been
involved in many subsequent public activities
while also enjoying together the more extreme
dressing-up pleasures of the fetish clubs.

KITTY WRITES
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diately christened 'the baby trannies' myself included! I
didn't feel at all phased. She looked overly feminine,
which looked a bit OTT, but considering she'd been
doing her make-up and wig on her own all this time,
looked quite good. It was the 80's, and I think there
were too many silky blouses for one person to own.
We first went out in public to a gay club at just 17.The
club is still in Birmingham, but under a new name now.
They had regular 'drag' acts on, where people stood on
the chairs to see the show (only if you took your shoes
off first).We did go with a tribe of other trannies, so we
weren't alone. It was a very exciting time.
Something strange was going on with my feelings
though. I still loved 'my man' frocked up, but it seemed a
different 'type' of love. It was like I'd gained a sister. I
have a sister, but she's much younger than me by many
years. I'd got a sister, best girlfriend, and boy friend all in
one package.Weird.You must understand though that he
didn't have any sisters, and was the middle of three
brothers. For him to pull off a convincing girl he was
doing a fantastic job.The mannerisms and gestures were
truly brilliant.
One thing that did happen though made me nearly wet
myself.We'd stopped to get money from a cash
machine.We all laughed as off she went on a quick walk.
On her return she didn't know what had caused such
hilarity. Her friend said 'You look like John Wayne off his
'horse'. From that day to this she always thinks of that
day to keep her mind on how she walks. Her deportment is great. She can also run in heels, which is useful.
Between you and I, she has (and I'm slightly biased here)
the shapeliest legs of any one I know, and girls notice
this too.
I have noticed from a lot of our friends is that most of
the trannies we know seemed to get a sexual high when
they are getting dressed. I can't really remember a time
where this has been an issue for us.We've never been
'intimate' whilst he was dressed, even though neither of
us would be put off by it. I think that her love of the
clothes and shoes really shows, as she doesn't tend to
'impulse buy'. She always has a look in her mind, and
tries to achieve this - no matter how long it takes.
Blokey clothes don't 'do it' for him. Sure he's got 5 pairs
of shoes, but slightly unbalanced by the 215 (at last
count) pairs of girly heels, boots, and flatties that she
owns. Flatties are only used for driving though, as she
points out to everyone.
We decided to get married but after we’d bought a
house together.This led to a few years of ‘living in sin’
but we didn’t care. It’s not true that the delay was
because Stacey wanted to wear the dress – but if it had
been on the cards, I’d guess she might have.The home
we had led to freedom to go out when and where we
wanted without having to have ‘cover’ stories ready.
She’d also learnt to drive (and practiced driving anywhere she could).

We continued until one day he was so annoyed at the
portrayal of trannies on the telly that she decided to go
on 'The Time,The Place'.This raised a few issues. Only a
few of his friends knew about his girly antics. His mom
and dad were on holiday at the time, so he wrote them
a letter, just in case anyone saw her and sussed her out.
The phrase 'Light blue touch paper and stand well back'
kind of sums up how I felt. But I loved him so I supported him.
The day after the show his boss rang him up to meet on
a pub car park.They met and his boss said 'What am I
going to do about this problem'? Stacey just said 'What
Problem'? One of his work mates had seen the daytime
show and blew the gaff wide open. Now I guess that
he'd be accused of discrimination, but nothing happened,
and he is still at the same company. He openly shows off
his photos and talks about it to anyone who wants to
know. Knowledge is power after all.
My parents never knew, but he'd decided to tell his.
'Why'? Was the hardest question they asked. If you like
dressing up, why not go on stage? Well at least he didn't
get asked if he was gay. No one I know can answer
'Why' with a definitive answer.Why be a train driver,
why cook for a living, why be a historian? It must be a
burning passion for any one to achieve a goal, but there
are males and females in nearly all professions.This is
harder to explain when you realise just how dedicated
most trannies are, and the endless budget for clothes,
shoes and costumes. It's all unpaid, and done purely for
the love of it. For women to wear trousers is not
frowned on these days, but it would have been in the
1920s. Eddie Izzard once said 'Total clothing rights for
men and women'.
We go out to local clubs, and as Stacey can pass quite
well in public, we often go shopping; now Birmingham
has some fantastic shops (especially the new 'BullRing).
In 'the pink triangle' on Hurst Street many of the clubs
are welcoming of trannies. Our life is truly fantastic! If
there is one thing that we'd try to change it's his shifts,
which deny us the opportunity to go out all weekends,
but hey - don't want to overdo it and get another symptom of long term trannies - 'Tranny Fatigue'- where
you'd do stuff so often you loose interest, although with
200 dresses and about the same number of shoes, we'd
have plenty of time to mix and match.
I can't imagine what our life would be like if Stacey had
remained 'in the closet'. She regularly writes articles for
‘The Tranny Guide’, as she feels she has a lot to offer
other people who aren’t as ‘free’ to do what they want. I
feel a better person for it, and the social life is wonderful.While my work mates are in the pub, we are busy
'tarting' it up (her words, not mine).We'll always have
make-up and tights to share anyhow. My advice to anyone is to get it out in the open if you can, you’ll never
know till at least you hint about what you want from
your life. Kitty –X- (staceychristie@dsl.pipex.com)
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published arts-related articles in a number of publications including Time Out New York,The Village Voice, the
New York Post, US Weekly, Heeb Magazine, and New
York Magazine's Web site. As a performer I have
appeared numerous times on stage and TV. In addition
to guest starring on the ABC sitcom "Talk to Me", I also
appeared on "The Maury Povich Show" as a "female
female impersonator," and I was one of the hosts of
Divine HD, a high-definition movie channel aimed at the
gay community. And as a diva, I host a sexy assortment
of downtown burlesque shows, which often include
cross-dressing or transgendered performers.
I was born and bred in New York City where I continue
to live and my first exposure to cross-dressing occurred
when I became best friends with a drag queen named
Andy at age 12. (We subsequently lost our virginity to
the same man, but that's a whole other story!) Andy had
a profound effect on my life. Before I met him, I had
never felt like a girl. I wasn't perky, or petite or good at
the parallel bars. I desperately tried to figure out exactly
where I fit in with my gender. I tried being a tomboy.
That was unattractive! Then I tried being a girlie girl
(lots of ribbons and bows) but that didn't work for me
either. By the time I turned ten I had gotten my period,
confirmation of my gender, but I still didn't feel like "one
of them."

P

hotographer Frederike de Jonge first introduced me to Raven Snook. Her experience
and viewpoint may or may not be unique
but for sure in the context of this book it is
invaluable. In many ways Raven epitomises my
experience of modern young women who are
not frightened by males who share in feminine
trickery. It appears to me she is part of a generation and class who do not rely on these tricks to
“get a man or keep a man”. She is part of the
generation and class of women who are independent and enjoy the high maintenance feminine routines when THEY want to, and not
because they are expected to or need to use
them.
However unlike most of this new generation of
‘natures godesses’ Raven also craves the lippy
and sequins as much as any other drag junkie.
Well - Lets face it if drag is our drug then at least
we might survive a long life and with less wrinkles than most.

RAVEN WRITES

M

y name is Raven Snook and although I am a biological woman, I call myself "a drag queen
trapped in a woman's body" or "a female female impersonator." I am a "performer, writer and
diva." I make most of my money as a journalist. I have
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Then I met Andy at musical theater camp and my entire
sense of gender changed. He was fourteen and already
out of the closet and experimenting with drag. He took
me to The Rocky Horror Picture Show and introduced
me to corsets, wigs, and false eyelashes. I realised that I
only felt like a girl when I dressed the part. I started to
express my womanhood via drag. Every morning when I
woke up I would look in the mirror and see a blank,
genderless slate that needed to be defined. I costumed
myself throughout high school and college in vintage
gowns, platform shoes and glamourous makeup. I dubbed
myself "a drag queen trapped in a woman’s body," started booking gigs as a drag queen, and wrote and performed an autobiographical one-woman show about my
experiences. I became the first biological woman to
perform at New York's famous Lucky Cheng's Drag
Restaurant and Bar, and wrote many articles about the
drag and transgendered scene. Along the way, I encountered many different kinds of people all forging their
own gender identities. I met transgendered women who
were "passing" and others who relished being a total
"gender fuck." I met drag queens who ruled the club
scene, and cross-dressers who were more or less
straight but enjoyed the feel of women's clothing.
Ultimately I realised that there are myriad genders, not
just male and female, and not just male, female and
transgendered either.There are many variants in
between. Gender is extremely personal and subjective
and can change over time. Right now, I am pregnant with
my first child and yet I feel more like a drag queen than
ever (believe me, that's hard to do when your doctor
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doesn't want you wearing heels!) I can't wait to watch my
own child embark on its own personal gender journey.
Overall I find knowing and spending time with crossdressers, drag queens and transgendered people to be a
wonderful and joyous experience. My four best friends in
the world are gay, and three of them are drag queens.We
share clothing, makeup tips and accessories. But mostly, as
with any close friendships, we share our emotions, interests, and we support one another. However, as with any
group, there are bad apples. Sometimes I have encountered prejudice or been dismissed as some kind of drag
queen groupie. For example, when I appeared on "The
Maury Povich Show" I met a very nasty transgendered
woman who complained that "real girls" were inferior to
transgendered women because they didn't "work" for it. I
explained that I didn't believe that to be true. I certainly
feel like I work hard, not only on my looks, but also on
my entire identity. Another time I was hanging out with
my dear friend, drag queen Winona Juggs, when another
drag queen accused me of being her "hanger on."
Meanwhile all we were doing was hanging out! But perhaps my most painful experience was my five-year friendship with a transgendered woman who ultimately decided
that running around with me prevented her from "passing." (As with the dissolution of any relationship, it's much
more complicated than that simple statement, but I don't
want to write a novel!) She claimed people "clocked" her
when we were together. She was not an outrageous drag
queen or cross-dresser. She was feminine, soft-spoken and
relatively conservative. In fact, I always felt that her identity as a woman was much more solidified than my own.
But we decided to end the friendship because she found
my connection to the drag and transgendered scene hurtful. I still miss her to this day.
I have just had platonic friendships with cross-dressers,
drag queens and transgendered women and I have dated a
handful of bisexual men, many of whom have dressed in
various states of drag. My current lover (and the father
of my unborn child) wears lingerie, makeup and nail polish, although he is not bisexual.
Raven - What message would you give to RG
Girlies who haven't met or who have only just met
or who want to meet a cross-dresser?
Keep an open mind. in any group you will encounter
some bad apples. More importantly, be respectful!
Although you may be curious, if you've just met someone,
you shouldn't be asking them about what's between their
legs or who they have sex with. And you absolutely
shouldn't be tearing their wig off of their head! It may
sound crazy, but I have seen many a real girl grab jewelry,
wigs, even shoes as if the owner was a department store
mannequin. The best thing to do when you meet someone in the community is to get to know them as an individual. Remember, we can all be divided into groups, by
gender, sexual orientation, race, religion, etc. But we all
prefer to be seen as unique.
Couples enjoy London’s Transfandango Charity Ball
photos: by Vicky Lee
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S

ue is one amazing lady... Senior nurse, rock
chick, club babe and partner to Leah True.
Leah in her own right is one amazing tranny.
Designer, photographer, perfectionist and believe
it or not all male (not a milligram of hormone or
surgical body enhancements).
Sue and Leah are regulars at many of the clubs
and events around the UK. They are one of
those, all too few, couples that bring a shining
light to any occasion because of their joy in
everybody and everything around them
and the very obvious
joy they find in each
other.
In 2001 Leah entered
the Alternative Miss
London contest at
The WayOut Club
and against fierce
competition, from
over thirty competitors, was the very
popular choice to win
a holiday for herself
and Sue with
‘Respect’ holidays in
Ibiza.
They enjoyed themselves so much that
since they have gone
back every year taking an ever larger
group of trannies
with them.
Leah also won an
Image Works photo
shoot and was featured on the cover of
the first issue of my
magazine ‘Utterly
Fabulous’. She has
subsequently been
featured on the cover
and in a number of
features in possibly
the worlds leading TG
lifestyle magazine
‘Repartee’. In the
same magazine Sue
writes the ‘Girl Talk’
page corresponding
with many ‘Roses
group’ female partners dishing out very
sound commonsense.
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SUE WRITES

S

o what’s it like
to go out with
a tranny icon?

I’ve lost track of the
number of times I’ve
been asked that
question on the TG
scene! Leah reckons that it’s a good
job I’m happy about
myself or I would
get really demoralised. I’d hope a
few people might
think she’s lucky to
go out with me, but
never mind, I just tell Leah’s admirers that I’m just a
tranny accessory, the hanger-on girlfriend! And of
course, it is great to be with some-one who looks so
fantastic, but there is so much more to our relationship.
We both feel that we are very lucky to have found each
other (and I definitely did have to kiss a lot of toads
before I found my handsome princess!)
Leah and I first met about five years ago at Ron Stormes
(at that time a regular UK nightspot for TGs and
friends). I can remember someone pointing Leah out to
me and asking whether I thought she was a man or a
woman. As she was wearing the sexiest black rubber
dress ever, I just said, ‘Wow, I don’t really care!’
Taking things back a few decades, I know my fascination
with cross-dressing started when I became a Bowie fan
at the age of 15. I grew up in a very quiet town where
my parents taught me all the old fashioned values of
being a polite and well behaved girl. Although my mum
was a rock n’ roll fan, we were brought up on classical
music, and my father was horrified when I started sloping off to watch Top of the Pops at a friend’s house.
Within a week of seeing Bowie for the first time I starting dying my hair red and spending my pocket money on
music magazines. My dad came home one day to find
me painting my boots with silver Airfix paint and spouting that being bisexual was clearly the best thing to be
and it was fine for men to wear dresses because Bowie
did! When I look at how my life has developed I can
still recall my dad saying, “all this dressing up nonsense,
it’s bound to have a bad effect on her!” (oops, sorry
dad!….)
In my early relationships I can remember persuading
boyfriends to wear sexy see-through girls’ underwear
(can you believe they didn’t always want to?), but the
breakthrough came when I went to see the Rocky
Horror Show in my early 20s and found it a really horny
experience to see the guys in their basques and stockings. I was living in Blackpool at the time, where everyone dresses up to watch the show, and it was an amazAll
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All Photos by LeahTrue
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ing experience to see people walking through the
streets in really raunchy outfits. I also got totally into
the music scene, enjoying setting up the gear at gigs and
getting a real buzz from being around talented people.
When I moved to London it wasn’t long before I started
roadying for local bands every week. Not only did I love
the music, it also gave me a great social life with an everwidening circle of open-minded, fun-loving friends who
didn’t judge people by appearances, which was to be a
great advantage when Leah and I got together.

Following our initial meeting, the next time I was to
meet Leah was as part of a three-some, which makes us
sound like swingers, though it was actually a first for all
of us! After that we stayed friends and we’d just see
each other when the tranny posse stayed at my flat. It
was a few months before we actually got together as a
couple, much to the surprise of all my friends who were
so used to me fiercely guarding my single life!
What really makes our relationship work is that we have
both been single for long periods and are pretty self-sufficient, so when we are together we really enjoy each
other’s company without having to be joined at the hip!
We share a real passion for dressing in sexy gear and
enjoy wearing rubber outfits, sexy heels and stockings.
It certainly helps that we are the same size in clothes
and shoes except when we both want to wear the same
thing! I always knew that it would take an unusual person to fit in with my life style but with Leah I have so
much more than I expected, not only generous, loving
and thoughtful to me, but absolutely adored by my family, who are all totally cool about the dressing. Because
she has so many different interests, she gets on really
well with all my friends as well, whether discussing
sports cars, gadgets, hi-fi or photography. Our weekends
are packed with fun things, which can vary from poledancing lessons to tank driving, so life is always interesting!
Her own family work colleagues and friends back home
don’t know anything of her alternative lifestyle, but that
increases my street-cred no end as they all think she
drives all the way to London just to see me!
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I feel that everyone should have the freedom to live the
life they choose as long as they aren’t harming anyone
else, so I really enjoy socialising with Leah. It’s often
thrown us into the position of being ambassadors for
the TG world, which I really enjoy, as many of the people
we meet have no idea about the lifestyle and want to
ask loads of questions, some of them fairly intimate!

Many cannot believe that Leah is a transvestite, believing
that she is either a real girl or a transexual. Probably
the most frequently asked question is whether she stays
dressed as a woman when we have sex.. I wouldn’t see
the point in her taking it all off when she looks so fan-

You can find all sorts of amazing sites by typing Leah True T-Girl into Google
but for the real thing check out the link to her new site through at www.thewayoutclub.com
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tastic; we have lots of mirrors in the bedroom and it
does look horny to see 2 girls together. We are very
honest with each other about the things that turn us on;
after all, being single for long periods means that you
know how to please yourself! Although I know that
Leah does find me sexually stimulating, deep down I do
realise that her biggest turn on is actually watching herself in the mirror. Because I am very secure in my own
sexuality I can understand this and try to enhance this
visual element, though I’m not such a perfect partner
that I can always handle this scenario! I do appreciate
that this wouldn’t appeal to many partners but it works
really well for us.

REPARTEE

I’ve never ever wanted a standard ‘husband and 2.4 kids’
type of relationship.We both believe in living life to the
full, and together we have been to many fascinating
places and met some amazing people. Being together
has changed both our lives; Leah has not only found a
girlfriend but gained an extra family and a huge circle of
friends who are all totally cool about the tranny part of
her life. For me, well I have a warm, generous, delightful
boy/girlfriend who can always make me laugh and has
given my life a whole new perspective. I’m delighted to
have been asked to contribute to both Repartee magazine and this book; together I’d like to think Leah and I
have created a positive advertisement for the TG scene.

Sue xxx

All Photos by LeahTrue

Available from
WayOut Publishing
£ 12.00 inc UK p&p
A quarterly glossy magazine In a
full colour A4 format for TVs
and T-Girls from Bella Jay and
her fantastic team including Sue
who writes the ‘Girl Talk’ pages
(views from a ‘Real’ Lady).
The magazine is packed with
features, stories, news and
details of social events plus
readers letters, contact
adverts, etc, reflecting a wide
range of transgender life styles and activities from ‘Little Britian’s Ladies’ through trendy T-Girls to a
gentle hand on the more serious issues of gender politics.
I vote this mag “the best transgender lifestyle magazine
from the UK” and possibly the world.
Price includes p&p in UK (add £1 EU and £3 USA and rest of world)

Cheques or postal orders to”WayOut Publishing”
WayOut, P O Box 70, Enfield, EN12AE - UK
Credit card orders: 07778157290 or email
sales@wayout-publishing.com
or BUY ONLINE at www.wayout-publishing.com
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S

tanding on the stage of the ‘Black Cap’ and looked
at the empty room I wondered how I would cope.
In a few hours it would be heaving with a crowd of
lesbian and gay guys. This stage had seen every act in
London’s drag history and tonight it was going to see
me – on stage – in drag – on my own.
As far back as I can remember I have enjoyed being
involved with music, and performance. On one occasion
my school was doing a performance of a play called
‘Culpeppers Wagon’ a mid year romp set in cowboy
times. There was a part for a bar girl and the slender
boy asked to do the roll was encouraged to really vamp
it up as a true female impersonation wearing sexy stockings and suspenders with a typical Victorian bar girl outfit. He protested and never did throw himself into it (or
wear the stockings). I was 12 years old and would have
loved to step forward to play that roll but I feared being
recognised for being too keen to cross-dress giving away
my guilty secret. Instead I made scenery and was the
prompt sitting in the wings with the script.
I was in the Boy Scouts and an independent little group
of boys were joined by a similar group from the Girl
Guides to stage a panto. We scrounged everything to
achieve this show to every parents surprise and delight.
One of the boys played a girls part, as is panto tradition
(or maybe we didn't have enough girls). The reaction to
his ability to “make a good girl”, which he took to rather
too easily was a warning to me. On this occasion I was
the head scrounger like some character in ‘The great
escape from Colditz’. I had bags of props, scenery, costumes (both the boys and the girls) and MAKE-UP
stashed in my bedroom. Say no more ...
At 15 I was playing guitar and singing with various
groups at school. I was always very nervous my butterflies would turn into a flock of seagulls.
But that night at the Black Cap the trans-magic kicked
in... I had no butterflies and I loved being on stage as
Vicky Lee.

So how did I get to do that then??
Dispirited with the men that I had looked up to but had
struggled to work with in the engineering career that I
had followed from school, and after being made redundant, I was trying all sorts of work. I was trying to find
a new direction for myself. To the question "what do
you do" I would answer "what do you want done".
When I hadn’t got work I would ‘hang out’ with ‘drag
friends’ Steffan, Karl and Fraser who were doing bits and
pieces of shows. I made a piece of scenery for them
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and a medley sound track for a Sound of Music sketch
for a new show named ‘Dragmania’.
Fraser said "Ok I will still be changing when Steffan and
Karl finish their number so we need a fourth person to
do a solo - Vicky you have to do a solo and then you
can be a backing dancer for the Madonna number and
the fourth nun too – there that’s it – Vicky you have to
be in the show".
I protested that I had never done anything like this.
Steffan said “nonsense I have seen you dance, you’re a
natural”. Fraser thrust a CD in my hands. "Stuff like
That by Bette Midler from the film ‘For the boys’ you
will be great". he said. I watched the routine over and
over until I could copy it. I got the costume together. I
also got the costume together for the backing number
and we made four nuns costumes.

"We love to watch you
because your not perfect ...
BUT you LOVE doing it and you make us
feel like maybe we could do it too".
Every one laid out their costumes as we laughed and
joked in the tiny dressing room. As show time
approached there was an air of meditation, everyone
checked their accessories and make-up for the
umpteenth time, we hardly talked. I was relaxed and felt
almost like a fly on the wall watching myself prepare. I
walked out on to that stage without ANY fear and gave
it my all. I wasn’t good – but I loved it and the audience
loved me,Vicky Lee.
All my life I had wanted someone to love the female
part of me and the audience did. The applause was
addictive.
Vicky Lee has NEVER had stage nerves. My impersonations (compared to my colleagues) were never spot on,
they were always corrupted by my own humour. My lip
synch was shyte (I have always struggled to remember
words). But the audience loved me. Some of my fans
said "we love to watch you because your not perfect
but you love doing it and you make us feel like maybe
we could do it too". I DID make good costumes. I not
only made my character costumes and some of Frasers,
I also made my self a new outfit for socialising virtually
every week. (Wish I could still fit into them). I was
working at least three nights a week and sometimes two
shows in one night.
Sunday lunch times at the Two Brewers after two shows
on Saturday and a 7am finish at The WayOut Club was a
killer but at 40 years old I kept this up for three years
as part of Dragmania. The other three were at least 10
years younger. But I was high on happiness and adrenaline. If I had pain or a cold doctor footlight (going on
stage) would make it all go away.
For two years as Dragmania we went to Ibiza to open
the summer at the night club ‘Angels’. In our character
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Photo - promotional picture for Dragmania
Karl,Vicky Lee, Fraser, Steffan
Photo - by Francis Loney
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costumes, surrounded by half a dozen boys painted gold
with angels wings, we promoted the club by touring
Ibiza old town from bar to bar. From 10.30 till very late
we gave out flyers we posed for pictures, we accepted
god knows how many free drinks. At 4.30 in the morning we did an hour long show at the Angels club. After
3 days of days (which included trips to the beach) we
looked at each other and said “we will never make it
through the night”. That night we all did ‘a little speed’.
After what we thought was the best show we had ever
done we all lay on the cold marble floor of our apartment eating everything that was edible. The next day
we slept and from then on we always slept during the
day. That was the first and last time I ever ‘did drugs’
though people are always asking “what ARE you on”.
Steffan and Fraser went to New York for a break. When
they got back they announced that I was to be dropped
from the show which was to be re-costumed re-named
‘Total Recall’ and would concentrate on more accurate
impersonation. I was told my lip synch was shyte and
my impersonations were not good enough (both true).
I was devastated. I had just ‘come out’ to my sister and
parents on the strength that I was proud of my crossdressing in the showbiz context. My family had subsequently rejected me and now I wasn’t even in show biz.
I still had The WayOut Club and though strained, I still
had Steffan and Fraser’s friendship, "its just business
dear". But I was desperate to prove to myself and my
family that I was still in show biz. I also wanted the love
of the audience for the female part of me.

I really loved to sing and somehow I
learnt all the words
"let me at that stage".
With the help of Jez a fashion designer and musician
friend who wanted to do drag I was encouraged to sing
live. The deal was he would get the songs, costumes and
the backing tracks together and I would get the bookings. ‘The Vampettes’ were born. I really loved to sing
and somehow I learnt all the words "let me at that
stage".
Jez and I learnt a lot from each other over 18 months
before inevitably splitting to go our own ways (there is
always more money for a solo act). Could I stand on
my own two feet alone.
I knew that a solo show would be lonely. Most solo
performers have a dresser / driver (usually their latest
affair). My partner was my faithful Lesley working away
at home on her degree. I wanted company but this time
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I was going to keep hold of all the strings. I put together a show called ‘Vicky Lee and Company’.
I offered all of the gay venues myself with one of my
three guests. With each guest I had a different show.
Different costumes, and different solo and duet songs. I
could return three times to the same venue without
repeating a show. The bookings flowed in. I offered my
guests – publicity pictures, costumes, transport, sound
system, backing tracks and reliable dates for their diary.
This show went out for two years and in one year alone
we did 180 shows. My talented guests were Paula Pure
(who went on to do solo shows). Moya a stunning real
girly (who went on to do many years in the stage show
‘Buddy’) and Helen my singing teacher and soul diva
(who became a big solo hit on the lesbian scene). We
all loved doing these shows together. There was never
any stress and we are all still good friends.
Helen was introduced to me by Jez who was also having
singing lessons (you will find that even the best singers
maintain a routine of singing lessons and if they don’t they don’t remain the best).
For my first few lessons with Helen I would turn up in
‘drab’. Then on one occasion I wore girly clothes (I was
going on to do an interview). Helen was not phased she
knew what I did. As always she took me through the
scales, but this time she stopped and said "what have
you been doing" I was puzzled. She asked me to look at
the piano keyboard and explained that for weeks she
had taken me up octave by octave but this time I had
clearly sung an octave higher than I had previously
achieved. She said this was virtually impossible.Together
we concluded that the transgender magic was strong in
me and the clothes had released the ability.
I believe that often our hidden skills, (like my lack of fear
and my extra octave), are released when we release the
transgender part of ourselves. How many more creative
people could there be in the world if only they listened
to and accepted their whole self.
Even before I performed in Dragmania I was inspired to
offer my skills to my drag friends. At the time my computer skills were minimal but I could see they needed
publicity and promotion. My first attempt at a newsletter was laughable – but the books and magazines that I
have gone on to produce over the last 13 years I am
very proud of and the publicity that this material has
generated has offered many others the opportunity to
perform. These publications have also given the opportunity to many talented writers and photographers to
exhibit their work and gain awareness of their work. I
have greatly enjoyed designing flyers and adverts and still
do most of the actual layout of my books.,
Would I have published anything or performed if I had
not accepted Transgender in my life? Transgender has
been my motivation and my network,Transgender has
been my subject. The computer and the stage has been
my method of self-expression.
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promotional photos for The Vampettes
below for Vicky Lee & Co with Paula, Moya & Helen by Clare Taylor
Photo - Snap of that first night with Dragmania the running order and the advert from the paper
Photo - Above ‘The Dressing Room’ by Debbie Humphries
Just a few of the magazines, books and flyers that have been created over 13 years

More pictures at www.wayout-publishing.com/vicky.htm
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ow of course for a person to find transgender inspirational it is not essential to
BE transgendered. Over the years I have
met thousands of creative transgendered people
AND those that are inspired to use their talent
around transgender subjects but are not transgendered themselves. They are photographers,
fashion designers, film makers, painters, writers,
poets, performers.

I asked
Frederike to
answer
these questions:What inspires you to
shoot pictures with
a TG theme?

I love photographing
people who stand out
in a crowd and make
a point of doing so.
My thoughts on style,
image and content are
continuously challenged by the people I
meet and the subjects
I choose to shoot.

photos of Vicky Lee by photographer Frederike de Jonge

I asked some of these talented people to contribute to this book. I asked them to tell us about
their thoughts and experiences in this context
and to show us some of the results of their skills.
Their contributions follow.

I

first met Frederike de
Jonge from Holland in
about 1995 at The
WayOut Club. She asked
to take pictures in the club
and she gave me this picture of me performing that
I treasure, (cos it proves I
was skinny once). I made
the mistake of publishing
this picture without giving
credit to Frederike in my
fourth book. She
strongly protested and taught
me a strong
lesson.
Since then
we have
become good
friends and she has contributed many pictures to
my books including two covers.

What would you say
is the aspect of TG
that you want to
capture and present?

Out of all the aspects
you could choose, I'd
like to say I capture
the very essence of TG in my images. I like to present it
in a very glamourous way, applauding and celebrating their beauty.The other style in
which I work tends to be documentary/reportage.

Photographer
Frederike
de Jonge

Do you have other subject matter
that you specialise in or are you just
totally eclectic?

I don't have a subject matter as such. I
guess describing me as totally eclectic is not far off
the mark.That said though, the last couple of years my
subject matter has been within the field of drag queens,
goth, vampire, gay, fetish and cities.
What introduced you to the TG scene?

I started my career photographing gigs e.g.: Iggy Pop,
Marilyn Manson, Nina Hagen, Henry Rollins, etc. After
about seven years of this I suffered a total creative
block.There is only so much you can do within a live
performance of a band.
Transformations were always interesting to me and one
day I asked a friend if she knew any drag queens. One
thing led to another and I nearly became a full-time drag
photographer. I am very grateful for this change, since I
have captured some of my best work during this time.
In the 10th edition of The Tranny Guide Frederike gave
me a fabulous set of photos taken with ‘celebrity tranny’
Alexis Arquette. One of these pictures is included on
the cover of this book. Of Alexis Frederike said
“He is a very talented and rising star. Watch out for
him...While visiting LA I could not have asked for a better or lovelier host!!
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What would be your dream outlet for your pictures?

To be part of the Magnum agency in Paris, producing my
own books and exhibiting my work worldwide.
e-mail deadringers@hotmail.com
or the web www.deadringers.com

All photos by Frederike de Jonge - This page Vicky Lee, Alexis Arquette who was featured in
the 10th Tranny Guide, Cover pictures for my books the 9th and 10th Tranny Guide.
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All photos by Frederike de Jonge - this page models Holly, Steffan and main picture Candis Cayne

www.deadringers.com
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The work of
Photographer
Frederike
de Jonge
All photos by Frederike de Jonge - this page Cover Girl Sonny, Quentin Crisp and Self Portrait

www.deadringers.com
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Photographer
Frederike
de Jonge
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All photos by Frederike de Jonge
Top: Cover Girl Sonny Below: S.O.A.P Party in Amsterdam. And inset top: Mystica
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iss Sarah Lloyd is my “rock” my talented
dedicated side kick who maintains the
glamourous theatrical standards of The
WayOut Clubs shows. Her Creativity is
unbounded in fact on some occasions it can’t
even be afforded. But it is always stunning.

Half way during the 2 year course we were allowed to
explore our options in jobs in theatre. I chose to study
costume. It wasn’t so much the theory side but the
practical side I wanted to do and I started to experiment with sewing with a machine.
Next I was accepted, by the skin of my teeth, on the
HND Theatrical Wardrobe Course in Liverpool, run by
Janet Kent.
Eighteen years old and fresh, both parents away on different holidays, I travelled 300 miles by coach from
Portsmouth to Liverpool, on my own. The ‘Wardrobe’
course opened my eyes to what I had been wanting to
know, and more. For the first 6 months I never went
out on the gay scene, as I had so much practical homework. And also I didn’t know where the gay pubs and
clubs were. But by word of mouth I soon discovered
them and my sexuality as a gay guy.
After this course I applied to do a one year HND fashion course. This course I found it a bit too ridged in
practice, (Not theatrical enough) but it taught me some
good practical things like pockets, zips etc.

I

’ve always been interested in all things theatrical.
From an early age when I was taken to Pantomimes
at Christmas time. I remember the electric shock to
my body that I used to get, when the auditorium lights
would dim and with a roll of drums the orchestra would
strike up a jolly overture. I soon was drawn into a
world of fantasy and musical make-believe.
I grew up as a child to ‘upper, middle class’ parents. My father was a top architect for
Portsmouth City Council, for the
"Special Projects Department". He
bought home a lot of his work. I
could see the arty side of many of his
projects like the ‘D-Day Museum’, the
‘Mary Rose’ project and also the ‘Theatre
Royal’ in Portsmouth, which at the time was
derelict and boarded up.

After spending two years in further education I was feeling cushioned and trapped and wanted to get out in a
more real world. Whilst, at the time, working part-time
at McDonalds fast food chain to supplement my income,
I went and looked about at the costume hire business in
Liverpool. I found the biggest advert and gave them a
ring. At this time it was around August, I was aged 20
and as luck would have it, this family run business,
"Norma Samuels Theatrical Costumes", had a position
available. The business at the time was hiring whole sets
of show costumes to small theatrical companies, and
they were also co-managing between six to eight Panto’s
a year. I was in Heaven. I couldn’t have found a better
job in which I could run riot with my imagination. I
spent a good three years working along side this wife
and husband team. Norma, who was a good boss, gave
me the confidence to let my own skill and personality
grow. This has moulded me in a lot of my sewing skills
today. You learn more when you are under pressure
working under short time scales, altering and
changing things and re-vamping them. Also
it taught me how to make costumes that
last. I know that it’s a good fifteen years
ago that I was there but I know they
have costumes that I made that are still in
pristine condition, like first the day that I
made them.

Costumier
and Showgirl
Miss Sarah Lloyd

When the ‘Theatre Royal’ opened for it’s first round of
guided tours my interest grew. I had already joined a
couple of children’s theatre groups and moved to
Portsmouth City. My parents had divorced, I’d already
taken up Ballet lessons, and later took up Jazz, but
dropped it all when I left school to pursue a career in
acting, at the then ‘Highbury College’ in Portsmouth.
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Christmas was always hectic with six to eight Panto’s
leaving the shop in one week. The transport would turn
up and everything down to the last pair of tights were
packed off to travel to the various theatres and we
would take a breather. Usually there would be the odd
calamity, if someone had put on weight and the costume
would be sent back to be altered etc, but on the whole
it was fun,
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During my time working for Norma & Ray, I lost both
my parents within a 12 month gap and by 23 that is
quite a tragic thing to happen.
Around 1993, when I was 23, I got introduced to the
night-club Madame Jo Jo’s in London, through a friend in
Liverpool. I had been dressing up in Drag for the past
six years, in Liverpool, with considerable success and
was working as a ‘Drag Kiss-a-Gram’.
That first night in Madame Jo Jo’s, was spell binding. I
had only read and heard about it from friends, and now I
was actually there. I was even offered a job that night
too. Ruby V still has my old calling card from all those
years ago. Sadly the job fell through and I had to go
back to serving at McDonalds.
It was during 1994 Funny Girls in Blackpool opened, and
it is here that I met Steffan Whitfield, Fraser and Karla of
‘Total Recall’. It was a new kind of Drag, ‘Theatrical
Film Drag’, Their costume and style eclipsed previous
drag and set a new style and new standard. I exchanged
phone numbers with Steffan, and we became friends.
In 1994-1995 I visited the WayOut Club in London and
met Vicky Lee who I introduced to a Japanese television
company who wanted to run a Drag Olympics at the
Club. Since that date the Drag Olympics has become an
annual tradition at The WayOut Club, which has become
very popular with many media companies.
In 1995, aged 25, I made a bold move to London, to find
a niche somewhere. Unfortunately the dream of working at Madam Jo Jo’s failed to materialise, due to management changes, But I was befriended by the WayOut
crew.
Vicky and Steffan liked my costume style and could see
my potential and got me sewing. I was always eager to
perform, but was more confident behind a sewing
machine,
I started sewing for the "Total Recall" costumes. I have
to admit, it kept me very busy for a few years.
So now as I will try to wind up the last 10 years. I have
settled down to a more regular sewing pattern.
Every once in a while a nice order will come through,
like producing a whole set of costumes for a big
Saturday night revue at Madame Jo Jo’s,. A 7 ‘girl’ review
at the Transfandango, Ascot costumes and 10 years
worth of shows at The WayOut Club.
Recently Vicky Lee has delegated the last Saturday of the
month show to me and Paula Pure we have a "Lets Go
to the Movies" theme to prepare each month when we
reproduce a tribute to the big musical films. Drag
showmanship goes part and parcel with this job with
costumes scenery and props.
It’s been a great 20 years. I enjoy my art, and I know
that being an integral part of The WayOut Club has
proved invaluable to Vicky Lee and Steffan, and I owe a
lot to them for giving me the chance to do so. It is also

rewarding when the customers from the club compliment me, especially our photographer Rick who has a
good theatrical eye. So that about sums up my sewing
and I am sure I have another 20-30 years left of sewing
to do, until I get old and grey and talking of 1000,s of
spectacular shows in my past.
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and Showgirl
Miss Sarah Lloyd
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photo of Vicky Lee by photographer Nikki

I

first met Nikki at either
the Philbeach Hotel or
Ron Storme’s at Tudor
Lodge in London in the late
1980’s. Nikki has always
been a terrific networker
always introducing people
to each other and has
helped me meet many
interesting people.
She often has
her camera
with her and
has captured many
great casual portraits and
reportage as well as studio
work that I have been
proud to publish. She has
also been a regular contributor to many other trans publications.
This picture of me by Nikki was used as a publicity picture in 1998. In that one year I was booked for 180 performances - my record. Thank you Nikki.

My ultimate aim has been to present an image which
outsiders would consider to be that of a genetic
woman.Without any experience in styling, I found that I
had a knack of seeing the female side in my subjects.
This is probably as a result of observing women closely
as a man and also the female side of me seeking to
express my feminine side. From my experience,
most photographers are highly observant
but of course this is not just the preserve of professionals. Over the last
few years I have been photographing
cabaret shows in the UK the USA and
Thailand and have had quite a lot of this work published.
Fashion shows have also offered recent opportunities. I
was thrilled to be commissioned to take photos at the
2004 London Rubber Ball for UK’s Repartee magazine.

Photographer
Nikki

What inspires you to
shoot TG theme pictures?

photos of Nikki by photographer John North

What would you say is the aspect of TG that you
want to capture and present?

Self-interest started me on
the road to fifteen years of
taking pictures of the transgendered scene. I came
out as TG in 1985 and had
some professional shots
taken by a high street photographer who, for the
time, was very broad minded, but limited in his experience in handling the subject.
In 1987 I had a serious
back injury and was unable
to sit for any length of time
for a number of years preventing me from going back
to watercolour painting. I decided to convert my art
into photography and in 1989 refurbished an old stable
behind my office in Kingston upon Thames and made it
into a studio. I quickly realised I had potential for portraiture and to begin with was grabbing anyone I could
to take pictures of in the studio. I was also becoming my
own best photographer and when I started showing the
self portraits to friends in the scene, I was soon asked if
I would take pictures for them and it snowballed from
there. I quickly found myself in demand, as there were
few T friendly photographers around at that time. In the
early nineties I started hauling my camera around the
numerous TG venues and have continued doing so ever
since. Because the results were giving pleasure, I, in turn
got a lot of pleasure out of what I was doing.
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Do you have other subject matter that you specialise
in or are you totally eclectic?

I am lucky in that I am able to travel a lot and always
have my camera with me wherever I am. My best trip
was the Pacific Coastal Route from San Francisco to San
Diego and back up through Yosemite. I enjoy sports photography along with landscape and social documentary.
What introduced you to the TG scene?

Or rather, who? Somehow I got hold of Ron Storme's
telephone number and made a call for help. Nikki had
only existed in the closet until then and needed someone to talk to. Ron lived nearby and invited me over for
a chat and make-over. He opened the door of the closet
for me and invited me to the Tudor Lodge (in Bow, East
London), which was a monthly gathering with disco and
cabaret.The rest is history.
What would be your dream outlet for your pictures?

I would like to have an exhibition of my pictures at
London’s National Portrait gallery.The gallery was
founded in 1856 to collect the likenesses of famous
British men and women.Today it is the most comprehensive of it's kind in the world but I think it could be a
little bit more comprehensive!
Would you like readers to contact you - if so - what
for and how do they contact you?

I am very much in the business of taking photographs of
Trans people and if anyone has a project or just portrait
shots they want, then I am happy to talk. I should
emphasise though that I am a photographer per-se and
am not able to provide a dressing, make-up or hair service. I work mainly with digital images but use film for
black and white. I am also building up experience in retouching images, smoothing out wrinkles etc. If anyone
is interested in having virtual plastic surgery (virtual liposuction is amazing!), I am happy to have a go but the
results achieved does depend on the original media and
image.
email rosecourt@btopenworld.com
Tel 07973561867
www.Nikkis-transworld.co.uk
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The work of
Photographer
Nikki
photos: by Nikki left at The WayOut Club right Alcazar in Thailand
www.Nikkis-transworld.co.uk
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photos (including self portraits) by Nikki
www.Nikkis-transworld.co.uk
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photos: by Nikki left at Alcazar in Thailand
www.Nikkis-transworld.co.uk
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The Lady Boys of Thailand - possibly the ultimate expression of transgender creativity
setting a bench mark for the future and rapidly gaining respect worldwide
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ou've met Emma in both the ‘Early experience’ and ‘Sex’ chapters of this book. In
this section we are exploring the concept
of Transgender inspiring and releasing creativity.
In this context you are now about to discover
that Emma is possibly the most diversely creative people that I have ever met and transgender has inspired most of her creativity.
Obviously the talent is strong within her but ask
yourself - in what direction would her talent have
flowed without the transgender compulsion in
her life?

I

We took samples on the trip with us and came back
with orders from the UK, Holland and France. Upon
return, we all of the sudden had a new business. We
grew the business successfully and as I developed new and more complex designs, I
found plenty of people I could use to
develop the smaller designs around, but I
had no model for a large study. Did anyone see that one coming? I was a bit
nervous about anyone finding out but after a
few goes, I was head over heels again with tight
cross-dressing. I was having a blast trying on garments I
made, while working. Around that time I started taking
photographs of myself in the garments.The more photos
I took the better they got. I started developing a persona with an entire look but it was very rough looking
at the time.

Costumier
Musician
Super Hero
Emma

heard an electric guitar and bass while I
was out in the yard one day around age
14. It sounded like two people jamming
outdoors.Two guys my age invited me to
hang out. It was captivating watching people
play live electric instruments up close. I too
started playing guitar after buying a black
Silvertone hollow body electric guitar from a pawnshop
downtown in 1972. I loved playing that guitar up in my
room for hours!

I finally got good enough to jam with others. A high
school pal of mine put a band together. Girls started
hanging around while we were playing and I discovered a
brand new source of allure. We finally got good enough
to play out and people REALLY enjoyed what we were
doing. It was like the changing of the guard. I needed
attention. Playing loud raucous music achieved that for
me. Discovering girls and music, replaced the need for
the TG super hero and sensuality that hosiery and fem
garments fulfiled. Fem wear disappeared overnight...Well
sort of…
I was lucky enough to have played in the "worst band on
the planet" and some very good ones as well. One of
the bands toured regionally and opened for most of the
major acts during the early to mid eighties.What a blast
it was playing sold out clubs, to thousands of people
each night!
It was around 1985, that I met my future wife. I was in
four bands at the time. As the bond in my new relationship grew, the effort and interest waned for the relationships in the musical groups. I was able to spend more
time with my future wife, and gradually worked my way
out of two of the bands. Our relationship blossomed
and after a two-year run we decided to spend a month
in Europe. Destinations included the beaches in southern France.We wanted to look our best and committed
to an exercise program.We shopped for cute workout
wear for her. For gals, leotards and tights were popular
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in the mid eighties. But because of our locale and the
selection dilemma, we couldn’t find a thing either of us
liked. With a bit of conversation, I suggested going to a
fabric store to see if we could find some neat fabrics.
We found LOTS of very cool stretch fabric and I made
her a deal. If she bought the fabric, I would design and
produce her some things to wear. Ever resourceful I set
out to make some cute body wear and it worked!

We got connected to the Internet and my life changed
completely. I discovered other people out there that had
interests similar to mine.. I ran into people on the net
that had completely transitioned from one sex to another.There were people who were doing such great work
disguising their original sex that one could not tell they
had done so. I saw the good, the bad and the scary and
everything in between. It was enlightening. I found that I
was not alone.
When I first started looking for shoes (to match my
clothing designs) I couldn't find anything I liked in my
size, price range and ridiculous fetish heel height. Sound
familiar? I was shopping in the Midwest, go figure...
Anyway, I bought decent looking 5" heel shoes and cut
off the heel.Then I would drill out the heel base and
insert an 8" x 1/4" hex head bolt for the heel.The side
of the shoe had to be split, glued and re-sewn to create
the proper arch and toe bend...Whew! Lots of work but
these things were works of art! Searching the Internet,
my locale and everywhere I could, I started to collect
shoes that I could use as pedestals, to build my fem
image from the ground up. I was still in the super hero
mind set and working with spandex and beginning to
experiment with shiny vinyl's.
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The work of
Super Hero
Emma
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My personal image started to come together and I felt
she looked pretty good compared to the early attempts.
If this image were to exist she needed a name. I finally
chose the name Emma based on my boy initials. I continue to work on developing an Emma M. Super Heroine
comic strip to this day.
Back to the body wear biz… We were sewing so much
that we lost vision of the trends. My wife’s business was
thriving and travelling had become a burden.We gave up
the business, but I did not give up the direction my new
image was going.
For my internet pictures I was very interested in garments that would alter my shape. I made (and still do
make) gaffs that not only held the valuables wherever I
put them, but performed as amazing waist clinchers. I
also made several attempts at making silicone
breast forms. My first photos were taken
without makeup and I painted out the background of the image to protect my identity.
I would fix one problem at a time; poses,
expression, lighting, composition, makeup,
repetition of form, and the photographs
kept getting better. My thinking was ‘just give
the camera what it wants’. When I started using
make-up I noticed that it was difficult to recognise my
boy side. If the photo didn’t look like my boy self, I was
comfortable to do what ever I wanted.

Shortly thereafter my pianist friend Vicki was playing a
Halloween gig and supposedly many of the local TG
folks would be there.Yearning for a chance to get out
locally, I decided to tell my wife I wanted to go - and go
in costume - as my Internet character. She responded, "I
didn’t know you had an Internet character?" I showed
her some of my photos and she actually LIKED them.
We went out for Halloween and had a blast! Curious
people have asked her how she dealt with this new persona. She compares the similarities to the characters I
played while on stage performing music. My wife and I
have thrown what we call our January Party since that
date. It’s an extended weekend event. People have been
coming in from Europe, Canada and all over the States
to visit us and be with each other. Its kind of like a mini
SCC. It is also an official social for a wonderful organisation The Southern Belles.This year we introduced some of our non-TG friends to the
mix. I think it went over quite well for all
groups involved.This year we had approximately 40 people for the big Saturday eve
dinner party and 20 or so Thursday –
Sunday.We took people on city architectural tours, to museums, fave restaurants and
parks and shot TONS of photos as usual. I would like
to see more of these types of events.

Costumier
Musician
Super Hero
Emma

I stopped painting out the backgrounds when we
remodelled the house. I discovered the new house, was
quite photogenic and made for lovely interesting settings.
I noticed on the Internet that people were saying things
related to my stretch wear interests that led me to
believe they thought I might be into S&M.They seemed
to think that fetish wear was all I knew about fashion.
Sometimes folks would not speak to me at all. I turned
that negative around, because it made me study the
issues. I decided I needed to expand my wardrobe.
Lordy, I grew up with every major fashion publication
after all!
As extra motivation, an event named Southern Comfort
Conference (in Atlanta in September 2001) was coming
up. This was also to be my first ever outing in the public
forum. So I worked on daywear, evening / formal wear,
even swimwear (another personal first), everything I
might need to live full time for four days. New photos
were taken and gradually people realised I was not a
Dominatrix. When I got to SCC it seemed like I knew
half the people there, most of whom I had met in various chat rooms or they were folks who were members
of my web sites. It was glorious and life changing, as
soon as the nerves were calmed.
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All of the sudden I felt I was actually taking beautiful
artistic photos. I feel lucky if I get more than 3% usable
personal photos. I would consider one percent the
norm. Publications were now becoming interested in
helping me expose the imagery I was creating.
I am still doing art… My perspective is that I am creating four-dimensional sculpture. I do this by constructing
Emma’s image, making her wardrobe, changing a boy into
the prettiest girl I can make. Sculpting her figure literally
transforming body shapes and attitude, movement and
persona, a new being is formed. Then I photo document
her, manipulating those images at times. Getting those
images out in the world to show the public who and
what we are all about is the icing on the cake.

Thank you for letting me briefly share
with you 40 years of my life
though this book.
My focus currently is to get as much artwork done
while I can and get it out to the world. I would like to
have some gallery showings with life-sized images, developing the Emma M. - Trans-gendered Super Heroine
comic book character, offer self-improvement / portraiture services and perhaps publish a series of photo
books.
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I

n my auto biography I told you the story of how my partner Lesley, whilst studying in the fifth year
of her BSc in Psychology, she found pictures of myself in books recommended by the Open
University. Debbie Humphry took these pictures for her project 'Gender Crossing'. I had spent an
enjoyable day with Debbie snapped candid shots of me with her camera, (while I was delivering
books) and on another occasion she had melted into the background of our dressing room as we
prepared for a show to collect more pictures. I asked Debbie why she has spent 4yrs collecting pictures on the transgender theme.

Photographer Debbie Humphry

I

learnt camera technique at night classes and trained as a photo assistant at a posh
portrait studio in Kensington. I also developed my own style as photographer in
residence at a secondary school as well as teaching photography to people with
disabilities and running a community darkroom.
It was while I was working as a freelance photographer for magazines like 'Bella' that
I first met transvestites and transsexuals. At this time I would be given a picture
assignment to match with a story and the pictures had to match the house style of
the magazine leaving me little opportunity for my own style influence. It was the
boredom of these shoots and the opportunity to photograph these unique people
that led me to a project through which I could reaffirm my sole style.

I must admit that at first I was visually stimulated for the "worst reason" but after
a few meetings with transsexuals at home with partners and family over tea my mind began to explore how I projected myself through my clothes. I attended a drag king workshop.You might ask did I “pass” I would have to say, “I
don't know”. However I can tell you that women smile much more than men. I studied literature and reference
material from history and culture on the subject, (later I formally went on to post graduate gender studies). I found
that from as early as Aristotle (BC) women were viewed as inferior and were restricted to the point that throughout history women would pretend to be men to gain opportunities to learn and achieve.This legacy has imbedded
into society the question “Why would a man want to be thought of as a woman?”
For my project, initially I advertised for transgendered people to call me. I soon found a network of contacts and
followed up lead after lead over a period of four years taking hundreds of photographs that I have edited down to
an exhibition of 50 pictures that I call Gender Crossings’
Through this exhibition I am looking at what gender means, ways in which we are defined by it and how we move
from the polarities of masculine and feminine to cross the boundaries.The pictures are of individuals who move
towards what is conventionally accepted as the Opposite Gender in dress, at work, at home, sexually and surgically.
I am looking at gender-crossing as a whole, from the extreme to the acceptable, at a time in Western culture when
people are fighting their way Out of the Closet. Beyond fashionable media representations is a complex story told
by diverse voices.
These are ordinary people moving through the world and are shown in relation to their environment and their
friends, colleagues, partners, families and the public.They are people making a world for themselves creating, settling
and changing. I want to challenge prejudice by providing familiar contexts and increasing information I hope for
empathy not voyeurism.
This questioning of gender identity has implications for all men and women.We are swamped by images presenting
a stereotypical 'norm' for gender behaviour, which is restrictive for everyone.The juxtaposition of text and photographs in Gender Crossings intends to raise and answer common questions, upturn popular prejudices, place current Western notions of gender in a broader context and highlight gender as a social construct, rooted in sexism.
I am photographing people who have the courage to be who they want to be. I hope some of that positive energy
is transmitted in the photographs.
You may have seen pictures from Debbie’s ‘Gender Crossings’ project, in publications including:- The Observer,The
Independent, J-17,The BBC publications, Bella, Diva,The New Statesman, Now, Health and Fitness and of course
The Tranny Guide. She has had exhibitions at galleries including:- The London Transgender Film Festival,The
Chisenhale Dance Space,The Kingsgate,The Flaxman,The Watershed Bristol. Debbie has won awards for her work
at The National Portrait Gallery, Royal Photographic Gallery and The South Bank Photo Show.
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TRANS-MAGIC Releasing the creativity

The work of
Photographer
Debbie Humphries
Some of my favourite pictures from that day with the very talented and very nice Debbie Humphry
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The effect of
Debbie's
‘Gender Crossings’
project
can be felt through
just a few of the
messages from
the comment book
after her
solo exhibition at
the Watershed
Bristol
“Very clever,
great photography
If only there was such
empathy and understanding
throughout society”
“I'm in Love …”
“I liked it when they gave
us the biscuits”
“I find it hard to believe
some of these
transformations ...
are you sure?”

The work of
Photographer
Debbie Humphries
190

‘Gender Crossings’ - Heterosexual couple expecting their child
‘Gender Crossings’ - Female fire-fighter (standing) with male colleagues
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TRANS-MAGIC Releasing the creativity
However this next
comment
highlights the
depth of feeling
and confusion that
Debbie's pictures
(and maybe
THIS BOOK)
manages to stir :“A wonderful way to enlighten
the public about societies
"narrow mindedness"
(if that's a word),
I hope that through this
and other campaigns,
you gain rights human rights ..
do keep it up” …

But then after
signing off this
visitor then went
on to write more:“But why do people want
to do this?
Isn't it some sort of insult to god?
Did he do it wrong?
OOP's The other part of me
just spoke out!
I guess if people can have
two genders I can have two opinions!”

‘Gender Crossings’ - Female twins now brother and sister
‘Gender Crossings’ - First time cross-dressers
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This book is sold subject to the
conditions that it shall not, by way
of trade or otherwise, be lent, resold, hired out or otherwise circulated without the publisher’s
prior consent in any form of binding or cover other than that in
which it is published and without
similar condition including this
condition being imposed on the
subsequent purchaser.

Disclaimers
We have exercised our right to
express our views and opinions.
We cannot accept liability or
responsibility for errors or omissions contained herein, although
every effort has been made to
ensure that all factual data was
correct at the time of going to
press.
We do not accept liability or
responsibility for the quality of
goods and services advertised or
mentioned in this book.
All models in photos are over 18.
Neither photos or accompanying
text are meant to be representative of the character, sexuality or,
personality of these models.

WayOut Publishing Co Ltd
works in association with,
but does not own

The WayOut Club

VERY Special THANKS

Thank you Lesley
for your love and your
support through my life
and most specially
through this last very
difficult year.

I love you
VERY much.

THE THANK YOU PAGE

Well at times I thought I would never finish
this project (with both the Transgender AtoZ and
this ‘Encyclopedia’ HEorSHE?) with so many un-forseen sadness and difficulties surrounding me. At times I wondered after 12 years of my ‘Tranny Guide’ series of
books if I was doing the right thing. At times it was working on this book that kept
me sane. Now finally I am thrilled with this book and I am proud to offer it to
you. BUT ... I am VERY well aware that this book has only been made possible
because of the support and contributions of so many wonderful people. I have
tried to include you all on this page but it is inevitable that I have missed someone
for which I apologise in advance. I must also thank my publishing team; Karen, Sue
and Alli and of course my partner Lesley. Thank you all so VERY much.
Please do give me your feedback after taking a break I am looking for your inspiration for my next project. Don’t forget to check out my www.transgenderatoz.com
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In Transgender AtoZ the
scale, and diversity of this
growing scene is explored
through 1000’s of TG service
listings, events diaries
and contributions of
inspirational ‘Personal
Reports’ and
‘Personal Profiles’
from all around
the world.
Congratulations you have
bought a great book full
of experience and advice
But I can offer you MORE much
much more in my NEW book …

These diaries,
listings, reports, and the pictures that illustrate
them, create a very special travel companion to take us on a
journey from one city to another BUT MORE IMPORTANTLY
They also take you on a journey from one gender to another.
Also available as an intercative web site at
www.transgenderatoz.com

This addendum to HEor SHE is an International Resource Guide
Reports, Reviews & Listings for Events, Shops Services & Places to go

where YOU can post, read, maintain and review YOUR events & Listings

For discreet delivery order by Post Phone Fax or Web HOT OFF THE PRESS direct from me Vicky Lee
£11.95 inc UK delivery (add £1eu £4rest) WayOut Publishing, P.O Box 70, Enfield, Middlesex, EN1 2AE
Phone 07778 157290 Fax 0208 366 0517 or Full secure ONLINE ordering at www.wayout-publishing.com
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So editor Vicky Lee what are you a ... He or She?
“I am Transgendered, I cross-dress, I am an inbetweeny,
I sit on the fence and I believe, from where I sit, I see most things a little more clearly”
What is transgender and cross-dressing about then ?
“have you ever tried to hold a beach ball under water ... In the end you have to give up and let it come to the surface ...
... Well that’s what being a transgendered is like ... If you have IT ... IT is going to surface sooner or later”
This book answers, in great depth, ALL the questions, that are asked about transgender and cross-dressing.
Part auto biography ... editor Vicky Lee shares thoughts and experiences, alongside generous and candid
contributions, from many other trans people, their family, and friends, from around the world ...
“We discuss relationships, as well as practical advice to make the best of our image and creativity while also looking at all the more
obvious questions like: - Are transgendered people gay - How long has this been going on - Why, when and how do they do it.”
This truly is a comprehensive, colourful, and very well illustrated, study of a subject that, for many, is hard to comprehend !
“I hope you enjoy this book and that it will inspire you, and help you, and those around you,
to better understand transgender and cross-dressing and the many exciting opportunities that a transgender life has to offer”.
A diverse and growing range of people find the subject of transgender fascinating.
Psychology and Sociology students will find a wealth of resources for gender and transgender studies in this book.
Media Students will find a wealth of ideas and contacts for articles and programmes in this book ...
“Most importantly - wives, partners, family and friends of cross-dressers will find help to understand their loved ones
transgender feelings, and ways to enjoy and share the opportunities that the trans scene has to offer them all.

the ”The Reference Addendum” to Vicky Lee’s book
An International Resource Guide - Reports, Reviews & Listings for Events, Shops Services & Places to go
Together, these two books answer all the questions, inspire, and provide the contacts to get the best from the world
of transgender and cross-dressing - fully justifying the nick name... “The Transgender Bible”

The WayOut Publishing Company Limited
IS PROUD TO PRESENT

these books and the interactive web site

www.trangenderatoz.com
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